NYC DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION TESTIMONY BEFORE THE CITY
COUNCIL SUBCOMMITTEE ON ZONING AND FRANCHISES AND COMMITTEE
ON CONSUMER AND WORKER PROTECTION
February 8, 2022
Good morning Chairs Salamanca, Riley, and Velázquez and members of the Subcommittee on
Zoning and Franchises and Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection. I am Ydanis
Rodriguez, Commissioner of the New York City Department of Transportation. With me today
are Julie Schipper, Director of Open Restaurants, and Michelle Craven, Assistant Commissioner
for Cityscape and Franchises. We are also joined by Carolyn Grossman Meagher, Director of
Regional Planning at the Department of City Planning, and Steven Ettannani, Executive
Director of External Affairs at the Department of Consumer and Worker Protection. Thank you
for the opportunity to testify on behalf of Mayor Eric Adams on this legislation that creates the
regulatory structure for the City’s permanent outdoor dining program.
It is an honor to be before the Council today for the first time as DOT’s Commissioner. I am so
proud to be working alongside the great teams at DOT who are committed to enhancing the
safety of our streets. I look forward to working in partnership with the Council, the body that I
had the opportunity to serve for 12 years, to further our vision of turning New York City into the
most pedestrian and cyclist-friendly city in the nation. Our public spaces must serve our residents
and so it is fitting that my first hearing in this role is about creating a permanent outdoor dining
program that builds on the pandemic-era Open Restaurants program that rapidly transformed the
city’s streets to support our city’s recovery.
The COVID-19 pandemic brought one of the most difficult and unprecedented times in the city’s
history. As the city began to emerge from the shutdown and look towards the recovery, the City
established the Open Restaurants program under emergency Mayoral Executive Order to meet
the moment.
The program enabled over 12,000 restaurants to offer outdoor dining on roadways and sidewalks
outside of their establishments. This included allowing over 2,500 restaurants that would not
have been eligible or would have been limited due to zoning restrictions to offer sidewalk
seating—bringing the benefits of outdoor dining to new areas of the city such as under elevated
railways. This rapid reimagining of streets created a safe way for New Yorkers to share a meal
together while indoor dining was banned or limited—bringing us all much needed joy during this
challenging time, supporting the city’s beloved restaurant industry, and saving 100,000 jobs.
Now, the City is creating an outdoor dining program that can live on well beyond the recovery
from the pandemic. Doing so requires changes to the Zoning Resolution, local law, rulemaking,
and agency operations and policy. Together, these actions will bolster the intent of Local Law
114 of 2020, which directed the creation of a permanent program. With this program, the City
will be able to better support the restaurant industry in its recovery and provide New Yorkers and
visitors alike a new way to enjoy this incredible city.
Pursuant to the current text of the Zoning Resolution, as our colleague from City Planning will
explain, restaurants are allowed to utilize the space in front of their restaurants for outdoor dining
in only certain areas of the city. The Zoning Text Amendment removes the geographic
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restrictions—allowing restaurants throughout all parts of the city to apply for outdoor seating
areas on the sidewalk.
The legislation before the Council today transfers jurisdiction of the licensing and regulation of
sidewalk cafés from the Department of Consumer and Worker Protection to DOT. And for
roadway dining, this legislation creates a new roadway café program at DOT, establishing a
revocable consent and license review process and license fees.
These changes will enable a unified outdoor dining program, administered under one agency, at
DOT. The program will be available citywide but subject to siting criteria, such as minimum
sidewalk clearance and design guidance. It will be a simpler process for restaurants than the old
sidewalk café program, but will still require community board review for sidewalk cafés, and
notification and a public revocable consent hearing for roadway cafés. By expanding the
program to restaurants in all parts of the city and providing a new roadway seating option, the
program will particularly help businesses in low income neighborhoods and communities of
color.
Regarding fees, the legislation establishes an initial license fee for a sidewalk or roadway café of
$1,050, and a renewal fee of $525. In addition, DOT and OMB are still determining the
revocable consent fee which will be finalized during the DOT rulemaking process. This fee will
be based on the location of the restaurant and the size of the space the restaurant will be using for
its sidewalk or roadway café. These fees are essential for covering the administrative costs of the
program and also to ensure that public space is not given away to private businesses for free. We
welcome feedback on revocable consent fees during the rulemaking process.
The City set up the temporary program rapidly, focusing primarily on providing flexibility to
restaurants to encourage participation for our city’s recovery. But over the last year and a half,
the City continued to adjust the program as needed and has learned so much. DOT and our
agency partners heard from many New Yorkers with a range of responses to the program. While
overwhelmingly popular, many people have raised real concerns, including noise and sanitation.
We hear these concerns and take them very seriously.
Since the start of the program, the City encouraged adherence to the program’s requirements.
DOT has co-hosted a number of educational webinars on the program for restaurant owners and
workers. And DOT and our sister agencies have conducted nearly 60,000 inspections, and fined
and removed restaurants that failed multiple inspections.
But now with the change to a permanent program, we will have an even greater focus on
inspections and compliance. Restaurants are an essential part of our communities and we
encourage them to be good neighborhood partners. We will continue to work closely with
restaurants and the communities at large as we develop the new program requirements and
standards.
We will create a license for sidewalk and roadway cafés, requiring cafés to comply with rules
before they are built and subjecting them to inspection shortly after. DOT will enforce against
amplified sound devices—which are prohibited in outdoor dining setups—and NYPD and DEP
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will enforce against noise complaints. And we are working closely with the Department of
Health and Mental Hygiene on pest management standards to include in the license agreement as
well as other sanitation standards.
DOT, along with our sister agencies and design and civic groups, is currently engaging in a
process to create new design guidance for the program. This guidance will include detailed
information about how the program will work physically, including visualizations, materials
needed for setups, and standards on cleaning and trash storage. This public design process began
in October, and the guidance will be codified through rulemaking.
The design guidance will ensure that outdoor dining setups:
1. Are accessible to all users;
2. Contribute to safe streets and provide access for emergency vehicles;
3. Are flexible and temporary to allow for many activities on New York City streets from
emergency work, to transportation planning, to maintenance and sanitation;
4. Work well in varying street and neighborhood contexts; and
5. Are clean, attractive, and well maintained.
DOT is hiring the first full-time staff dedicated to this program, including our Director of Open
Restaurants, a dedicated enforcement team, application and plan reviewers, and corridor and
parking planners. This includes bilingual application reviewers and inspectors to ensure language
is not a barrier to participation. The Mayor’s Office of People with Disabilities is also hiring
additional plan reviewers to focus on accessibility. We are eager to bring on these new team
members who will ensure the program’s success and increased restaurant compliance.
Conclusion
In conclusion, I would like to thank the Council for the opportunity to testify before you today
and for your partnership in creating an outdoor dining program that brings new life to New York
City’s streets. We would be happy to answer any questions after you hear from our City
Planning colleague.
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Testimony to NYC Council – February 8, 2022
My name is Josephine Beckmann, and I am the District Manager of Community Board 10 representing the
neighborhoods of Bay Ridge, Dyker Heights and Fort Hamilton.
Community Board Ten members voted overwhelmingly in OPPOSITION to the proposed Citywide Open
Restaurant Text Amendment following its review September 2021.
I want to be clear that CB10 Board Members enthusiastically supported the emergency Open Restaurant
program and extension through 2022 agreeing that it was a much needed lifeline to the restaurant industry
during the height of pandemic. However, there were many lessons learned from this temporary DOT program
and I am here today to share the sentiment expressed during the Board’s analysis of the citywide text
amendment.
This permanent program is moving forward at a record pace without careful planning and robust public review.
DOT has made it clear that Community Boards will not be part of the rule making process or have an advisory
review of roadside dining applications. Rather, DOT shared that public review for the permanent program
would be limited to only two citywide meetings that were subsequently postponed.
It is very important that all City Council Members review the legislative history of the Zoning Text and reasons
why communities are concerned about this proposed text amendment and its citywide implications.
The current proposal removes a codified set of regulations, enacted with good underlying reasons, and does not
replace them with any clear zoning regulations regarding where outdoor dining may be permitted. The removal
of clear path requirements will impact the retail landscape – especially when multiple cafes are located on one
block. A post-COVID world will experience more congestion both pedestrian and vehicular.
The greatest objections from Board Members and the public rest with the curbside dining sheds. The omittance
of DOB from review of street structures which the city wants to be removable yet strong enough to withstand
natural occurrences and other hazards including vehicular impacts all point to significant risk and likely
disaster. Some dining sheds in CB10 are small buildings with electric, heat, windows and locking doors. Some
create street hazards, others are rat and vermin dens, some are used as storage and refuge by the homeless from
the elements.
Pedestrians complain of hampered visibility at corners caused by cars/tucks double parking, and blocked
crosswalks. Finally, the temporary program did little to address or provide enforcement against bad actors.
CB10 Brooklyn has nearly 200 outdoor dining permits issued with approximately half that include both
sidewalk and roadway. There were many who complied with DOT directives but far more that did not mirror
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the specifications provided by the agency and there was little to no enforcement – leaving communities in
certain parts of our district feeling incredibly frustrated as stakeholders that were also impacted by COVID-19
including neighboring retail merchants.
I listened to mothers with children crying at my desk who could not sleep. I spoke to nurses who lived above or
across the street exhausted by nightly disturbances. I spoke to young children unable to concentrate on
homework assignments in the evening or could not wake up for school because they did get to sleep until 5am
due to noise emanating from a restaurant that had indoor, sidewalk, outdoor roadway dining – with amplified
sound. I would be happy to share videos that show amplified music at 2am with no patrons in the outdoor
dining area.
CB10 is a residential district with commercial overlays that provide a place for businesses to service the
community. We must work together and Community Boards like ours who have been impacted by the outdoor
dining structures request a voice in the rule formation process.
CB10 members have learned a lot over the last 18 months. We enjoyed some beautifully constructed and
compliant outdoor seating locations and conversely, have experienced the worst that completely disregarded
and continue to disregard the guidelines set forth by DOT for the temporary program.
Therefore, Community Board 10 Brooklyn urges Council Members to review the concerns raised today and the
submitted correspondence provided.
Thank you for this opportunity.
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Testimony on Permanent Open Restaurants Zoning Text Amendment
and Accompanying Legislation
New York City Council Hearing 2/8/2022
Good morning, I’m Brooklyn Borough President Antonio Reynoso, and this is my first time before the City
Council in my new role. Thank you for the opportunity to speak today on Open Restaurants. As you may
be aware, this proposal is extremely important to me. Last term I was the lead sponsor of two laws to
first legalize the emergency Open Restaurants program, and then to compel the City to make that
program permanent.
So far, the Open Restaurants program has been a success. It been a lifeline for small restaurants that
have been struggling during the two-plus years of this pandemic, it has saved approximately 100,000
jobs, and it has helped New Yorkers re-imagine what our streets can be. Instead of parking spaces used
for the storage of private vehicles, we’ve taken back some of this space for use by people. I’m very happy
to be here today to comment on the next phase, and want to thank DOT for the work they have done so
far.
I want to continue to be a partner in this effort to ensure that all restaurants, including immigrant-run
businesses in outer-borough neighborhoods, have the opportunity to participate in this program without
a major cost burden or too much red tape. I strongly support the zoning changes that will allow
restaurants in a much broader geography to legally participate in this program.
That said, I have a few concerns I want to share. Of course all restaurants must comply with regulations
to keep their outdoor areas safe, clean, and unobtrusive, but no restaurant should need to hire a lobbyist
or an architect to accomplish this. In the emergency program, we allowed for self-certification, and I
know that has been difficult to regulate. Still, I thank DOT for removing the requirement that restaurants
provide engineered drawings, which can be cost-prohibitive for some businesses. I still remain concerned
that the sidewalk café approval process, which could include three public hearings, can be onerous for a
small business. I know it may not be possible due to provisions of the Charter, but I still want to be on
record saying I’d like to see that process look more like the proposed notice-only process for roadway
cafes. Additionally, I think Landmarks Commission review of sidewalk and roadway cafes is unnecessary,
and has the potential to severely limit this program in parts of the city where outdoor dining is most
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popular. Landmarks regulations generally only apply to work that affects the exterior of a landmarked
building. By their nature, these Open Restaurants will be temporary, removable, and won’t affect the
historic significance of a building or district. We don’t do landmark approvals for parking – we shouldn’t
do it for outdoor dining. I believe that having clear and accessible design guidelines will help solve for
some of the issues that these policies are meant to address.
On the temporary nature of the roadway cafes in particular, DOT has said they intend for this program to
be seasonal. While I would rather see it be possible year-round, particularly if we find ourselves in the
unfortunate situation of dealing with another COVID spike, I understand that the cost of maintaining
(and heating) these spaces year-round can be high, and that DOT does need time to do important work
such as repaving streets. I am concerned about the cost and availability of storage in the off-season, and
would ask DOT to consider allowing businesses with roadway cafes to use one parking space year-round
for covered and secured storage, with the understanding that materials may need to be moved
temporarily for street paving or other necessary access.
Another area that is important for borough equity is the fee structure. The proposed licensing fees in the
legislation seem reasonable, and DOT has said that in their rulemaking process, they intend to tie fees to
square footage and geography, so a business in Bay Ridge won’t pay the same price as a business on
Madison Avenue. I strongly support this. I also want to make sure that enforcement mechanisms provide
the opportunity to cure first, without jumping to imposing large fees. Some businesses may have to
redesign their roadway cafes to comply with the new design guidelines, which may be extremely costly,
and we need to be mindful of this as we shift from the temporary to the permanent program. I just want
to repeat that my main goal is for this program to be accessible to all businesses in the outer boroughs.
On that note, I want to stress the importance of DOT providing proactive, targeted, multilingual
educational outreach about how to participate in this program, how to comply with regulations, and how
to cure any infractions received. I also would like to see one online portal, translated into multiple
languages, that includes all this information.
Again I look forward to partnering with DOT on this rollout, and I thank you all for your time today.
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Dear Committee Chairs and Members,
Thank you for this opportunity to address this body as you consider a change to the New York
City Charter, the New York City Administrative Code and an amendment to the Zoning Text
Resolution to enable the Department of Transportation’s Open Restaurants program
permanent.
Brooklyn Community Board 14 convened a public meeting regarding this proposal on
September 13, 2021, and submitted comments to the New York City Planning Commission on
September 21, 2021. I have submitted that correspondence to this body for your
consideration.
Brooklyn CB14 opposed the text amendment conditioned on several specific concerns that
were either problematic, or pending and undefined. The bottom line is that Community Boards
were asked to opine on a proposal that was not fully realized. To the extent that DOT has made
progress toward fully developing an implementation, maintenance and enforcement plan, that
progress should be brought back before Community Boards citywide for substantive review.
Then, and only then, should this body consider making this permanent and extremely impactful
transfer of public space to private enterprise.
In addition to a fully developed Open Restaurants program, DOT must outline how competing
uses of the public right of way: restaurants, CitiBike, electric vehicle charging, bike corrals, bike
lanes, express bus lanes, truck delivery windows and parking will be prioritized since these
private and public uses are zero sum.
Brooklyn Community Board 14 recommends that changes to the NYC Charter, the
administrative code and the zoning resolution be tabled to allow time for meaningful local
consideration and feedback.
Thank you,
Shawn Campbell
District Manager
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February 9, 2022
Council Member Marjorie Velazquez
Chair, Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection
250 Broadway, Suite 1847
New York, NY 10007
Dear Council Member Velazquez,
At the Full Board meeting held on February 8, 2022, Bronx Community Board 8
passed the following resolution regarding Sidewalk cafes and roadway cafes. with
a vote of in 32 favor, 0 opposed and 2 abstentions.
Be It Resolved, Bronx Community Board No. 8 requests that the representatives
of the New York City Council secure a layover of any vote on proposed legislation
relating to outdoor dining/ sidewalk cafes until the committee has a chance to
review the legislation and comment thereon.

Sincerely,

Law, Rules & Ethics
Martin Wolpoff
Parks & Recreation
Ramdat Singh
Public Safety
Edward Green

Laura Spalter
Chair

Traffic & Transportation
Debra Travis
Youth
Julia Gomez

CC:

Honorable Eric Adams, Mayor
Committee Members, Consumer and Worker Protection
Council Member Eric Dinowitz
Council Member Pierina Sanchez
Council Member Carmen De La Rosa

Serving the neighborhoods of Fieldston, Kingsbridge, Kingsbridge Heights, Marble Hill, Riverdale, Spuyten Duyvil, and Van Cortlandt Village

September 17, 2021
Marissa Lago, Director
City of New York Department of City Planning
120 Broadway, 31st Floor
New York, NY 10271

Henry Gutman, Commissioner
City of New York Department of Transportation
55 Water Street, 9th Floor
New York, NY 10041

RE: Concerns Regarding Longevity of Open Restaurants Program
Dear Director Lago and Commissioner Gutman:
Firstly, we applaud the creation of the temporary Department of Transportation (NYCDOT) Open
Restaurants program, as we know it has saved countless food & beverage establishments throughout
our City amidst a global pandemic. The Open Restaurants program was a lifeline for many New Yorkers
to safely enjoy themselves while dining outdoors. We know this program to be effective in serving its
purpose.
We write to you today because of the City of New York Department of City Planning’s (DCP) recent
intention to revise the Zoning Resolution (ZR) through a new text amendment that seeks to eliminate
geographical barriers when applying for a sidewalk café permit and use of the roadway made
permanent. Bronx Community Board #10 has many concerns after hearing of this proposal during our
Housing and Zoning Committee meeting on September 14, 2021. We are not pleased that community
boards stand to lose its advisory opinion and review of these applications. It helped establish direct
communication between our community and the local establishment’s ownership. Losing a review of
this magnitude gives the appearance to the establishment that the Community Board no longer has a
reputable voice and can proceed without proper oversight.
Furthermore, we have seen along our commercial corridors of East Tremont Avenue, Crosby Avenue and
Westchester Avenue different examples of outdoor cafes. Some establishments elected to fully enclose
their outdoor seating in parking lots, some attempted curbside, while others built street shanties. Some
elected to use different construction materials and erect mini platforms, many of which took weeks for
City officials to notice, and ultimately, inspect for safety. Due to the Open Restaurant Program, many
adjacent small businesses lost street side metered parking. Additionally, there were several instances of
vehicular incidents, specifically with emergency vehicles like snowplows and streetsweepers by the
Department of Sanitation (DSNY). During our Housing and Zoning Committee Meeting, we were
informed of a businesses’ ability to apply for waivers if a sidewalk did not meet spacing guidelines or if it
were to operate its outdoor seating during the winter seasons. Collectively, we believe no waiver should
be considered or granted without consideration and approval form the local Community Board.

Restaurants should be considered on a case-by-case basis. This places an undue burden on local small
business and pedestrians.
The Open Restaurants Program has met its desired goals. However, we remind your Agencies that the
Program was only meant to exist for the duration of the pandemic. While we understand the pandemic
rages on, restaurants and bars no longer have capacity limits which renders the Open Restaurants
Program no longer necessary – particularly during the winter season.
On behalf of Bronx Community Board #10’s Hosing and Zoning Committee, we thank you both for your
time and attention to this matter.
As always, available for discussion.
Sincerely,
Joseph Russo, Chairperson

Submitted Testimony of Con Edison
City Council Consumer and Worker Protection Committee
Open Restaurants Program
February 8, 2022
Thank you for the opportunity to provide input to the “Open Restaurants” program (the “program”)
as it becomes a permanent part of the city streetscape.
Con Edison supports the program and the streamlining of the sidewalk café process, and
appreciates the incorporation of our safety requirements in the “Resources” section of the “Open
Restaurants” website.
In June 2020, when Con Edison submitted this resource, the program was only temporary and
existing sidewalk café rules were suspended. The recent efforts to make the program permanent
gives the City and relevant stakeholders an opportunity to ensure that the final program design
correctly balances the benefits of new uses of public space with the important functions the
roadways serve in containing and protecting the city’s essential energy, water, and telecom
facilities.
Con Edison - which provides the essential services of electric, gas, and steam to New Yorkers - is
requesting that the final program specifications take all necessary measures to avoid any situation
which may create a safety hazard, delay our response to an emergency, or required access to
facilities.
To ensure this critical outcome, Con Edison energy infrastructure must be appropriately considered
throughout the planning and design process as the program is permanently established. Most of
Con Edison’s electric, gas, and steam distribution systems lie underneath city streets and
sidewalks, and we access these systems through manhole covers, ventilation grates, valve covers,
and other covers. For public safety and to maintain the reliability of our systems, we need to have
free and unencumbered access to these covers 24/7. In addition, proper ventilation of grates and
covers is critical to the safe and reliable operation of our facilities.
Although Con Edison crews have and will continue to adjust to new public policy initiatives, there
have been examples during the program’s existence where crews were delayed in responding to
outages which slowed restoration for our customers.
Accordingly, our main recommendations to the final design of the program include the following:
1) Do not allow restaurants to cover Con Edison facilities, (e.g., service boxes, manhole
covers, transformer covers, gas valve boxes, etc.) which would include prohibiting
platforms, rugs, etc. and maintain clearance of 3 feet around our facilities. The previous
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sidewalk café program had a clearance requirement for our facilities 1, which should
continue.
2) Include disassembly and modularity standards for the structures. Ease of disassembly by
the restaurant is important to quickly access an underground facility and provide space for
setting up a work area with the proper materials and equipment, including rescue retrieval
devices for our workers. In addition, a Con Edison vehicle needs to be adjacent to the
structure to conduct the work required such as installing cable and cleaning the structure among other functions.
3) Include clear guidance on how utilities can access their facilities when outdoor structures
are in the work area (for both emergency and non-emergency situations). We have
identified the following areas that require clarity:
• The process and communication protocol to restaurants including how much
notice the restaurants will need to remove their outdoor dining structure.
• How long the restaurant has to remove the structure and what are the steps taken
by the City to ensure it is removed before the work is planned to be started.
• How the presence of outdoor dining structures will be incorporated into the
current NYC Department of Transportation street opening permitting process.
• The process by which the utilities will be informed that a utility facility will be
potentially impacted.
4) An application process that requires restaurants to show proof of Comprehensive (also
called Commercial) General Liability (CGL) Insurance, naming the City of New York and
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. as additional insured parties to protect
the City, Con Edison, and the applicant for any claim, suit, or damages arising out of, or
connected in any way with the use, occupancy, or operation of the sidewalk or street area
that is the subject of the license or permit.
We look forward to working with the committee and other interested stakeholders to ensure the
success of the program while ensuring the access to and safety of energy infrastructure is not
negatively impacted.
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RCNY Tit. 6, Ch. 2, Subch. F (Sidewalk Cafes), Part 1 §§ 2.41-2.48 and Part 2 §§ 2.51-2.59 (including
licensing, clearances, physical criteria, hours of operation, and application requirements).
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Testimony for the City Council Committee on Consumer and Worker
Protection – Effective Review
as delivered by Tod Shapiro of the Manhattan CB5 Open Restaurants Task Force on 28-2022 – (2 Minute Version)
My Name is Tod Shapiro and I will be speaking on behalf of CB5’s Open Restaurant’s
Task Force..
I strongly support Samir and my Fellow Community Board’s comments on Notice
Periods – 45 Days or even 60 days is required – give us the time to do our job! And,
the curbside setups must have the same kind of review as sidewalks.
CB5’s policy on sidewalk and curbside dining are guided by a well established standard
– It’s all about weighing the benefits and interests of all the concerned parties in a fair
and responsible manner. CB5 carefully considers standards of cleanliness,
appropriateness, street and sidewalk safety and fairness among stakeholders for each
locale it reviews.
The “one-size-fits all” nature of the proposed changes to sidewalk and curb-side dining
regulation unless handled properly may well lead to problems applying effective review.
Our colleagues in CB2 and CB4, which share a similar profile of outdoor dining and
express similar concerns. We are skeptical that DOT can perform this role suitably.
This is for Community Boards.
Our Committee has noted that with the proposed changes in the regulatory scheme the
problems noted at this hearing will likely continue in our district. Open Streets, which
worked well as an emergency measure, at the same time showcased noticeable
problems. These include the major issues with regard to quality of life as commented
on at this hearing.
By many measures, CB5 feels that Open Street which has allowed a temporary
relaxation of measures for review and opened up streets and sidewalks to pandemic–
stricken establishments has been a success. However, if it is made permanent without
returning to established standards of review it will be seen as an unfair concession to
only one part of our community – the Restaurant and Food Service Sector.
We must make sure that the proposed program is seen as a a reform and improvement,
not as a hasty giveaway to any one group. If this is not accomplished, it will breed
conflict over the valuable streets and sidewalks among all the stakeholders in our Great
City.
A more detailed Report from our Task Force will be submitted. Thank You.
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Testimony on Quality of Life Issues from CB5 Committees Impacting New
Open Streets Program for the City Council Committee on Consumer and
Worker Protection
As delivered by Samir Lavingia of the Manhattan CB5 Open Restaurants Task Force on
2-8-2022 (2 Minute Version)














Pedestrian flow
o We live in a heavily foot trafficked mixed use area and 8 feet of a cleared path is
often not enough for some of our sidewalks
o Glad to hear the 12 foot clear path for certain areas
o We should make sure that the cleared path is measured by including patrons
who might push out their seats instead of the unoccupied space when chairs are
tucked in
Structures
o We would like outdoor dining structures to be integrated into the streetscape
instead of isolating diners from the space around them
o Requiring movable tables and chairs with umbrellas or other overhangs and
easily movable flooring will help make sure that this is the case
Sanitation
o We need a better plan for sanitation to ensure that we avoid issues with rats
o Containerized trash receptacles that sit on the sidewalk would help ensure that
the sidewalk remains clear and we avoid issues with vermin
Enforcement
o We would want consistent and transparent enforcement of siting and design
regulations
o At the start of the pandemic the enforcement from the SLA and the appropriate
revoking of SLA licenses was done rigorously to take them away from bad
actors. We would like to see a similar level of enforcement for outdoor dining
regulations
Noise
o Who will be enforcing the NYC legal noise limits (not to exceed 42 decibels when
measured from inside nearby residences OR exceed 7 decibels over the
surrounding area sound level when measured on a public street 15 or more feet
away from source)? There is a lot of additional noise from outdoor dining and it is
important to make it as non-disruptive as possible
Notice periods
o We believe that the notice period is too short
o We will be overwhelmed during the first few months when all the businesses are
reapplying
o In the clause that states with “at least” 15 days notice the “the department [DOT]
will give notice to the community board”. Typically “at least” becomes the
expected time, and we don’t believe that 15 days is enough to inform the
community and get their feedback on the proposed curb-side dining
o PSQL gets 30 days of notice to do all the necessary work, and that is already
tough with reaching out to residents and doing site-visits
Bike lanes
o There is a lot of conflict with delivery people when the bike lane is between the
sidewalk and the dining area
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o





The outdoor structures currently obstruct the sight lines and make it hard to make
judgment calls about when to cross the street or ride safely
o We would encourage the legislation to require enclosures of no higher than 30
inches for visibility to help address these conflicts
o When a critical mass of the curbside space is used for outdoor dining or other
more permanent structures, we would encourage some language to have the
DOT consider relocating the bike lane with the addition of physical protection to
the outside of the outdoor dining area so the dining can be right against the curb
Competing use of public space
o We only have so much curb space and it is important to establish a concrete
hierarchy of needs in order to make decision making easier in the future when
deciding if a bike lane, bus lane, extended bus stop, or a loading zone or
something else should take priority over outdoor dining
o Outdoor dining is better than free curbside parking, but how do we weigh it
against other public goods?
Fee structure that avoids capture from landlords
o The fees seem quite low for some of the higher rent properties and we are
worried that a landlord could now price out the outdoor space access as part of
the value for the storefront rental. Have you looked into ways to prevent that?
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General Statement on Open Restaurant Program Changes
of Manhattan CB5 Open Restaurant Task Force by Tod Shapiro and
Samir Lavingia
Testimony for Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection
Date: 2-8-2022
Full Version of Written Testimony with Reference For the City Council Committee
on Consumer and Worker Protection

Bill: The New York City Council - File #: T2022-0088
(To be read by the 1st of Tod or Samir: whoever’s turn comes first)
General Statement by TS, SL, and DA as to CB5 and Open Restaurant Task Force Principles and Approach
to Permanent Open Streets
Thank you to the Committee for the opportunity to speak. My name is Tod Shapiro, and Samir Lavingia
and I will be speaking on behalf of Community Board 5’s Open Restaurant Task Force (ORTF), which is
studying the proposed changes to the Open Restaurants program for the purpose of making it
permanent, and is considering constructive comments, along with its fellow Community Boards, for the
City Council to consider. We will work in tandem, each speaking to CB5’s concerns in our allotted 3
minutes.
CB5 is a district that is among the most populated in the City with a diverse array of dining and drinking
establishments that share its streets, sidewalks, bike paths, parks, and public transportation with a
vibrant business sector and a growing residential community. The streets and sidewalks are coveted by
businesses, bikers, pedestrians, and residents, and our job is to help provide our community and city
government the input they need to allocate all of this fairly, and make sure the City does its job well.
CB5’s policy on sidewalk and curbside dining, and any recommendations it makes, are guided by a well
established standard – it’s all about weighing the benefits and interests of all the concerned parties in a
fair and responsible manner. CB5’s Committees evaluate outdoor cafes and associated liquor licenses,
as well as other uses of outdoor space, which are then recommended for approval only after duly and
reasonably noticed public meetings, where CB5 carefully considers standards of cleanliness,
appropriateness, street and sidewalk safety, and equity among neighborhood stakeholders for each
individual locale – We will call it “CASE” for purposes of this testimony!
In our Committee’s study of the issues that arise in our district , and based on our Board’s Land Use,
Transportation, Public Safety and Parks Committees’ histories of dealing with sidewalk and curb-side
dining activity in particular, we have come to the following initial conclusions about the proposed Open
Street changes:
First, and foremost, with the change in the zoning rules potentially opening up large new sections of the
City’s sidewalks and roadways for open dining and alcohol consumption on a permanent basis in
previously disallowed residential areas, it must necessarily be combined with equally strong regulations
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under the new proposed § 19-160 that offer clear and convincing standards and procedures so as to
prevent the recommendation for approval of inappropriate licenses. Under the previous zoning and
administrative scheme, CB5 in its deliberations took great care to award them only upon meeting
reasonable standards of “CASE”.
Of note, the “one-size-fits all” nature of the proposed changes to sidewalk and curb-side outdoor dining
regulation, in our Task Force’s estimation, unless handled properly, may well lead to substantial issues
in applying CASE. Our colleagues in CB2 and CB4, which share a similar profile of outdoor dining sites in
nearby proximity to commercial, residential, pedestrian, bicycle, and commercial use areas, express
similar concerns.
Our Committee has noted that with the proposed changes in the regulatory scheme the problems noted
above will continue or become worse. Open Streets, which worked well as an emergency measure, and
which CB5 supported, created a wonderful outdoor dining alternative during the pandemic and added
life and energy to our streets. But, at the same time it showcased noticeable problems. These include
major issues with regard to access for commercial and emergency vehicles, noise, crowded sidewalks,
unsightly and abandoned structures, garbage removal and sanitation, and poor enforcement of relevant
laws on those matters.
There is no question in CB5’s view that Open Streets, which has allowed a temporary relaxation of
measures for “CASE” and opened up our streets and sidewalks to pandemic-stricken establishments, has
been a success. However, if it is made permanent without returning to those standards – hopefully in a
more streamlined way and addressing many admitted issues in its administration and execution - it will
be seen as an unfair concession to only one part of our community – the Restaurant and Food Services
sector. We must make sure that the proposed program is seen as a reform and improvement, not as a
hasty giveaway to any one sector. If this is not accomplished, it will breed disagreement and conflict
over the valuable streets and sidewalks among all the stakeholders in our City.
Therefore, we call attention to the following specific issues that we believe will continue to be
problems, or even grow in nature, unless addressed in the new proposed regulations.
We would also like to call attention to Community Boards 2 and 4, which address many of these same
issues in a series of detailed reports, letters, and resolutions, most of which we support. (See Letter of
CB2 to Mayor De Blasio dated September 27, 2021 as well as CB4’s Letter to Marisa Lago of the City
Planning Commission dated August 12, 2021 on many of the same issues we raise.) We add our voices to
theirs on these important issues.
Links
CB2 Letter
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l72vf6i7z40986z/AAAVTpZgrB1xib0_1X1XQP-Ia?dl=0&preview=09September-2021-Open-Restaurants-Text-Amendment-CB2-Final.pdf
CB4 Letter
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/l72vf6i7z40986z/AAAVTpZgrB1xib0_1X1XQP-Ia?dl=0&preview=CB+4+28CHKLU-Letter-to-DCP-re-City-Wide-Text-Amendment-for-Open-Restaurants.pdf
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Manhattan Community Board 3 covers the East Village, Lower East Side and Chinatown. We
have the second highest density of restaurants and bars of the 59 boards-- 674 eating/drinking
locations, 191 of them are non-conforming on residential side streets. Regulations that may work
for communities with restaurants on commercial strips or a few scattered among residences will
not work in CB 3. The text amendment would have a disproportionate and inequitable impact on
our residents. We have street after street that are rows of sheds that block the light and change
the streetscape to dark canyons. You cannot see businesses across the street. Worst is the
noise. We have been a nightlife destination area for many years and tried to co-exist by keeping
the noise inside the businesses. Zoning protections prohibited outdoor backyard or sidewalk use
on residential side streets and we stipulated best practices from the hospitality industry with
doors and windows closed at 10. Now this has all been turned inside out. We have loud drunk
people under our bedroom windows. It is fine to be a city that never sleeps but we also need
protections for working people who must go to sleep and must allow their children to go to bed
at a proper hour. There must be balance. Residents are frustrated and feel like they are ignored
and forgotten. Please note that for residential side streets we will not be returning to sidewalk
cafe hours--cafes have never been allowed on side streets for the obvious zoning need to protect
residents from commercial noise at night.
The number of commercial noise complaints has greatly increased. In fy 21 we had 6165 noise
on street/sidewalk in fy 21--an increase of 169%. from pre-COVID. Most complaints are from
residents who cannot sleep. This does not include the usual indoor commercial noise complaints.
There has been testimony that outdoor dining as part of the Open Restaurants Program was also
enacted in part to prevent loss of jobs. Everyone agrees that this was necessary. Saving jobs is no
longer the issue. Every hospitality business will report that one of their biggest challenges
currently is finding people to hire. Restaurants in some areas, especially office areas, are still
struggling. But you can read many articles in industry publications that downtown Manhattan
eating/drinking businesses are thriving. This fits into the “one size does not fit all” category.
The City has proven unable to respond and mitigate noise complaints; police have not been able
to enforce noncompliance of the current Open Restaurants regulations as these rules are
constantly changing, not communicated, and unclear to enforcement agencies, businesses, and
the community alike. DOT does not enforce its current regulations. This has caused a
tremendous backlash by residents who are not included at the table to design future
programs. The immediate first step is for enforcement of guidelines to see if and how this will
work before codifying guidelines.
Community Boards were created to give residents a voice in planning for their communities-they know their needs. To not have community boards have a roll in approving roadbed dining-a use of our public space, is against ULURP and land use practices of NYC. There are ways to
streamline the process and we can help.
The zoning Resolution was created to prescribe trades and industries that are excluded or
subjected to special regulations to preserve neighborhood character and ensure public health,

safety, and welfare. ,Residential districts are protected against the encroachment of other uses or
industries that might change the character of the district and/or bring harmful nuisances, such as
air pollution, traffic, or noise. We need to keep these protections to ensure livability so that
residents and businesses can co-exist with balance.
Chapter 4 of the Zoning Resolution explicitly states that its purpose is to "discourage sidewalk
cafes in locations where they are inappropriate, and to promote and protect public health, safety,
general welfare and amenity," and "to preserve and enhance the character of neighborhoods
throughout the City." The proposed Open Restaurant Citywide text amendment will eliminate
geographic restrictions on outdoor seating that protect residential districts from the increased
activity and noise pollution that commercial use generates. The Zoning Resolution, in Article V,
Chapter 2, section 52‐34 clearly states that non‐ conforming food and drink establishments shall
be limited exclusively to the sale of food or drink for on‐ premises consumption by seated
patrons within a completely enclosed building, in order to protect the character of residential
districts, and to protect the welfare of residents. We rely on the restrictions of Article I, Chapter
4, and Article V, Chapter 2, to address and mitigate the recent trend of increased late‐night noise
and parties in residential districts, maintain the character of residential districts, and restrict the
increase of non‐conforming businesses in a residential area to avoid noise on residential streets.
Community Board 3, Manhattan invites City Council members, DOT, and the Hospitality
Alliance on a joint walk-through of CB 3 outdoor dining sheds with us.

The City of New York
Manhattan Community Board 1
Tammy Meltzer CHAIRPERSON | Lucian Reynolds DISTRICT MANAGER
New York City City Council
Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises
Public Hearing on Open Restaurants
Testimony by Tammy Meltzer, Chairperson
February 8, 2022, 10:00AM
With the highly dense and unique, mixed-use nature of Community District 1 (CD1), there are
major concerns over whether and how the rules regulating outdoor establishments part of the
Open Restaurants program will be enforced.
In September 2021, Manhattan Community Board 1 (CB1) adopted a resolution opposing the
Open Restaurants ULURP application. CB1 expressed significant reservations about wholly
striking long-standing zoning regulations considering that there were too many unanswered
questions, and recommended that the City pause its efforts to remove all zoning text related to
sidewalk café regulations until those questions were answered in full, and details were available
on the future Open Restaurants program.
Since the ULURP application was approved, and as we prepare for the administrative rules
change process that will establish the Open Restaurants program parameters, CB1 has held a
number of meetings across various committees who were challenged to frame the elements of the
program in an aspirational light of what the program could be instead of what people don’t want
it to be;. In January 2022 CB1 adopted a comprehensive resolution (attached) addressing the
future of the Open Restaurants program including the following feedback. We urge you to
carefully review the full attached resolution.
Outdoor dining seating should not exceed 25% of the indoor seating to prevent “ghost
kitchens” from crowding out retail uses that were intended by zoning. Further, any sidewalk
width that resulted from a zoning agreement such as a building setback done in exchange for
more building bulk should not include in sidewalk width that could be occupied by a private
business, including restaurant seating or the its clear path requirement.
Community Board review and approval of establishments is an essential element of any kind of
successful program that takes public space and sets it aside, even temporarily, for a private use so
that the most essential elements of clear path, quality of life, and the common good are upheld by
allowing the public to hold the agency to these important principles. We applaud the provision in
the bill to give community boards a defined place in the approval process for open restaurants.

However, the 30 day will not work as a community board’s approval process can take nearly 30
days to run if the transportation committee meeting is scheduled for the beginning of the month
and the full board meeting is scheduled for the end of the same month. Thus, if DOT refers an
application midway through a month, it would need to go to the following month for
consideration. For this reason we ask that the referral time to community boards be extended to
45 days.
As the City moves forward considering the structural parameters of establishments as part of the
Open Restaurants program, resiliency and green infrastructure needs must be prioritized and
alternative roadbed uses such as public art, seating, bicycle corrals, and containerized residential
& commercial waste. The City should also prioritize and ensure that small business and mom
and pop businesses have equitable opportunities as part of this program such that larger and
chain businesses do not disproportionately benefit from this program. The Open Storefront
program should receive similar attention as other forms of retail would also benefit through
accessing the public sphere and would give different consumers the ability to enjoy experiences
like shopping, painting, or crafting outdoors as well.
The Open Restaurants program has had tremendous impact in local communities, and as the
program transitions to a long term structure, quality of life and enforcement issues must be
prioritized and streamlined to minimize negative impacts. The fee and fine structure should be
dynamic to reflect the size of the business, the value of the public realm, and the performance of
the inspection regime. If the Fiscal Year 23 Budget does not allow DOT to hire enough
inspectors, then they should be able to raise the fees and fines to do so without having to come
back to the Council hat in hand for years to come.
Above all else, the DOT Master Plan must take precedence over the long term layout of the
public rights-of-way. In areas where residents and workers lack the same access to open space as
other New Yorkers, or where there are significant resilience or stormwater management
opportunities, the Master Plan should take those needs into account and provide enough warning
to businesses with competing uses to sunset the use of dining structures to accommodate such
lofty needs as enshrined in the Master Plan. We also expect that DOT will factor in other
comprehensive considerations during the design and approval phases such as the historic fabric
of the neighborhood where dining is proposed as well as narrow street limitations on pedestrian
and non-motorized vehicle movement.

COMMUNITY BOARD 1 MANHATTAN
RESOLUTION
DATE: JANUARY 25, 2022
COMMITTEE OF ORIGIN: EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE VOTE:
BOARD VOTE:
RE:

10 In Fa o
25 In Fa o

0 Oppo ed
12 Oppo ed

2 Ab ained
3 Ab ained

0 Rec ed
2 Rec ed

Recommenda ion fo Ne Yo k Ci Agenc R lemaking Pe Local La 114

WHEREAS: Manha an Comm ni Boa d 1 a ea l o call fo
fo m of open dining in Ne Yo k Ci d ing he fi
pandemic; and

ppo fo e a an in he
a e of he COVID-19

WHEREAS: The fi
ea of open dining i ne ed a apid ma a ion of he dining
c
de ign leading o an a m ace of o be een e abli hmen
ih
c e
p og e ing f om he imple o eemingl pe manen and f ll enclo ed; and

e

WHEREAS: Comm ni boa d a he agencie e pon ible fo pholding he ali of life and
e ice deli e fo hei di ic became he ne
fo comm ni ie ho i hed o
log c i i e of he eme genc open e a an p og am and he
c e ha
e e p od ced d ing hi pe iod; and
WHEREAS: In Sep embe 2021, CB 1 adop ed a e ol ion oppo ing he Open Re a an
Ci ide Zoning Te Amendmen on he ba i ha he e e e oo man
nan e ed e ion , and ecommended ha he Ci pa e i effo
o emo e
all oning e ela ed o ide alk caf eg la ion n il ho e e ion e e
an e ed in f ll, and de ail e e a ailable on he f
e Open Re a an
p og am; and
WHEREAS: Since ha e ol ion, Ne Yo k Ci Co ncil app o ed he e amendmen , b he
h
of hi e ol ion peak o he de ign of he pe manen p og am a i ela e
o le making, in e nal DOT comm ni engagemen g ideline , and f
e
legi la ing b he Ci Co ncil ho ld he con in e o ppo a pe manen Open
Re a an p og am; and

WHEREAS: The ab ence of comm ni e ie in he Open Dining legi la ion ha a pa ed in
2021 indica e ha local inp o a oid nnece a pi fall i no al ed b he ci ,
a fac ha can be e e ed h o gh he lemaking p oce ; and
WHEREAS: The anding commi ee of Manha an Comm ni Boa d 1 each con ide ed ho
o en i ion an o doo dining p og am ha p o ided addi ional clien ele fo
e a an a ell a a afe, con enien and plea an ea ing e pe ience fo
c ome all hile minimi ing pillo e effec o he ide comm ni ; and
WHEREAS: The commi ee in CB1 e e challenged o f ame he elemen of he p og am in an
a pi a ional ligh of ha he p og am co ld be in ead of ha people don
an i
o be; and
WHEREAS: The comm ni boa d p o ided al able and nece a feedback o he fo me
Depa men of Con me & Wo ke P o ec ion hen he Side alk Cafe p og am
a in effec and con in e o c ea e a en e fo he p blic o commen on
e ocable con en , ee ma king , and c b eg la ion o DOT i be e p epa ed
o make deci ion and ac ; no
THEREFORE
BE IT
RESOLVED
THAT:
CB 1 i he fo he cce of he Open Re a an p og am and he e a an
ec o of o econom ha make Ne Yo k Ci
ch a onde f l place o li e
and do b ine
hile en ing he ali of life of ho e ho li e and o k in o
mi ed e comm ni ie ; and
BE IT
FURTHER
RESOLVED
THAT:
Comm ni Boa d e ie i an e en ial elemen of an kind of cce f l p og am
ha ake p blic pace and e i a ide, e en empo a il , fo a p i a e e o ha
he mo e en ial elemen of clea pa h, ali of life, and he common good a e
pheld b allo ing he p blic o hold he agenc o he e impo an p inciple ; and
BE IT
FURTHER
RESOLVED
THAT:
CB 1 belie e ha he follo ing li p og am elemen
o ld ep e en he high
a e ma k fo a cce f l pe manen p og am in Lo e Manha an:

S

c e:
● Ha e ide ha a e no ee- h o gh, he ho ld no be mo e han 3.5 fee high o ha
d i e , c cli , and pede ian can ha e a line of igh , e peciall fo oadbed dining
pace nea in e ec ion .
● Reflec o a e in alled on an o e ba ie o enhance a dining a ea i ibili o affic.
● Be acce ible and afe fo people i h lo /no i ion and/o ha e a heeled de ice fo
mobili
● Clea l delinea e he pace ha i pe mi ed b he DOT fo o ide dining o ha dine ,
emplo ee , pede ian , c cli , d i e , e c. kno
ha pace can be ed b a b ine
and ha i no he e a an
pace.
● No hing affi ed o he g o nd o ha e e hing i eadil mo able.
● S c e ho ld be de igned o be ind and ea he e i an .
● All ee e a an
c e ho ld follo nifo m g ideline : he e e io po ion
ho ld adhe e o afe code : fi e eg la ion , d ainage ligh ing, e c., and hen he in e io
can be indi id ali ed o he e a an
le o ep e en he e abli hmen .

O doo Re a an pace:
● Q alif ing e a an ho ld ha e indoo , fi floo , i -do n e a an e ice.
● O doo dining ea ing ho ld no e ceed 25% of he indoo ea ing o p e en gho
ki chen f om c o ding o e ail e ha e e in ended b oning.
● E abli hmen ho ld no e ga bage bag , affic cone , o an o he ob c ion o
block off addi ional ee pace o ide of ha he a e pe mi ed fo hei open dining
c e.
● Side alk and oad bed pace fo o doo dining ho ld be di ec l in-f on of he
e a an indoo pace, i h e of he pace ne o a co ne e a an onl if he
f on age ide alk doe no
alif fo e.
● All e a an
c e (e.g. able and all chai
hen occ pied, p omo ional ign , e c.)
and ac i i ie (e.g. line , ai aff ac i i ie , e c.) m be f ll i hin he pace licen ed
f om he DOT fo Open Dining.
● Re a an on ee
i h na o and/o c o ded ide alk and na o oadbed ho ld
onl be allo ed pace on he ide alk o
ee , depending on he e i ill c ea e fe e
p oblem fo he mo emen of people.
● Roadbed pace ( ome ime kno n a a pa king lane) ho ld be con ide ed fo o he e
( ch a neighbo hood loading one , bike co al , p blic ba h oom ) o ma imi e he
p blic good and comm ni
need befo e i i licen ed o a p i a e b ine fo o doo
dining o an o he p po e.
● Roadbed pace ho ld onl ope a e mid-Ma ch h o gh Thank gi ing.

● Licen ed ag eemen pace ho ld be onl fo one ea a a ime o ha ene al can be
denied fo e ce i e complain o le b eaking o o ep po e he pace fo o he e
ha benefi he p blic good.
● Ann al pe mi /licen e fo ide alk and/o oadbed o doo dining pace ho ld be a
lea 50% of he e a an pe
a e foo indoo en pe mon h of ope a ion o
di incen i i e landlo d f om incl ding pe mi ible o doo f on age a ea al e f om being
b ndled in o he en .
● An pace pe mi ed fo o doo dining ho ld be comple el clea ed and e o ed o he
p blic i hin 30 da of di e o non-pa men . Depo i ho ld be collec ed and ed b
he DOT fo hi a k if he pe mi holde fail o comple e.
● Food ca
ha had a eg la loca ion befo e 2019 ho ld ha e p io i o e a e a an
appl ing fo o doo dining if bo h b ine e ho ld appl fo he ame ide alk o
ee
pace.
● No on hi o ic ide alk i h eigh e ic ion d e o di inc i e ma e ial
ch a
bl e one o g ani e o d e o b face a l .
Clea Pa h Re i emen :
● Clea pa h fo pede ian m be he g ea e of 8 fee o 70% of he ide alk id h and
be moo h (no cobble , e c.), le el (no lan ed o incl de c b c ) and no incl de an
ob c ion incl ding ign , b
op , food ca o hei c ome line , e c.
● Pain ed ide alk e en ion ho ld no be incl ded a pa of a ide alk
id h,
e peciall o a d he clea pa h de c ibed abo e.
● An ide alk id h ha e l ed f om a oning ag eemen ch a a b ilding e back done
in e change fo mo e b ilding b lk ho ld no incl de in ide alk id h ha co ld be
occ pied b a p i a e b ine , incl ding e a an ea ing o he i clea pa h
e i emen .
● A lea a po ion of he clea pa h ho ld be olid e
a face i h an o of g a ing
ch a po o , me allic face , hich a e no app op ia e fo heeled de ice o
common na o -heeled foo ea .
Q ali of Life I e :
● The ho fo o doo dining ho ld be limi ed o 9:00 AM - 10:00 PM S nda h o gh
Th da and 9:00 AM - 11:00 PM on F ida -Sa da o commen a e i h he
ip la ion i h he local comm ni boa d, hiche e i mo e e ic i e.
● No m ic o amplified o nd i allo ed o doo incl ding opening an opening (e.g.,
doo , indo , e c.) ha allo indoo en e ainmen o anno ncemen o be hea d
o doo .
● Ba h oom facili ie m be ade a e fo he e a an /ba pa on ba ed on all o doo a
ell a indoo occ panc limi .

● C b acce fo d op off , pick p and deli e ie m be a ailable fo each block.
● B ing ca and f e h able a e ca
ho ld be kep indoo .
Enfo cemen :
● A DOT con ac ho ld be a ailable o moni o complain abo
le b eaking can be made
in eal ime d ing Open Re a an ho pl one o ha le inf ac ion and p oblem
can be made and add e ed a fea ible.
● M l iple op ion fo making and ecei ing complain ho ld incl de 311, b al o DOT
ocial media, he DOT eb i e and o he po en ial op ion .
● All Open Re a an pe mi ho ld be po ed online i h bo nda ie and an ip la ion
gi en.
● Canceled o non- ene ed licen e fo
ee o ide alk Open Re a an pace ho ld be
made p blic.
● B ine e i h o doo dining pace ho ld pa a depo i ha he DOT can e o emo e
o clea an
c e ha ha e been abandoned o a e in an n afe condi ion o po i ion.
● All
c e ho ld be emo able i h 30 da no ice.
● M ic o ele i ion ha i ca ied o e o doo peake o li e pe fo mance ho ld be
limi ed in acco dance i h he ip la ion ha he e abli hmen c ea ed in conce
ih
he local comm ni boa d.
Sani a ion & Heal h:
● The Depa men of Heal h ho ld incl de all o doo dining a ea incl ding he e min and
a h in he immedia e a ea in a e a an
a ing g ade.
● Re a an and ba
i h o doo ea ing ho ld ha e a e min mi iga ion plan ha
incl de dealing i h he o doo dining pace a ell a he a ea he e hei ga bage i
placed o doo fo pick p.
● Open dining adjacen o a bike lane o b ffe ho ld keep ha a ea adjacen o hei pace,
clean of deb i .
● I ho ld be he e pon ibili of b ine e o keep o m d ain i hin hei licen ed
o doo dining a ea clea , e peciall d ing ain o no e en o p e en ponding and
flood condi ion .
● P e e e he p ope f nc ioning of o m a e channeling and d aining b keeping he g e
clea along he ee and benea h dining
c e.
● Plan fo placemen of a h o ha i doe no impede he pede ian clea pa h adjacen o
hei licen ed o doo dining pace o immedia el ne o i .

Council Hearings on Permanent legalization of roadway cafes
and revision to existing sidewalk café rules Notification : & 371
My name is Christine Berthet, and I am speaking for Manhattan
Community Board 4.
While outdoor cafes should be made permanent, it must be
approached in a balanced, equitable way that preserves the rights
of all populations and preserve our transportation system.
We note that neither the term “pedestrian” nor “resident” nor
“neighbor” do appear in this proposal. Yet, millions of
pedestrians, of typically lower income than average commuters,
are users of sidewalks and walk lanes. Thousands of residents,
many of them in affordable units, live right next to the
establishments. This demonstrate focus on a very small
population at the expense of the much larger one. This law must
set a framework for a mutually beneficial coexistence with the
neighboring populations, the walking populations and respecting
the needs of our transportation needs.
We are pleased that community boards will have an opportunity
to review the applications and advise applicants to best practices
and hyper local specificity. However, the 30 day-notice is
incompatible with the current Community Board voting
schedule and should be revised.
CB4 has one of the highest concentration of restaurants and
cafes in New York city.
We ask that the following provisions be maintained in the
zoning text or be incorporated in this text:

 to exclude residential streets and sidewalk widenings from
the locations that can be licensed
 to keep doors and windows closed when amplified sound is
used inside.
We ask that the rules to be promulgated be balanced,
inclusive and equitable.
§ 19-160 Open restaurants; license and revocable consent
required for sidewalk cafe and roadway cafe. $b.
Rules to be promulgated should include
 to prioritize and ensure safe circulation of pedestrians,
buses, and bike on public space
 the design and placement of sidewalk or roadway cafes
 to prevent undue obstruction of streets and sidewalks
 to ensure curb access to normal and emergency services for
businesses and residents
 to set up a clear enforcement framework to eliminate bad
actors.
We ask you continue to ban smoking in sidewalk or roadway
cafes
(§ 3. Paragraph 1 of subdivision c of section 17-503 of the
administrative code of the city of New York, as amended by local
law number 152 for the year 2013,)
 the distance of 3 ft is woefully inadequate to protect other
patrons.
 In a non-enclosed sidewalk café, smoking outside, within
the café area, will be a major nuisance and health issue for
residents with windows next or above the café, many of

them who live in affordable apartments. Already , today,
residents complain when people smoke on the sidewalk.
 The pandemic painfully taught us that underlying lung
conditions make those new viruses deadly, this is not the
time to encourage smoking.


February 8, 2022
Comments of the New York City Hospitality Alliance to the Committee on Consumer and Worker
Protection, jointly with the Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises, on
T2022-0088 (Sidewalk and roadway cafes) and Application No. N 210434 ZRY (Open Restaurants Text
Amendment)
My name is Andrew Rigie, and I am the Executive Director of the New York City Hospitality Alliance, a notfor-profit association representing restaurants and nightlife establishments throughout the five boroughs.
We thank the New York City Council Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection and the
Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises for the opportunity to testify in support of developing a
permanent Open Restaurants outdoor dining program.
Approximately 12,000 businesses signed up to participate in the temporary emergency Open Restaurants
Program compared to the 1,200 that participated in the bureaucratic and often cost prohibitive prepandemic sidewalk café system. The pandemic outdoor dining program saved an estimated 100,000
industry jobs, shielded scores of businesses from permanently closing, enlivened and reimagined our
streets, and brought family and friends safely back together after months of isolation. Nonetheless,
thousands of restaurants still permanently shuttered, many are struggling for survival, and 65% of New
York restaurants were shutout of the federal relief Restaurant Revitalization Fund when the money was
quickly exhausted, leaving too many local businesses desperately in need, all while the industry is still
75,000 jobs short compared to pre-pandemic employment levels, and no one knows when business will
return to 2019 sales levels.
Now Mayor Adams and the new City Council have inherited the Open Restaurants Program still in its
temporary emergency status, and it’s critical the City of New York’s promised transition to permanency
becomes a top priority. Thousands of restaurants now operating outdoor dining are depending on it, along
with the countless fans of dining alfresco.
According to the owners and operators of 726 restaurants that responded to an NYC Hospitality Alliance
survey:
•

95% of respondents said outdoor dining was “very important” to the survival of their business
during the past two years.

•

91% said enacting a permanent outdoor dining program is “very important” to the future of their
business.

•

82% said they are concerned they’ll have to reduce shifts or lay off workers should the program
not be made permanent.

•

92% said they believe that a permanent outdoor dining would allow their business to hire more
restaurant staff in the future.

•

89% said outdoor dining is very popular among their customers.

New York City Hospitality Alliance
65 West 55th Street, Suite 203A | New York, NY, 10019
212-582-2506 | info@thenycalliance.org | www.thenycalliance.org

First, the temporary emergency Open Restaurants program showed us that sidewalk cafes can be
successful, inclusive, and distributed more equitably to small businesses throughout the five boroughs
when they are not restricted by the Zoning Resolution. Therefore, we urge the City Council to approve the
Open Restaurants Zoning Text Amendment Application (No. N 210434 ZRY) that was passed nearly
unanimously by the City Planning Commission last year as it will create a more equitable program and
provide the City Council and Administration a clean slate to develop the new and improved outdoor dining
program. It’s our understanding that the text amendment takes effect only upon the enactment of
legislation and promulgation of rules that would create a new outdoor dining program. So, there is no
reason not to approve the text amendment ASAP, even if the additional regulatory framework takes more
time to develop.
Second, we urge the City Council to pass legislation (T2022-0088) creating the regulatory framework for
a new and improved permanent outdoor dining program that includes sidewalk and roadway cafes, after
it is amended to address comments. We have reviewed the proposed legislation and believe it’s a start,
but it needs very important amendments to ensure it reduces unnecessary red tape and bureaucracy and
creates the framework for the most fair and equitable program possible. We’re committed to working
with the City Council and Adams’ Administration on amending this proposed legislation. The following are
several major aspects that must be addressed, and we look forward to working through additional
provisions too.
•

The requirement for a revocable consent for outdoor dining should be removed as other
commercial uses such as a newsstands, mobile vendors, and fruit stands do not require one, and
only require a license. A revocable consent adds many additional months, a lot more bureaucracy
and costs to the licensing process for restaurants, which is the opposite of what the Mayor and
City Council should be doing as they seek to support small businesses.
o

The sidewalk café consent fees have been cost prohibitive for many businesses. Fees for
restaurants to participate in outdoor dining should be reasonable and defined in the
legislation, not left to agency rule making.

•

The legislation should include the law passed by the City Council last year that renderings of
outdoor seating do not require the hiring of an architect, to reduce the cost for restaurants to
apply.

•

Minor first-time violations should be provided with a warning and a cure period before a penalty
is levied to a restaurant. Focus on education, training, and compliance first, and penalties as a last
resort.

•

The community board review process should be clear and consistent for sidewalk and roadway
seating.

•

Legislation enacted last year amending the sidewalk cafe rules to allow a new restaurant to
operate with the approved conditions of a restaurant previously located in the same space while
their license is pending should be incorporated into the bill.

New York City Hospitality Alliance
65 West 55th Street, Suite 203A | New York, NY, 10019
212-582-2506 | info@thenycalliance.org | www.thenycalliance.org

•

The provision that the cafe license is deemed revoked if the building is sold is very problematic
because a restaurant should not lose its cafe license because its landlord sells the building.

•

In addition to the above amendments, there are additional changes we believe must be made to
this proposal before the City Council passes this monumental legislation to create the best
outdoor dining program possible.

In closing, the permanent Open Restaurants program must be standardized, sustainable, and equitable,
with clear and easy to follow guidelines and reasonable fees to participate. It should address issues
important to the community such as accessibility, aesthetics, cleanliness, sound, parking (it’s resulted in
ONLY a 0.5% reduction in parking spaces citywide) and the interaction of sidewalk and roadway dining with
other uses of public space. After this legislation is enacted, we look forward to working with
the appointed agency on rulemaking to ensure the best permanent Open Restaurants program is
developed. We’ve already begun working in collaboration with the Alfresco NYC coalition, NYCxDESIGN’s
Design Corps, Design Advocates, several NYC agencies, AIA New York, and others to develop thoughtful
design recommendations to inform guidelines for the program.
This challenging yet exciting opportunity should be viewed as a catalyst for more outdoor arts and
performances, retail, enhanced transportation, and containerization of our city’s trash, as a requisite to the
city’s recovery and rebirth.
We thank you for your consideration of our comments. Don’t not hesitate to contact us with questions.
Respectfully submitted,
Andrew Rigie
Executive Director
NYC Hospitality Alliance
arigie@thenycalliance.org
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Testimony of Arelia Taveras
President
NYS Latino Restaurant Bar & Lounge Association
Before the
New York City Council
Committee on Consumer Affairs & Business Licensing jointly with
the Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises
Tuesday, February 8, 2022
Regarding
T2022-0088 Sidewalk Cafes and Roadway Cafes
T2022-0092 Zoning, Open Restaurants Texts Amendment, Citywide

Thank you, Chair Velasquez and Chair Salamanca and the rest of the committee members, for the
opportunity to testify.
My name is Arelia Taveras and I serve as the President of the New York State Latino Restaurant Bar &
Lounge Association (NYSLRBLA), which represents the interests of hundreds of minority and
immigrant-owned restaurants and nightlife establishments throughout New York City.
I’m here today to testify in support of sidewalk cafes and roadway cafes, otherwise known as open
restaurants. To understand the depth of the issue, I think it’s important to contextualize the industry and
explain the state of the industry at this point in time. NYC is the culinary capital of the
world. Restaurants are an integral piece to the fabric that makes up our neighborhoods. That very
foundation is in jeopardy. We’ve lost thousands of restaurants due to the pandemic and we’re on the
brink of losing thousands more. NYC is trailing in its economic recovery with a 9% unemployment rate
that is more than double the rest of the country. According to a study released by NYS Comptroller
DiNapoli, restaurants employ 30% fewer workers than they did pre-pandemic, the largest subset of job
loss in the private sector. To top it all off 35% of restaurants that applied for RRF funding did not receive
any. Most of those restaurants were in low income areas.
The time to step up is now. Collectively, New York City must come together with a clear message that
we are open for business and we are committed to making sure neighborhood restaurants survive. This
can be done through smart, sound policy that takes a balanced approach and this unquestionably can be
achieved with outdoor dining. It's imperative that open restaurants become permanent and that we make
it work for everyone. These are not mutually exclusive concepts. .

Outdoor dining was a lifeline during the days of closures, capacity limits and COVID-19
surges. Together with the City, restaurants were able to be nimble and improvise to get outdoor

seating up quickly so that we could seat patrons outdoors. where they felt most safe as well as
occupying less than 1% of the 3 million parking spaces throughout the city. Outdoor dining
remains a glimmer of hope as we again continue to fight back against Omicron. Prior to the
Pandemic, there were 1,200 licensed restaurants and cafes who participated in outdoor dining.
Currently, there are 12,000 restaurants who are participating in the Open Restaurants program
which accounted for over 100,000 industry jobs throughout NYC. When done correctly, outdoor
dining is a benefit to the restaurant, the community and is extremely popular with patrons.
Is the current system perfect? Absolutely not. However, we have learned a lot about what works
and what does not work and we have also witnessed best practices. Take Dyckman Plaza, also
known as Quisqueya Plaza, for example. This area, on Dyckman Street between Seaman
Avenue and Broadway, went from open restaurants to open streets to a dedicated Plaza that
serves as an oasis in a densely populated urban environment. The community of restaurants
along this commercial strip, known as Dyckman Gardens, is tasked with maintaining the public
space and bringing public programming to the area. This has not only created economic
opportunity, it has helped to beautify the area and improve public safety. Quisqueya Plaza is the
gold standard for which we should hold ourselves.
We have an opportunity to transform New York City for the better through this plan. Much
dialogue has taken place around how to make this program better and how to account for some
of the concerns we’ve heard in the past and here today. As an industry, we are committed to
being good partners to the City and to our neighbors.
There are two areas of concern that we’d like to highlight for the Council: timeframe and costs to
obtain a license. Under the existing language it could take months to obtain a license. We don't
believe the intent of this bill is to create an arduous process that discourages restaurants from
applying for a license in the first place but we fear that the process, as laid out, may do just
that. Secondly, costs must be taken into consideration - this cannot be a money making
proposition on the backs of a struggling industry, for example, the current rates for sidewalk
cafes are untenable for many of our operators.
We hope that you will take our concerns into consideration and we ask that the NYS Latino
Restaurant Bar & Lounge Association continue to be a part of the conversation.
In the meantime, we urge the City Council to move swiftly and pass these two bills so that we
can get started on bringing our City back better than ever.
Thank you,
Arelia Taveras
President
NYS Latino Restaurant Bar & Lounge Association

In support of a permanent program for outdoor dining
Good morning. My name is Kathleen Reilly, and I am the New York City Government Affairs
Manager for the New York State Restaurant Association. We are a trade association representing
food and beverage establishments across New York City and State. We are the largest hospitality
trade association in the State, and we have advocated on behalf of our members for over 80
years. Our members represent a large and widely regulated constituency in New York City, and
even more critically, one of the industries hardest-hit by the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic.
We know how much the restaurant industry means to this city, its culture, and its economy, and
we believe that the recovery of New York City itself depends on supporting the recovery of the
struggling restaurant industry. With that goal in mind, we are so grateful to Council Member
Velazquez and both of today’s committees for giving us the opportunity to testify in favor of
creating an accessible and permanent outdoor dining program for restaurants in New York City.
Restaurants continue to struggle, and therefore rely upon outdoor dining to drive additional
revenue and protect jobs. Outdoor dining has created a more vibrant streetscape and is broadly
popular, and a permanent framework will be more than able to reach agreeable terms to satisfy
residents and restaurants alike. Finally, when creating a permanent outdoor dining program, we
urge City Council to prioritize ease and accessibility for restaurants across the five boroughs to
participate.
The New York State Restaurant Association is entirely in favor of creating a permanent outdoor
dining program for New York City. During the height of the pandemic, outdoor dining was a
lifeline for businesses who were otherwise shut down. It allowed them to do more business and
employ servers at a point when on-premise dining was otherwise off the table. Reliance on
outdoor dining intensified due to the implementation of vaccine mandates – which made outdoor
dining the only remaining sit-down option for unvaccinated locals and visitors – and the
emergence of the omicron variant. Frustrating and daunting as it is to say, we still don’t know
what the future of this pandemic has in store, and the continued option of outdoor dining will be
a critical tool for businesses to survive whatever it may be.
To put the need for a permanent, accessible outdoor dining program into clearer context, we
have compiled some information about the dire state of the restaurant industry in New York. In
partnership with the National Restaurant Association, we conducted a January 2022 survey that
yielded the following results:




74% of operators say their sales volume in 2021 was lower than it was in 2019.
81% of operators say their restaurant’s total costs (as a percent of sales) were higher
in December 2021 than they were in December 2020.
New York restaurants took a number of actions in recent weeks due to the increase in
coronavirus cases, largely attributed to the Omicron variant:
o 55% of operators reduced hours of operation on days that they stayed open



o 40% closed on days that they would normally be open
o 26% reduced seating capacity
o 7% changed to only offering off-premises for a period of time
86% say their restaurant is less profitable now than it was before the pandemic.

With that kind of hurt and damage still so widely felt by restaurant operators, it’s critical to support
our restaurants’ recovery so we can support our city’s recovery. Expanded opportunities for
outdoor dining will be an important component of the restaurant industry’s recovery, and an
opportunity to embrace one of the few good things that came from our Covid-19 experience.
Under the Open Restaurants program, businesses across the five boroughs have been able to
participate in public life, provide safe public spaces to gather, and brought new life to the
storefront scene. Increased outdoor dining has made our streets more vibrant, and it is very
broadly popular. We recognize that there is room for improved community relationships in some
neighborhoods. We wholeheartedly support dedicating more DSNY resources towards trash
pickup and street cleaning, which will be critical steps for reducing trash and pests, and we think
it is mutually beneficial to both restaurants and residents to have cleaner streets. It is also worth
noting that DSNY – which handles residential waste – did suffer significant budget cuts during
the pandemic, and consequently reduced service. Meanwhile, restaurants and other businesses
continue to be responsible for paying private haulers to pick up their commercial waste, so
critics who link Open Restaurants to dirtier streets are likely finding fault in the wrong place. We
also believe in reasonable noise parameters that are sustainable for restaurants and residents
alike. These are attainable goals, and well within the framework of continued outdoor dining
around the city.
Again, Open Restaurants has been immensely popular, not just with our members and their
diners, but also in general. It’s the number one thing people from outside the industry have cited
to me as a pandemic-era change for the better.
Finally, I would like to address our top priority that a permanent outdoor dining program remain
easy and accessible to use for restaurants across the five boroughs. Even within our membership,
most Open Restaurants participants were new to outdoor dining. They hadn’t had sidewalk cafes
before, due to geographical, space, logistical, or cost constraints. This is a common story, and
the temporary Open Restaurants program did a commendable job lowering the barriers to outdoor
dining, especially in our outer boroughs. Preserving accessibility – in cost, logistics, and space –
is our top priority for the future permanent outdoor dining program.
To us, that means the licensing fee to participate in the future permanent program should be
reasonable, and perhaps based on a sliding scale or pay-what-you-can basis, especially for
economically disadvantaged areas. It is worth noting that restaurateurs across the city have
invested significant amounts of money into creating their Open Restaurants-compliant outdoor
setups, and some portion of those costs were incurred because of frequently changing or
miscommunicated parameters. In the very worst of the pandemic, when restaurants were at their
most vulnerable, they invested in their neighborhoods and invested in creating community spaces
to gather, and that past investment should be taken into consideration too.
Accessibility also means streamlined logistics, and being approved to utilize outdoor dining space

should be simple. The application, inspection, licensing, and all paperwork components of the
permanent outdoor dining program should be as straightforward as possible. To the extent safe
and feasible, we hope City Council would consider allowing some element of self-certification
from the Open Restaurants program to continue, which would make it less burdensome for
restaurants across the city to participate.
Finally, accessibility also means finding creative ways for restaurants who have space constraints
to participate in such a valuable opportunity. For some restaurants, bus lanes, bike racks, extradeep tree beds, and other pieces of the cityscape obstruct their access to space available for
outdoor seating. City Council should consider how it can work with restaurants, both on a caseby-case basis and in the final framework, to find solutions to these challenges.
As much as we wish it were, the pandemic is not over yet and its damages will be even longer
lasting. As we look ahead to the recovery of restaurants and New York City itself, we strongly
believe that a permanent, accessible outdoor dining program will be a necessary factor for
success. The New York State Restaurant Association is grateful to City Council and Mayor Adams
for focusing their efforts on creating this kind of program and taking another step towards that
goal today. The restaurant industry is still fighting for its life, and we thank City Council for keeping
that in its consideration of this program. We look forward to our continued collaboration on the
permanent outdoor dining program, and thank you for hearing us today.

Respectfully Submitted,

Kathleen Reilly
NYC Government Affairs Manager
New York State Restaurant Association

409 New Karner Road
Albany, NY 12205

Testimony on Behalf of the United Parcel Service (UPS)
to the NYC Council’s Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises Jointly with the Committee
on Consumer and Worker Protection Hearing on a Permanent Open Streets Program
February 11, 2022
UPS thanks Chair Velázquez and Chair Riley for holding this important joint hearing today, and
for the opportunity to provide feedback on the effects the Open Streets Program has had on the
community since being enacted in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
While the program has provided an outdoor solution to support businesses during a time of
economic hardship, we have some concerns on its impact on curbside management. The COVID19 pandemic has impacted delivery patterns and our workers have been on the frontlines ensuring
everyone receives their packages in a timely manner. As more New Yorkers have transitioned to
remote work and therefore relying on e-commerce significantly more, there has been an increase
in demand for our delivery services. While at the same time, it has come to our attention that the
expansion of this program has also caused a decrease of approximately 8,500 commercial parking
spaces – which has an impact of the efficacy of package delivery, especially as it becomes the
main source of delivery even beyond the pandemic. UPS strongly supports the City’s initiatives to
help small businesses propel forward, but also want to urge the City to simultaneously ensure that
commercial loading zones are prioritized on blocks with outdoor dining.
We must ensure that this conversation includes innovative solutions to curbside management. As
an industry leader in the global logistics and sustainability industries, UPS envisions alternatives
that reduce congestion while also allowing more efficient deliveries like our cargo electric bikes
program. Our initiatives in combination with recently passed Int 2279, will create safe and
accessible streets for all New Yorkers. As you may already know, Int 2279 focuses on expanding
loading zones to make deliveries more organized for the public. While the Open Streets Program
is a vital city program allowing local businesses to not only survive but also thrive, it is crucial to
consider the impact it will have on congestion and existing curbside management obstacles.
UPS has also proposed several interventions that can reduce congestion and help to re-imagine our
streetscape. These initiatives include creating “commercial green zones” to incentivize zero
emission trucks in dense locations while helping the city meet its other emission reduction goals.
We are committed to maintaining our delivery service while also assisting the City in envisioning
how to efficiently use public spaces in ways that best serve everyone involved.
Thank you for your time and consideration. UPS looks forward to continuing working with the
Council to support the City’s goals.

April Horton
Director Government & External Affairs

3050 Cruger Ave
Bronx, NY 10467
april.d.horton@verizon.com

February 7, 2022
RE: Proposed rulemaking concerning creating a new permanent outdoor dining program,

which, in addition to sidewalk cafes, would allow seasonal roadway dining and be
administered by the Department of Transportation.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments for the record.

As the leading telecommunications and broadband provider for New York City, Verizon plays a crucial
role in maintaining the City’s critical infrastructure and protecting the safety of the community. As
residential, business and government reliance for high speed broadband service continues to grow,
customer expectations for service installation and repair have become more demanding. Customers
require their services installed on time and with limited disruptions. And when the service is
compromised, they expect restoration immediately. It is for these reasons that Verizon respectfully
suggests greater consideration regarding the establishment of permanent sidewalk cafes as part of the
City's outdoor dining program and the unintended consequences that could result if permanent outdoor
dining is not carefully contemplated.
While the pivot to outdoor dining has been a lifeline to the restaurant industry, it has posed challenges
for Verizon and our ability to access critical underground infrastructure located in the public right of
way. Currently, when installing new services or repairing damage to our outside plant, access to the
manhole, curb line trenching or sidewalk digging, is oftentimes inevitable. During these occurrences,
Verizon works in close coordination with city agencies such as DOT and other utility companies to
ensure conditions are made safe. We find that the outdoor dining structures cover our manholes and
limit our ability to reach underground infrastructure adding another layer of coordination that requires
the restaurant owner to remove or temporarily restrict access to the outdoor structure for our work to be
completed. The additional step has led to delays in repair and restoration to customers. Moreover,
ensuring the safety of our employees, the employees of other utility companies, our customers, and the
public at large is paramount.
The pandemic has been particularly challenging for many industries. New ways of doing business have
required adjustment and the shifting of priorities. We applaud the City’s efforts to provide resources to
ensure continued economic viability for all those that makeup the fabric of this great city. While we
understand the pandemic has required deliberate decision-making on complex issues, we believe that
more consideration on the impact of outdoor dining structures on access to critical infrastructure will
lead to better results for restaurant owners and utility companies.
Sincerely,

April Horton
April Horton
1

February 8, 2022
American Institute of Architects New York Open Restaurants Testimony
Thank you to the City Council for holding this hearing today. I am Ben Prosky, the
Executive Director of the American Institute of Architects New York, also known
as AIA New York, which represents New York City’s architects.
AIA New York is strongly supportive of the Open Restaurants program. Many
architects who work in city agencies have helped streamline the program and
expand its scope, while those who work in architecture firms have designed many of
the outdoor dining structures.
The American Institute of Architects
AIA New York
536 LaGuardia Place
New York, NY 10012
T (212) 683 0023
F

(212) 696 5022

www.aiany.org

As an organization, AIA New York has also worked to improve the program. In
partnership with the NYC Economic Development Corporation and other
organizations, we founded the Design Corps, which provides pro bono design
services to restaurant owners struggling to comply with regulations. Through our
Open Restaurants Innovation program, another collaboration with city agencies and
non-profits, we have collected examples of successful outdoor dining structures to
inform design recommendations for the city.
City agencies and groups like ours are continuously working to improve the
program. However, if the City Council makes the program’s requirements overly
prescriptive, it will be difficult for us to continue these efforts. The improvements
we have seen in the program’s compliance scheme and the quality of outdoor dining
structures have been possible due to the program’s flexibility.
Keeping the permanent program’s design requirements flexible is critical because
the city’s restaurants and streets, which structures are designed around, are not
standardized. Each structure is specifically customized to the needs of the restaurant
it serves and the street on which it is located. As such, rather than making
requirements prescriptive, the best way to address concerns about structures is to
produce design guidelines. Guidelines are suggestions, not requirements, so they are
adaptable to different challenges architects may come across. These challenges
include larger urban design issues such as safety, accessibility, drainage, and waste
collection.
To best address these issues, there should be more city oversight of outdoor dining
structures. Architects should be required to file plans for structures and should
undergo a formal plan examination by the Department of Transportation, which is
how other structures are reviewed by the Department of Buildings to ensure their
safety and accessibility. To do this effectively, the City Council must allocate funds
for DOT to hire architects, engineers, and other designers to oversee the program.
Open Restaurants has been a huge success, though there is still room for
improvement. We hope the Council requires greater oversight of the program by
architects, but that their creativity not be hemmed in by a slew of overly prescriptive
requirements. Again, thank you for holding this hearing today.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lynn Ellsworth <lynnellsworth0@gmail.com>
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 10:33 AM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Testimony on the sheds. N 210434 ZRY ( Open Restaurants Text
Amendment)

Needless to say, the new sheds - with some rare and lovely exceptions - are a mess. They are mostly design
eyesores, rat-infested mistakes and a crude takeover of the public realm by an industry that has already had
access to enough taxpayer bailout money. While we support well-managed, attractive, and well-regulated
sidewalk cafes and non-car uses of our streets, the system in place before covid, the system proposed during
covid and the system in this bill all fail to give us the desired results. Massive rethinking is in order. To that
end, we have some thoughts on how to do this better.
 Streets should not pro-forma be handed to the restaurant industry. Instead, we need a new community level
planning process to temporarily allocate sidewalk and street space for café seating, outdoor markets, community
meeting space under tent, pedestrianized blocks, playstreets, parklets, pushcarts, kiosks, dog runs, and outdoor
street parking for bikeshare and careshares. We do not support free public parking on the streets. The process
to plan all this at the local level needs invention through experimentation.
 Regulatory authority should not go to DOT, but to a combination of commun ity boards and a new design agency
that assures quality design review for the aforementioned facilities. Design standards should never be one-sizefits all, but vary according to sidewalk width, street size, and architectural character of a given block so that the
city is characterized by great variety not standardized homogeneity. Roll out regulatory pilot programs in
specific neighborhoods of different character in each borough, bit by bit, to learn by doing. Avoid
centralization as much as possible. Given the checkered history of the Design Commission, we don’t need their
input either.
New Yorkers deserve better than what has been proposed.
Thank you.
Lynn Ellsworth
Chair, Alliance for a Human-scale City
www.humanscale.nyc
www
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2.8.2022
Balthazar Restaurant Group Testimony
As we know, all too well, the restaurant industry had already been passing through difficult times in the
last few years pre-Covid, due to increase costs on all fronts.
When Covid happened, the shutdown wiped out many restaurants and the ones that survived are still
struggling with high costs, shortage of personnel and the ups and down due to the tasking and
continuously changing Covid regulations and increased cost to adhere to Covid compliance.
In the beginning of 2021, the open restaurants and open street program allowed us to bring back more of
our staff which meant survival for them, their families and our restaurants. Then during the second half of
2021, we were even more thankful for the extra outdoor seating as we were able to create additional jobs
and somehow begin to repair our so heavily burdened financial situation.
During the ups and down of Covid infection rates, we were at least able to count on outdoor seating to
better plan our staffing and daily operations.
Most restaurant owners and restaurant groups spent large sums of money, that they quite frankly didn’t
have, to be able to keep the outdoor dining as comfortable as possible for their customers including
taking the risk on expensive electrical circuitry for winter heating. This investment allowed us to keep
serving part of the population who were not permitted to dine indoors. This part of the population
included customers that for medical or religious reasons could not be vaccinated.
Cutting outdoor dining for most restaurants will mean not only reducing personnel with reduction of job
availability but will also take away a source of income for our restaurants so important for survival.
Outdoor dining is important and fair for all restaurants, and not only for the ones that are in certain
designated zoning.
Allowing the Text Amendment to pass means fairer and more inclusive outdoor program for all
restaurants and for all customers and residents of all neighborhoods.
Outdoor seating also improved street security by lighting up and increasing the foot traffic in our streets.
We saw restaurants with security guards cooperating with local law enforcement and teaming up with
other security guards in our neighborhood to aid in keeping our area safe. This enabled us to see an
increase in street foot traffic which promotes overall business not only in restaurants but also in adjacent
stores.
Furthermore, it is imperative that the new Legislation on outdoor dining applies fairly for all restaurants in
all communities we serve, but also affordable and sustainable for all restaurants with clear, simple and a
well delineated application process.
In conclusion, outdoor dining has become an absolute necessity for the livelihood of the NYC Hospitality
Industry. It has increased safety and overall, improved all business aspects in the community that we

serve. It has created new job opportunities and give us the opportunity to serve all communities and all
residents of our city. It is imperative that we keep progressing with the program, not eliminating it.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
Balthazar Restaurant Group

2/8/22
Hello, and thank you for hosting this hearing.
I'm a Governor of the Brooklyn Heights Association (BHA) and serve as Chair of the
Public Realm Committee. The BHA and my Committee enthusiastically support a
permanent Open Restaurants program -- which helped many of our neighborhood
restaurants survive during COVID and continues to do so.
We're confident that we represent our community with this support. About a year ago,
we received survey responses from ~1400 residents of the neighborhood and those
who frequent it, about their desires for Montague St., our main commercial corridor.
Most respondents (over 60%) asked for a greater prioritization of pedestrians/bikes on
Montague Street, with substantially more outdoor dining, shopping and seating.
We therefore stand in support of Open Dining, and would like to make a few
recommendations to improve upon the program going forward:







Clear Design Guidelines -- to allow for the safety, accessibility, and comfort of
diners; along with hygiene; sightlines; and aesthetic standards.
Enforcement -- consistent and transparent enforcement of siting, maintenance, or
removal when an establishment is no longer in business. We recommend that the
enforcement process is corrective rather than punitive to ensure that our
neighborhood businesses can thrive.
Fees -- we recommend that the city starts to charge for *any* use of the public curb
that benefits a private actor (i.e. open dining, open retail, parking). These funds
should be put back into the public realm to design and maintain safe, vibrant, green,
clean streets.
Public Realm Integration -- The Open Restaurants program must be managed as
part of a coherent public realm ecosystem. Our sidewalks, curbs, and streets
need to be designed and managed for enhanced vibrancy, community, and quality
of life. We support widening sidewalks; widening lanes and expanding infrastructure
dedicated to micro-mobility (bikes, ebikes, scooters, trikes, etc.); expanding loading
zones; increasing trees, bioswales, and permeable pavers to mitigate climate
effects; reducing space dedicated to cars, trucks, and parking; establishing
universal containerized waste; improving public seating; and more. We ask the city
to create a framework and tools for better coordination, management, and vibrancy
of public space, including – but not limited to -- an Open Restaurants program.

Thank you for the existing program, which introduced a much-needed measure of joy
into our lives during the COVID pandemic. We ask that you now create clear and
consistent guidelines for its continuation while expanding your consideration to include
the entirety of our public realm. We have an exciting opportunity to rethink how we use
our sidewalk, curb, and street space to create safe, clean, vibrant, livable
neighborhoods. We haven't a moment to waste.

Kind regards,
Cindy McLaughlin
Chair, Public Realm Committee,
Brooklyn Heights Association

BROOKLYN
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

BROOKLYN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
OUTDOOR DINING TESTIMONY
The Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce is the borough’s leading economic development organization, and
serves its members through promotion, support, advocacy, programming, and its convening authority to
build and maintain a healthy and robust business environment throughout Brooklyn.
During the COVID pandemic, the Brooklyn Chamber has worked directly with over 1,200 bars,
restaurants, and cafes and continues to assist with recovery and resilience. A vast majority of these
businesses have built outdoor dining structures. Over the past two years, outdoor dining has been the
only alternative for restaurants and bars to serve patrons on their premises. As we have endured
several waves of the COVID virus since early 2020, outdoor dining has proven to be an enduring safe and
economically viable way for businesses to sustain during these unpredictable resurgences – it provides a
sound alternative to high-cost delivery platforms and is a way for business owners to still monetize their
brick-and-mortar locations in the midst of an ongoing public health crisis.
Our Survey of Brooklyn businesses in December 2021 showed that 77% of those surveyed were
experiencing revenue reductions due to a loss of customers during the Omicron, and 63% expected
revenue to be down from the previous holiday season. The Omicron surge could not have come at a
worse time in our recovery.
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Outdoor dining has been critical in saving countless restaurants and jobs.





The NYC restaurant industry is still employing 30% less staff than in 2019/pre-pandemic.
Only 35% of restaurants in NY State who applied for federal Restaurant Revitalization Funding
(RRF) were awarded, despite being one of the hardest hit by the virus, and most strictly
regulated by extended government mandates.
Outdoor dining, and the additional opportunity for revenue is still an essential lifeline for many
restaurants who did not receive RRF, did not have any rent relief, and are still suffering greatly
from almost two full years of pandemic costs, unexpected closures and lack of patronage due to
COVID.

COMMUNTY IMPACT
Outer borough restaurants have historically been excluded from the outdoor dining scene.


Sidewalk cafes have always been desirable, especially in the outer boroughs where communities
can come together, with kids, pets, and families enjoying outdoor space in a city where our
options are primarily inside. The temporary allowance of outdoor dining provided the outer
boroughs with a safe environment to keep patrons and staff socially distanced while remaining
open.
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REGULATORY RECOMMENDATIONS
The Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce makes the following recommendations:








We support the text amendment and reversal of archaic zoning laws that have long prohibited
restaurants from legally obtaining sidewalk café permits, particularly in the outer boroughs and
Low- and Moderate-Income (LMI) communities.
We support an affordable fee structure, clear and achievable guidelines, and a streamlined
application process.
We support the consolidation of permitting and enforcement within the Department of
Transportation, however we request that field officers be better trained in the nuances of the
program and the realities of operating a restaurant in New York City.
We request resolution of conflicting regulations between New York City and New York State
Liquor Authority with regards to alcoholic beverage service within outdoor premises.
We request clarification about the permissibility and circumstances of use of the outdoor space
in front of adjacent storefronts.

Respectfully submitted:

Randy Peers
President & CEO
February 8, 2022
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OUTDOOR DINING TESTIMONY
FEBRUARY 8, 2022
The Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce has worked directly with over 1,200 bars, restaurants, and cafes during
the Covid-19 pandemic. A vast majority of these businesses have built outdoor dining structures. For several
months, over the course of the past two years, outdoor dining has been the only alternative for restaurants
and bars to serve patrons on their premises. As we’ve endured several waves of the COVID virus since early
2020, outdoor dining has proven to be an enduring safe and economically viable way for businesses to sustain
during these unpredictable resurgences, providing a sound alternative to high-cost delivery platforms and a
way for business owners to still monetize their brick-and-mortar locations in the midst of an ongoing public
health crisis.
Our Survey of Brooklyn businesses in December showed that 77% of those surveyed were experience revenue
reductions, due to a loss of customers during the Omicron and 63% expected revenue to be down from the
previous holiday season. The Omicron surge could not have come at a worse time in our recovery.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
Outdoor dining has been critical in saving countless restaurants and jobs.
•
•

•

The NYC restaurant industry is still employing 30% less staff than in 2019/pre-pandemic.
Only 35% of restaurants in NY State who applied for federal Restaurant Revitalization Funding (RRF)
were awarded, despite being one of the hardest hit by the virus, and most strictly regulated by
extended government mandates.
Outdoor dining, and the additional opportunity for revenue is still an essential lifeline for many
restaurants who did not receive RRF, did not have any rent relief, and are still suffering greatly from
almost two full years of pandemic costs, unexpected closures and lack of patronage due to COVID.

COMMUNITY IMPACT
The outer borough restaurants have historically been left out of the outdoor dining scene.
•

•

Most of the sidewalk cafes pre-pandemic were located in Manhattan. The temporary allowance of
outdoor dining provided the outer boroughs with a safe environment to keep patrons and staff socially
distanced while remaining open.
Sidewalk cafes have always been desirable, especially in the outer boroughs where communities can
come together, with kids, and dogs and families enjoying outdoor space in a city where our options are
primarily inside.

REGULATION
Ancient zoning laws have long prohibited restaurants from legally obtaining sidewalk café permits.
•

•

The pre-pandemic sidewalk café program was too expensive, had too much red tape and excluded too
many restaurants. The cost to participate and process for applying must be affordable and accessible
for all restaurants, especially those in the outer boroughs and in LMI communities.
The guidelines and requirements must be clear and easy to comply with. Many restaurants have
expressed significant frustration on disjointed enforcement and constantly changing rules. We’ve

heard stories of inspectors delivering incorrect or conflicting information. Enforcement must be
standardized and the rules by which the program is guided must be clearly communicated.
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Testimony: Opposition to making outdoor dining sheds permanent:
My name is David Mulkins. I’m the President of the Bowery Alliance of Neighbors, and a member of
the
East 5th Street Block Association. I’m also a retired public high school Teacher, and a 38-year
resident
of the Lower East Side.
While the emergency establishment of outdoor dining sheds during Covid was understandable, they
should not be permanent. With some shed networks stretching across 5 or more buildings, they are a
dangerous obstruction for firemen, ambulances, and snow plows.

The Uniformed Firefighters Association of New York president Andrew Ansbro says that "lives are in
danger" from roadbed dining sheds because they narrow streets, lengthen response time, necessitate
extra fire hose length to stretch around sheds, and make it difficult to set up trucks and raise ladders.
My neighbor Janice Wilde wrote me recently:
“As I write, there is an ambulance and several police cars unable to get down my street due to a
restaurant shed that leaves no room for them with the snow. Our streets are not wide enough for it. I
live on 5th St, which has the 9th Precinct on it. There’s congestion all the time due to the
sheds. Sometimes I can’t exit my building onto the narrow street as the space is obstructed by the
sheds. It’s a fire hazard! It’s not a safe situation!”
For residents, the increased noise level from these sheds is deafening and inescapable. Unlike noise
from a restaurant’s interior, the noise from outdoor sheds invades at higher volume and hits residence
windows in a direct line.
These sheds also make our sidewalks unsafe because they obstruct our view wh en walking down the
block. During off hours and when businesses fail and sheds sit empty, they are a safe haven for thieves
and rapists.
With crime rising, why make these sheds permanent?
I’m alarmed that city officials would even consider this privatization of public spaces.
While outdoor dining sheds are justifiable as an emergency measure,
they should not be made permanent.
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Thank you,
David Mulkins, President
Bowery Alliance of Neighbors
2-8-2022
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Attached is my testimony in opposition to the Open Restaurants program.
62% of Community Boards voted against the proposed permanent outdoor dining program. NYC Community Boards
rejected Permanent Open Restaurants by a whopping 62% to 38% margin. CC members should listen to their
constituents!
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Testimony: Outdoor Dining Sheds Should Not be Made Permanent
NY City Council Hearing 2/8/22
My name is Jean Standish and am vice president of the Bowery Alliance of Neighbors. The
conditions of the Open Restaurants program are definitely not reasonable. It is outrageous that
there is no Environmental Impact Statement for this program because these sheds will totally
change the environment of the city as we know it. New York City's emergency outdoor dining
program was meant to help restaurants survive the pandemic. It was never meant to be
permanent.
In my community, which is the East Village, there is an over saturation of bars and restaurants.
As a result, day and night, Open Restaurants has delivered numerous sheds, constant noise,
mounds of trash, rats, fire hazards, blocked sidewalks and impassable streets. Fire trucks,
ambulances and other emergency services can’t access homes on our narrow neighborhood
streets. These problems have been there from the beginning for all to see. Yet, the Mayor and
the City Council chose not to look or listen. And agencies, like the Department of
Transportation, testified that there was no increase in noise or any other quality of life or safety
issues related to open dining sheds. This is demonstratively false!
The residents in New York City neighborhoods deserve a decent quality of life; consequently,
the outdoor dining program should only be a temporary initiative to survive the pandemic and
not be a permanent fixture in our communities.
Thank you for your consideration.

Jean Standish
East 6th Street
New York, NY 10003
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My name is Carlos Suarez. I am the founder of Casa Nela, a collection of neighborhood restaurants in
Greenwich Village, I've lived in the Village for twenty years and have two kids, one who's in 5th grade at PS41.
It's clear that the program has been an enormous success - for residents who fill the cafes, for residents who
work in the restaurants, for business owners, for landlords and for the broader community whose safety and
enjoyment of the city depends on essential city services - which are not free. In fact the cost of running the city
is now nearly $100bn a year.
The pandemic has destabilized the city's finances and the solution of simply raising personal income tax rates is
a fiscal suicide.
From the continued loss of tourism income, to the thousands of businesses that went belly up, to the tens, or
possibly hundreds of thousands of New Yorkers who fled the city during the pandemic, the city has lost
significant income going fwd. Remember, the top 1% of tax payers pay over 40% of the city's income tax. And
while my businesses certainly don't cater to the 1%, as a resident and business owner, I know that my son's
education at PS41, our neighborhood's safety and our collective enjoyment of the city depend on their tax
dollars.
Given this loss in revenue, it would be a recipe for fiscal failure if the city reduces or eliminates the Open
Restaurants program. I estimate that every seat the city has added is worth about $5 a day in city sales tax.
Assuming the 10,000 restaurants that signed up who didn't previously have a sidewalk cafe have added an
average of 20 seats, this represents an additional $300m a year in income to the city - without raising taxes on
anyone.
Moreover, this program has saved over 100,000 jobs - which in and of itself is a great thing, but these
saved jobs also generate another $100m per year in city payroll taxes - again without raising taxes on anyone.
Raising income tax rates further will just motivate a large portion of or tax base to leave the city. There are
ways to generate income - without raising taxes on anyone - and this is just one great example.
I'll close by sharing that I moved to New York city back in 2002, drawn in by the city's special energy and the
excitement of being part of a city rebuilding following the tragedy of 9/11.
With the cost of doing business in NYC skyrocketing pre-covid, the special energy that attracted me to New
York was fading fast. The retail sector was being decimated. During the lockdown it disappeared altogether.
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The Open Restaurants program not only reinvigorated the city, but set New York on a new exciting positive
path forward.
Not only is this great for New York - but it's entirely critical to the city's finances.
Let's not snatch defeat from the jaws of victory.
Carlos A. Suarez
Founder
Casa Nela
181 West 10th Street
New York, NY 10014
Bobo - Rosemary's - Claudette - Roey's
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My testimony today is based on an outdoor dining project that my organization, The Center for
Architecture Science and Ecology (CASE) a Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) research
institute, designed in 2021. The project is called Friendship Cabins. We sought to take outdoor
dining to the next level; to make it safer, more comfortable, more beautiful and more agile. We
aspired to do all of this while constructing with a beverage bottle designed to be upcycled into a
building brick for lightweight, strong structures. This combined an urban health agenda with an
ecological vision. We have achieved these goals and now Friendship Cabins are part of a
thriving restaurant, keeping diners and servers healthy while standing up through rain, wind and
snow without damage.
Designed for Peaches Restaurant in Bedford-Stuyvesant, Brooklyn, Friendship Cabins are
modular, flat packed structures for safer outdoor dining during the COVID pandemic. They
enhance social distancing by isolating diner parties while providing improved comfort and
weather protection. Movable and easily disassembled, they can be shifted for street
maintenance, expanded or upgraded.
Their lumber framed walls of the Cabins use Friendship Bottles as infill. Designed for upcycling
as building materials, Friendship Bottles are prototype plastic beverage bottles that stack and
interlock providing structure, thermal insulation and diffusion of natural light.
Friendship Cabins are engineered to withstand 105 mph, category 2 hurricane winds but use no
glue in their plastic bottle wall assembly; only cables for sheer stability are required. This simple,
yet robust construction method using plastic waste democratizes the production of disasterresponsive architecture while mitigating the environmental impact that often comes with relief
efforts. As part of the New York City Open Restaurants program, a broad, urban relief effort in
response to the pandemic, Friendship Cabins begin to test the viability of a circular economy of
urban waste where used beverage bottles could be stored or sold by restaurants as building
bricks for inexpensive structures. Outdoor dining is but one programmatic option. Greenhouses,
public toilets and temporary housing are all feasible. The Open Restaurants program has
become a kind of laboratory for New York, rapidly transforming its streets and the dynamics of
cars and parking, public and private space. Friendship Cabins, produced with a waste-stream
building system, point the way to a variety of resilient, sustainable and novel structures that we
may soon find on our streets.
In 2021, Friendship Cabins were recognized by Alfresco NYC for excellence in Sustainability for
Outdoor Dining. In addition, the Cabins were featured in articles about the state of the art of
Outdoor Dining in the New York Times and Fast Company
We believe that Friendship Cabins have important qualities that can positively influence the
future of the Open Restaurants program and would like to show images of the project the City
Council.

Regards,
Josh Draper
Lecturer
The Center for Architecture Science and Ecology

Alida Camp
Testimony on the Open Restaurants Program before the Subcommittee on Zoning and
Franchises and the Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection
Hearing: February 8, 2022
Thank you for reviewing the many pages and hours of testimony on the issues contained within
the Open Restaurant Program.
My name is Alida Camp. This testimony is more comprehensive than the testimony I gave at the
Committee hearing. Although I am co-chair of Community Board 8 Manhattan’s Small Business
Committee, I am submitting this testimony individually.
No one disputes that the Outdoor Dining program was essential during the pandemic. Even
now, as residents and visitors are wary of dining indoors, the program provides a critical need
for both restaurants (those able to participate in the program) and the public. However,
jumping from a program conceived of and invaluable during an emergency situation to one that
is permanent is misguided.
The following sets forth the reasons that the program needs extensive reassessment before
voting.
An Open Restaurant Program Should Have a Trial Period
We don’t know what New York will look like when the pandemic resolves or we learn to live
with it. We don’t know whether anyone will still want to sit in a traffic lane, or with their backs
up against buses, trucks, scooters, bikes, taxis, uber/lyffts and cars.
Any outdoor dining program, particularly one that upends so much of New York, should be
either a trial program, or have mandatory comprehensive reviews every year or two until we
know what works, what doesn’t, and what needs changing.
In one fell swoop, zoning laws, including those that protect communities are abolished, a
particular City agency is given sole enforcement and rule-writing authority when that Agency’s
enforcement during pandemic is questionable, safety issues are pushed aside, community
concerns are minimized.
This is not how a plan as comprehensive as this one, yet as undetailed as this, should be
enacted.
The landscape is changing. Needs are changing. To enact a permanent solution to a temporary
problem is not a wise course.

One Size Does Not Fit All
The City is made up of diverse communities. These communities not only have varying physical
attributes, such as density, congestion, wide or narrow streets, tall buildings or short or singlefamily homes, an elevated train. Rules that make sense in one community may not be the best
fit for another. Consider the planned zoning removal to permit restaurants beneath elevated
trains. This is a very different issue from removing zoning to permit restaurants in narrow
residential streets in already congested neighborhoods.
Each neighborhood must be considered on its own, with rules that apply to that neighborhood
considering the restaurants’ and the community’s needs.
Zoning Must Not be Removed Without Consideration for Each Type of Location, Including
Historic Districts
Removing the protection afforded historic districts by allowing restaurants will forever change
the nature of our beloved historic districts. There are no restaurants now.
If the purpose of the program is to help those restaurants that have been affected by the
pandemic, there is no reason to allow restaurants into areas where their presence has
previously been determined to be in conflict with the historic nature of the district and with
preservation of our history, architecture and character.
The program must be limited to those restaurants that have been impacted, not expanded to
affect all quality-of-life aspects. Our historic districts and landmarks are essential to maintaining
character. Do not expand the availability of a program intended to help existing restaurants in
an emergency to cover all of New York without regard to consequences for our character and
understanding of our history.
The Department of Transportation is Not the Right Agency to Enforce Rules
The DOT failed at enforcement of just the sidewalk accessibility. It did not inspect the many
restaurants that did not comply with sidewalk clearance requirements. When we asked it to
walk along an avenue where multiple restaurants were non-complying, it wouldn’t. Instead, it
relied on the public calling in with specific restaurants.
This is not how enforcement works. There needs to be regular, serious inspections with
enforcement.
Clearly, based on the fully enclosed (shut windows and doors) sheds, no one has enforced the
requirement that these sheds provide a safe alternative to indoor dining,through fresh,
circulating air. This is not acceptable.

If DOT could not enforce sidewalk access rules alone, how could it possibly enforce all of the
other rules designed for public safety and aesthetics that will become part of the program?
The Community Must Be Involved in Rule-Writing
Community Boards and Council Members must have a say in rule-writing. They know their
communities best. This proposed legislation treats the City as a whole (see One Size Does Not
Fit All), yet Council Members and CBs, who best know their diverse communities, are not
included in rule-making. Who is better able to assess what makes the most sense in their
communities?
The DOT sees the City as one whole because transportation necessarily runs through
communities and from one to another. The City needs better.
The DOT writing rules alone is wrong for the City and our neighborhoods. Other agencies work
with other aspects of city life, and see other parts of a functioning community. Of course, as
noted above, Council Members and Community Boards must also have a say.
Having the DOT fully and solely responsible for rule-writing is rather like asking a chef to teach
an economics course to Ph.D. students. Not that the chef doesn’t know his/her business, but
does not know Ph.D. level economics.

An Open Restaurant Program Must Ensure Accessibility
During the hearing, there was ample testimony on how this program did not provide
accessibility to the disabled. This is not acceptable.
Accessibility manifest not only in access to tables, but also in ability to move down the sidewalk.
The ability to move on the sidewalk applies not only to those with limited mobility or who are in
wheelchairs, but to strollers and toddlers and other young children.
Accessibility means the ability to enjoy outdoor dining, which for those moving from curb to
platform. This must be included in any plan.
Testimony indicates that accessibility has often not existed.
Fire Safety Must be Included in Any Plan
Firetrucks cannot easily navigate turns when outdoor dining is in the roadbed at a corner. This
could cost lives.

At the hearing, there was testimony that ambulances and other emergency vehicles could not
navigate on narrow streets where there were restaurant sheds in the roadbed.
The ability of first responders to navigate our already congested streets must be mandated.
Self-Certification is Inadequate Assurance of Safety and Health
Self-certification of compliance is insufficient assurance of compliance with requirements. We
have seen vast amounts of non-compliance. There must be inspections.
Noise
There must be built-in limits on hours and sound. At the hearing, there was ample testimony of
the impact of the noise outdoor dining generates on community residents. They have needs
related to health, the elderly, children, that must be included in any rules.
There Must Be Equity
There are many restaurants in front of fire hydrants, bus stops, loading zones and the like that
were unable to participate in the program. They deserve to remain in business when other,
better-located (for this program) are given opportunities to not only remain in, but expand,
their operations.
Any program must provide a mechanism for wrong-sited restaurants to have economic
opportunities.
Small businesses deserve similar consideration from the City.
The City should not be altering the landscape so comprehensively without inclusion of everyone
in the same category of business, such as restaurants.
Similarly, there must be a requirement that Citibike move bike docks to accommodate
restaurants. Citibike has not, on its own, been cooperative. This is unfair to restaurants who
would otherwise have the opportunity to have outoor dining. Obstructing restaurants in this
manner is unacceptable.
Council Members Demanding Passage Prior to Hearing the Public’s Concerns and Needs is
Inappropriate
The Op-Ed Piece published prior to the hearing, written by two Council Members, including the
Chair of one Committee holding the hearing, that called for immediate passage of this
legislation is inappropriate. It renders the hearing a farce, and the multiple hours spent by
those waiting to testify, a waste of time.

This is not the way public hearings should be held, nor the transparent way government should
be run.
Community Boards Must Review Applications for Roadway Siting
Community Boards are required to review applications for sidewalk cafes. For the same
reasons, they should review applications for roadbed locations. As stated above, they know
their communities better than the DOT. In addition, there is no reason to deny CBs review.
Similarly, CBs must have ample time to review applications.
The City Charter Mandates Legislation that Promotes and Ensures Health and Safety
The City Charter provides, in section 28, that “the council shall have the power to adopt local
laws . . . for the preservation of the public health, comfort, peace and prosperity of the city and
its inhabitants . . .”
Similarly, section 11-21 of the Zoning Resolution mandates that the Resolution “promote and
protect public health, safety, and general welfare . . .”
Careful consideration must be given to the issues raised by the community in the public hearing
of health, safety, peace and prosperity, and to whether all aspects of the proposed legislation,
including the zoning text amendment, will have a positive effect on those essential elements of
city life.
This Legislation Should Be Voted on As a Ballot Proposal
This proposed legislation will have such a significant impact, including unintended
consequences, on the City as a whole, and on each community, that communities must be
provided an opportunity to vote on it.
There are numerous reasons that this proposed legislation before the Council with its language
and lack of detail should not be approved at this time. It must be given careful consideration
with sufficient time and continued opportunities for public participation through Community
Boards and testimony.
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To Whom it Concerns,
As a small business owner, the conversation yesterday was very stressful. Right now, we are in a down swing of
Covid, but if the past two years has taught us anything, we will likely see more variants and more hesitancy to
eat indoors at restaurants. Without outdoor dining, particularly the roadway program, we would be permanently
closed. Yesterday, a council member testified that the Covid emergency is over- we se e no evidence of that. Just
look at what Omicron did in the city. Our business was down 75% during the “busy season” in our industry. It
decimated the holiday season for the entire hospitality industry and is just now picking back up. We are hanging
on until the spring when people can be outdoors again, but if the option for us to seat people outdoors is taken
away, we will likely not survive another season.

We also heard almost four hours worth of council members nitpicking about outliers in their communities
whom are not in compliance in one way or other. We implore you to not penalize the rest of us for this and to
consider those on a case-by-case basis. You will always have bad apples in anything you do. As for the issue of
rats, it’s simply not true that outdoor dining is what created the problem or even what perpetuates it. The rat
issue intensified when subway ridership went way down, and subway cleanliness went up. We’ve also had
several years worth of inconsistent public trash removal, an issue that is still ongoing. Restaurants pay private
companies to pick up our trash, so it does not sit and rot in the streets like residential garbage does. Most
outdoor dining structures are CLEANER than what the streets looked like before they were there. Businesses
are already fined for not cleaning in front of their establishments and for the most part, that garbage comes from
people littering and overflow of public trash cans anyhow.
It’s never been harder to be a small business here in the city. I ask for you to keep in mind these structures cost
tens of thousands of dollars to build- and we have ten seats in ours. We are still paying back that money. We
also spent thousands of dollars on propane heaters for them to be banned within a season, which effectively
killed our sidewalk dining since October. Minimum wage has been raised three times since the start of the
pandemic, the cost of goods has increased many times over, the cost of insurance has been raised, there are
additional costs for covid protocols- the list goes on and on. Please continue to support small and local business
owners by continuing these programs.
All the best,
Dana Morrissey
Managing Partner
Chela Modern Mexican Cuisine│Bar Crudo │390 Social
www.390social.com | www.chelaparkslope.com | www.barcrudobk.com
IG: @chelaparkslope│@barcrudony │@390social
c: 808-989-1321
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2/8/22 City Council Hearing for Permanent Outdoor Dining

My name is Linda Marini and I am the owner of Da Claudio, a family- operated restaurant located on Ann Street
in the Financial District.

We were grateful with the Open Restaurants and Open Streets programs. Unfortunately, not all restaurants,
including us, fit the guidelines to operate under the current program. Ann Street is a narrow two-lane street that
is just 3 blocks long.

It was only due to support from our community, our elected officials, the Downtown Alliance along with the
DOT that we were permitted to operate under a temporary Open Streets solution until December 2021. We
could NOT have survived without the option of outdoor dining, this is a fact.

Changing the commercial parking regulations on the southside of Ann Street from Broadway to Nassau Street
to no standing would allow us to put a roadside dining structure in place, while allowing traffic to flow in the
lane currently reserved for parking.

Presently, while we do not have an option for outdoor seating in the horizon, we strongly believe that outdoor
seating is still critical to ensure the continued recovery of our business and that of many others.

We would like the City Council to consider the needs of ALL restaurants as they consider the transition to a
more permanent program. We ALL suffered and continue to suffer tremendous losses. We need an equitable
solution that does not disproportionately create or restrict ANY particular business during this continued
recovery.
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Outdoor dining is still a consideration for customers as they choose between places to dine, an option vital to
compete and survive in the current environment. These programs should be more inclusive and consider the
negative financial impact on the restaurants completely shut out of the program or with the lack of one in place.
Outdoor dining programs should be an option as long as the public continues to have reservations about indoor
dining, if not permanently in some capacity.

Thank you for your time!
Linda Marini
Da Claudio NYC
21 Ann Street
New York, NY 10038
212-285-2668
linda@daclaudionyc.com
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To whom it may concern,

As a restaurant who has gone through all the trials and tribulations of Covid-19, we
wouldn’t be able to continue the success of our business without outdoor dining. Outdoor dining
has become a vital extension of our business. It is a place for customers to feel safe while
continuing to participate in social activities. It is a place where people can all come together to
celebrate all the milestones that life has to offer.
As I’m sure you can remember, there was a period of time where outdoor dining was the
only dining option available here in New York City. We changed the whole model of how we
operated. We adapted to weather changes, climate changes, and created an outdoor experience
where you could feel the actual heartbeat of New York while you dined. We, as a city, created a
new experience while simultaneously keeping everyone safe.
New Yorker’s are known for being “tough”. Tough can be defined as anything. We as a
restaurant industry remained tough throughout this pandemic and shifted our businesses to adapt
with the times. Restaurants in New York City generate about $18 billion dollars a year. In order
to maintain this level of revenue, outdoor dining is essential for restaurants. We, as a restaurant,
have adapted, we have shifted and we have remained resilient throughout this pandemic.
Outdoor dining has been a driving force for businesses and an extension of real estate.
Outdoor dining has become a part of the restaurant industry. It is vital to the success of
the industry in New York City. Outdoor dining should continue and should be encouraged for
restaurants to participate in. It is an amazing opportunity and we, as a business, would not have
survived without it.

Thank you,

Del Frisco’s Double Eagle Steakhouse
1221 Avenue of the Americas New York, NY 10020
dfny@ldry.com – (212)-575-5129

Testimony at City Council Hearing February 8, 2022

Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection jointly with the Subcommittee
on Zoning and Franchises
Hello, thank you for the opportunity to speak today. My name is Elana
Ehrenberg and I am the Senior Policy Manager at Design Trust for Public Space.
Design Trust for Public Space is a 27-year-old non-profit dedicated to enlivening
New York City’s shared civic spaces to create a vibrant, inclusive, and sustainable
city.
This past year, the Design Trust has been working with Regional Plan
Association and Tri-State Transportation Campaign through the Alfresco NYC
coalition. Specifically, we have been working to ensure that the Open
Restaurants and the Open Streets programs are accessible to all New Yorkers,
beneficial for the local communities, and sustainable in the long term. We are
developing design guidelines for the future outdoor dining program through a
series of collaborative roundtables with restaurants, community leaders,
advocates, city agencies and designers.
Alfresco NYC supports the zoning text amendment as a necessary step for
removing barriers to outdoor dining in neighborhoods with unique typologies
previously excluded from participating in the sidewalk cafe program. However,
we’re concerned that this proposed legislation will replicate an onerous
permitting process from the previous program which will limit participation.
The self-certification process in the emergency program allowed greater equity
throughout the city for outdoor dining - a lifeline to businesses who were
struggling at the time. The flexibility of this process is one we hope will continue
to be used in more programs requiring complicated permit processes to access
public space.
With all the ups and downs of the current program, community leaders and
small business owners have emphasized how vital outdoor dining has been to
survival and its ability to enliven New York streets and celebrate local identity.
However, we also recognize that the permanent outdoor dining program needs
specific regulations enforced to address quality of life issues mentioned here
today, sliding scale fees, and clearer guidelines to ensure accessibility and spatial
equity.
One of the biggest issues we’ve identified through our research is preserving
accessibility and mobility for all sidewalk users. While potentially creating
obstacles on the street, outdoor dining has also allowed more people with limited
mobility to eat at restaurants with barriers to their indoor spaces. This visibility

and accessibility are some of the many powers of public space. Through Alfresco
NYC, we will continue to work with the city, as well as accessibility and
mobility advocates to ensure that sidewalk cafes are a benefit, and not a burden,
to our city’s public realm.
26% of our public space is in the right-of-way and we have an opportunity to
reimagine how that space can benefit more than just cars or restaurants. We see
this as a possibility to containerize trash off of our sidewalks, provide communal
seating, support local business, activate commercial corridors and help
communities thrive. This is a first step that will allow us to advocate for a holistic
approach to street design, one which integrates the needs of all New Yorkers.
Thank you for your time and consideration.

February 7, 2022
Dear Council Members,
I am writing regarding the outdoor dining program. I recognize that my neighbors and friends in SoHo/NoHo
are frustrated about the situation in their neighborhood, and I ask that you acknowledge and resolve their
grievances in that part of our district.
I want to also share perspective from a peaceful and joyful block in the Lower East Side, bordering on
Chinatown. On my block, the sidewalk structures are run by a bakery, a Chabad house, a comedy club, a
beloved local cafe, and a Japanese restaurant. The restaurant could not afford the sidewalk structure on their
own, but community organization Welcome to Chinatown helped them build one. There are also businesses
which have not been able to get sidewalk structures, such as a famous dumpling shop, an Asian-owned café,
and a bodega, all of whom could use public help and financing.
I am not aware of any noise or disruption issues on my block. These sidewalk structures enabled these
businesses and community organizations to thrive during the pandemic. They also have unlocked new,
affordable community gatherings that were not possible before.
During the high holy days, members of the Hasidic community celebrate outdoors in public in their structure.
At the bakery, couples exchange bites of baguette and coffee in the afternoon sun. In the evening, the
comedy club has comics and smiling crowds, which largely disperse in the later hours. The Japanese
restaurant expanded their seating capacity by 40%, helping this small business thrive during the pandemic
and into the future.
Nonetheless, the outdoor dining program has been poorly rolled out, with a surprising lack of community
input. As currently designed, this is a giveaway of public space to private landlords, who are likely to raise
rents on small-business tenants. There is little to no community control on loud establishments which abuse
this privilege, such as our neighbors in SoHo and NoHo are telling you. There is a major lack of equity, with
many small-business owners lacking the capital to build sidewalk structures. There is also the troubling
privatization of public space: we need to enable non-commercial uses of these spaces alongside private
establishments.
I ask that you work with local communities to create a federated program, which grants local control to
communities to decide how to use this street space for public benefit. The Chinatown Working Group zoning
plan is an example of federated local control. Some communities may choose street parking, which is not the
solution in Chinatown and the Lower East Side, where 83% of us do not own cars. Others may choose to
plant trees and mini-parks and community gardens. Others may build restaurant rows and year-round street
fairs.
What’s not sustainable is the current plan that is a giveaway to landlords and real-estate developers. The
people want our public space, and we need you to partner with us to help achieve this.
Thank you,
Dr. Tom LaGatta
Executive Member, Downtown Independent Democrats
DID Co-Representative to the Chinatown Working Group
Democratic County Committee Member, AD 65 ED 76
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Don Giovanni <dongiovanniny@gmail.com>
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 10:29 AM
District3; Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Fight for outdoor dining program

To whom this may concern,
I hope this e-mail finds you well.
I am writing as an owner of a 30 year-old restaurant named Don Giovanni. We have two
locations, one in Hell’s Kitchen and one on West 44th Street. We are a family-owned restaurant
who has been one of the several restaurants severely impacted by COVID-19 over the last two
years. Our waitstaff, fresh ingredients, outstanding menu, and loyal customers were simply not
enough through the hardship of 2020. Although we are recovering, we are heavily relying on the
outdoor dining sheds that we have worked tirelessly on.
We installed our sheds for outdoor dining in order to allege the financial struggle that most
restaurants are facing. Additionally, our guests feel safe and welcomed when they walk into our
warm and well-lit beautiful sheds that we worked hard to maintain. It is because of our outdoor
dining accommodations that we have been able to keep our staff and pay them as fairly as we
do.
I understand how difficult the complaints you face with outdoor dining must be, but please see it
from this point of view. We heavily rely on our outdoor dining accommodations and strongly
urge you to draft regulations in order to upkeep the hygiene and reputation of the
neighborhood.
Thank you for your time and we hope that an area of compromise is reached.
Warmly,
Kimi Cohen

Don Giovanni Restaurants
dongiovanni-ny.com
Administrative Office:
phone: 212-807-0916
fax: 212-242-1722
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The East 12th Street Block Association has been providing the city with volunteer rat abatement for almost 2 years now. We are primarily gardeners that now spend all of our time following the information given by Rat Academy and pleading with our restaurant neighbors to
do likewise. The Department of Health’s map has annotated gardens as places where rats are
reside when video evidence and our own observations prove that the rats are housing themselves under sheds and in abandoned back yard eating areas.
Sheds have become shelters for rats that are being fed by the improperly disposed restaurant
garbage. Pick up for the garbage is stymied along with passageway for other emergency and
pedestrian necessities by these sheds. Many are collapsing and not being used and are merely
there to stake a claim by the restaurant for future use. The size of the sheds do not conform to
the legal limit a restaurant is entitled to. This is being ignored with other violations.
If you are unfortunate enough to live upstairs from these outdoor eating areas in the spring,
summer, and fall you are deprived of your right to have refuge in your home and your right to
get sleep. The atmosphere of the neighborhood has changed to something akin to the streets
in Blade Runner. Making this a permanent feature of all New York neighborhoods, despite
the size of the street is delusional planning. Or, I guess just not bothering to plan.
Children are playing in a newly renovated playground by chasing rats with sticks, rats the size
of cats are tearing up tree pits, and sagging structures are becoming dams for fetid rivers of
water that have no passage to sewers.
A huge problem was created by the DOT’s takeover of this public land and it’s decision to
hand it to restaurant and bar owners. The Department of Sanitation and the Department of
Health are now also part of a situation where there is no responsible acting party. Despite
continual 311 calls and door to door entreaties to restaurants there is no one enforcing the
laws that are in existence. There is no one looking out for the rights of citizens living in these
neighborhoods. What used to be a community has been turned into a play area for out of
town drinkers and rats. No consideration is being given to the people that actually live here.

East Village Community Coalition
143 Avenue B – Simplex
New York, NY 10009
(212) 979-2344
www.evccnyc.org

February 8, 2022
Testimony for City Council Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection, Jointly with the
Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises Items T2022-0088 and T2022-0092 10:00 AM
EVCC is known for our work to support independent small businesses and the well-being of residents;
work which we've redoubled during the Covid-19 crisis. We champion the majority of small business
owners, whose businesses are assets to their communities. We've enjoyed seeing our beloved
neighborhood retain much of its vitality, as many people continue to work from home.
We do not believe a “one size fits all neighborhoods” zoning policy is right for the East
Village.
Our neighborhood's zoning is designed for the people who live and work here. As an organization that has
long tracked storefront usage over time, we’re all too aware of how many independent small businesses
we've lost, and continue to lose, to corporate nightlife establishments and restaurant groups. As the heirs
of mom-and-pop landlords sell family properties to absentee real estate interests, storefronts are leased to
the highest bidders instead of the reliable good neighbors. Food and beverage establishments can pay
higher rents, but they have much greater impact on residents: with later hours, frequent deliveries and
trash pickups in the overnight hours.
We believe the proposed Citywide Text Amendment would drive out other business types in
favor of food and beverage establishments, accelerating the documented loss of retail
diversity in our neighborhood.
Much of the commercial space on our residential side streets is grandfathered non-conforming: it can
remain commercial space as long as it is consistently leased as such, but it cannot expand. The proposed
ZTA would change that by allowing sidewalk seating on these blocks.
Restaurants and bars are already taking notice of this traditionally more-affordable side street real estate,
which isn’t nearly as attractive to this industry without the opportunity for expanded outdoor seating.
A block like East 9th Street thrives because it hosts a cluster of independent daytime businesses, whose
clients patronize other businesses when they visit. As soon as this ratio shifts, and a boutique finds itself
the only daytime business on a block of restaurants that open at 5pm, that business' days are numbered.
The emergency Outdoor Dining program benefits one industry: food and beverage.
The expanded seating capacity offered by outdoor dining continues to be a lifeline for restaurants, but
retail shops and services simply can’t take advantage of sidewalk and curb lane vending in the way that
restaurants can. They already have the right to put a sale rack out in front of their shops. It just doesn't
make economic sense to hire additional staff to mind premium merchandise displayed outside, move it in
and out every day, or try to secure it at night. Salons and spas can't operate without running water and
some degree of privacy.

East Village Community Coalition
143 Avenue B – Simplex
New York, NY 10009
(212) 979-2344
www.evccnyc.org

The proposed Citywide Text Amendment would benefit only landlords.
Landlords would be foolish not to charge higher rents for storefronts that have opportunities for
expanded outdoor seating. Any temporary relief that the emergency Outdoor Dining program now affords
struggling independent restaurants would soon evaporate.
An expanded outdoor dining program will no doubt live on (in some form) on our commercially-zoned
streets and commercial overlays. Starting with a seasonal program (May - October) where the
current zoning already permits sidewalk cafes would leave room for road work and snow removal.
Despite the many positive aspects of the emergency outdoor dining program, many residents are
negatively impacted by prolonged noise (including amplified and/or live music); clogged sidewalks and
streets that don’t permit pedestrian and emergency vehicle access; and piles of garbage spilling into
driving lanes (because side-by-side restaurant corrals prevent curbside access). These issues have only
worsened with increased traffic of all kinds as the City reopens.
The shortcomings in the emergency Outdoor Dining program must be addressed in any
permanent program:
-The pre-pandemic sidewalk cafe regulations prohibiting amplified music outdoors must remain in place.
-Containers for commercial waste must be integrated into the design.
-Sidewalk and curb lane seating clearances must include service lanes.
-Seating in the amenity lane (which is ubiquitous, though not found in any description of the temporary
or permanent Outdoor Dining programs) must be prohibited.
-Details on the number of inspectors required to manage this program, their hours of operation (which
must include restaurant and bar hours) and the funding source for the anticipated budget must be
provided. This is particularly crucial for an agency without a track record for enforcement operations.
-Impact on the appearance of landmarked buildings and blocks within Historic Districts must be
considered.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Best,

Laura Sewell | Executive Director
East Village Community Coalition
director@evccnyc.org

Good Afternoon NYC Council
As a restaurant owner and a resident on the Upper East Side, the NYC open restaurant program
has been a god send and a. life line for us surviving the pandemic. Our private outdoor heated
cabanas and dining chalets are keeping people safe from covid-19 because they offer a private
dining option. They are also easily our most popular table, so popular we charge $10 per person
to sit there so we know they are a huge hit with the neighborhood. This added financial
revenue stream allows us to create extra jobs and hours and wages for our employees. The
open restaurant program is literally creating jobs for people and saving neighborhoods. These
open dining structures provide more life and activity on the sidewalks and streets. I have first
hand account that when the activity and life of neighborhoods drops crime and homelessness
moves in. In the winter of 2020 when we were in the grips of the pandemic we were robbed
and vandalized to over $120k in damage. The added revenue stream of the open restaurant
dining has made it possible for us to crawl back financially and is one of the saving reasons that
we haven’t closed permanently. WE ARE STILL IN A 2nd PANDEMIC. Financially speaking, due to
omicron, the end of December, January, and now February have been the worst months of the
year because people are afraid to dine inside… They prefer the heated dining structures which
keep them safe. Lets not forget that to the hospitality industry we are still very much stuck in
the middle of the pandemic and it is not over for us in any way shape or form. In addition the
archaic structure of the old café license permitting process was a ridiculous circus of
bureaucratic red tape, fees, and penalties designed to hurt business not help them.
Sincerely
Tyler Hollinger
Owner of FESTVIAL
Secret Summer Hospitality Group LLC
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Fillmore Place <fillmoreplacehistoricdistrict@gmail.com>
Thursday, February 10, 2022 4:51 PM
Testimony
salazar@nysenate.gov; Gallaghere@nyassembly.gov; district34@nyc.gov
[EXTERNAL] Open Restaurants Zoning Text Amendment Application No. N 210434 ZRY
( Open Restaurants Text Amendment)

Please consider this testimony against making the sidewalk dining sheds permanent as they now
exist for the following reasons.

What made sense somewhat during the height of the pandemic no longer is good for anyone but the
hospitality industry and privileges one industry with dubious ties to politicians over all others and
residents. The hospitality/liquor industry received billions in federal funds so why are we bending over
backwards for the one industry that will do just fine to the detriment of most New York residents?
Most of the venues that benefit are not the small mom and pop restaurants, those have already gone
under, but those that have hedge fund backers.

1. First and foremost is the issue of fire safety. Ladder trucks cannot set up on streets clogged with
these dining sheds. Lost seconds mean lost lives.

2. The streets of NYC are public and therefore the sheds/sidewalk dining are a private takeover of
public space. They obstruct views at street crossings and in bicycle lanes, make it difficult for the
elderly and handicapped to navigate sidewalks. Often restaurants have both sidewalk tables and
sheds, sometimes even on sidewalks themselves. Certtainly no venue should be allowed both.
Citizens have the right to walk safely.

3. The making of the sheds permanent totally ignores the community board review process and takes
away the voice of local residents. This is not democracy.

4. Sanitation - it is impossible to clean around these sheds, Rats congregate beneath them. There
already has been an explosion of rat borne disease such as leptospirosis in certain neighborhoods
and the sheds contribute to this. Plus, the sheds are mostly ugly and make our streets depressing.
1

5. Quality of life - outdoor dining is inherently noisy. Often restaurants play amplified music, and
people talk loudly especially if they are inebriated. Nothing is adequately enforced. DOT certainly is
not capable of this. There aren't nearly enough inspectors and they have no clout, there are no
consequences. Some of our streets are non stop party playpens. There should not be outdoor dining
on residential streets at all and certainly not concentrated and NOT PERMANENT. There's been lots
of admiring comparisons to Paris but Paris has removed all their sheds and in Paris, sidewalk dining
stops at 10pm. In addition, dining out caters to the well heeled and to those who can afford the
leisure. It penalizes working New Yorkers - keeps residents from quiet enjoyment of their homes
disrupts lives in so many ways for the benefit of a few. This is a great and diverse city. We don't have
only one industry. What about other types of business and other New Yorkers?
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Forest Hills Station House
106-11 71st ave Forest Hills NY 11375
Testimony For Outdoor Dining Hearing
Outdoor dining was critical in saving this business as well as keeping people employed.
Before and after indoor dining re-opened. Obviously when people couldn’t sit inside it was our
only form of business along with a small portion of delivery business. But when we were able to
use it along with indoor, we have been able to hire more staff, create more comfortable
atmosphere considering we only have 1200 sq feet inside of seating space.
The neighborhood loves the outdoor seating, we keep it neat and clean and follow all the
necessary requirements of the DOT. It also gives the business more exposure considering we
only have a 15 foot store front. It forces people unconsciously to keep the block clean and clear
of debris as well as NOT loitering. It forces us as the business to take pride and responsibility to
take care of our streets.
As rent continues to increase 6% a year it gives us a chance to continue to thrive and have
longevity. It is extremely important to the future of this business and neighborhood, we are a
neighborhood staple. We are at the foot of the LIRR and around the corner from the Forest Hills
Stadium and tennis club which we are basically and extension of both. It creates more green
space for people to walk the streets of this beautiful neighborhood. For us to have the potential
for more sales, it will bring more tax revenue to the city.
Our roadway seating has been more popular than indoor during 9 months of the year. And we
also have people who want to sit in our “regulation heated space” during the winter months.
We have put over $40k into this area we cannot lose it. It should be regulated to a certain
extent because some of these Roadway Street set ups are hideous, and an eyesore.
BUT NOT OURS!!
MOST PEOPLE WHO LIVE IN THIS AREA AND OUR DESTONATION CUSTOMERS LOVE IT!!
Please keep any fees at a reasonable rate if you decide to charge us but let it stay forever.
Thank You
Steve Elkins
Owner Forest Hills Station house.

New York City Council Open Restaurants Hearing
Tuesday, February 8, 2022
10:00 a.m.
Zoom
Thank you, members of the New York City Council. My name is Barbara Blair. I am the President of the
Garment District Alliance.
The Garment District Alliance, a BID in West Midtown Manhattan, supports Intro T20222-0088 with the
following recommendations:


Neighborhoods in NYC differ dramatically in character, density, activity, and mobility. We
recommend that DOT strongly consider traffic counts, pedestrian counts, and the interest of all
stakeholders that use the sidewalks and curbside roadway spaces. In the Garment District the
curbside space is used for bike lanes, intercity bus stops, MTA bus stops, commercial loading
zones, and commercial parking. Our sidewalks were so congested with pedestrians before
COVID that multiple projects have been initiated to expand the sidewalk on 7 th and 8th Avenues
into a lane of the roadway. This lane has since been occupied by restaurant structures, defeating
the entire intent of the projects.



Prior to approving any new sites DOT must release explicit and enforceable design criteria.
There are open restaurant sites on our streets that are in deplorable condition and visually
revolting. Enforcing an aesthetic is difficult but it must be done. Currently some open
restaurants are little more than more garbage on our streets.



DOT must be responsible for removing open restaurants that are in violation after 30 days of
notice. We have open restaurants that have received violations and even a cease-and-desist
letter going back a year. The owner will not remove it. It is DOT’s responsibility to do so.



The legislation states that the commissioner (of DOT) shall remove an out of compliance open
restaurant, or the NYPD shall. This causes confusion and ping ponging back and forth between
agencies. In our view all enforcement for legislation should reside within one agency to assure
one- stop-shopping, responsibility, and accountability.



Require open restaurants to have sides that are weighted enough that there is no need for the
unsightly orange DOT barriers for protection. The barriers are temporary and a blemish on our
streets.

Thank You.

Hudson Yards Hell’s Kitchen Alliance
412 W 42nd Street, 3rd Floor
New York, NY 10036
212-239-1619
www.hyhkalliance.org

TESTIMONY BEFORE NEW YORK CITY COUNCIL
COMMITTEE ON CONSUMER & WORKER PROTECTION
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FRANCHISES & ZONING
FEBRUARY 8TH, 2022
Dear members of the New York City Council, my name is Robert J. Benfatto, and I am President of the
Hudson Yards Hell’s Kitchen Alliance (HYHK), a business improvement district.
HYHK is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to enhancing the quality of life of the diverse population
that lives, works and visits within the district. Our work involves supplemental sanitation services,
streetscape improvements, neighborhood horticulture and beautification projects, and assistance to
district small businesses.
HYHK’s district encompasses West 30th to West 42nd Streets and Ninth to Eleventh Avenues. It is part of
the Hudson Yards Special District and was created as part of an effort to grow Midtown’s central business
district, and to transform the area into a mixed-used space and pedestrian friendly space.
I am pleased to submit testimony on behalf of HYHK today on a zoning text change which would make
outdoor dining at restaurants legal, citywide, and open the door to a permanent, sustainable restaurant
outdoor dining program in the city. However, I must also submit HYHK’s opposition to the preconsidered bill also on today’s agenda. Our reasoning is discussed below.
Zoning Text Change - Application No. N 210434 ZRY (T2022-0092)
During the early days of the pandemic, many restrictions were relaxed and temporary programs were put
into place so that small businesses could survive. The open restaurants program was a lifeline for
restaurants.
So many restaurant locations that previously could not have outside seating could now safely and legally
operate. In the HYHK district, for example, a west side midtown location, narrow sidewalks and bike
lanes had in the past prohibited outside seating. Now, our robust Ninth Avenue restaurant corridor has
one more tool to engage customers and run a successful business.
Now that Open Restaurants has been in existence over multiple months and gone through different
seasons, we see the need to update and make improvements. We are no longer focused on surviving day
to day, but thriving and growing.
The concept of serving and eating food outside is sound. In practice, there are ways to improve and
innovate. But we have seen and experienced on a daily basis how outdoor dining and programs like Open
Streets have brought a positive change to our restaurants and communities. HYHK urges the City Council

Hudson Yards Hell’s Kitchen Alliance
412 W 42nd Street, 3rd Floor
New York, NY 10036
212-239-1619
www.hyhkalliance.org

to support this simple and reasonable text amendment to allow outdoor dining spaces to be permanently
legal, citywide.
Pre-considered bill # - (T2022-0088)
Following this approval there will be the opportunity to create a program that is easy to use, affordable
and equitable for our business owners. But it must take into account the concerns that the surrounding
communities have, including noise, vermin and the vigorous competition for sidewalk and street space
along our commercial corridors.
Inviting coordination with the community is the best way to ensure a successful program. Open
restaurants exist in our public spaces, on our sidewalks, in our communities. Local stakeholders, like
community boards, block associations, and others, have detailed knowledge of on the ground
conditions. These groups need to be part of the review process.
Additionally, HYHK and the other 76 BIDs in the city are often the go-to entities to manage and improve
quality of life in the public realm. We manage open streets and provide supplemental sanitation. HYHK on
more than one occasion was the entity that had to remove outdoor dining structures that were
abandoned or poorly designed. We therefore strongly believe that we need a seat at the table in helping
to craft rules that make sense for our communities, for balancing public realm needs, and for creating the
best opportunities for our working small businesses.
Issues that need to be resolved along with process range from design and materials to enforcement.
Design materials and parameters are very important. They are the difference between a well-run and
thought-out use of public space and a nuisance. Limiting physical structures is one way, as well as
ensuring clear pathways, and garbage disposal among other items. Enforcement is obviously a key
component of this program going forward. Many other elements of restaurants have enforcement
mechanisms to ensure a safe and healthy dining experience. If this program is to survive, outdoor dining
should also be part of that same process.
Unfortunately, the pre-considered legislation on the table jumps the gun and falls far short of what should
be the city’s goals. We urge the Council to collaborate with BIDs and others to develop an entirely new
regulatory framework that does not require each struggling restauranteur to navigate the expensive,
burdensome and notoriously slow revocable consent process. If adopted in its current form, the
legislation will both limit the viability of each outdoor dining structure by prohibiting roof enclosures and
other key design elements, and require each restauranteur to invest thousands of dollars in professional
and filing fees to apply for an outdoor dining permit that may or may not be granted. HYHK looks
forward to working with the Council to improve this legislation.
Overall, outdoor dining is a great program. We need to continue to refine it so that it can be helpful for
both restaurant owners and the communities they serve.
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Rajesh Bhardwaj <rajesh@junoonnyc.com>
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[EXTERNAL] Outdoor dining

We wanted to put forth our concerns regarding the out door dining program. It has been a very important part in keeping the business
going and sustaining jobs. If not for outdoor dining it would have been impossible to keep the restaurant operations going .Even in
this cold weather customers ask if we have heated outdoor dining available. A good majority of the customers prefer dining outdoors
and we have noticed cancellations if we can't accommodate them outdoors. During the spring summer it will be this part of the
operations which will keep us and a lot of the restaurants in the neighborhood going.
A lot of capital investment was made by restaurants to build the out doording to keep it's operations going. While discussing with
other restaurant owners in the neighborhood almost all are willing to pay reasonable licensing fee to keep it going. If noise is a
concern then hours of operations can be limited where by evening outdoor dining should be closed by a certain time. Regarding
cleanliness the restaurants should be given certain guidelines to maintain the area clean or risk being fined. It is really really important
and necessary to keep this going.
Thank you for keep our concerns in mind while making a decision.

Rajesh Bhardwaj
Founder & CEO

Junoon Restaurants
19 W 24th Street
New York, NY- 10010
212 490 2100
www.junoonrestaurants.com
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NYC Council Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection Jointly with
The Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises on Tuesday February 8, 2022
Vaylateena Jones on behalf of Lower East Side Power Partnership
Written Testimony-Thursday February 10, 2022
The Lower East side Power Partnership advocates that public health be a major
consideration for the Open Restaurants program.
According to an article titled Ventilation and Coronavirus (COVID-19) by United
States Environmental Protection Agency “An important approach to lowering the
concentrations of indoor air pollutants or contaminants including any viruses that
may be in the air is to increase ventilation-the amount of outdoor air coming
indoors.”
According to COVID-19 Updated Jan. 20, 2022 by Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention one of the subheadings for How to Protect Yourself & others is “Avoid
poorly ventilated spaces and crowds. If indoors, bring in fresh air by opening
windows and doors, if possible.”
The Lower East Side Power Partnership advocates that if an outdoor structure is
enclosed (more than three walls in use) and there are no openings the size of
windows and doors in use to bring in fresh air, that they not be part of the NYC
Permanent Open Restaurant Program.
According to an article titled Safe outdoor activities during the COVID-19
pandemic by Mayo Clinic Staff “In some situations, especially in enclosed spaces
with poor ventilation, the COVID-19 virus can spread when a person is exposed to
small droplets or aerosols that stay in the air for minutes to hours.”
According to the New York City Department of Transportation (DOT) document
concerning open restaurants under the section titled Tents & Enclosures includes:
“If three (3) side walls or more are in use, the occupancy limit may not exceed
indoor dining capacity per the NYC Restaurant Reopening Guide…and all indoor
dining guidelines must be followed.”

According to NYC Council to the Mayor titled NYC OUTDOOR DINING FAQ If a
structure has “…no open sides, it is considered an indoor dining area and service
within the structure must adhere to all relevant indoor dining guidelines.”
People may believe that because a dining shed is outside of a restaurant it
possesses the associated ventilation benefits of an outdoor dining structure when
in fact due to the structure, it may be required to adhere to indoor guidelines.
The Lower East Side Power Partnership advocates for restaurants already certified
as part of the Open Restaurant Program be required to publicly post notifications
which clearly state ‘indoor’ for those current structures that must comply with
indoor guidelines.
A representative of the Lower East Side Power Partnership attended the New
York City Council Hearing on Tuesday February 8, 2022 and stated hearing that
the New York City Department of Transportation would be working with the New
York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene. The Lower East Side Power
Partnership believes that involvement of the New York City Department of Health
and Mental Hygiene is important and necessary for public health.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mary Ann Pizza-Dennis <maryann.pizza@gmail.com>
Sunday, February 6, 2022 8:04 PM
Testimony; MaryAnn Pizza-Dennis
[EXTERNAL] Open Restaurants text amendment

I moved to Greenwich Village in 1990 on a quiet, residential street, a street lined with mom and pop shops.
One by one all the mom and pops became restaurants.
Living next door to a restaurant was always a challenge, with quality of life issues, specifically noise, people congregating
in front of our windows talking, smoking etc.
Full speed ahead to 2020. The shacks were put up in our streets, everyone was eating outside, on a narrow residential
block. There was no thought for the elderly, the disabled or just the regular person trying to squeeze by. The sidewalks
are probably only 6 feet wide to begin with, 2 feet below the 8' requirement. There was no social distancing, no
enforcement etc.
On our little block there are 3 restaurants that took over our street space, all owned by the same owner.
The quality-of-life issues that came about because of outdoor dining sheds:
1) Noise - living on the first floor, we basically have uninvited guests in our living room many a night.
2) Garbage – Because of the shacks the street cleaners have not cleaned our street for about 2 years. They
cannot maneuver in and out of the shacks. The garbage in the streets only adds to the rat problem.
3) Rats – the rats are out there like never before. I see dead rats here and there on the street and
sidewalks. Rats cross ones path not in the wee hours but in the evening.
4) Parking – the amount of parking lost for residents is ridiculous. One has to park their car a half a mile away,
but then on the other hand, if you are lucky to get a spot on this block, you choose not to park because it is a
free for all for rats after hours, they choose to hang out under your hood and chew wires, this has happened 2x
to us.
To recap what has outside dining done for the residents on this block and many others, diminished our quality of life in
many ways:
-

Rats, garbage, noise, lack of parking

Why should these out door shacks be made permanent when the restaurants are now allowed 100% capacity? These
restaurants have doubled, tripled etc. their dining capacity at the expense of the people who called this once quaint
block home.
If a properly done environmental impact study took place, it would show that outdoor dining should never ever
be permanent.
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At a rally the other day a top ranking fire official was quoted as to the dangers of the outdoor
dining sheds on peoples lives!! That alone should say it all!
Thank you,

Mary Ann Pizza
Bedford Street
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Testimony before the New York City Council
Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection
Jointly with the Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises
February 8, 2022 | Meatpacking District Management Association
Good morning. My name is Jeffrey LeFrancois, and I am the Executive Director of the Meatpacking District
Management Association, a business improvement district on Manhattan’s lower west side.
The Meatpacking District Management Association (Meatpacking BID) is the community partner managing four
open streets and supporting over 20 businesses that participate in the Open Restaurants program, including
Chelsea Market which has the largest outdoor dining setup in the City. The BID is a strong supporter of the City's
Open Restaurant program and is thankful it provided a much-needed lifeline to the hospitality industry through the
COVID-19 pandemic and demonstrated the value of curb space beyond car storage.
The Department of Transportation is a sprawling agency with massive responsibility and mandates. This is an
extraordinary expansion of the DOT’s already significant reach as an agency. While it makes sense for this program
to live within DOT, the city must ensure DOT has the tools it needs to support and enforce this program. It is
common practice to pass legislation and then create rules. However, given the scale and scope of Open
Restaurants, the agency alone cannot be the only entity at the table promulgating rules.
To get this right, the City must commit to ensuring there is a strong framework for creating successful, safe, and
vibrant outdoor dining experiences through this program. As part of this, the specific experiences of groups from
the last two years across the City must be considered and incorporated into the legislation and rules. While there is
community board review for applications, Business Improvement Districts must be at the table during the
rulemaking process and that should be codified in legislation.
Design standards should have business flexibility, and be based on street management best practices, including
modularity in construction with high-quality outdoor construction materials. Design guidelines must provide for
drainage along the curb and create access to utilities.
The plan for design should also consider the pedestrian experience and seek to enliven the street, not further close
it off.
There must be a process for removal of structures if a restaurant closes or there is a bad actor.
And finally, today’s package of legislation is welcome, and it is exciting New York City is catching up to the rest of
the world by recognizing that the curb lane is more valuable than just as a space for car storage. Curb prioritization
is an important undertaking, and this is a first step as the city determines how best to organize the streetscape. A
strong framework for program development, relevant parties at the table to create the program, along with the
ability of having businesses be able to clearly understand what is expected of them will be critical to the execution
and success of the program.
Thank you.

NYC Council Committee on Worker and Consumer Protection
New York City Hall
New York, NY 10007

February 10, 2022

RE: Testimony on the Permanent Open Restaurants Program
NYC Council Committee on Worker and Consumer Protection:
National Grid would like to extend our support for updates the Committee on Worker and Consumer
Protection has proposed to the NYC Administrative Code for a new permanent outdoor dining program
for restaurants in NYC. The new regulations will transfer enforcement of the program from the
Department of Worker and Consumer Protection (“DCWP”) to the Department of Transportation
(“DOT”). National Grid works alongside DOT every day to ensure the safety of New Yorkers and
supports the transfer of enforcement to further ensure the safety of outdoor diners while serving NYC
customers with reliable natural gas.
National Grid recognizes that the Emergency Outdoor Dining Program was a necessary lifeline to the
City’s restaurant community that was hit hard by the pandemic and lockdowns, and we are supportive
of the transition to a more permanent program that incorporates sensible regulations so the program
may be operated in a safe way, allowing for operational aspects of providing city and utility services in
the least disruptive and safest way possible.
National Grid appreciates the public safety concerns that the new outdoor dining regulations already
include, however, the regulations do not adequately address the existence of utilities in the roadway
and/or sidewalk area close to adjacent restaurants. Since National Grid provides natural gas service to
many NYC based homes and businesses, we require access to our facilities for both planned and
emergency work. Accordingly, we request that the regulations clearly outline restrictions prohibiting
restaurants from placing obstructions over or within clearances of utility infrastructure. National Grid
needs unencumbered access to infrastructure at all times in order to provide safe and reliable gas
service. National Grid recommends that utility related concerns could be a part of the licensing process
for the DOT so there are no surprises for the business and the utility when access to utility infrastructure
is needed. Additionally, some existing permitees drilled into roadways to secure their sheds.
Regulations should require that anytime a permittee proposes to break the cap of the roadway that they
are required to call 811 before they do so.
National Grid would appreciate a seat at the table to work with the committee and other interested
stakeholders to ensure that as outdoor dining becomes permanent, we institute sensible regulations
that permit it without sacrificing safety and reliability to NYC residents. National Grid looks forward to a
continued working relationship with the DOT to ensure that the new Outdoor Dining regulations protect
the safety of our customers and all New Yorkers.

Regards,
Bryan X Grimaldi
Vice President, Corporate Affairs

2 Hansen Place, Brooklyn, NY 12217 www.nationalgrid.com

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Zella Jones <zella@nohomanhattan.org>
Monday, February 7, 2022 1:46 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Open Restaurants Zoning Text Amendment, Application No. N 210434 ZRY
(Open Restaurants Text Amendment)

TO: testimony@council.nyc.gov
CC: Councilmember Christopher Marte
Subject: Open Restaurants Zoning Text Amendment, Application No. N 210434 ZRY (Open Restaurants
Text Amendment)
Dear Members of the City Council Committees on Consumer & Worker Protection and Subcommittee on
Zoning & Franchises and Councilmember Christopher Marte:
NoHo-Bowery Stakeholders, Inc is a nonprofit community benefit organization representing over 350 residents,
property owners, business owners and institutions in NoHo and Greenwich Village. We raise objection to the
permanent open restaurants program (sidewalk cafes and roadbed structures) throughout our neighborhoods,
and the City overall, without further consideration of the Food & Beverage (F&B) densities inherent in
Community Districts, particularly lower Manhattan and the negative impacts upon residential, office and retail
properties.
CB#2, alone, has 987 self-certified Open Restaurant applications in the Temporary Open Restaurants (TOR)
program: the highest number of any community board in the city. Second highest is CB#3, contiguous to ours
. In fact NYC Community Boards rejected Permanent Open Restaurants by a 62% to 38% margin.
The self-certification of restaurants and bars during the Temporary Open Restaurants program has overwhelmed
Community Boards with negative impacts due to the high density of Open Restaurants with sparse resources for
enforcement through City agencies. It is our understanding that self-certification will continue. It is further our
understanding that DOT's promised community approval forums for clearing rules and procedures is NOT
complete nor have ANY guidelines been distributed; nor is there any enhanced enforcement task force been put
in place.
Among the issues addressed inadequately are:


ADA accessibility -In a recent Council Speaker’s survey, only 18% of Open Restaurants participants in
the survey area were compliant with clear path regulations
1








Unregulated placements: on Bike Paths; over utility access points; Dept of Sanitation pick-up
locations; over crosswalks; in front of residential entrances and on streets too narrow to accommodate a
hut and an emergency vehicle - to name a few
Impacts on other businesses - The installation of as-of-right outdoor sidewalk and roadway structures,
particularly in the densest parts of CB2, overwhelms and physically blocks storefronts of adjacent retail
businesses, negatively impacting the value of the surrounding retail spaces and the commerce they
contribute to our neighborhood(s).
The extreme proliferation of vermin coupled with the inaccessibility of refuse locations to carters
(public and private) has become a public health crisis.
Lack of provision regarding liability for damage or physical harm created by Open Restaurants to
adjoining properties. All NYC outdoor permitted events are required a minimum $1,000,000 insurance
bond. This should be required of the Open Restaurants program.

Granting these Local Law and Land Use changes BEFORE any design, sanitation, or operational regulations
are developed, is putting the cart before the horse in this massive land-grab of public space by private
enterprises. At the very least, there should be a full Environmental Impact Study, accounting for the vast
differences in neighborhood bulk, density and Use Groups, before altering our cityscape, creating an unfair
advantage for F&B venues over other merchants and upending everyone's quality of life.
Sincerely,
Zella Jones
President
-NOHO/BOWERY STAKEHOLDERS, INC
17 Bleecker St., Ste. 5
New York, NY 10012
Voice/Text: 917-686-8385
This electronic message, including any and all attachments hereto, is intended solely to be used by the
individual or entity to which it is addressed. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an
employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to its intended recipient, you are herewith notified
that any dissemination, distribution, copying or retention of this communication or the information contained
herein is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message communication in error, please notify us by
telephone immediately and permanently delete the original and any copy or printout thereof. Statements made
in, or attachments to, this email are not intended to be contractual in nature, and are therefore not binding on
this organization or any principal thereof until mutually satisfactory agreements memorializing the subject
matter of this transmission are executed by hand, in ink, (or by facsimile if authorized by the parties) and hard
copies are mutually delivered by the parties thereto. Thank you.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ryan K. Roberson <rroberson@northsquareny.com>
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 3:22 PM
District1
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] North Square REstaurant Testimony

Dear Counclimembr Marte,
I am writing you to encourage your support of keeping outdoor dining in New York. I am the Director
of Operations at North Square Restaurant. Outdoor dining accounted for 48% of our revenue in 2021.
That has enabled us to keep several employees full time, order from our local purveyors and provide
safe dining options for our guests, many of whom are seniors. Outdoor dining kept us open during the
Delta and Omicron waves. Please vote to allow us to keep this option our our seniors health and our
employees well being.
Respectfully,
Ryan Villegas Roberson

Ryan Villegas Roberson
Director of Operations
NORTH SQUARE
103 Waverly Place
New York, NY 10011
212 254 1200
more about NORTH SQUARE ---> click here
more about the WASHINGTON SQUARE HOTEL ---> click here
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MARVA BABEL
OWNE R AND OP E RAT OR OF ODE T O BABE L
772 DEAN STREET BK NY 11238 | 917.535.0500 | MARVA@ODETOBABEL.COM

F E BRUARY 8, 2022
NEW YORK CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS
250 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, NY

Dear NEW YOR K CI T Y COUNCI L MEMBERS:
I would like to testify in full support of continuing the roadway deck as a permanent fixture for New York
City and its communities of neighbors, and small business owners.
I am the small business owner and operator of a bar / café named Ode to Babel located in Crown
Heights Brooklyn, I, like many other Woman Black owned establishments have built my business by
bootstrapping, and was one of the businesses that missed out on the initial PPP roll-out, and various
loans. The roadway capability was the life line I needed to help keep my business standing throughout
these challenging times- that are still very much our reality. The outdoor roadway set-ups have allowed
me to safely increase capacity, and offer a sense of relief for diners that would like to safely socialize
outdoors.
As a woman that also operates my business, I often leave work late hours, and I have personally found
safety and solace in the roadway deck accommodation.
The roadway deck has helped me increase revenue that I would have otherwise lost, or worse- have
been forced to close. Please keep these fixtures as permanent. It’s a pleasant return to the bubbling
and social New York city I grew up in. It offers small business the abilty to thrive- and no longer leave
the growth option simply to developers with deep pockets.
Sincerely,

MARVA BABEL
OWNE R AND OP E RAT OR OF ODE T O BABE L

Good afternoon and thank you for hosting this hearing. My name is Jackson Chabot, and I am
the Director of Public Space Advocacy at Open Plans. I’m also a Brooklyn resident who lives
above two restaurants participating in the Open Restaurants program. I unequivocally support a
permanent Open Restaurants program and would like to highlight three recommendations to
build upon the program:
1. Enforcement Consistent and transparent enforcement of the updated siting and
design regulations will be paramount to ensure outdoor eating spaces and the space
around them is safe and accessible. We recommend the updated enforcement
process is corrective rather than punitive because the restaurant industry is still
recovering. We want safe environments and the ability for businesses to thrive.
2. Fees Curbside space is valuable and should be priced as such. We recommend
comprehensively pricing the curb, for restaurants, vehicles, and other uses. The fees
collected from all can be used to manage and care for the public realm and provide
resources to the agencies that need to verify they are following the guidelines,
including not impeding sightlines or otherwise making walkers and bikers unsafe.
3. Management Open Restaurants are a great addition to vibrant street life in New York
City. However, the Open Restaurants program must be managed as part of the public
realm ecosystem rather than in a silo. The entire curbside and street space needs to
be holistically and managed effectively. We support widening sidewalks, widening
lanes dedicated to micro-mobility devices like electronic scooters, expanding loading
zones, and more. And we call on the city to create a framework and structure for
better coordination, stewardship, and management of public space, including the
Open Restaurants program. Formally, we call for an Office of Public Space
Management.
Thank you for hosting this hearing and considering the future of the Open Restaurants program
and how to improve it. Throughout the pandemic, restaurants and their workers have provided
essential services; I ask that you continue to think about how the program can work for
restaurants and neighborhoods, and how it fits into our public realm ecosystem. I want a safe,
clean, and livable public realm and I know we can achieve this by making common-sense
improvements that will benefit restaurants and residents alike.

RE: Open Restaurants Zoning Text Amendment
Dear New York City Council Committee:
Please reconsider making the Open Restaurants program permanent. NYC Community
Boards rejected Permanent Open Restaurants by a 62% to 38% margin.
Quality of life issues
The problems we see with the Open Restaurants program cause so many quality of life
issues:





Nightlife noise levels have skyrocketed. The party is on the street, under our windows and
in front of our homes.
The streets have not been properly swept in nearly 2 years; conditions are filthy under the
outdoor sheds. At the end of business each night, the sidewalks are covered in trash, vomit,
and urine.
Rat infestations are rampant. Open Restaurants has created an explosion in the rodent
population.

A well-designed plan for shared, sometimes competitive, street uses is a necessity in the city.
That seems impossible with 12,000 new, permanent structures in the curbside lanes:





Delivery trucks can't unload and are often forced to park in the middle of the street or on
the sidewalks
Trash haulers and sanitation trucks are blocked from accessing the curb. Garbage bags are
all over the place, making pickup slow, very difficult, and extremely inefficient.
Wall-to-wall sheds mean there’s no space between them to get to our apartments or be
dropped off by cabs
The disabled and elderly struggle to get picked up or dropped off for travel, shopping, and
keeping doctor's appointments.

Public safety issues




EMS and fire truck access is blocked.
Crosswalks are obscured to turning vehicles by roadbed structures located 8-10’ from an
intersection, creating a pedestrian and bike safety hazard
Allowing roadbed sheds in parking lanes that buffer a protected bike lane is unconscionable.
This forces restaurant workers and patrons to cross the bike lane myriad times to get to the
sidewalk, which is dangerous.

Temporary program = YES; Permanent program = NO
We supported the Open Restaurants program during the emergency and as a temporary policy to
help bars and restaurants. During the pandemic lockdown, shuttered restaurants and bars needed
help. We needed to eat and drink and still be safe, and the city made it possible to do so. Once
100%-capacity indoor dining with proof of vaccination was implemented, the emergency program
should have ended.

During the last 18 months, it has become abundantly clear that this program does not belong
in residential neighborhoods, and definitely not in areas saturated with liquor licenses,
We know that City Council members want to look out for their constituents’ and not just
business interests. We are asking that you please listen carefully to the feedback that
Community Boards and community groups have submitted for this hearing and the many
preceding it.

Orchard St Block Association

Statement of the Partnership for New York City
New York City Council Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises
Open Restaurants Text Amendment - N 210434 ZRY
February 8, 2021
Thank you, Chair Riley and members of the subcommittee for the opportunity to testify in
support of the Open Restaurants Text Amendment. The Partnership for New York City
represents private sector employers of more than one million New Yorkers. We work together
with government, labor and the nonprofit sector to maintain the city’s position as the preeminent
global center of commerce, innovation and economic opportunity.
New York City has long been one of the world’s culinary capitals, with thousands of diverse
restaurants that define our city’s brand and celebrate our diverse culture. Local restaurants
anchor neighborhood commercial strips and are a prime tourist attraction. They offer entry-level
jobs that can be the first step on the economic ladder for tens of thousands of New Yorkers. In
2019, they accounted for 7% of private sector employment, 8% of business establishments and
about 13% of taxable sales in the city.
Restaurants were hit particularly hard by the restrictions imposed due to COVID-19 pandemic.
Economic output from the city’s restaurants declined 40% in 2020, from $15 billion in 2019 to $9
billion in 2020. Restaurants also lost 197,000 jobs from February to April 2020, a decline of 73%.
And they are still suffering. As of August 2021, employment in city restaurants was down 32%,
or over 86,000 jobs, since February 2020 and the number of New York City reservations for sitdown dining was down about 49% from 2019 as of the week ending September 26.
The Open Restaurants Program, launched as a temporary measure in spring 2020, was a lifeline
that helped many restaurants stay in business. It also helped revive commercial corridors that
had seen a decline in activity and foot traffic due to the pandemic. After more than a year of
experience with the Program, it is evident that outdoor dining can successfully exist far more
widely than in the past and in locations not previously thought possible. It is also clear that new
rules are necessary.
COVID-19 is never going to disappear, nor are the concerns about the spread of disease in indoor
spaces. If restaurants, and with them the city, are to fully recover and thrive, we need to allow
them to continue to serve food in expanded outdoor spaces. Zoning is a tool that is meant to guide
change, not stop it. The proposed text amendment will allow for the best features of the
temporary Open Restaurants Program to continue, but also permit setting standards and
conditions that ensure the restaurants are an enhancement to the city. It will make it possible for
the city to extend access to outdoor dining options to restaurants that may not have secured a
permit to operate a sidewalk café up to now. This is an essential step toward establishing the
standards and design guidelines that will ensure that the needs of restaurants are balanced with
the many other necessary activities that occur on or underneath our city streets and sidewalks,
including deliveries, utility maintenance and repair and film and television production. The Open

OPEN RESTAURANTS TEXT AMENDMENT - N 210434 ZRY

Restaurant Program will be an enhancement to our city and its neighborhoods, and we urge you
to support the Open Restaurants Text Amendment.

PARTNERSHIP FOR NEW YORK CITY
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PASS Coalition Applauds New Level of Pedestrian Access for
Blind and Deaf-Blind New Yorkers
The Pedestrians for Accessible and Safe Streets (PASS) Coalition
was founded by eleven organizations that represent people from
across the disability spectrum - most of which focus on the needs
of blind and visually impaired people in New York City (NYC).
Specifically, PASS has advocated for the expanded and proper
installation of accessible pedestrian signals (APS) devices, which
communicate critical information about walk signals through
sounds and vibrations.
After two decades of gradual APS installation, at the end of 2020
(the latest data available) there were 749 locations with APS. That
equals 5.6% of NYC’s 13,430 signalized intersections. Previous
city proposals would have only achieved complete APS coverage
by mid-century. The PASS Coalition congratulates the American
Council of the Blind of New York State (ACBNY, a PASS member)
and Disability Rights Advocates (DRA), who went to court to seek
a more equitable and accelerated plan for installation of these
critical devices. U.S. District Judge Paul A. Engelmayer ruled that
the city must install APS at a minimum of 9,000 of its signalized
intersections by 2031, which, in addition to the approximately
1,000 already in place, will achieve 70% coverage over the
coming decade. Furthermore, the court has directed the city to
have installed APS at all signalized intersections by 2036.
The PASS Coalition has always advocated for an accelerated
timetable and this ruling roughly doubles the rate of APS
deployment relative to city proposals. We especially appreciate
Judge Engelmayer’s recognizing the importance of prioritizing
APS at intersections with Lead Pedestrian Intervals (LPIs) and
other design features that present heightened hazards to people
who are blind. The ruling lays out procedures for oversight and
community input to make sure APS targets are being met.

PASS looks forward to continuing to offer its support and
assistance to the Department of Transportation. With such a
significant increase in annual APS installations, it is especially
important to ensure that these installations are happening in a
consistent way that serves the needs of the blind community.
PASS Chair, Dr. Karen Gourgey: “PASS is proud to have
partnered in this effort by documenting the problem and its
dangers through letters from individual members, and by
suggesting solutions through witness testimony.”
Member Hayden Dahmm: “When I moved to NYC in 2018, I was
overwhelmed by the number of complex, inaccessible
intersections in my neighborhood. As a blind person, I felt deeply
unsafe and restricted. When a single nearby intersection was then
equipped with APS, it dramatically expanded my independence
and sense of security. I’m excited to think what thousands of
added APS installations will mean for the mobility and basic
dignity of blind New Yorkers.”
For additional information and inquiries, or to speak to a blind
and/or low vision individual impacted by the court decision,
contact PASS Chair Dr. Karen Gourgey (kgourgey@verizon.net)
or PASS Co-Chair Raymond Wayne
(raywayne1959@gmail.com).

Testimony Against Making Open Restaurants Permanent
As the President of Preserve Our Brooklyn Neighborhoods, a civics group whose mission is to speak for
ignored and besieged New York City communities, and to ensure respect for Brooklyn residents’
concerns, our members and neighbors have discussed the onerous impacts of the Open Restaurants
program. We are in unanimous agreement that the time has come for the temporary emergency measure
known as Open Restaurants, to be terminated.
When the pandemic was in full crisis mode, understandably, the City Administration tried to mitigate job
losses and closures. But we do have to express what all of us know full well-namely at this point, the
enshrining of permanent street sheds is nothing less than for-profit seizing of public sidewalks and
roadways –a de facto giveaway and is to the detriment of taxpaying residents who continue to protest
and continue to be ignored.
Should you not be aware, kindly indulge me as I try to bring you up to speed-a picture is worth a
thousand words. SAY NO!

 RATS:

 BLOCKING BUS LANES:

 EYESORE NEIGHBORHOOD DISFIGUREMENT:

 CONSTRUCTED DANGER:

 DIVERTING & IMPINGING ON SAFE PEDESTRIAN ACCESS:

 IGNORING FEDERAL ADA REQUIREMENT FOR DISABLED ACCESS:

 FARCE OF ALLEGED NOISE MITIGATION:
NYPD will NEVER attend to noise complaints-nor should they

As compared to the dismissive current Administration and Council:

 THE NEGATIVE TOLL TO RESIDENTS & NO STUDIES!

Thank you for doing your job on behalf of your constituents and not
working for predatory overcharged leases by restaurant landlords who’re the
real impetus behind this shameless public space appropriation.
Sandy Reiburn-President
Preserve Our Brooklyn Neighborhoods
100 South Elliott Place
Brooklyn, NY 11217

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

PRIDE Dems NYC <PRIDEdemocrats@nyct.net>
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 10:54 AM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] No Sheds! Sack the Shacks!
PRIDE Democrats of NYC (1).pdf

Issue: Shed the Sheds! Shack the shacks! See details below.
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
* * * * PRIDE DEMOCRATS of New YORK CITY * * * *

/////
NYC issue: Restaurant Street Sheds and/or Shacks!
..by PRIDE Democrats of New York City Exec. Comm.
Time to 'shed the sheds' and 'shake the shacks'?!
Here are several sensible reasons for "No Sheds"!
* private structures in publicly-owned spaces
* unnecessary
* created due to emergency which has subsided
* hazardous effects
* pedestrian walkways are intercepted
* eateries have been helped more than enough
* eyesores
* impede passageways for wheelchairs
1

* lose needed parking spaces
* block entrances to other NYC businesses
* ambulances have been thwarted endangering lives
* noise outdoors expanded to 1 a.m. and 2 a.m.
* most are ugly
* some shed gas heaters have exploded and caused fires
* interfere with garbage pick-ups
* quality of life has gone down near sheds
* rodent and rat refuges
* sidewalks blocked for disabled citizens
* meant to be temporary not permanent
* limit curbside access for deliveries
* endless sheds are abandoned
* fire trucks have reported interference
* negative environmental impact
* can your business open up an extension on the street
* detracts from the appearance of the entire City
----'Dining Shed' foes march through Village before Council hearing
- NYC fire union chief warns of emergency interference of sheds!
Seeing red over outdoor shacks and sheds: Greenwich Village rally turns up heat before key N.Y.C. Council hearing on
outdoor dining!
https://TheVillageSun.com/seeing-red-over-sheds-village-rally-turns-up-heat-before-key-council-hearing-on-outdoordining
--City Council to consider proposal to make outdoor dining permanent?
http://www.NY1.com/nyc/all-boroughs/news/2022/02/08/city-council-to-consider-proposal-to-make-outdoor-diningpermanent?cid=nyc-covid-newsletter
/////
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02-05-22

The Open Restaurants program saved my restaurant from having to close,
and as a result saved the jobs of over 30 people.

Without street and roadside dining we would not have survived the
pandemic, it’s as simple and clear as that, and in order to stay afloat for the
foreseeable future we will be leaning very heavily on the ability to seat
people outdoors.

We are not alone. The Open Restaurants program is pivotal to the longterm survival of many small businesses in NYC and we absolutely need it.
Thank you,
Dudley Stewart
Co-owner, The Queensboro Restaurant
80-02 Northern Boulevard
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
917 673 4641

Chairwoman Velázquez and Chairman Riley,
My name is Annie Shi, co-owner of King restaurant, and a proud member of the
steering committee for Restaurants Organizing Advocating Rebuilding, or ROAR.
At ROAR, we strive to pursue reasonable solutions to restaurant’s complex
problems. And the continuation of the Open Restaurants program is at the
forefront of why many of our businesses are still here today.
At the onset of the pandemic, the problems I, my co-owners, and fellow small
business owners faced were enormous. Personally, my restaurant King, was
closed for nearly 4 months, our bills continued to pile on, and we were forced to
furlough our 20 employees. The future of my business was in serious jeopardy,
and the only reason we are around today is because of the Open Restaurants
program.
When Mayor de Blasio and the City Council announced that the Open Restaurants
program would become permanent in September of 2021, I knew that we had a
lot of work ahead of us to dig ourselves out of debt, re-hire our employees, and
provide a safe environment for our customers. But the program gave us a chance
to survive, and without it, we would not be operational today.
The program is not perfect, but the need for improvement should not supersede
calls for a complete overhaul. Instead, we are open to constructive and useful
compromises to continue to bring back the vibrancy, charm, community, and a
shared sense of hope after nearly 2 years of despair in our City’s streets.
Let me be clear—without the Open Restaurants program my business would have
shuddered its doors, the 20 employees we re-hired and the additional 18
employees we hired would never have happened. As just a small piece of the
thousands of restaurants across the city, we ask that this program continue to be
operational, without any major overhauls, and with proper enforcement this
program will lead to a more prosperous and rewarding street life for all New
Yorkers.

On behalf of ROAR, we extend our thanks to Mayor Adams for his willingness to
continue this program, the Council for being open to our suggestions, and to DOT
for their continued assistance.

Written Testimony of Ryder Kessler
Democratic Candidate for State Assembly in District 66
Submitted to the New York City Council
Committee on on Consumer and Worker Protection
February 8, 2022
Thank you so much for the opportunity to testify on the proposed legislation to make New York’s Open
Restaurants program permanent. This legislation offers a chance to strengthen and improve the expansion
of outdoor dining that has been a lifeline for city residents, our restaurant small businesses, and the
100,000 hardworking New Yorkers they employ during the Covid-19 pandemic.
I am a lifelong resident of downtown Manhattan and deeply embedded in this community. I am a member
of Community Board 2, a candidate for State Assembly in District 66, and an advocate for vibrant,
equitable, and sustainable streets. My commitment to these progressive values, and to a dynamic vision
for our neighborhoods, makes me an enthusiastic advocate for Open Restaurants remaining a permanent
fixture of our streetscape.
I am among the roughly 80% of Manhattanites who say they prefer allocation of street space to dining
sheds relative to their former usage as free parking spaces, enjoying the opportunity to safely gather with
friends and family while supporting neighborhood businesses. This program is massively popular, and the
vocal and empowered New Yorkers who demand we revert to the status quo are a very small and
unrepresentative minority of our communities.
Beyond the vibrancy and economic benefits of this program, the city must acknowledge that our street
space can no longer be allocated so disproportionately to cars and drivers. While critics call Open
Restaurants a “privatization” of public space, only about 20% of Manhattan households own cars —
households whose median income is almost double that of households that do not. How public is space
reserved for a comparatively affluent few?
Moreover, our 3 million free parking spaces (roughly equivalent to twelve Central Parks) incentivize car
usage that has profound negative externalities, including traffic fatalities and carbon emissions. New York
is much better served by designating more of this space for equitable and sustainable usages — including
outdoor dining, but also pedestrian plazas, green space, protected bike lanes, and dedicated busways. Free
parking spaces do not serve our communities or our future.
Thank you for your work on behalf of this critical and massively popular program.
Ryder Kessler

Hello and thank you for me the opportunity share my experience with the open restaurants
program.
My Name is Elizabeth, and I am the General Manager at Sarabeth’s Park Ave South. During
Covid all our Sarabeth’s locations and 2 sister restaurants Docks oyster bar and Jane on
Houston were closed for many months during the spring of 2020, most of our locations
thankfully were able to reopen because of the expanded seating open restaurants provided
when indoor dining was not possible, and many people did not want to dine indoors.
Sarabeth’s on park Ave south in particular was closed for what was days short of an entire year
due to our location relying heavily on our business clients who were working from home most
of 2020 into 2021. We reopened in March 2021 and having the ability to expand our outdoor
dining when we were just coming out of the winter months was critical to building our business
back as there were still many people who did not want to dine inside for various reasons
relating to Covid 19. We were able to onboard new employees to cover the demand for
outdoor dining while serving our guest who were comfortable indoors and even with the times,
we have been having lately we have retained many of those employees.
I can imagine how critical the program was for small business owners who do not have large
restaurants to be able space their customers 6 ft apart without losing most of their seating
inventory to also expand their dining rooms to roadside and sidewalk seating for a chance to
make it through and continue making it through the pandemic and keep their employees
working many of which I am sure were waiting for the call that they were going to be coming
back to work.
While we put in the work and the time to make our guest feel comfortable dining indoors, we
have invested thousands of dollars to build out roadway seating, creating ambiance,
maintaining, and updating our shed for the colder months. We are still faced with many people
who are still not comfortable indoors and the reasons range from regulars who are older and
feel safer outdoors, some of our regulars have health issues they are dealing with, and they rely
on our ability to serve them in our café otherwise they would not be able to enjoy any
restaurant NYC has to offer to some guest who just won’t or can’t be vaccinated.
The latest surge of covid seems to have knocked us back to reopening in March 2021 when we
waited months for our business to regain some of what we lost. So, we still need this program
and are asking it to become permanent as well as standardized and streamlined with
administration there are still challenges, we still face due to the pandemic, and it will most
likely be years before we can say we are out of the woods.

Dear City Council Members,
The positive outcome of what began as an emergency outdoor dining program has created a New York City
enlivened by a vibrant street life. The addition has created much needed energy and activity to the sidewalks of the
city.
The presence of sidewalk and street cafés has promoted walk-in business to other retail businesses in the same
neighborhoods, thus boosting broader economic health in our neighborhoods.
The cafés have created a stronger sense of safety in what had become desolate streets in many neighborhoods.
The cafés offer neighbors and visitors a place to mingle and encourage a sense of community. These positive results
are worth promoting by ensuring a solid café life extends beyond the ups and downs of the Covid-19 pandemic.
There are far too many vacant storefronts in every neighborhood. Without the Open Street Dining program
continuing, the number of vacancies will only increase. The result of abandoned businesses will be rising crime
rates, dirty sidewalks and a further bruising of New York City's once unassailable reputation as a dynamic destination.
The ramifications of overly strict controls on the program would affect every single resident of the city and diminish
tourism.
An Open Street Dining Program with clear guidelines and manageable economic requirements is possible and
requires development by the the city and the hospitality industry together.
The outdoor structures need regulation, but regulation that is fair, consistent, affordable and administered by a single
agency. The designated Open Street Dining agency, in conjunction with the Hospitality Alliance, need to outline
constructive guidance and standards for the program.
Some of the Questions to Address:
What are structural requirements and how can they be met from a practical and affordable standpoint?
What options are available for handicapped access?
What are solutions to utility accessibility?
How can the program work with the hospitality industry to address possible adjustments in pre-existing conditions
such as bike lanes, metered parking and bus stops in order for all restaurants to have a shot at survival.
What are the concerns of various agencies and how can they be successfully addressed and put to rest: DOB,
FDNY, DOH, SLA, etc?
There are many details to consider. The assigned agency will also have a responsibility to the general public to
familiarize themselves with important practical and economical considerations for all New Yorkers. The behavioral
modifications which will be required of the general public need to strive to improve the quality of life for each and
every resident of New York.
The Open Dining Program changes are exciting for our city. The goal should be to design an Open Street Dining
Program which New Yorkers are proud to have developed together during a period of crisis. With determination and
collaboration, this program can contribute to the health and well being of our beloved city.
LET’S GO!
Lynn Wagenknecht, Judi Wong and Steve Abramowitz, Owners & Operators
The Odeon est 1980
Cafe Luxembourg est 1983
Cafe Cluny est 1986

New York City Council Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection
and Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises Hearing
February 8, 2022
Testimony of Eric McClure, Executive Director, StreetsPAC
New York City’s Open Restaurants program is responsible for having saved hundreds, if
not thousands, of the city’s restaurants, by and large small, family-owned businesses,
which faced overwhelming challenges at the depth of the pandemic, along with tens of
thousands of attendant restaurant jobs, and has proved overwhelmingly popular with
diners, who have voted convincingly with their cash and credit cards to make the
program permanent.
That isn’t to say that the program is perfect, nor that some of the criticism of the Open
Restaurants program isn’t valid. There are legitimate concerns about noise on blocks
that mix commercial activity with residences, many outdoor dining structures are flimsy
or sited haphazardly, and more than a few pose a hazard to safe cycling. But these are
fixable flaws.
Ideally, as a long-term goal, the city should expand the width of sidewalks in places in
which outdoor dining has proved popular, allowing for expanded café space
immediately adjacent to the storefronts of participating restaurants. In places where
that’s not possible, restaurants should pay a fee for using street space, or the city
should create communal spaces open to anyone, along the lines of the Streets Seats
program. In the shorter term, however, there are a number of things we can and should
do to improve the Open Restaurants program. These include:
•

Shifting from more fully built structures to movable tables, chairs, and umbrellas,
like in the Meatpacking District or Bryant Park.

•

Situating seating immediately adjacent to the curb, with physically protected
accommodations where possible for existing curbside bike lanes rerouted
between restaurant setups and motor-vehicle lanes.

•

Imposing strict design guidelines that limit the heights of restaurant structures to
allow for better visibility, and to ensure that sidewalks are fully and easily
passable.

•

Establishing well enforced rules regulating hours of operation and noise levels, to
control negative effects in places with adjacent residences.
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•

Reducing speed limits on smaller streets with curbside dining, and implementing
physical safety barriers on larger streets and avenues where speed-limit
reductions are impractical. A group of more than three dozen elected officials,
including Speaker Adams and Council Members Ayala, Brannan, Powers, and
Rivera, wrote to then-Mayor de Blasio in September of 2020 asking for such
measures, which have yet to be implemented.

Finally, we must view the Open Restaurants program in the larger context of how the
city manages curb space. Open Restaurants, Open Streets, and other pandemic-era
efforts to increase access to street space have demonstrated the public’s overwhelming
interest in allowing curbside uses beyond the storage of private cars. The curb has
tremendous value, and should be managed in a way that reflects that. To that end, we
urge the creation of an office of public space management or the public realm to
oversee such efforts.

Testimony of Rene R. Luciano
On Behalf of
Trucking Association of New York
Before the
New York City Council
Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection jointly with
the Subcommittee on Zoning & Franchises
February 08, 2022
Regarding
The City’s Establishment of a permanent Outdoor Dining Program
Greetings, my name is Rene R. Luciano and I am the Metro Operations Manager of the Trucking
Association of New York (TANY). I would like to thank Chairperson Velazquez and Chairperson Riley as
well as the members of the committees for the opportunity to submit testimony. For 90 years, TANY, a
non-profit trade group, has represented the trucking industry in New York, advocating for the industry at
the local, state and federal level.
TANY supports Int 0031 in relation to establishing a permanent outdoor dining program. We recognize
the City's effort to help our struggling restaurant industry and stand with our fellow small businesses to
support in this aid. However, we have concerns about the continuing trend of taking away curb space for
deliveries. According to the NYC DOT, there are 28,600 overall commercial parking spaces citywide. The
same study included a daily influx of 120,000 daily delivery trips into the same area. As demand
continues to rise and curb space continues to diminish, TANY is asking for a couple of factors to be taken
into consideration.
First, we ask that the City recognize this precarious situation and work with the industry to expedite the
implementation of additional loading zones. In the meantime and until there is sufficient parking for
deliveries, we ask for leniency in regards to the penalty our industry receives for parking violations
(particularly in areas where outdoor dining takes place). As mentioned in the public hearings there are
currently 12,000 applicants citywide, nearly half of which are in Manhattan. We are tasked with providing
a service which requires demand dictated by both businesses and consumers. Again, considering the fact
that permanent open restaurants will considerably diminish our access to the curb, we request leniency for
our industry as this puts the burden onto our members.
Lastly, we ask that while considering making open restaurants permanent, that the Council also consider
including an incentive for more businesses to opt into overnight deliveries. The NYC DOT Off Hour
Delivery Program is currently offering $6,000,000 in open investment RFP to companies willing to

TRUCKING ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK
7 Corporate Drive ● Clifton Park, NY 12065 ● (518) 458-9696 ● (518) 458-2525 fax ● www.nytrucks.org

participate. We feel this is a great opportunity to encourage those that enter the open restaurants program
to also enter the off hour delivery program.
We thank you for your time and consideration. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to reach
out.

Rene Luciano
Metro Operations Manager
Trucking Association of New York

TRUCKING ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK
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Thank you to the city council for taking the time today to hear all of our voices concerning this issue.

As we are all well aware the pandemic has permanently changed the hospitality industry as we knew it.
For those who stayed in the city in the spring and early summer of 2020 saw empty streets, empty
stores, barren hotels and abandoned restaurants. While people in many industries were working from
home and ordering their groceries online, the same could not be said for the hospitality workers. The
hospitality industry was decimated. Restaurants had no choice but to lay off or furlough most if not all of
their teams. During the three months of shut down we stayed in constant contact with our teams,
fielding questions that we simply couldn’t answer, “When are we opening back up?”
In June of 2020 with the city announcing the Open Streets program and sidewalk cafes that didn’t
require permits, we were able to bring back a few team members at a time, not concerned about fees
and the long application and approval process that was previously in place for such permits. The city had
a pulse. The streets started to fill up again, people that had been couped up in their apartments had a
place to go, they could safely sit outside and enjoy a meal and a glass of wine, something just three
months ago we had taken for granted. It felt at the time that everyone was routing for us, the hospitality
industry, to rebound because our return was the return of New York.
We were able to sustain thanks to the programs put in place during the height of the pandemic. Easing
the application process and the waiving the fees was instrumental to our survival. We didn’t have weeks
to wait for approval or inspections, everyday that we were closed was a day closer to permanent
closure. A fate that far too many restaurants suffered during this time, and are still suffering. The
effects of this pandemic have not yet been fully realized, on a daily basis more and more restaurants
closing because of rising labor costs, product price increases and deferred rent coming due. Every little
bit helps, every dollar, every penny saved on application fees and waiting periods is a dollar closer to
remaining open.
In the beginning, the outdoor dining was essential to our survival as restaurant, but has quickly
developed into a new norm in the New York City dining scene. Giving our guests the option to dine
outside has opened us up to a demographic we may not have realized otherwise. This extra revenue has
been tantamount to our continued recovery. We continue to work with our residential and commercial
neighbors, some of whom have become regulars of outdoor and sidewalk dining, to keep the noise and
disruption to a minimum.
Now is the time to make to these changes that the city implemented in 2020 permanent. Before we lose
one more restaurant, or bakery or café. The restaurant industry has been a part of New York City culture
since the city’s inception, we are woven into the fabric of what makes NYC so unique and dynamic. I
appreciate the Council taking the time to listen to our concerns.

Kevin Sweeney
Senior Director of Restaurants New York
Tao Group
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Coamey, Andrew <Coamey@housingworks.org>
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 7:19 PM
Testimony
District2
[EXTERNAL] Outdoor Dining

I am writing to ask that the City Council reject the zoning changes that would permit the outdoor
dining program to become permanent. As a resident of North Avenue A in Manhattan I was
supportive of this temporary measure. We were told that their would be very strict rules around the
construction of these sheds, that they were to be open for fresh air to circulate, that they could not be
attached to building facades etc. In my neighborhood every other structure violates all of the so
called regulations and there has been no enforcement. What makes us believe that if this program is
permanent that will change. I have seen these additions blocking fire escapes, blocking access for
emergency vehicles, thus creating a dangerous situation for residents all to profit businesses who
flout the rules. We cannot tolerate this anymore and their is no more justification for them other than
pure profit. Profit at the expense of people. Prior to COVID our neighborhood had more than enough
restaurants and bars with legitimate sidewalk cafes for people to enjoy. Some were well run, others
were a nuisance, but we dealt with it. Now some businesses have tripled their outdoor seating and in
some cases have taken up entire corners. Last summer walking up Avenue A on my way home from
work was nearly impossible due to the crowds packed on the street, not to mention the waitstaff
coming in and out of the restaurants. Waitstaff also are in danger crossing bike lines to deliver food
and beverages to these sheds.
There is no need for this program to become permanent, it's time has come and gone.
Andrew Coamey
Ave A
New York, NY

Stay safe and be well.
Andrew Coamey (He/His/Him)
Senior Vice President - Housing Works
Executive Director - Bailey House
120 Lawrence Street
Brooklyn, NY 11201
coamey@housingworks.org
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TO Whom it may concern,
I wouldn’t be writing this letter had out door dining not exist because my business wouldn’t be here. When
Covid came and disrupted our lives,
It not only disrupted my business but those of whom I’ve employed for over 6 years. Outdoor dining not only
created a safe space for
Fearful customers but my staff now had a place to come back to. We started to make the outdoors feel warm
and safe, we provided all
Wrapped plastic wear and even created a takeout window and a outdoor utensil and napkin station. We were
able to operate fully with our outdoor space. Im not sure what we would have done with out it to be honest. This
year Omicron hit and did the same type of damage to my store, we saw a drastic decrease especially around the
holidays when customers are normally festive and would come to the store. Its Not over!
With the city allowing us to sever to go drinks, and have an extended outdoors space not only helps us as small
business owners but it allows
For New York to feel safe to still partake in social activities with out feeling forced or nervous to be in doors.
I feel a law should be made for those outdoor fixtures that remain unattended to. Perhaps design guidelines
should be in place so that we all follow the same rules, for not only visual but also safety. And those no longer
in operation should be taken down immediately.
I am asking that Outdoor dining stay open , we continue to do Open streets, this gives NY a fun safe outdoor
experience that adds Character and depth to the city. We are happy to follow any new laws and regulations put
forth to keep the outdoor dining, but please please dont take it away.
Sincerely
FIFI Bell-Clanton
The Crabby Shack
Owner
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Joe Schinco <joe@greatsofcraft.com>
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 12:41 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Outdoor Dining Testimony

To Whom it May Concern,
Thank you for taking the time to review our testimony is strong support of a permanent outdoor dining program
for NYC.
My name is Joseph Schinco, I am the owner of The Greats of Craft, a neighborhood business located in the
quiet enclave of Sutton Place, on the corner of 54th and 1st Avenue.
The complete and unvarnished truth is that outdoor dining not only has saved our business from financial ruin
and otherwise inevitable closure, but has helped transform this neighborhood for the better. Outdoor dining has
fostered greater community engagement and interaction, locals have met their neighbors and shared a meal, a
cup of coffee, or anything in between and has greatly improved the quality of life for these residents - their
words, not mine.
A structured and cohesive approach to outdoor dining can continue to have a transformative impact across this
city, not only for business owners but for customers and residents as well.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Best,
Joseph Schinco
-Joseph Schinco
The Greats of Craft
Owner
greatsofcraft.com
ᐧ
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TESTIMONY OF
THIRD AVENUE BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
Michael Brady, Chief Executive Officer
before the joint session
New York City Council
Committee on Consumer & Worker Protection
Subcommittee on Franchises & Zoning
Tuesday, February 8, 2022, 10:00am – Virtual Hearing
Good afternoon, Chairs Velasquez and Riley, and Committee members; thank you for the opportunity to speak
today, truly grateful for my two (2) minutes and thankful to my colleagues for giving hours out of their business day
to share their two (2) minutes of thoughts on creating a permanent outdoor dining program. I am Michael Brady,
Chief Executive Officer of the Third Avenue Business Improvement District located in the South Bronx. The Third
Avenue Business Improvement District is the Bronx’s oldest BID, and manages one of the Bronx's busiest
transportation centers greeting over 300,000 visitors daily. The district has a ground floor vacancy rate of 8%. In
addition to leading the Third Avenue Business Improvement District, my organization currently manages the
Bruckner Boulevard Commercial Corridor to our south along the Harlem River waterfront (vacancy rate of 4%).
Collectively these areas represent a major portion of the South Bronx with over 700, largely first and second
generation immigrant owned, member businesses, slated to grow to 1,400 member businesses by 2023.
Approximately 50% of these businesses are in the hospitality or express food sector. Our organizations have had a
great impact on ensuring that businesses, particularly those in the outer boroughs, can exist and thrive in the
rapidly changing economic landscape that is New York City, especially during the height of the COVID-19
pandemic and subsequent variants like omicron and delta.
I am a member of the Board of Directors for the Bronx Chamber of Commerce, the New York City Hospitality
Alliance, and a hospitality business owner. Today, I am speaking in my capacity as the leader of a business
improvement district and as a business owner.
As you may know, business improvement districts are legislated partners of the City of New York. Funded and selfsustained by contributions in the form of a special assessment on property owners, business improvement districts
have management agreements with the City of New York and are some of the earliest examples of public and private
partnerships. At the very heart of what we do is maintaining the stability and growth of small businesses and
commercial districts. In FY2020, over $170 million in services were provided by New York City’s network of 76 BIDs
across all five boroughs, assisting over 93,000 small and micro businesses, roughly half of the businesses that exist
in New York City.
Third Avenue Business Improvement District had the honor of co-developing the Open Restaurants Program with
NYC Department of Transportation at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. We operate two (2) of New York
City's first Open Streets Programs - one on Willis Avenue and one on Alexander Avenue. We were named an
Open Boulevard in recognition for our work and our neighborhood's patronage of the program. During this past
season we provided over 100 free, quality public programs - with the goal of creating an economic environment to
benefit the struggling hospitality industry welcoming thousands of new visitors to our areas. We worked closely
with NYC DOT and the Rockwell Group to design outdoor dining structures as part of the outdoor dining program's
development, and my organization provided $250,000 in funding to have these structures built for business
owners. You could say we were on the ground floor of program development and have supported the program
ever since.
My organization is generally supportive of a permanent outdoor dining program, and until yesterday evening we
were prepared to give a supportive testimony to this joint committee. However, in a rushed end-run by the
Administration a pre-considered addition regarding revocable consent was included. We will not be able to support
this portion of the legislation as written for several reasons, including the lack of advance consultation and notice, as
well as concerns about the seemingly onerous framework that the legislation would establish for restaurants that
wish to participate in the program - disenfranchising many LMI neighborhoods and first generation immigrant
business owners.
2825 Third Avenue, 3rd Floor - Bronx, New York

www.thirdavenuebid.org

I share this thought to the Administration on how this end-run addition was developed - a quote by Margaret Thatcher:
"watch your thoughts, for they will become actions. Watch your actions, for they'll become... habits. Watch your habits for
they will forge your character. Watch your character, for it will make your destiny.” If end run additions to legislation are
how this Council and Administration will operate - that habit will dictate the character and future of this legislative body.
There are some genuine concerns to creating a permanent outdoor dining program. Many of which fall on the City of
New York and the provision of adequate municipal services; with some concerns falling on business owners, especially
those in hybrid commercial and residential areas. The double edged beauty of the program was the low threshold entry
to the program through self-certification - now serving over 12,000 NYC restaurants - 659 in the Bronx, and the lack of
bureaucratic bloat that chokes New York's small business community. We share the following thoughts on this
legislation:
1. Legal 7UDLQLQJ - As we seek to codify this program and make it a permanent addition to the New York landscape
we must address the balance of government as required by the three step legal process - Zoning Text Amendment, a
Legislative Action by this Council, and the subsequent "rule making" process by the agency that will be assigned
jurisdiction. We encourage this Council to ensure that the Administration does not steam roll an inadequate program
through the "rule making process."
$GGLWLRQDOO\WKHQXPEHURIDJHQFLHVWKDWPXVWEHDGHTXDWHO\WUDLQHGLQVHUYLFHSURYLVLRQPXVWEHGHWDLOHGDQGUHTXLUHV
&LW\DQG6WDWH (SLA, Labor, State, etc.)SDUWLFLSDWLRQDQGWUDLQLQJ:HPXVWDOVRUHFRJQL]HWKDWVRXQGFRQFHUQVQRUPDOO\
DGGUHVVHGE\'(3ZRXOGPRVWOLNHO\JRWR1<3'DIWHUQRUPDORIILFHEXVLQHVVKRXUV
The current sidewalk cafe licensing program is outdated, cumbersome, does not maximize use of public space, and
lacks a strategic vision for New York's use of public space. Community Board engagement in the process is diverse;
however, many community boards lack the capacity, knowledge, or training to fully understand the legal nuances of the
land use and business processes - also adding additional time to application approval and burdensome hurdles for small
businesses.&RPPXQLW\%RDUGVDOVRGRQRWRSHUDWHGXULQJWKH6XPPHUPRQWKVPDQ\SXWWLQJRIIGHFLVLRQVXQWLOWKHLU
6HSWHPEHUPHHWLQJVWKLVLVDKXJHKXUGOHIRUWKHSURJUDPDVZULWWHQ
We have significant concern with the anticipated timeline and requirements for the program as presented today. Prior to
application, the business owner must provide architectural drawingsDQGFHUWLILFDWLRQ, curb typography, and detailed
usage plans, as well as indemnification of the public space naming the City of New York as additionally insured - this is
an assumed cost before the 4-6 month application process and community board review. That's expensive, complicated,
and time consuming for many of our small business owners.
There must be mandated cure periods, robust education by cultural competent and language appropriate trainers and
inspectors. Education first, then warnings, then violations.:HKDYHYHU\OLWWOHIDLWK in the quality of enforcement
programs to date, especially as it relates to use of public space.
2. Stability & Business Owner Cost - New York City must create a stable and balanced program whereby business
owners have a confirmation that funds invested in outdoor dining structures and materials won't be lost at the whim of
an agency - or faced with fines due to an untrained enforcement arm of whichever agency assumes jurisdiction. We
are severely concerned with the lack of capacity from New York City Department of Transportation and Department of
Consumer and Worker Protection - both of which have been overtaxed with recent initiatives.
We would further recommend that through the American Rescue Plan funding that New York City received, the City of
New York funds a micro-manufacturing center at the Brooklyn Navy Yard or in the Port Morris Industrial Business Zone
to fabricate shipping containers to the specifications outlined in the Open Restaurant program - this will ensure
uniformity in code and regulations, address sight-lines, curb usage, and integrate with protected bike lane
implementation, could include a containerization element for waste to deter rodents, and address vehicular and
pedestrian safety concerns. This development would also allow the City of New York to have the ability to move
structures with ease and address heating concerns, and usage of dining modules for the unhoused.
This would address many concerns with outdoor dining, boost small business, re-energize manufacturing in New York
City, and create quality jobs in the innovation economy.
3. Agency Jurisdiction- While Licensing falls squarely at the feet of Consumer Affairs and Worker Protection, this
complex use of the streetscape and sidewalks, generally assigned to NYC DOT, would be better addressed by a
Mayoral Office of the Public Realm which could manage the multi-agency relationships needed to adequately codify
open restaurants and use of open space recently re imagined by the impact of COVID-19.
4. Curb Usage & Fees – As with everything in the City of New York - we charge for space through licensing - it comes
down to sidewalk and roadway real estate of which New York's government is one of the largest landlords. In
examining curb usage concerns by many stakeholders; New York must address shared space for pedestrians,
cyclists, and businesses. This includes adequately addressing public safety, lighting and sight lines. A firm statement
with codified actions from New York City must also address vehicular traffic and parking, and loading zones. It must
also address sidewalk rights as outlined in the contract of business improvement districts and the City.

We recommend no fees and for this Council to say no to the Law Department regarding the revocable permit
clause. The Law Department is notorious for slowing down innovation and preventing appropriate real time
progress. Fees will break the back of our struggling hospitality industry and directly correlate to increased financial
burden on the business owner with out any real assurances from the City of New York.
As written, this legislation may also impact the use of public space for sidewalk vendors and suggests that fees,
siting, zoning and regulations from New York City must be applied equally among all public space users including
street vendors - New York's smallest of businesses.
5. Weather - while I appreciate that Mayor Adams visited Arthur Avenue during 20 degree weather and dined
outside with some members of the Bronx delegation, I think it is important to understand that without a major crisis
like COVID-19 where outdoor dining is mandated, most people will eventually become comfortable with indoor
dining during the winter months or with inclement weather. This is a consumer behavior that I do not think any
legislation can alter. Outdoor dining in this region of the United States appears to be seasonal - Spring, Summer,
and Fall.
6. Trash - If we can not manage waste and rodents we have failed our people. This is a basic function of City
government. Residential and commercial containerization needs to happen and can not be done on the backs of
business owners and residential users - the City needs to equitably install. maintain and insure containerized waste
receptacles.
During a time when small businesses are under constant threat as a result of regulations, lack of public safety,
quality of life challenges, lack of investment on the part of government, rising rents, a rising tax burden, and
increase in operational costs – we cannot afford to pass a on a haphazard program to our small businesses and
neighborhoods without knowing its effects and validity. After listening to the administration's comments today, I
think we are woefully unprepared to launch an adequately developed program. We need more than hyperbole and
more than statements of "I will get back to you with that information" How can we as a Council bake a proverbial
cake without knowing or having all the ingredients in front of them.
We have the solutions to address all of the concerns associated with a permanent open restaurant program - we
just need to get out of our own way.
It is my hope that this brief conversation today can continue a dialogue that changes the course for business
development and the use of public space in New York City.
Thank you. I am prepared for any questions you may have.
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Good evening. My name is Darwin Keung, and I am a Research and Policy Manager at
Tri-State Transportation Campaign. Tri-State is a 29-year-old non-profit advocacy organization
dedicated to creating sustainable, equitable, and safer mobility, from our streets and sidewalks
to our mass transit network. Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments today in support
of the Open Restaurants program and for considering the zoning text amendment and
legislation to develop the permanent program.
For the past year, we have been working with the Regional Plan Association and Design Trust
as part of the Alfresco NYC coalition to reimagine how New Yorkers use our streets and ensure
Open Restaurants and Open Streets programs activate our streetscapes and serve all New
Yorkers. I am here today to comment in support of creating a better program that expands and
modernizes our streets, and for the opportunity to create a better city with a carefully crafted
program.
The Open Restaurants program has been a lifeline throughout the pandemic. Over 12,000
restaurants engaged in the program, allowing them the opportunity to sustain their businesses
through the worst of the pandemic. The number of participating restaurants was bolstered
further by the emergency order which lowered barriers to entry for outdoor dining, which was
previously severely limited to the well-resourced establishments of certain parts of Manhattan.
Nearly half the current outdoor dining permits are outside of Manhattan, allowing for outdoor
dining to exist at mom-and-pop shops in all boroughs - restaurants run by immigrants and
people of color with New York-sized dreams. It is clear that the old ways need to change, and
we must ensure that a new permanent Open Restaurants program is accessible, equitable,
practical for all who wish to participate in shaping a more vibrant and engaging city.

We know that the new program must address challenges like noise, crowded sidewalks, poor
design, abandonment, and street management between right of ways, bike, and bus lanes and
sanitation on a case by case, neighborhood by neighborhood basis. The new program must
evolve to have consistent rules, standards, and enforcement and continued dialogue between
the city, communities, and establishments. Putting the program under one roof will help manage
outdoor dining in our city. Meanwhile, our coalition will continue to work to engage
neighborhoods and restaurants alike in community roundtables and submit recommendations
for safer, inclusive, and equitable streets for outdoor dining and our city.
Formalizing the Open Restaurants program into a permanent and equitable fixture of our city is
an opportunity to reconfigure our streetscapes to reflect the values and hard earn lessons from
the worst of the pandemic -- that walkable, livable, and engaging streets are vital to our
communities and our city. The program must also be made permanent and formalized, so our
city can be prepared for surges of variants of COVID-19 and future public health emergencies.
We look forward to working with the DOT and City to consolidate the program and ensure these
ideas are shared and for the successful implementation of a permanent Open Restaurant and
Open Street program. Done right, this can transform how New Yorkers use our streets, and we
at Tri-State and the Alfresco NYC coalition are ready and willing to help. Thank you.

NEW YORK CITY COUNCIL
COMMITTEE ON CONSUMER AND WORKER PROTECTION AND SUBCOMMITTEE ON ZONING
AND FRANCHISES
Tuesday, February 8, 2022
Committee Hearing on T02022-0088 and T02022-0092, in relation to sidewalk cafes
Written Testimony for Freddi Goldstein, Uber Technologies Inc.1

Uber Eats testifies today in support of outdoor dining and New York City’s vast restaurant
industry.
As part of our food delivery business, Uber Eats partners with thousands of restaurants across
the five boroughs. We bore witness firsthand to their struggle during the COVID-19 pandemic.
We believe in the importance of empowering local economies, and over this past year, our
platform announced financial assistance packages and made significant investments to
continue driving demand to local businesses. In the middle of the worst economic downturn in a
century, Uber Eats took steps to ensure that thousands of local retailers and restaurants could
stay in business; thousands of New Yorkers could continue to earn income to provide for
themselves and their families; and our most vulnerable populations—including the elderly and
immunocompromised—could continue to access food and essential supplies from their homes.
In spring 2020, right after COVID-19 hit New York City, we launched initiatives to waive delivery
fees to consumers in order to generate demand for restaurants, introduced new safety features
on the app, and waived activation fees and commission fees on pick up orders. Last summer,
we launched a Black-Owned Restaurant Initiative, and committed $10 million to support Blackowned businesses over the next two years by driving demand via promotions and other
merchant support. And this past February we announced a restaurant support package to assist
local restaurants through the next wave of the health crisis totaling $20 Million in funding for
restaurant success in 2021, including $4.5 million in grants to local restaurants.
Small businesses, most especially restaurants, are the backbone of New York City. These
businesses employ hundreds of thousands, lift up the local economy and help attract tens of
millions of tourists annually.
Since the program launched in the spring of 2020, outdoor dining has brought much needed
relief to New York City’s struggling restaurants. The benefits of this program are far-reaching.
Outdoor dining allows more people to enjoy our restaurants safely and adds to the vibrancy of
our communities. Further, outdoor dining has the added benefit of repurposing street space
1

Uber Technologies, Inc., is the parent of Portier, LLC which operates under ‘Uber Eats’.

away from the private storage of personal vehicles. There should be no question that outdoor
dining should continue and participation should be made as easy as possible. The initiative has
been a godsend for many and we urge you to make it permanent.
Thank you.

T2022-0088
Testimony of Matthew Shapiro,
Legal Director Street Vendor
Project
February 8, 2022
Dear Members of the City Council Committee on Consumer Affairs and Business Licensing,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony on T2022-0088, which will formalize and
make permanent the City’s “Open Restaurants” program with Sidewalk Cafés and Roadway Cafes.
The Street Vendor Project (SVP) is a membership-based organization of over 2,000, mostly
immigrant, street vendors who work in NYC’s public spaces selling food and merchandise. We
organize vendors to have their voices heard as well as provide legal and small business assistance.
SVP recognizes that almost all small businesses have struggled due to the COVID-19
pandemic. This includes the City’s smallest businesses, street vendors, many of whom are still
suffering due to the lower foot traffic that exists in many neighborhoods. SVP supports the proposal
to make a permanent outdoor dining program by allowing use of the roadway as well as the area
directly adjacent to the restaurant on the sidewalk. However, it is critical that existing street vendor
locations not be displaced due to restaurant’s expansion into the public space.
While restaurants have traditionally relied on private property for their businesses, street
vendors, who are granted a maximum of ten feet of sidewalk space, do not have any private space to
rely on. If the current Sidewalk Café laws for restaurants are amended, which seems necessary,
vendors need some regulatory changes as well.
Specifically, NYC Administrative Code § 17-315(d), which was established by Local Law
18, 2021 created a new restriction that prohibited vending within twenty feet of a sidewalk café. At
the time, the City Council assured us that this would not apply to the temporary Outdoor Dining
fixtures that proliferated during the pandemic, but only to the relatively few licensed sidewalk cafes
that existed before the Outdoor Dining program was created. Now, if the sidewalk café laws are
expanded to include all the current (and future) sidewalk cafes, many vendors will be displaced and
lose their livelihoods. This provision must be amended to preserve vendors’ businesses. A similar
provision needing amendment for General Vendors exists in NYC Administrative Code § 20-465(q)
While we know that street vendors and restaurants have existed alongside each other for
more than a century, we have seen during the temporary outdoor dining program that public space
can be shared. In the past vendors have not had the same opportunities and legitimacy as brick-andmortar businesses and this legislation should make clear that restaurant expansion into the sidewalk
space should not come at the expense of vendors’ livelihood.

We recognize that restaurants have come to rely on the outdoor dining program and agree
that it provides a strong public benefit. The presence of street-activities such as outdoor dining and
street vending make New York City a more livable metropolis. We look forward to working with the
Council to ensure that both restaurants and street vendors can thrive in the City’s recovery.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify today.
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Consumer and Worker Protection Committee Hearing
jointly with the Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises
February 8, 2022

Sidewalk and roadway cafes have been successful in allowing restaurants to remain in business. As
the pandemic continues these establishments should remain available to continue to provide safe
spaces where people can meet and socialize. As the city moves forward to make these
establishments permanent, regulations are needed to ensure that pedestrians who are disabled can
negotiate the sidewalk without difficulty.
Blind and visually impaired people often encounter tables, chairs, planters and sign boards as they
walk through outdoor seating. Negotiating a block with several restaurants often requires moving from
one side of the sidewalk to the other. Consistent placement of all furniture at the building line will
provide a uniformly clear path of travel from the middle of the sidewalk to the curb. ADA regulations
can provide guidance to determine the required width of a path through outdoor seating to allow
wheelchairs and other mobility devices to move through unimpeded.
Respectfully submitted,
Annalyn Courtney, COMS

FROM THE DESK OF
ELIZABETH SABO

February 8, 2022
Subject: Application No. N 210434 ZRY (Open Restaurants Text Amendment)

My name is Elizabeth Sabo and I’m a member of the West 10th Street and the
West Village Residents Associations in Manhattan.
I also advocate for seniors in my area, and I’m very concerned about the mobility
obstructions - which I have witnessed - that they have had to face. In fact, I once
had to rescue a 90-year-old woman who was literally trapped in an unprotected
bike lane, with bikes and cars whizzing by, because she could not pass through
the sidewalk cafe with her walker. It was terrifying.
There’s a saying that “all politics is local.” I am concerned that some of the zoning
text changes proposed for the advancement of the permanent Open Streets /
Open Restaurants programs truncate or completely cut out the grassroots, which
would set a terrible precedent.
How these particular programs are prioritized at this particular time over very real
needs of the residents of our city is truly perplexing to me. There are much better
ways to increase the city’s coffers; going for the entertainment-alcohol money is a
short-sighted gambit, for sure.
I suspect that if we were to do an actual, comprehensive, veri able poll or survey
- which truly has not been done as yet - we would nd that most residents would
absolutely NOT prioritize this wishlist of the restaurant industry. Many residents
cannot even afford groceries, never mind eating out in restaurants. Many
residents don’t have affordable housing. We don’t even have a living wage for
NYC: the present recently increased minimum wage yields just $2600 per month,
and that is before taxes. These wage earners are certainly not celebrating the
revamping of a Sidewalk Cafe program. Please, let’s re-examine our priorities.
I ask the Council - please put a pause on this rushed process. Complete a full
environmental impact study before you make these sweeping changes which
would arguably have a negative impact on the landscape of our city and the
quality of life of our residents for the foreseeable future.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

fi

fi

Elizabeth Sabo
The West 10th Street Residents Association
The West Village Residents Association

Written Testimony Submitted to City council Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection
and Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises for February 8, 2022 Hearing
Clarification of DOT Statements Re: Store Front Enclosure Requirements in Residential Districts
As referred out by the City Planning Commission, significant alterations to the Zoning Text were
recommended to become effective immediately. These involved sections of the Text that
currently require all commercial uses in Residential Districts and certain commercial overlays of
Residential Districts to be located within “completely enclosed buildings”. The amendment to
Section 32-411, which applies to Residential Districts with commercial overlays, adds to the
enclosure requirement the language: “except for store fronts or store windows, associated with
eating and drinking establishments, which may be opened to serve customers outside the
building”. Section 52-34, which applies to non-conforming commercial use in Residential
Districts, deletes the requirement of a completely enclosed building for eating and drinking
establishments, and replaces it with “subject to the enclosure provisions of Section 32-411.”
The effect of the amendments to these two Text sections, if the Council were to approve them
as referred, would be to allow owners of buildings with bars and restaurants in Residential
Districts with commercial overlays to immediately apply to the Buildings Department to install
fully operable facades. More concerning, these amendments would also allow owners with
grandfathered bar and restaurant use in Residential Districts to immediately apply to the
Department of Buildings to open their facades “to serve customer outside the building”.
The Department of City Planning and DOT have estimated that approximately 3,000 bars and
restaurant, all of which currently have fully closed facades, currently exist as non-conforming
eating and drinking establishments in Residential Districts. Prior to the emergency orders, none
of these establishments were allowed to have sidewalk cafes. If the Council passes these
changes to the enclosure requirements at this time, all 3,000 could have fully open facades
even if the siting guidelines that are ultimately adopted do not allow them to have sidewalk
cafes. On many narrow residential streets this would have the perverse result of having bars
and restaurants serving food and drinks through open facades to standing and milling patrons
under bedroom windows.
The Department of Transportation is the Wrong Agency to Be Administering and Enforcing
Sidewalk Cafés
The Department of Transportation had and continues to have a huge administrative
responsibility for the management of New York City’s streets, but it lacks the capability to also
manage the sidewalk café program. As many have testified, DOT has struggled with enforcing
the minimal guidelines of the temporary Open Restaurants program. The addition of 30
employees, as suggested by DOT representatives, would not even make a dent in the added
burden of the proposed permanent program. The appropriate agency to manage an enlarged
sidewalk café program is the Department of Consumer Affairs and Worker Protection. Bob
Gormley, District Manager of Manhattan Community Board 2, testified that he was an attorney

at Consumer Affairs at the time the sidewalk café program was transferred from DOT to
Consumer Affairs because DOT was unable to handle the volume of sidewalk café applications.
It is Premature for the City Council to be Reviewing the Proposal for Permanent Open
Restaurants
DOT has not yet completed the full environmental review for the Permanent Open Restaurant
Program, which includes the proposed Zoning Text Amendments, as required by SEQR and
CEQR.
The Article 78 Kathryn Arntzen, et al v. the City of New York brought by 22 Petitioners who are
residents of New York City alleges that the Permanent Open Restaurants Environmental
Assessment issued by DOT on June 18, 2021 was inadequate and that an Environmental Impact
Statement is required in order to comply with SEQR and CEQR. In his order dated Feb 1, 2021,
NY Supreme Judge Frank Nervo acknowledged that the Petitioners have alleged “concrete
injuries, environmental impacts including vermin, noise, and garbage” when he denied New
York City’s Motion to Dismiss the Petition, thereby allowing the litigation to proceed.
It would be prudent for City Council to wait for the outcome of this action with its potential for
requiring an Environmental Impact Statement before considering the matter currently before it.
Kathryn B. Quinn, Member
The West Village Residents Association

My name is Susi Schropp, and I am speaking on behalf of the 8 Saint Marks Place
Tenants Association, and the St. Marks bet. 2+3 Avenue Block Association.
We favor helping restaurants recover, and the community is all in support of the
restaurant business recovery. Continuing the temporary program will do that. We
oppose the proposal of making the Open Restaurant Program and zoning change
associated with this program.
Making this program permanent with so few planning details is a terrible proposal.
The program has failed concerning enforcement and an unbalanced economic
advantage for one industry, which unanimously has come out in support.
For residents, it has been a literal nightmare. It has dramatically reduced the quality of
life for New Yorkers, including a quiet nighttime enjoyment of their dwelling. We hear
promises of enforcement, but that has been dramatically lacking and partially
non-existent, even before COVID.
I appreciate visionary thinking and believe the time is ripe for a major overhaul but this
program is some of the most terrible planning examples.
This program is not visionary thinking!
While I appreciate the well-intended offers of “listening to feedback,” the community
has been unheard of for years. Even before COVID, enforcement was lacking. Just talk
to the residents of Hells Square who have a 2-4-hour window of nighttime peace.
My block, St. Marks betw. 2+3 Avenue is lined with over 50 eating and drinking
establishments. The street now looks like a shantytown. The M8 bus route on the street
is rerouted on weekends because the block is closed to traffic.
Since the launch of the trial program, our block has seen an increase in the already
• terrible rat infestation
• noise pollution until the early morning hours
• unsafe conditions and increase in crime
• sidewalk and street congestion, sidewalks as narrow as 3 ft. (V-spot at 12 St.
Marks)
• unlicensed weed stands and a permanently parked weed truck
• Garbage and vomit on the stoop
How is this benefitting the community?

When we call in complaints, we are told they are not taking complaints for sidewalk
businesses.
How will the program address the increase in commercial rents that will follow as soon
as the program becomes permanent? How will it address the displacement of longtime small businesses, especially minority businesses, due to further increased rents?
This program benefits landlords and favors the restaurant industry by giving them the
free gift of square footage from our public sidewalks and streets.
Will landlords be taxed for the added real estate and the money put to use in each
community?
We strongly oppose the plan for a permanent open restaurant program.

February 8, 2020
Dear Council Members:
As a psychotherapist I will share three points that I feel should be considered in your decision,
because the quality of public space can have a huge impact on mental health.
•

Walking through what amounts to open air bars can be very triggering to those recovering
from alcohol abuse, as well as other substances. It is important for a community to support
individual efforts to recover. Undermine those efforts is also costly to city agencies that will
have do address the ensuing court, corrections, medical, and family needs. This is especially
true in this period of increased overdoses and substance abuse.

•

Clients with anger and domestic violence issues are often advised to step away from conflict
when it threatens their self control, and to take a walk. Navigating sidewalks overcrowded
with additional tables placed outside the sheds, dodging waiters, avoiding drunks, and being
tempted by alcohol does not make for calming space to avoid conflict. While this may be
extreme example, in a lesser degree they daily undermine the mental health. The sheds make
running errands or walking home more stressful, no longer is a time to collect one’s thoughts
or let go of the stress of work.

•

The noise from the sheds now often includes music played on the sidewalk, raising the
volume of all conversations on the street. Having the ability to find a quiet space to think at
home is important to mental health, so say nothing of the importance of sleeping well. If I did
not live on an internal courtyard, I would be moving out of the city.

There is no reason to make the sheds permanent now; that step can be taken some time in the
future. If that happens, there will need to be many guidelines first put in place, and inspectors
given the role to see they are followed.
It is also possible that it will not, ultimately benefit the city’s restaurant businesses. It helps
popular restaurants seat more people, but as the closed spaces reopen, it might just take patrons
away from future restaurants.
Finally, I fear that a premature decision will continue to disrupt the sense of community and an
become ongoing cause of disagreement that will separate supporters from their political leaders.
Sincerely,
Adam Coccaro, PhD, LMSW

Outdoor dining – permanent status (NYC) OPPOSED
INTRO
As a resident of Brooklyn, NY, I am strongly opposed to allowing restaurants (and any other business that
produces noise) to permanently occupy public spaces in residential areas. [2022]
NOISE
The noise produced by people dining outside is very f***ing annoying.
Prior to the pandemic that started in early 2020 I never had to listen to this constant noise.
Why must I, as a resident, be subjected to constant hours of extra noise by a bunch of loudmouths?
Outdoor dining was never a necessity before and it is not a necessity now.
This refers to both street and sidewalk dining.
SIDEWALKS ARE PUBLIC – THEY ARE NOT PRIVATE
I find it to be offensive that any person in NY City’s leadership is even considering allowing businesses to
permanently take control of public sidewalks.
Sidewalks were built for pedestrians; not for business owners to occupy (and to effectively take ownership of).
The hardships of the Covid pandemic gave an excuse for an exception but the absurdity must end – give
sidewalks back to pedestrians to whom they belong. Sidewalks were designed for pedestrian traffic, not for
business owner profits.
I shouldn’t have to weave around outdoor seating when walking from point A to point B. Restaurants should be
ordered to remove outdoor sidewalk dining and to be penalized (financially by stiff fines and eventually
suspension of operating license) for non-compliance.
COMPETITION STIFLED
If restaurants can permanently have outdoor seating this makes the business more profitable. Subsequently a
landlord can charge higher rentals for restaurant occupancy of commercial space.
Therefore the small entrepreneur who wishes to open a new restaurant will find it much more difficult to do so
since starting operational expenses shall increase dramatically now that the restaurant business is a rich man’s
game and the new little guy faces a much higher starting hurdle if he/she can even raise the funds.
In the end there shall be fewer restaurants that shall hold more power now that the little guy is crushed.
Essentially, outdoor dining promotes an oligopoly; certainly not in line with the culture of NY City.
OBSTRUCTION TO PEDESTRIANS AND VEHICULAR TRAFFIC and FIRE TRUCKS
Dining Sheds definitely cause vehicular traffic to flow more poorly as these structures decrease driving
visibility. Double-parked trucks next to these structures decrease pedestrian visibility even more. There are
fewer parking spots available and more double-parking. Fire Trucks face obstacles that partially hinder their
function according to Andrew Ansbro, president of the Uniformed Firefighters Association of Greater New York.
(ref: https://thevillagesun.com/lives-are-in-danger-firefighters-union-chief-warns-about-roadway-dining-sheds)
All of this not only puts drivers and pedestrians at an increase of risk of injury but it also brings about more
horn-honking due to traffic-flow being impeded. The tight streets and sidewalks of NY City were not designed
to accommodate outdoor occupancy and it needs to stop.
SIDEWALK OBSTRUCTION – TESTIMONY (2022 02 00).doc
Adam V.

Submitted respectfully by Adam Zeldin of Manhattan on February 7, 2022.
Without a doubt, outdoor dining should be made permanent. It is a popular program enjoyed by
New Yorkers and visitors alike. It has overwhelming public approval and support. The program itself
replaces some of the free car storage that is afforded to the few New Yorkers who decide not only
that should they own cars (cars that are environmentally harmful, cars that cause traffic, cars that
injure pedestrians, cars that take up too much space) but also that the city should subsidize this
harmful hobby. The outdoor dining program is a no-brainer.
However, the NIMBYs who are categorically opposed to the program do bring up (just) one good
point: outdoor dining is a (up-until-now free) handout to private sector restauranteurs and rentseeking landlords. When restaurants struggled during the pandemic, this was a justified handout. But
now as we look toward the future, the proposed pricing scheme is far too low. Given this is public
land, there should be a significant return to the public. There is a simple solution: the tenants of the
public space should be charged market rent for their use of this land. Not only will this raise
considerable funds for New York City (funds that could be used in turn to further improve our
streetscapes), but a market rent scheme will do the following:
1) Values of property held by private interests will not increase, so there will not be a handout
to landlords. Since the outdoor space will itself be garnering market rent, there will be no
inherent premium added to properties with eligible outdoor spaces.
2) This will not be some overly generous handout to the restaurant industry. Since the
restaurants will have to pay market rent, they will effectively just be renting a larger space for
their restaurant. That’s not a handout.
3) This will limit some of the underutilized outdoor spaces. Since not all restaurants will want to
pay market rent (especially those restaurants with barely any use of their outdoor spaces),
derelict spaces will close.
4) Restaurants will improve these outdoor spaces. As a social observation, people take more
care of and pride in the things they pay for. If you make this program too cheap, some of the
spaces themselves might end up cheap.
I’m happy to answer any questions about my commonsense solution and my implementation
scheme. I encourage you to evaluate this further.

I am writing with regard to the outdoor dining structures, and the
question of whether they should be made permanent.
These structures were introduced during the height of the Covid
pandemic, before there were vaccines or useful treatments to
deal with this deadly disease. The structures were to allow
restaurants to stay in business, and to give residents the
possibility of dining in the safety of a covered, yet open air
structure. This served a useful purpose at that time.
However, there are many problems with this program:
 There is no building code for the structures. Some are so
poorly constructed that they are falling down. There is also
no ventilation code (that is being enforced). Many of these
structures are completely enclosed, allowing for no
ventilation, and creating dangerous conditions.
 The structures house enormous rat populations that live
under these structures and have a limitless food source.
 The structures block narrow streets in areas like Greenwich
Village, making it difficult and sometimes impossible for
firetrucks, ambulances, and sanitation vehicles to get
through – creating a condition of filth and danger for the
residents of these streets.
 The restaurants have doubled, tripled, or more their seating
capacity. They pay no additional rent or fees for the boon to
their businesses. These structures often take up much more
than the space in front of the restaurant, extending in front of
adjacent buildings and businesses.
 The structures have greatly diminished parking for the cars
of the neighborhood residents, many of whom are middle
class and cannot afford private parking garages.

 The structures create noise that interferes with the residents’
ability to live peaceably, and often prevents their ability to
sleep or even watch TV
 Sidewalks are narrowed and hazardous, with wait staff
rushing between the restaurants and the structures. Children
and elderly/disabled people are in jeopardy. Many are
choosing to walk on the narrowed streets instead – another
dangerous condition.

The sheds served a useful purpose, and may still be temporarily
useful. But to make them permanent creates a permanent
problem in relation to the above mentioned issues for residents of
these neighborhoods.
Creating and enforcing reasonable building code for these
temporary structures is also necessary.
Alan Cohen

I am writing the city council to come out strongly in favor of making outdoor
dining permanent. Not only has this served as a lifeline for restaurants throughout
the pandemic, but it has added a lot of street life and great atmosphere to many
neighborhoods in NYC. I do agree that it can be improved – make it compliant
with day-lighting principles, potentially charge restaurants for curb use (only if we
get rid of free parking), and smarter planning (enlarge sidewalks, avoid conflicts
with bus/bike lanes, etc).
Prior to outdoor dining, our public space was effectively privatized by the very
small minority of car owners. While I recognize that there are transit deserts in
some parts of the outerboroughs, dense corridors with transit access cannot be
allowed to be overcome by subsidizing car owners (who are overwhelmingly
richer than non-car owning households in NYC). Curb space is highly valuable in
NYC, we could have outdoor dining, bus/bike lanes, large garbage collection
receptacles (see Amsterdam), or increased shrubbery. Do not bow to the minority
of car owners who selfishly wish to see their free streetside parking returned
when it is one of the lowest value uses of the space.
We cannot continue to allow the small number of unrepresentative neighborhood
cranks that have the time/ability to show up to CB/council meetings to dominate
the discourse on local policies. Outdoor dining opposition is dwarfed by the
number of restaurant enjoyers, staff, and owners. Please vote in favor of this
program.

Albin Henneberger

I live in the West Village and have for more than 30 years. What I have loved about living in
New York City is the perfect co-existence of residential and commercial. I bike, walk, take the
taxi, and sometimes drive my car out of the need to accommodate visitors who cannot walk or
because I have to carpool children to various activities. I eat out twice a week and love my
neighborhood restaurants. None of these have been an issue until now.
Now, when I bike, it is a dangerous and arduous task of dodging roadside sheds, dodging
double parked cars because of the sheds, dodging pedestrians pushed into the bike lanes
because of the sheds. I am constantly pushed into the street with cars, especially on the narrow
streets of the West Village. When I walk my dog, I have to lift him up at times when the only
sidewalk left has metal grating which is terrible when it’s hot out, and dangerous when it’s cold
(a dog was electrocuted on one of the grates recently). When I cross intersections with sheds I
lift him up in fear of him walking even minutely ahead of me because of blocked visibility. When
I take a taxi, I can’t find businesses because they are hidden behind the rows of sheds. When I
drive by these sheds, I am in constant fear of having someone pop out from behind one of
these sheds.
My house is two houses from an outdoor shed. The street cleaner barely makes it halfway in
front of my house with the turn radius. My neighbor who lives right next to the shed, the front
of her house can never get cleaned. Rats have proliferated to a point where they greet me at
my doorstep at 7 in the morning. I used to look forward to the first sign of spring; now I dread it
because it means my street will become frat row again, with outdoor drinkers racing down the
street screaming, urinating on my property because these facilities are beyond restroom
capacity, because they have been told by the city that the outdoors is theirs to rule. The city has
been taken over by one demographic – outdoor diners and drinkers who can afford it, who
have zero regard for the residents’ lives, who treat our beloved city (home to many of us)
merely as a place to come and party and leave the filth behind for the residents to contend
with.
I would like to emphasize that this city is a residential one where people live. They raise
children here, they grow old here. They sleep here, they read books here, they sit on the stoops
here, they enjoy strolling here, they walk their dogs here, they push strollers here, they walk
with canes here. They would like the front of their houses clean, their streets safe, and their
quality of life restored. Thank you.
ALEXANDRA MIN

I have lived on 12 St between Ave A and B for over 40 years, I have never seen so
many rats before. As a chairperson of the 12 Street Block Association and a
community gardener and composter who has called 311 so many times along with
fellow gardeners, who has taken advantage of the wonderful learning experience
that is Rat Academy, the sheds and especially the shed platforms provide a perfect
home for the rats. The sheds on Ave B between 11 and 12 St. block the gutters and
there is always standing water that is filled with rat excrement. Bags of garbage pile
up daily and are ripped through every night. Our rats eat clams and mussels. The
rats are constantly digging in the garden and tree pits. We spend a lot of our efforts
doing rat abatement and not gardening. And the newly renovated Sauer Playground
is overrun by rats come evening. My kids grew up there, I would let them play there
now if they were small. This is a health hazard, we are feeding and housing rats, the
street has not been cleaned in almost 2 years. This is city land. Time for its citizens
figure out what they want to use OUR land for.
Alexis Adler
12 Street Block Association

Alicia Kershaw
Franklin St
New York NY 10013
8 Feb 2022

RE: Sidewalk sheds
I fully support continuing to allow restaurants to erect sheds on streets and
sidewalks for outside eating. These help our restaurants survive, add character
to the city and are enjoyable experiences.
The complaints I have seen can be corrected by better oversight. For example
when a restaurant goes out of business the landlord should be required to
demolish the shed if not re- approved in a certain time.
Few good things came from the pandemic but outdoor eating is one of them.
/s/
Alicia Kershaw

February 10, 2022
Hello, my name is Allie Ryan and I am a Council District 2 constituent. I have witnessed the restaurant sheds contribute to the decrease of my district’s QUALITY
OF LIFE. Today I am testifying AGAINST the Open Restaurants Zoning Text Amendment, LU 0012-2022, and the Open Restaurants program, T2022-0088,
because it may have once been a success, but now it has become a decaying failure - and no portion of it should be permanent.
Indoor dining has reopened, it is time for New York City CITIZENS to REGAIN our sidewalks and streets, not restaurant Landlords.
If the last 2 years have inspired some restaurants to add some small footprint of Sidewalk Dining, let them apply, through their local Community Boards (under
the existing 45 day rule). The concept of making our current situation PERMANENT is ludicrous.
Today’s political focus may be on public safety, specifically gun violence and subway safety, I’d like to add restaurant sheds. they make our public streets LESS
SAFE. In my neighborhood, myself and my 2 young children are surrounded by abandoned graffitied structures most of the time and thus invite illicit activity, rats,
flooding, and many promote the image of urban decay.
None of our elected officials nor NYCDOT Commissioner Rodriguez discussed WHEN the City will REMOVE ALL EXISTING SHEDS, and resume cleaning our
streets every day to reduce the standing water, litter and rats! All byproducts of the restaurant sheds! This takes more than NYCDOT, it takes NYC Dept of
Sanitation. The Open Restaurants program affects FDNY who say restaurant sheds are affecting their ability to fight fires.I have seen NO EVIDENCE of
NYCDOT cooperating with Sanitation OR FDNY to this date - why should we expect more in the future !?
As is, many restaurateurs and bar owners have ALREADY proved proficient at overreaching their outdoor dining spaces and thus REDUCING sidewalks creating
NARROW SPACES to pass through, deterring the NORMAL non-commercial neighborhood activities and social interactions ACTIVITIES that make a
neighborhood FRIENDLY and SAFE. Just take a walk around the Lower East Side and East Village.
To say that the current small amount of outdoor dining running until midnight or 1am on the weekends sets a precedent for thousands of new footprints- is
LUDICROUS. My CB advises that outdoor dining closes at 10pm! I live across the street from two restaurant sheds to the size of two tractor trailers plus sidewalk
dining that I counted 80 outdoor seats. OUR FAMILY HOUSEHOLD, and many others, NEEDS TO BE ASLEEP BY 9pm Many of the blocks in my neighborhood
host 2 to 6 restaurant sheds and sidewalk dining per block. Even with all windows closed, it seems as if we live in a bar. This proposed legislation will double
outdoor dining seating. We are already tolerating excessive noise pollution with the current program, do not pretend this should be the new normal, nor less
PERMANENT.
On paper and to the restaurant industry, lobbyists, restaurant and bar patrons Open Restaurants seems great, but to many residents and families like mine who
live day in and day out, the reality of Open Restaurants is less than ideal nor sustainable for the long term.
Put residents first, not lobbyists and vote NO on these bills. Community Boards…. NOT the Dept of Transportation should be in charge of approving sidewalk
dining. Let’s regain our sidewalks and roadways for public safety and public health !!!!!
Respectfully,
Allie Ryan
Council District 2 and Community Board 3 resident

Dear Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection and
Subcommittee on
Zoning and Franchises,
I fully support the permanent Open Restaurants program, including the
zoning text amendment to add more equity in the overall sidewalk café
program. I believe that many of the concerns that have been raised
about the Open Restaurants program can be addressed by
implementing measures that should already be in place, such as
containerized trash, streamlined application and fee structure, and
clear and consistent enforcement of the rules governing operators.
New York City’s economy, cultural vibrancy, and street life have
benefited tremendously from the Open Restaurants program, and I am
eager to see it continue, with rules that optimize the benefits of the
program without adding undue or burdensome hurdles for NYC’s
restaurant owners.
Sincerely,
Amelia Josephson
ameliajosephson@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Adams,
My name is Amy Robinson. I am a lm producer and a member of the SPaCE Block
Association on the Lower East Side. I am a founding member and former president of the
Seward Park Conservancy,Inc.
I have lived in NewYork City since 1968. The seventies were tough times but we made it
through. I am deeply concerned that making outdoor dining sheds permanent will set the city
back to those lawless, dirty, dangerous days.
Those of us who stayed through the pandemic understand why the restaurant industry need
the sheds. Now restaurants are lling up again indoors. But now we,who live here,and pay
taxes deserve our quality of life back.
The sheds are a health hazard, a safety hazard and a blight on the look of our beautiful city. . I
live on the lower east side. This is becoming a vibrant restaurant area. Many of the chefs and
owners are “good actors.” However, there are several establishments whose outdoor sheds are
gathering places for violent ,drunken, threatening patrons. The noise level late into the night on
the streets is intolerable. The rat population is exploding and the garbage is often strewn about
unbagged. The other small businesses which have struggled to stay alive during the pandemic
often have their entrances blocked by piles of garbage and rowdy, hostile patrons. I ,myself,
have been accused of being a “racist” by a white person for asking a lawless establishment to
clean up their loose garbage.
For the rst time in my life, I am considering moving out of New York City because of the blight
that these sheds have created.
I understand that the city needs its tourists back. I do not believe people come here for rowdy,
ramshackle enclosures . They come for our theater, our architecture, our parks ,our museums
and so much more. “Sheds” are not an incentive and they create danger for those who are not
used to city life.
Please , Mayor Adams do not make these sheds permanent.
Yours truly,

fi

fi

fi

Amy Robinson

36 Leroy St.
NY NY 10014
February 8, 2022
I am writing in opposition to the proposed zoning changes making the open streets
dining program permanent. Anything that increases the number of outdoor cafés hurts
my quality of life and that of my neighbors. Many of the ways the program has been
implemented are profoundly unfair to those who live near dining sheds.
My experience as a West Village homeowner has convinced me that the Open Streets
dining program is unsuited to small scale residential neighborhoods like the West
Village. It degrades the quality of life for residents while offering financial reward to bar
owners who have little or no accountability. The city no longer cares about enforcement
of any regulations concerning sanitation, fire or noise.
The outdoor dining program rewards drinking oriented establishments and the lowest
common denominator of customer behavior. Shouting, urinating in the street, and
tossing litter on the sidewalk are now common. It creates a monoculture of raucous
revelry at the expense of other uses of the space that belongs to all of us citizens (for
example mini parks or playgrounds, dog parks, pop-up retail stores, outdoor theater,
outdoor gym, pop up bookstore.)
If allowed to remain in place, this program will destroy real estate values and change
the fundamental character of the neighborhood. The assessed value of my house has
decreased 10% since the program came into effect and the same is true of my
neighbors.
I will divide my comments into those of a general nature and those specific to my street
and similar streets in the West Village.
General outdoor dining is problematic
1.Increasing outdoor cafés exacerbates economic inequity: many of the people who live
in apartments fronting on busy mixed use streets are at the bottom of the economic
ladder. Often they have jobs that require their physical presence early in the morning.
They have trouble sleeping at night because of noise from outdoor diners who are
students at Manhattan colleges or elite knowledge workers working remotely or simply
trust funders staying up till all hours. And they cannot afford to go to those restaurants.
In general prices at New York's restaurants have increased by 20 to 30% since the
pandemic, while most people’s incomes have not. Meanwhile mom and pop restaurants
do not usually have the funds to build dining sheds. Those who are lobbying on behalf
of dining sheds often own dozens of restaurants.
2. The proposed streamlining of applications for outdoor dining is a step in the wrong
direction. There’s a reason designs need to be considered and should be proposed by

an architect. There has been a great rush to get these dining sheds up without much
thought of safety. No thought has been given to fire hazard (many sheds are built of
plywood and have several heaters close together). There is no posted capacity limit for
diners. I have seen them packed in like sardines.
3. There does not seem to be any enforcement of sanitation rules within the dining
sheds, where rats often frolic at night. Are the dining sheds included when restaurants
receive sanitation ratings?
4. In general there are no effective means for the public to complain about bad actors or
get enforcement actions taken. They tell you to call 311 but that is a joke.

Leroy Street and West Village residential situation:
As the owner of a small townhouse on a landmarked block, Leroy Street between
Bleecker Street and Bedford Street, I am in the trenches of the dining shed situation. My
life has been made miserable by the outdoor dining at two bars/restaurants on my
block, Bandits (44 Bedford St. corner of Leroy) and the sports bar Village Tavern (46
Bedford St. corner of Leroy) which has since closed outdoor dining. The main dining
shed of Bandits is just a few yards from my house.
I am not opposed to the hospitality industry and I support its presence in the West
Village. There have been restaurants/bar in the location of both establishments since I
moved to the neighborhood, but they were indoor. For the 21 years I lived here before
the dining sheds and outdoor seating, many neighborhood bars and restaurants
prospered for decades serving indoors only. They need to return to doing this.
There are tremendous negatives for those of us who live in the neighborhood.
1.The first is noise, simply from patrons not from music. (The Department of
Environmental Protection has told me they have no jurisdiction over conversational
noise, only music.)
The noise begins before patrons enter the restaurants and after they leave. Customers
shout laugh cheer and drink beer while walking to and from the dining shed. At round
midnight from Thursday through Sunday literally dozens of people are noisily walking
back-and-forth in front of my house on a tiny sidewalk. It’s a Time Square volume of
people on a little 19th century street.
Patrons of the dining sheds at Bandits use it as a place to shout and cheer rather than
talking in a conversational tone while dining. It is really functioning as a bar. Bandits is
open seven days a week until 4 AM. The dining sheds close at 10 on weekdays and 11
on weekends but that is still enough time to make life nearby miserable. The rooms in
my house which face Leroy Street are unusable while they are open.

Management at Bandits has been cooperative when asked to comply with their agreedupon 10 PM shut down of outdoor dining, 11 on the weekends, but about half of the
time they have to be asked to tell patrons to leave. So at the age of 63, instead of being
able to relax and look forward to a good night’s sleep, at 11:15 I have to pull on my
outerwear and boots and go outside and ask them to fulfill their obligations. This is
terribly unfair.
2. The second negative is rats.
For the first time in 21 years of residence on Leroy, I noticed that rats have eaten half of
my substantial plants in planters outside my house, adjacent to Bandits garbage area;
in. They have put wire mesh around the bottom of their shed but that is not sufficient
when garbage bags are often placed on the ground near the restaurant.
3. Blockage of narrow streets and obstruction of emergency vehicles
Because of the two sheds of Bandits (a much smaller one is on Bedford Street around
the corner from my house) the situation on both Leroy Street and Bedford Street is a
disaster waiting to happen. There is barely 1 foot of clearance for fire trucks. An
ambulance might have to wait a crucial five minutes extra depending on what traffic is
ahead of it.
4. The obstruction of traffic is another source of noise when the late night crowd hits
these establishments. I routinely hear car horns honking at three or four in the morning,
and not only on weekends.
5. The absence of any architectural review of the dining sheds destroys the point of
landmark blocks like mine: there appear to be no rules governing the style of dining
sheds which are often incompatible with the neighborhood. I have to go through
elaborate applications to put in soundproofing windows to block the noise of the dining
sheds, but they don’t have any responsibilities at all to the landmark block.
We need to get rid of open dining now. Unless this disastrous program is nipped in the
bud we can expect the bar and restaurant industry to push for further expansion at any
time when economic circumstances are difficult. The balance of establishments will shift
to bars or drinking oriented restaurants, with a change in the character of the clientele.
This in turn will change the character of the neighborhood – and almost certainly in a
direction that will lower real estate values. Most of us do not want to live in an area like
Saint Marks Place or MacDougal Street between Bleecker and W. 3rd St. which the rest
of the West Village is rapidly coming to resemble.
Please bring this nightmare to a close.
Many thanks
Ann Marlowe

-----Original Message----From: Ann <annimate212@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 8, 2022 8:28 AM
To: Speaker Adams <SpeakerAdams@council.nyc.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Today's hearing re: outdoor restaurant sheds

Dear Speaker,
I urge you to not support making the outdoor restaurant sheds a permanent institution. In NYC. It is obvious that they
are more of a reduction in our quality of life than an improvement.
* The garbage that accumulates under the floor beds and adjacent curbs is breeding ground for disease and when an
epidemic comes along that’s linked to them and the vermin they support, it will be too late to correct a wrong decision.
*They create obstacles for walking in the city and with our tremendous traffic and safety problems it is necessary to
walk to destinations rather than take buses or subways.
*Due to surgery, I had the need of a walker and then a cane during the summer and it was very difficult moving past
these sheds because of the people congregating, the waiters flying by with trays of food, and the pedestals holding
menus.
*They block the view the street and make avoiding dangerous situations more difficult (speeding delivery bikes, cars…)
*The city inspectors have always been too few to keep up with the numbers and with sheds to inspect in addition to the
actual restaurant, more violations will slip through the cracks.
*This move to make sheds permanent is a real estate grab and we already have reduced light and air because of the tall
buildings that have and are being built, crowding the streets with more structures is a wrong decision.
I feel helpless is helping to make this city of my birth a livable and healthy place to thrive. Writing to you is all I know to
do. If there is anything else you can suggest, please write tome and fell free to make that suggestion.
1

Thank you,
Ann Morris
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The sheds pushed by the ex-Mayor on an emergency basis to provide a save-line to the
restaurant industry, were supposed to be erected temporarily. This rushed decision with no
meaningful City/Community dialogue to speak of, greatly benefited the industry, including its
workers, but as our streets can attest, had for the most part an enormously detrimental impact
on the surrounding streets and neighborhoods.
With the exceptions of some posh eateries which have erected expensive, eye pleasing, solid
looking and locked at night structures, the grand majority of the sheds erected turned out to be
shabby and run down eyesores. This happened because the city has not provided the
necessary guidelines, regulations, or provisions governing not only their appearance, but more
importantly their integrity with the surrounding neighborhoods and their safety.
The lack of standards allowed everyone to erect whatever they wished, creating in the process
a visual chaos and dangerous conditions, with not only many emergency accesses and
doorways hazardously blocked, but also with pedestrians often forced to squeeze between the
structures and the curb, or the structures and the buildings or worse, simply having no choice
but to walk directly on the streets for lack of walkable space on the pavement.
The zoning laws designed to protect our neighborhoods, have almost instantaneously gotten
appended to exclusively benefit one player - the restaurant industry. At the same time, the
canceling of the zoning restrictions and accountability, allowed for an immediate and mighty
assault on the quality of life & distinguished character of our neighborhoods. The increase of
noise, litter, public drinking and partying, makes our streets ever more perilous, with the danger
increasing late at night when the empty structures (more often then not left unlocked) become
hiding places for criminal activity and/or shelters for the homeless.
Our neighborhoods, some of them historically preserved and thus vehemently and fiercely
protected by numerous city agencies, have become obscured by these ghostly structures that, if
we are not careful, may obscure them permanently. These are not true outdoor restaurants and
cafes, these are for the most part unstable Covid spawned cardboard huts.
We are hopefully exiting the most dangerous emergency situation of the last 70+ years, which
justified drastic and painful emergency measures, and it’s now time to think about the future.
What city do we want for ourselves and the future generation? A city proud of its historical
heritage and vibrant architectural presence, unique in the world, or a city defaced and damaged
as to resemble slams in the third world countries?
anna bogusz

Anna L Spiro PhD
West End Avenue
New York, NY. 10025
Subject, Restaurant Sheds : FOR

To City Council,
A long time resident of NYC and the UWS I want to express how much I
like the restaurant sheds and the closed street policies. (Amsterdam
Ave and 103rd St.) The outdoor spaces are pleasant most of the year..
even in cold weather on the warmer days like now. Many are very
imaginative and nicely decorated.. esp the ones with wooden flooring.
I can do without dead plants. And I prefer my sidewalks scrubbed with
soap and water. That said, I hope these will become permanent. And
the temporary outside tables, which come and go.. Ralph Lauren on
72nd. e.g. I like being outside.. and not cooped up. And frankly NYC
does not need to provide parking.
Thank you.

From: Anthony Cavaliere <cavaliereanthony1@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, February 6, 2022 3:03 PM
To: Office of Correspondence Services <OfficeofCorrespondenceServices@council.nyc.ny.us>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I am against the dining sheds in Queens

I understand there is a hearing this week on the outdoor dining shelters in NYC
I am against these shelters.
With their sidewalk tables and outdoor shelters in the street it is impossible to Walk down my block. These
restaurants think they are entitled to the entire sidewalk. Enough to enough
Beside these outdoor shelters actually are causing an increase in the Corv-19 virus because they are
overcrowded and I now have rats playing soccer in my street after these restaurants are closed.
They were a failed experiment and they should be taken down
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My name is Ava Sterling. I have lived in Greenwich Village in
the area now named Hudson Square for over 52 years. I am
testifying to request that the outdoor dining areas now lining
the narrow streets in my neighborhood, Greenwich Village,
Soho and all of New York City not be made permanent for a
variety of reasons. They are currently hazardous to residents as
well as being disgusting. They post a health hazard and
contribute to noise violations as well as traffic restrictions.
They are homes to the homeless during off hours. They attract
rats and other vermin. Cars no longer can park on many streets
and traffic is diverted all over the neighborhood causing traffic
jams. The noise levels coming from these “covid sheds” are
unbearable especially on weekend nights. The sidewalk in front
of them creates a gauntlet full of unmasked people that you
have to navigate past. In addition they allow restaurants to
expand their seating capacity beyond the indoors and not to
pay any additional rent or taxes. While I understand helping
restaurant owners out it is time to allow all of us including
residents to return to normal peaceful living. To be able to
walk our beautiful blocks, drive safely, park our cars and be free
from noise, vermin and garbage. Thank you.

Beth Sopko
East 8th Street
New York, NY 10009
212Tuesday, Feb 10, 2021
To whom it may concern
I am opposed to the indefinite extension of the Open Restaurants program.

The dining sheds that have sprung up outside every restaurant in New York City are unsightly, filthy,
and dangerous. Don’t get me wrong—I see them as a temporary solution to the problem restaurants
faced when the pandemic made it impossible to seat any number of people indoors after COVID hit
last spring.
However, these sheds should not be permanent.
1. Most of these sheds are constructed of plywood—cheap and easy, but also unsightly from
the start, and shabby as they wear down. For the most part, they are poorly maintained and
attract filth and vermin.
2. Very few of the sheds are locked at night, so they offer passers-by a place to relieve
themselves and for the homeless to seek shelter—which is actually the best use for these
“COVID cabañas.”
3. These sheds pose both a traffic hazard and a fire hazard. Emergency vehicles may be able to
get around them, but visibility is restricted.
4. They are not built to any “code” and the number of inspectors assigned them is woefully
inadequate. Some are equipped with space heaters, which again don’t conform to any
particular code and increase the likelihood of an accident.
The noise and filth these shacks generate is just a bad deal all around. I live on the sixth floor in the
rear of my building. When dinner hour is in full swing, the noise generated can get in the way of my
reading, studying, or even watching TV.
I hate pining for the “good old days,” but I do miss the relative quiet of the way sidewalks used to
be. Please do not pass legislation that allows these dining sheds to exist in perpetuity.
Sincerely
Beth Sopko

Dining structures do not have to be in the streets. Why can’t we build
out the sidewalks into the parking spaces so rather than the structures
blocking the street and causing other problems by being on pavement?
They would then remain sidewalk-eating areas that would be governed
by the same rules and regulations as other outdoor sidewalk seating
areas (which are not new.) It would create a clearer boundary between
street and sidewalk and allow access to the full pavement if needed for
cleaning, repair etc. Signs and anything that are currently blocked by
the structures because they are on the edge of the sidewalk and streets
would be moved to the new edge of the sidewalk.
Brian Oxman
East Village

Opposition to Permanent Open Restaurants Program
I am a resident of Barrow Street in the West Village.
Our neighborhood has a very high concentration of restaurants and bars, nearly all of whom
have availed themselves of Open Dining.
This was a great temporary program, and should continue through the end of 2022 or even
through summer of 2023 in order to help our local restaurants recover from the 2020/early
2021 COVID restrictions.
But making this a permanent program, particularly in light of the vehement opposition in our
neighborhood which to date seems to have had zero impact on this process, is
unsupportable.
The dining sheds are unattractive and have single-handedly undermined the aesthetic created
by years of historic preservation in our community. Storefronts can no longer be seen unless
you are right in front of them, and our historic facades are blocked by ugly plywood sheds. This
is an outrage to anyone who has had to spend months arguing with LPC about the color of the
flower boxes. Frankly, it is unfathomable that LPC is not a part of this process.
The sheds create noise for nearby residents, with very little enforcement of hours, spacing,
noise etc. from any NYC agency or NYPD.
The sheds block regular garbage collection, with bags accumulating all around them. Our rat
population has exploded.
When businesses leave, the sheds remain. They are covered with graffiti, dilapidated and a
disgrace to what used to be a lovely neighborhood.
The sheds, active and abandoned, have helped to solve our homeless problem, as they provide
nightly sleeping quarters to our area’s homeless. Creative, but not exactly a solution
commensurate with our tax burden.
In short, these sheds are ruining our neighborhood. This is not hyperbole.
I have owned a home here since 2005, and have founded and chaired two West Village
community groups with the intent of improving our quality of life and the vibrancy of our
businesses. But the nuisance caused in large part by these sheds has us questioning whether
this is a place where we want to continue to spend our time.

Brooke Schooley

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

BRYAN DELANEY <bryan.delaney@rcn.com>
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 6:22 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Support of Outdoor Dining

Dear City Council,
I am writing in firm support of outdoor dining for New York City. I am in the bar restaurant industry for
over 26 years and the pandemic nearly put both of my businesses under. I have two locations which
I are in Manhattan with one being in Nolita and the other the West Village. Both pay very high rents
and are heavily reliant on residential, office and commercial workers and tourists. With 2 out of 3 of
those being wiped out by the pandemic we were solely reliant on residential neighborhood
clientele. The ability to offer outdoor seating saved the business by being able to offer those
residential customers a safe place to gather, eat and drink. It allowed me to bring back all of my
employees who wanted to work and nearly double the staff following the lifting of restrictions last
summer. I can't stress what a huge help outdoor dining has been. It has saved the business and
allowed it to recover from some of the losses of the closures, limited capacity and waves of the virus
which has negatively impacted the business as a whole.
I am more than willing to work with community concerns regarding the look, size and functionality of
the outdoor spaces but I can stress enough how important it is to the financial and functional health of
the business. It has added a great element to the City, customers thoroughly enjoy it and it allows for
businesses to hire more people and take in more needed revenue. Owning a restaurant in NYC is
one of the most difficult enterprises one can take on as it is hyper competitive and one of the most
expensive places to do business. Outdoor seating is an absolute lifeline that our industry desperately
needs.
Thank you and I hope the City Council throws its full support behind these measures to allow for it to
become permanent.
Bryan Delaney
The Spring Lounge
The Blind Tiger
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Those of us living in Midtown East are acutely aware of the need to reduce traffic on our
streets. Therefore, we applaud the acceptance of bicycles as a healthful and economical
alternative mode of transportation.
However, these benefits should not come at the expense of losing jobs and tax
revenue. During the pandemic year, when the City created outdoor dining, several
restaurants in our neighborhood were forced to close for a time, some permanently,
because their access to the sidewalk was limited, and their access to the street where
others had set up dining sheds, was blocked by poorly sited bicycle docks.
Moreover, according to the Office of the New York State Comptroller, on average, only
44 percent of New York restaurants have used outdoor seating, suggesting significant
reduced operations and closures which, without a reasonable change in siting policy,
may be expected to continue.
Therefore, as the City goes forward with plans to make a form of outdoor dining
permanent, we urge the Department of Transportation to approach bicycle dock siting
more cautiously.
For example, all outdoor seating should be set flush against the curb so that neither
wait staff nor diners have to cross an active bicycle lane to reach the tables as is
currently the case on Second Avenue between 50th and 51st Streets.
On our crosstown streets, no restaurant should be blocked from street seating as
remains the case for one restaurant on East 48th Street. The simple solution here would
be to move the bicycle dock across Third Avenue and set it on the 48th Street sides of
767 Third Avenue and 777 Third Avenue, neither of which need to access 48th Street in
the open space from the corner to their garages.
As open dining becomes a standard feature in our City, if you have experienced similar
problems in your Board area and agree with these points, please do let DOT know that
you look forward to working with DOT and your fellow New Yorkers to achieve solutions
which are fair to bicycle riders, diners, and restaurateurs throughout the Five Boroughs.
CAROL ANN RINZLER

“I was born and raised in Greenwich Village. My Grandparents settled here upon arriving from Italy. My
entire family has made the West Village their home.
When the pandemic began, I understood the need for outdoor dining but what started as socialdistanced outdoor structures, soon became totally enclosed dining structures. Basically, indoor dining
was simply moved onto the streets and sidewalks.
I very much sympathize with the restaurant owners—my own family is in the restaurant business and
they, like many other business owners, suffered incredible financial loss due to this pandemic.
In my 67 years of living in the West Village, I have never seen so many rats. In the past, I could count the
times I’d seen a rat. And when I did see one, it was only at night. Since these structures have been
erected, I see rats running around in broad daylight. One day, people were dining outdoors and there
was a rat running around their feet. Another time, I saw two rats sitting atop a table in broad daylight
They are a health hazard to us all. I’m afraid to walk my dog because I’ve heard of dogs dying due to a
disease associated with rat urine.
The streets haven’t been cleaned and the garbage cans are overflowing.
Luckily, I don’t own a car but my friends and family do and parking is atrocious,;
I live in a front apt facing the street. The noise has been quite unbearable. Live music and dancing till all
hours of the night. The party doesn’t end once the restaurants close. Groups of people gather on the
sidewalks yelling and screaming.
The other day I witnessed a fire truck trying to maneuver its way down Bedford Street, a narrow street
even without the dining structures. Between the parked cars and the structures, he could barely make it
down the street. I hope it’s not you or your families waiting for that fire truck or ambulance.
In all my years of living here, I never thought I’d utter the words “it’s time to move.” This has been my
home from birth and I thought I’d be here till the end but I just can’t stand the filth, the rats, the noise
and the crime.
I implore you to reconsider making these outdoor sheds permanent.
Thank you for your consideration.”
Carol Gambino

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tuesday, February 8, 2022 9:24 PM
Testimony
FW: CONTINUING OPEN STREETS RESTAURANT POLICY

From: cee m <cme2477@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 8, 2022 9:09 PM
To: Office of Correspondence Services <OfficeofCorrespondenceServices@council.nyc.ny.us>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] CONTINUING OPEN STREETS RESTAURANT POLICY

Because this affects all of the city I am contacting all of you.
The continuation of allowing restaurant use on sidewalks/on streets/in alleyways is bad policy. Granted,
we wish to help small businesses regain their losses but this SHOULD NOT BE AT THE EXPENSE OF
DESTROYING QUALITY OF LIFE OF RESIDENTS WHO LIVE IN THEIR NEIGHBORHOODS!
And why are we allowing new restaurants to open and install outdoor seating when they weren't here in the
beginning of the pandemic and didn't suffer the losses that existing restaurants did.

I live in a building in the South Village which is overrun with rats-- and now the rats are running around in
our basement.
I live in a building in the South Village which is converting former retail space to a restaurant that wants to
add outdoor seating... outdoor music... outdoor lighting.
I live in a building in the South Village where the outdoor AND INDOOR restaurants attract people who
block sidewalks, which make noise well into the early hours of the mornings, which cause car services to
wait and double park and block the bike lanes.
I live in a building in the South Village which blast music (no it's not background music) into the streets.
WHOOOOOOOO IS GOING TO REGULATE THIS? THE DOT HAS PROVED IN THE PAST THEY ARE NOT UP TO
THE TASK.
WHOOOOOOOO IS GOING TO REGULATE THIS? THE SLA DOESN'T CARE. THEY JUST WANT TO MAKE
MONEY.
WHOOOOOOOO IS GOING TO REGULATE THIS? THE CITY COUNCIL, THE MAYOR, THE STATE ALL WANT THE
BUSINESSES TO MAKE MONEY SO THAT THEY CAN MAKE MONEY.
THERE NEEDS TO BE A BETTER ANSWER.
cm
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Charlotta Janssen <charlottajanssen@gmail.com>
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 6:28 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] IN SUPPORT OF OUTDOOR & ROADSIDE DINING: Visual Material &
Testimony For The Record Attached

To Whom It May Concern,
Good evening. I am submitting visual material and testimony. I would like for the council to at least have access
to the visual material if possible. Your help would be greatly appreciated. Below is my Testimony for today for
which I shall testify:
Industrial Art Nouveau - Chez Oskar.pdf
Industrial Art Nouveau - Fight Ugly Times With ...
Industrial Art Nouveau- Sharing What Works.pdf

Charlotta Janssen, Chez Oskar
Outdoor dining has saved my business of over 23 years and countless others. Covid19 shut us down without
warning, no plan, forced into using 3rd party delivery apps while bills piled up. We restaurants have huge
overhead, big investments to start & finite leases. COVID killed half of us.
April 2020 I rallied over 20 weary bed stuy restaurants to fight for outdoor dining. Commercial
sidewalks were a thing of the past, taken away so big developers could declare blight & with low
interest loans & tax breaks tear it all down. Until Covid outdoor dining was an exclusive club. That all
changed in 2020. We and many others could hire back staff and more: we could serve our community safely
and survive. The RRF never reached us.
In 2021 I wanted to build something beautiful. While wood was skyrocketing, I found an affordable modular
steel system that I bent and curved: transparent for street view, tapered for tree pits & because it's modular:
easily winterized. By now It's been through hurricanes and winter storms. Ours has a sliding scale of
"open" for our community to reconnect and choose their level of enclosure - We wanted to "re-social" and
it worked. I even got one wing landmark approved (please see attached material)!
Now is the time to make equitable and inclusive laws and to allow for better designs. Bad actors, ugly &
abandoned sheds need to go but don't kill all structures over them (good ones mitigate noise) Covered roadside
and sidewalk dining are the Marshall plan. We need dialogue! We're all still "Covid-broke"
Make outdoor dining inclusive, equitable, affordable and beautiful. I am submitting images of built and to be
built structures for your consideration: transparent, tapered, individual. Some will be built with a fiscal
sponsor. I want you to protect even the most vulnerable small businesses among us and suggest:
1

A swift affordable process
a minimum of 10 outdoor seats for each
fair pricing for first 24 seats
adjacent space for those blocked by fire hydrants/bus stops/citibikes
Well built all year round structures that respect & protect pedestrians, servers & guests alike.
Removal of abandoned shacks and curbing of bad actors.
Please don't make New York affordable to box stores and food chains only! We, the small businesses, need you
and NewYork needs us. Attached are several projects that are working well and I am happy to answer any
questions on designs and building cost. These ware much better than umbrellas and protect pedestrians,
staff, diners alike.
Thank you
Charlotta Janssen
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Industrial Art Nouveau Outdoor Dining

Finding a distinct aesthetic for a landmarked location, easy to install with
affordable & durable materials, putting sharing the sidewalk between pedestrians,
servers & diners center stage.
Featuring Chez Oskar, 310 Malcolm X Blvd, Brooklyn, NY 11233

Designed by Charlotta Janssen, visualized by Eva Lansberry, built by Luis Padilla

2021: Inspiration
2021 the “Covid Carport”look needed to go. A more aesthetic, permanent, effective
structure for a more communal sidewalk atmosphere & consistent business was
needed.Because we are landmarked & French, we thought something Paris Metro/
Art Nouveau would work. Hector Guimard‘s designs were our inspiration as well as
the Botanical Garden in Brooklyn & the old Penn Station in New York City.
I set our goals to be the driest place when it‘s wet, the coolest place when it‘s hot &
the warmest place when it‘s cold.

Industrial Art Nouveau Takes Shape
Finding cold rolled steel in Canada (flexpipeinc.com) & benders from Texas
(buildyourowngreenhouse.com), a little bit of trial & error led to this. While the
price of wood was skyrocketing this combination made building affordable and
inspiring. Our architect Eva Lanberry helped me work out any kinks in the design.
Here is our first model.

On Site Custom & Swift Installation
The basic tools required: pipe benders, grinder, power
drill, Alan keys, ladders, level & sharp heavy duty
scissors got us cooking with gas. The structure
became solid fast.

Inclusive Design protects Pedestrians, Servers & Patrons
The moment we installed it was an instant hit - from bus drivers to neighbors to
kids walking by: we felt immediate love. It‘s much more communal than our
carports ever were. It protects customers, servers & pedestrians from rain or
snow alike. It doesn’t discriminate between paying & non-paying users of the
sidewalk & gives both space to pass or congregate safely (sometimes even
reconnect). Kids love riding under it with their bikes on hot days because of the
water misters we set up along the brims in summer . Potted plants everywhere
make it a very green space.

Curve Your Enthusiasm
The structure support takes up minimal space on the sidewalk and can
easily work around/give easy access to manholes and won’t cover up street
signs. The curving tilt is for rain/snow run off & the height is to fit umbrellas
underneath. Clear roofing against rain & umbrellas against sun are a perfect
protection against the elements. Patrons & pedestrians alike get the
reference to the Paris Metro & love it.

Chez Oskar Winter 2022
Because this is a modular system it can be winterized/altered: add steel
wherever needed & attach corrugated clear. This structure has been
through several heavy storms, the 9/1/2021 flooding & at wind gusts of at
least 40 MPH it doesn’t even move.

Winter 2022 : Heating Effectively & Economically
We combined electric wood pellet stoves (pushing hot air out under tables) & electric
radiant heat (to warm up surfaces). This is the safest, most economic & pleasant
solution. Consistancy is #1 for business. With this design we can offer our customers
more and less “sheltered” spaces to accommodate their comfort level.

Special Thanks to:
buildyourowngreenhouse.com for benders
flexpipeinc.com for steel
Angelique Calmet Strakker & Octavio Simancas (Oskar’s pilars)
Eva Lansberry for architecture plans & model
Eddie Amador for serious support
Shannon Greer for Photography & humored moral support
Peter Nolan Smith for poetic supportild more
Luis Padilla Construction for building Oskar

Industrial Art Nouveau Outdoor Dining : Fight Ugly Times With Beauty
Small biz restaurants, bars & cafes have been hurting throughout this pandemic & this winter is hitting
them hard. Outdoor dining has been the silver lining for all of us, but without decent coverage it won’t
help business stay consistent: bills don’t disappear in winter or when it rains: that’s when they pile up! I
designed & priced out a few easy to build, affordable & durable designs for your review with the same
material I used for mine. Each covers the dining space of a carport & sweeps a little around too for
flowing shelter/rain run off. These are basic photoshop sketches, but they can easily become
architectural renderings. The black is the steel, the green, corrugated clear & the blue is the size of a
carport. Thanks to Mason Greenfield I have fiscal sponsorship to build a few.
I realize I have the great chance to understand their needs and turn it into something aesthetic. I hope you
consider allowing for this type of design to beautify the streets of NY in many ways & to keep small
businesses alive. One complaint I hear repeatedly at Community Board meetings is that outdoor dining is
ugly. It doesn’t have to be. With this material I hope to support better standards that allow for more
communal, affordable & effective design.Let us turn outdoor dining from what it was: an exclusive
expensive and scarce club into an inclusive beautiful and equitable entity.

Design: Charlotta Janssen, Architectural plans: Eva Lansberry, fiscal sponsorship: Mason
Greenfield, construction Miguel Aquilles

Skal Cafe, Lewis Ave, Brooklyn, NY
Skal Cafe is a neighborhood staple. Jesus (his family is originally from Columbia) grew up here.
Indoor space constraints make surviving the winter impossible & he has a gorgeous courtyard
with a wrought iron fence begging for a covering. It will grow his capacity, raise his visibility &
he will be able to serve his community more safely. There are endless ways to customize
structure while making it strong & effective

Anmwey Eatery & Yardie Bistro, Brooklyn, NY
Amnwey Eatery (185 Howard St, Brooklyn, NY)& Yardie Bistro (411 Lewis Ave, Brooklyn, NY)
need more visibility & capacity to survive. Outdoor dining could solve both. I made these
designs last year & sadly because Yardie has a fire hydrant, an abusive landlady & relies
heavily on adjacent space she is giving up her business. Adjacent space was her main hope,
but it’s a long shot & Yardie fed the poor once a month at the church. Multicolored pipes are
an option as well. Enhanced visibility & overhead coverage is critical for the survival
especially for smaller establishments with limited capacity inside as well as adjacent space.
We sadly lost Yardie because of that. We need swift action to not lose more

Cafe Tucum, Macon Street, Brooklyn, NY
A Brazilian Cafe, on Macon Street in Brooklyn, is fresh to the neighborhood & a super
communally minded business. Currently there is no fiscal sponsorship for him yet. This would
greatly enhance the community & help him through his really rough start. He is willing to put
in sweat & muscle too.

Secret Garden, Lewis Ave, Brooklyn, NY
Joy created a beautiful oasis. The winter is beating her up though. One or both of these
awnings will really help her survive once built & a little winterized. The floral pattern which
is her signature will look great incorporated into the steel & individualize the look.

Marian’s, Patchen Ave, Brooklyn, NY
This is a great way to individualize and advertise live music. This venue, like many other has
taken a beating throughout the pandemic it’s a go to for live music. More consistent business &
enhanced visibility will help its survival.

Requirements for an ongoing equitable, effective
&sustainable Program Benefitting Small Business:
For outdoor dining to be ongoing successful & equitable consider guidelines to
include adjacent space (for those with fire hydrants/bus stops/ebikes prohibiting
them), a minimum of 10 chairs per restaurant, fair pricing for the first 24, allow for
coverage to protect staff & pedestrians as well as guests. Please allow for coverage
all year round & do not let landlord violations prohibit businesses from receiving
licenses. Above all for this to be a lasting help to small business: Commercial Rent
Stabilization! (otherwise all these hard fought gains go to realtors/landlords - not
small business)

Furthermore:
We are aware that DOT has had a monster of a job regulating the outdoor dining program &
curbing bad actors. Now is the time to encourage innovative design, create equitable laws &
better guidelines. We are happy to engage in that dialogue. Getting it right is crucial. Recently
a NY CM floated the idea that we would get “templates” rented back to us. We probably could
choose 1 of 4 designs. That depressed me greatly. We worked too hard to get here & we
small businesses have been seen as ATMs for too long. We are more than that & templates
won’t cut what we need.

Many Thanks To:
buildyourowngreenhouse.com for benders flexpipeinc.com
Eva Lansberry for architecture plans
Eddie Amador for serious support
Shannon Greer for Photography & humored moral support
Peter Nolan Smith for poetic support
Steve Leone Carting Company for receiving Steel
Mason Greenfield forFiscal Sponsorship
Thank your for your time, Charlotta Janssen

Industrial Art Nouveau Outdoor Dining: Sharing An Idea That Works
Steel & corrugated clear make for strong affordable structures, that take up minimal space
on the sidewalk. They can be easily modified for winter and are more durable over time than
wood. The designs can be customized as well as individualized in many ways. They require
basic tools to install & can take a beating in bad weather. Industrial Art Nouveau design
enhances visibility, connectivity/social design & makes for more consistent business to
serve a community more safely while adding beauty and character to the street. I decided to
improve upon my first set up & to help colleagues build theirs. A good idea needs sharing.

Featuring DSK Beer Garden (710 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, NY), The Hudson Milliner (415
Warren Street, Hudson NY)& La Nacional (239 West 14th Street)

Designed by Charlotta Janssen, visualized by Eva Lansberry, built by Miguel Aquilles
& James Davis

DSK Beer Garden Sidewalk Structure, Brooklyn, NY
Located 710 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, NY. The owner requested help to cover her corner.
Space was tight: ideal for this material & the design needed to incorporate use of the fire
escape. Bending & building became a lot easier. Passers by loved the curves & the difference
to the usual “sheds”.

DSK Beer Garden Sidewalk Structure, Brooklyn, NY
710 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, NY: the reaction to the wing was huge. customers flocked to it the
moment the weather was a little better. They felt safe in the airy yet heated structure. Many
customers instagrammed it too.

The Hudson Milliner Art Salon’s Dragonfly
Wing, Hudson NY
Located on 415 Warren Street in the historic district of
Hudson. I submitted a proposal for this “wing”
because the town is well known for its beautiful
historic district & it’s very strict historic preservation
committee. I felt it would be a great fit. I also wanted to
improve upon the construction of Chez Oskar’s
“wings”. In August 2021 it was approved unanimously
at the historical preservation committee.

The Hudson Milliner Art Salon’s Dragonfly Wing , Hudson NY
415 Warren Street, Hudson NY 12534: design Charlotta Janssen, illustrations Eva Lansberry,
construction James Davis. It gives broad protection from rain & snow. The preservation
committee commented on what a welcome design it was to the usual dark structures folks
propose. It was built just in time for 2 snow storms.

La Nacional, NYC: Roadside Structure
Collaborating with Designer Gloria Ibarra from Spain to build something unique, this
structure is located at 239 W14th Street in Manhattan. This place is more than a
restaurant. It has been a community staple for 150 years & their foirst wooden
structure didn’t work: guests did not want to sit it it: it was dark and had low
ceilings.This was designed to be airy & open for summer & minimally winterized. It
was completed 1/26/2022 just in time for the snow storm. It did great.

Summing Up:
Our industry has taken a beating throughout this pandemic. Help has been slow & at times
ineffective. Outdoor dining is more than a handout. If done right it can be the Marshall plan for
this industry. I love my industry & hurt each time one of my colleagues is forced to let go of their
place. Let us act swiftly & help as many as possible to survive.

Many Thanks To:
buildyourowngreenhouse.com for benders flexpipeinc.com for steel
Angelique Calmet Strakker & Octavio Simancas (Oskar’s pilars)
Eva Lansberry for architecture plans & model
Eddie Amador for serious support
Shannon Greer for Photography & humored moral support
Peter Nolan Smith for poetic support
Steve Leone Carting Company for receiving Steel
Gloria Ybarra for collaborating on design
DSK Brooklyn for letting us build
La Nacional Manhattan for letting us build more
James Davis Construction for building wing
Miguel Aquiles for building DSK & La Nacional

Charlotta Janssen

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Charlotta Janssen <charlottajanssen@gmail.com>
Thursday, February 10, 2022 2:39 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] VIDEOS & IMAGES IN SUPPORT OF OUTDOOR & ROADSIDE DINING

To Whom It May Concern,
Please find videos showing our covered outdoor dining solution in severe weather conditions protecting staff,
pedestrians & diners alike - without discrimination. School kids often tear down umbrellas, severe weather tears
down awnings (see Odeon!). Please review how our clear awnings protected our community from severe
weather:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1h8YArd0s6GcZ22vlkr7IgWgRIkbds22c?usp=sharing
Here is also a link to the PDF presentation of this material:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/14BrmaCeACqroj3v5dmH7s2lX0_ndZ-we?usp=sharing
Thank you for your time. Covered outdoor dining is the Marshall plan the restaurant industry needs. It makes
for consistent capacity and service. Many of us received no RRF. This will help so many. Please consider
positive input as well as all of the negative. Hate will not rebuild NYC - we will!
Respectfully,
Charlotta Janssen
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February 6, 2022
Dear Councilwoman Rivera,
Congratulations Ms. Rivera for winning the second term as a Council Person. We appreciate
and applaud your hard work and all you have done for residents of your district. This letter is to
express concerns over the outdoors restaurant program enacted in June of 2020 by then
Mayor De Blasio which was supposed to be temporary and now there is a serious possibility
that elected officials are planning to make it permanent. Now that Covid is dwindling down into
Omicron and on its way to become ‘equivalent’ to common flu, we need to give back residents
their streets, sidewalks and hazard free living.
The premise under which the temporary outdoors program was created was that due to
COVID, indoor dining was restricted and therefore restaurants as an industry needed a
temporary program that would extend them a lifeline. Thus, the temporary outdoors sheds and
sidewalk dining program was born.
All businesses have their ups and downs. But no one should fall into the habit of asking for and
lobbying for lifelong handouts and no one should grant those kinds of requests. It is time for
restaurants to accept and announce that they can stand on their own two feet and not keep
asking for handouts and special treatments from the government at the expense of residents –
children, elderly and disabled amongst them.
Residents have supported this temporary program despite hardships they have endured like
any good citizen will do. After more than 18 months of helping restaurants, now is the right
time to review this program keeping in mind hardships that residents are suffering and the
continued devastating effect it will have on residents. It is time for the restaurants to
acknowledge that due to the temporary help they have received, they do not need a life line
any more, they have survived and that they can go back to their indoor spaces and generate
the same or more business.
My family and numerous other families with children and elderly live between Broadway and
Park avenue. There are 12 buildings on the north side and 8 buildings on the south side of the
street plus President Roosevelt home which is a national heritage site, totaling 21 buildings.
There are a total of 14 restaurants and 12 sheds on this relatively short block.
We live in hazardous conditions and significantly deteriorated quality of life created by the
‘temporary’ help extended to restaurants since June of 2020. While I can point out many
issues that will continue to permanently exist for residents on this street if the temporary law
becomes permanent, I will point out just two main conditions that residents are forced to live
with day in and day out - #1 - Fire Hazard and #2 Health Hazard. My concerns and
puzzlement are several folds but the dangers posed by these main two areas are as follows:

Fire Hazard





Sheds blocking access to the street in case of fire: Some sheds are erected touching
each other leaving absolutely no space for residents to run out on the street in case of any
kind of emergency. Case in point is the following image where 6 sheds spanning 6
buildings completely blocking exits to the street, not mentioning the obstacles created by
sidewalk tables and chairs. Firefighters have voiced their concerns about safety and delays
due to sheds obstructing accessibility and thus delaying response to put out fires.
Garbage and debris on the street and sidewalks that accumulates due to piled up
garbage.

Health Hazard and Quality of Life
Street Cleaning:
There is a reason for an alternate parking law for NYC streets – Cleaning the Streets.
Due to large stationary sheds which can’t be cleaned underneath, there is no access for the
cleaning trucks to clean the streets thoroughly and completely. The streets remain uncleaned
with garbage all over including under the sheds and near the sheds. Stagnant water
accumulating on the potholes that cannot be fixed due to limited or no access around or under
the shed is even more dangerous because it creates bugs and mosquitos, hosts of malaria
and plague.

Increased population of Rodents:

The residents never came across rodents, now there are plenty we see in the early morning
walks and even during the normal daily hours. Reports of dead rodents are enormous health
risks not only to the residents of this street but to all residents of NYC. Another pandemic can
be started by an exploding population of rodents.
Narrowed street access for the cars causing traffic jams and constant honking:
Due to street space taken over by the sheds, there is a narrow band of road for the cars
resulting in traffic jams and constant honking.
Noise pollution during the night:
The pouring of rowdy crowds due to late night outdoors dining and explosion of bars, there are
loud noises, music, fights on the streets waking children and adults and depriving them of
sleep. All this causes sleep deprivation and thus health issues.
Rowdy groups making streets unsafe for residents:
Due to sheds entertaining late night crowds outdoors have attracted rowdy crowds to gather,
get drunk and create nuisance and danger to residents. Coming home late was unquestionably
safe. Now, it is not.

Why the temporary outdoors dining program should not be made
permanent
Restaurants have generated business reaching and exceeding pre-pandemic levels:
Customers are flocking back for indoor dining and wait in line to get in. Myself, my neighbors
and all areas of New York City and suburbs have watched restaurants and temporary outdoor
tables that sometimes have doubled their capacity thrive, generating business that took them
out of the ‘poverty line”. The program was never meant to be to put residents at risk
permanently, or keep giving them facilities to double their spaces. One case in point, a
restaurant in my neighborhood has 30 tables outdoors each with 4-person capacity equaling
120 outdoor seating, going full capacity. The photo below shows a full restaurant with more
standing in line for tables.

Residents have a right to go back to their pre-pandemic life:

Residents have graciously supported the temporary outdoors dining programs to help
restaurants get back on their feet. Residents should not be forced to sacrifice their way of safe,
quiet living permanently. The new dangers created by sheds, noise, rowdy public, dirty smelly
dangerous streets cannot be made permanent. Residents’ wellbeing needs to be considered
as the priority by elected officials.
Elected officials’ responsibility towards residents they serve:
A city councilperson, or alderman, is an elected member of a municipal legislature. City
council responsibilities depend on the needs of her/his district, or ward, in local government,
just as a congressman represents his constituents on the federal level. A city council enacts
laws and promotes the safety of its citizens, and a city councilperson works to ensure that
his district's residents are treated fairly by those policies.
Dear Councilwoman Riviera, I applaud your service to the citizens of our district. You have
done a great job supporting the restaurant industry during the pandemic with the help of
residents of your district. We, the residents, request that you give us our normal lives back. We
should not be forced to live dangerous and unhealthy lives which no longer is a necessity for
the restaurant industry. They are more than back to normal, so should the residents. I know
you will do the right thing for residents who have voted for you and supported you.
Please feel free to contact me if you would like to speak with me and other residents
personally.
With best regards,
Chhaya kapadia
Chhaya.kapadia@gmail.com

I would like to Submit my testimony AGAINST making Open restaurants Permanent. I
was part of the online Zoom Hearing and found some points missed, misrepresented,
and dismissed — I will address those here.
RATS- Some participants attempted to present Rats as NOT increasing since the
sheds. I can assure you they have. As a cyclist I would perhaps have to dodge 1
“smushed by car” Rat perhaps once every 2 or 3 months. Now it is nearly everyday.
Fresh bloody roadkill that I wish my kids didn’t hav etc have part of their lives.
We share a rooftop deck with neighbors that has potted shrubs and a table. In the past
maybe once every 2 years would a rat be brave enough to climb the stair case and
burrow into a planter, take some poison. Now, the monthly exterminator can’t rebait the
traps fast enough and we have empty poison packs scattered among children toys as a
regular occurrence. There must be a parade of rats, climbing the stairs, when we sleep.
YES- OUTDOOR RATS ARE MOVING UP TO HIGHER FLOORS / ELEVATION.
The younger members at the hearing, who claim an increase in rats is a falsehood
clearly do not have their facts straight nor pay attention to others’ experiences.
The new source of food the rats are commuting to? 2 giant sheds directly across the
street from our outdoor stairwell. We see them cross the street, unsuccessfully dodging
cars.
MOSQUITOS - No one mentioned this during the hearing, but the standing water under
and beside these Sheds are mosquito breeding grounds. I ate at a sidewalk table next
to a shed ( I try to avoid the sheds themselves out of principle and safety ) and my
calves were eaten by mosquitos. I ultimately had to ask for my food to go. I can only
imagine the extra problems mosquitos can add to our city’s health issues.
SOUND SYSTEMS - Both Sheds across from our family’s living room, dining room, and
bedroom windows have PA Systems playing music at all hours. Starting when the kids
get out of school, and well past their bedtimes. This must already be illegal, and who is
enforcing it? This is a quiet side street, or was. The one restaurant has now left,
leaving the sound system embedded in the shed, for which a new tenant is already
having a liquor board hearing. ( We will be testifying there I assure you. )
COMPETING CONVERSATIONS - When liquored up people are gathered in what are
basically now outdoor bars outside our bedroom windows, there is no consistent
Decibel level to the on going conversations. When one group gets heated / excited /
exuberant, the tables near by must raise their volume to compete, and this cycles on. If
one were to do a Db survey, they would find the general average to be intolerable, but
the peaks, are unlivable. We cannot allow this anymore. We will be on the phone
hourly to 311, and I suppose the police, if this continues, just as we would if some teens
were throwing an illegal party when the parents were away in the ‘burbs. It can not
become a standard of living condition. And we have been in this apt for 22 years, so
NO we do not need to adjust, or leave for the burbs as the Real Estate Shill Youth seem
to taunt online.

BAILOUTS - the 100,000 jobs number should be investigated, and should be weighed
against the benefits the Restaurant ( liquor profit margin majority ) Industry received in
the 100’s of millions of cold hard cash dollars they received. Let’s not take this 100,000
jobs number as a fact, any more than you should take the claims that restaurants
received 100’s of millions ( as I am hearing was the case in the West Village). Facts
matter. Research it, announce, then apply to the arguments.
PARKING - Yes this program affects parking. For who?; the working class, middle
class, and families with responsibilities and interests outside the city. IF these people
could afford a garage, they certainly would, because dealing with Parking in the city can
be more of a time commitment than a pet. It is only becoming more difficult, and the
needs for cars are NOT going away for some, and their sources of income are NOT
getting higher, many, including myself, are struggling. Unlike perhaps for the liquor /
restaurant/ real estate industry. Don’t let the trendy concept promoted by online social
media people ( that may very well be suitably served by public transport and their
bicycle ) be considered as applicable to all, especially families, contractors, people who
shuttle elders, categories of which I am a member of ALL. Including being a cycling
advocate. Difference between me and the narcissistic youth and idealistic practicing
adults, is that I recognize one size does not fit all and respect the diversity of
transportation needs in our great city.
IMMUTABLE CHARACTERISTICS and GENDER - I did not appreciate the comments in
the hearing from one testifier in particular dismissing concerns as being those of “rich
white women.” Racism and Sexism is wrong, no matter which direction it is coming
from, or the group you identify and what your group’s past experiences might have
been. Two wrongs don’t make a right and I would appreciate the moderator step up and
address this is it happens again.
MATCHING THE SIDEWALK DINING TIMES - It is outrageous that DOT is STARTING
with times such as Midnight and 1am, for quiet blocks that have never had any noise
prior. A sign of ineptitude and what will lie ahead if they are truly given the reigns and
this program made permanent.
OTHER INDUSTRIES - If other small local businesses want to take over a space or
sidewalk in front of their store, they should be given equal opportunity or priority over an
industry who makes its profit margin primarily through alcohol sales, creating loud and
rowdy situations. We would much rather give up parking for someone selling books, or
clothes etc.
BAD APPLES - lose this faulty terminology when addressing noisey restaurants. There
is no way for 20 -35 people to not be noisey, and it is not a bad apple’s fault. It is simple
physics of sound.
HIGH DENSITY - ( of sheds) being the reason for noise, is another faulty term / logic for
DOT to stop using. We have 2 sheds on our formerly quiet block and it is ruining the
quality of life for half of the block. That is NOT a high density of sheds, yet, it is family

neighborhood killing level of volume, trash and other issues.
HARD DEADLINE for shed removal. DOT said there would be no full structures and no
grandfathering in of sheds. That sounds promising but we need a date. When do they
come down? This July 2022? We heard Restaurant Owners testify they have spent
$15,000 - $50,000 in these sometimes heated / wired for power / sound / lights
structures, they will not go down voluntarily, especially given the level of enforcement so
far. We need a date, and DOT must be held to enforcing it.
COMMUNITY BOARD- After all sheds are removed and businesses want to reapply for
the “Tables, umbrellas, planter box wall” public land takeover, they MUST APPEAL TO
COMMUNITY BOARDS, and residents / block associations MUST be part of the
discussion for —Hours they are allowed to operate, —whether alcohol can be served,
and of course —if amplified sound can be used.
Thank you, I hope this sheds some light on some underrepresented issues and
experiences,
Chris Ryan
30+ year resident of the East Village

Dear New York City Council Members,
I am a mother of two young children, a small business owner, and a property owner living in Fort
Greene Brooklyn.
I am speaking against the proposal to make open restaurants permanent.
Every time I walk outside my home with my children rats run over their feet. This is not an
exaggeration. We’ve lived here for 10 years, and never had this
problem before the erection of 4 covid dining sheds on our small block. There is no drainage and
these sheds fill with water, then smell of mold, and we
see large groups of rats running in and out who appear to nest underneath. I have also come home to
find homeless individuals camped in one shed in
front of my home, as it sits completely dormant for the last 3 months of winter and fills with dirt and
mold.
Furthermore, my husband and I were distressed to discover that these dining sheds do not require
approval of the property owner to be
erected. Sidewalk Cafes do clearly require landlord permission, but not these. We had a tenant move
into a space in our property, and outdoor dining
is explicitly not allowed in her lease, yet apparently we have no ability to veto the covid dining shed.
Property owners who are responsible
for the space in front of their properties MUST have a say whether they will allow these sheds or not,
or any time of outdoor dining in the future.
Now, when I try to put my children to sleep there are drunk people shouting outside our windows
EVERY NIGHT. We are prisoners in our
own home that we pay taxes for and worked very hard to be able to aﬀord. We should have the right
to say what happens in front of our property,
like has always been the case in NYC. We are responsible for cleaning the garbage on our sidewalk,
shoveling, all of which we do- yet
with the current program we have no say and we are cleaning other people’s garbage every day.
At the very least any of these structures in the future MUST REQUIRE LANDLORD APPROVAL. Yet I
am wholly opposed to making this
program permanent as it is an absolutely unnecessary blight on our community. Restaurants are full
indoors. Every night I pass bars and restaurants in my
neighborhood which are full at 100% capacity. This program is no longer needed and will destroy the
beauty, safety and cleanliness of our city.

Sincerely,
Christine Blackburn
South Portland Avenue
Brooklyn NY 11217

Against
We urge the committee to deny this new application with no public benefit at an
address that has never had a full liquor licesne on a staturated blocke with 37
licenses within 500 feet.
Virtually the only thing on the applicants menut is cken wings. Wit there
propsed addtition of 4 televesisiions and theerir seasons vending operations at
Metgaems and hockey games as per website this appears to be an application for
a sports bar trather than a full service restaurant. the neighb hoo i s well served
by atomoic wings just three blocks awasy at 11th and 1st Ave the wings served at
Tallgrass Burger and Papa Joh ns on 1st Ave and at many delis in the
neighbhood.
White this application has closing hurs of 12am residents are concerned t hat if
approved for full liquor these applciants are likely to be back in a few months
asking for extended hours.

please deny

Dale Goodson

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, February 9, 2022 7:47 AM
Testimony
FW: Letter of Opposition- Restaurant Shed, Permanent Installation

From: Danny <imrangerdan@aol.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 9, 2022 7:23 AM
To: Office of Correspondence Services <OfficeofCorrespondenceServices@council.nyc.ny.us>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Letter of Opposition- Restaurant Shed, Permanent Installation

Dear New York City Council,
I am writing a letter of opposition to the City Council’s proposal to allow permanent installation of
outside dining sheds on NYC streets, based on observations of current effects in Bay Ridge and
where I am employed in Union Square. Although any additional income the sheds generate during
pandemic restrictions is helpful to the restaurant industry, the negative aspects of the sheds does not
warrant retention when restrictions are dropped.
Bay Ridge has always had a parking and traffic flow problem, which has increased after the recent
traffic lane, no standing zone, and speed limit changes, presumably due to the Vision Zero initiative,
though for honorable reasons. Additionally, mass transit and bicycle initiatives are understood and
wise. However, the additional imposition on emergency vehicles and larger deliveries of goods and
services, which require clear lanes and parking cannot be ignored… there are few parking lots, there
are no emergency lanes. Double parking has markedly increased alongside the sheds. There has
been numerous incidences of vehicular chaos along Third and Fifth Avenues which the presence of
the sheds has exacerbated.
Another negative aspect is sanitation and vermin. Although Bay Ridge has done a fair job to deal with
these issues, I am employed in the Union Square area, as a curator in the historic home where our
26th president was born. Theodore Roosevelt Birthplace is on East 20 th Street, which is currently a
restaurant row between Park Av South and Broadway. These high-end restaurants do not tend to
their sheds in the same manner as their establishments, which is evidenced by the increased odor,
visible food remnants, and increase of rats and cockroaches on East 20 th Street since the restaurant
shed program began. We have had to counter vermin encroachment into the historic home, by
increasing our food restrictions and sanitation, so as not to attract vermin.
I realize that increased, more specific regulations are proposed for the sheds, but I also understand
human nature and the altered mindset when something is not occurring within one’s ‘four walls’. The
negative aspects, in a post-pandemic scenario, far outweigh any benefits. For reasons mentioned, I
encourage ending the restaurant shed program once pandemic restrictions on NYC restaurants ends.
Sincerely,
Daniel C. Prebutt
79th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11209
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

daniel.karatzas@verizon.net
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 10:21 AM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Against the restaurant sheds being permanent

Dear City Council,
Why are we rushing to make permanent this horrible sheds that clog our streets? Why is the normal review procedure
being ignored to pander to one industry that will rebound – and then we are left with this garbage in our streets
forever? How foolish can our elected officials be? The are unsightly, unsafe, and encroach on OUR enjoyment of OUR
streetscape. And who will make sure that these buildings are safe and don’t threaten pedestrians, firemen, policemen,
trucks, cars, etc.?
Please think clearly and think ahead. This is another disaster that will forever diminish the quality of life of our
city? How stupid and short-sighed can the city council be. Pathetic and depressing. Will only cause more tax-paying
citizens to flee.
Daniel Karatzas
78 Street
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dan Tainow <dantainow@gmail.com>
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 10:31 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Vote No, T2022-0088 and LU 0012-2022 Committee on Consumer and
Worker Protection Tuesday, February 8, 2022 10:00 AM

I think it is good that City Planning is proposing to consolidate agency management for the open restaurant
program, and It is good that DOT will solely manage the program, because it will stop the bar owners bogus
argument that they don’t understand the rules of the temporary program. However, I do not think the City
needs to take away zoning protections to implement enforcement. I hope that when DOT comes up with its
Rules that the City charges larger licensing fees than those proposed currently when we allow private businesses
to use public space and I hope that we hire thousands of non-NYPD, DOT enforcement officers to keep the
private businesses and landlords in compliance, and I hope that even if the program is made permanent, every
outdoor restaurant is able to be pulled up weekly and seasonally for street and sidewalk cleaning, and I hope
that outdoor dining remains as outdoor dining so they are not enclosed and don’t block sight lines or peoples
ability to cross the street or be dropped off at the curb.
For today’s subject of the zoning application, there is a lot I find disturbing in the application. Zoning is our last
legal defense against bad actors in business and government, so it is dangerous for us to remove zoning
restrictions without first creating laws or alternate zoning that will protect the residents from overdevelopment.

Additionally, the City must do a Environmental Impact Statement before any vote is held. Outdoor dining will
effect every part of the City’s environment from noise pollution, pest management, traffic, public safety, loss of
culture, stormwater management, and environmental health, so the effects should be studied before the City
makes any decisions.
Finally, we cannot just have open restaurants on our streets, we must realize the full potential of open streets
including culture, sanitation, seating without buying food or alcohol, green-space, maintenance jobs,
sustainability, resiliency, and non food and beverage small business.
Thank you,
Daniel Tainow
Rivington St.
New York, NY 10002
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I’d like to express my strong support for open restaurants. This program has been hugely
beneficial to New York, making our streets more vibrant and active–we should be making this
program permanent, and make sure it’s accessible to every neighborhood.
Open dining makes the streetscape fun to walk through, and enhances the things that make
NYC great–our walkability, our street life, and our amazing restaurant scene. And it takes space
away from cars, which are actively detrimental to street life and far too common in NYC.
It’s especially important to note that the program is wildly popular–outdoor tables fill up quickly,
and I’ve talked to many friends who are wildly excited that such a major change for the better
could happen. Sitting outdoors is just an inherently pleasant experience, letting New Yorkers get
fresh air, watch the streetscape, and enjoy more space in restaurants.

Dan-Miller

DAVID BERGMAN ECO
Sustainability Consultant . Architect . Author . Educator . Speaker

February 8, 2022

I’m writing in support – with some qualifying conditions for that support – of Open Restaurants.
Though they are not without problems, they have added to the quality of street life for most
residents as well as visitors. They have also served to ‘reclaim’ streets for people, converting
on-street car ‘storage’ that benefits only a few people into spaces that are used by a much
wider community. This enhances the vitality of the city, increasing street life and countering
recent trends toward anonymous chain stores and dull bank branches.
They do have some problems in terms of noise and litter. These, though, can be solved by strict
regulations and enforcement concerning their construction, their hours of use (in the same way
that bars and other uses are regulated), sanitation, etc.
Similarly, emergency vehicle access as well as deliveries need to be accommodated. But these
issues can be overcome without throwing out what is a great idea arising out of a difficult time.
Thank you,

David Bergman
(45 year resident of the city)

212 475 3106 info@davidbergmaneco.com

www.davidbergmaneco.com

My name is David Cohen and I live at ## Charles Street in the West
Village in Manhattan. I am supplying my written testimony AGAINST
the proposed zoning amendment and permanent expansion of the
outdoor dining program.
Outdoor dining was introduced during COVID-19 because it was (and
still is) widely considered safer to eat outside than inside. The reason
for that is that outside there is far greater air circulation than inside a
building. That is based on scientific studies and general common sense,
given that COVID-19 is an airborne virus.
Over the past two years, many restaurants have given up on “outdoor”
dining and started building full-scale indoor and fully-enclosed sheds
(e.g., enclosed on all four sides with no air circulation whatsoever) on
the sidewalk and roads. These are not “outdoors.” They simply new
buildings on public spaces. They offer no protection from COVID-19
over sitting indoors. And how could they? They’re simply new
buildings.
In addition, these buildings are ugly, dangerous, noisy, and dirty. This is
a money and land grab by the restaurant lobby, and should not be
tolerated or expanded.

DAVID J. HENLEY
77th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11209

DavidHenley@gmail.com

February 7, 2022
Honorable Marjorie Velazquez
Chairperson, Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection
NYC City Council
New York City Hall
City Hall Park, New York, NY 10007
Re: T2022-0088 - Sidewalk cafes and roadway cafes
Honorable Chairperson Velazquez,
I am writing in support of the referenced bill which will repeal Department of Consumer and Worker
Protection sidewalk café licensing provisions in title 20 of the Administrative Code and amend
provisions that created a temporary outdoor dining program in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The bill will create a new permanent outdoor dining program, which, in addition to sidewalk cafes, will
allow seasonal roadway dining and be administered by the Department of Transportation (DOT).
While the origins of the current outdoor dining program were implemented when the COVID pandemic
necessitated a massive shift towards protecting the thousands of jobs associated with the food
industry, it was a change that was long necessary to move New York City forward to a healthier,
vibrant and livable outdoor alternative. Needless to say, cities all over the globe have offered outdoor
dining for generations. It is ironic that NYC needed to be propelled by a health crisis.
A permanent “Open Restaurants” program under DOT needs to be supported by improvements in
design, enforcement, fees and management:
 conflicts between restaurants and bike lanes must be addressed; seating should not be sited in
established bike lanes, seating should be directly at the curb with physically protected bike lanes
outside of the seating areas;
,



to protect pedestrian safety, seating or other obstructions must not be allowed in the spaces
immediately adjacent to crosswalks at intersections;

 consistent and clear enforcement of DOT’s regulations will be paramount to ensure outdoor eating
spaces and the space around them is safe and accessible; the enforcement process should be
corrective rather than punitive while the restaurant industry is still recovering; however, legacy
outdoor structures that have fallen into disrepair and/or have largely been abandoned should be
removed by the restaurant or by DOT at the restaurant’s expense;

 restaurants should not use valuable public curbside space for free; fees should not be prohibitive
and DOT’s application process should be streamlined and not overly burdensome;
 the Open Restaurants program should include a robust process for responding to resident
complaint;. DOT will need an adequate enforcement team to do restaurant inspections and resident
follow-ups;
Restaurants and hospitality are of paramount importance to New York’s recovery, and we need to
work together to ensure their success.
Sincerely,

c: Honorable Justin Brannan (AskJB@council.nyc.gov)

I have lived in NYC since 1982. Outdoor dining is one of the huge improvements in the quality of life for
most New Yorkers. It would be CRAZY to roll this back.

-This program has provided urgent support for low margin hard working restaurant and bar businesses
that are the lifeblood of (non finance company) New York.
- New York resident really enjoy the opportunity to enjoy public spaces in a new way. This has been a
big part of my family and my friend group resuming going to restaurants again.
- We need to bring tourists back. Tourists love this program and it is part of helping make NYC seem
safe to return to.
- To the extent car owners can’t park, I have no sympathy. Take the subway so delivery vans and
commercial vehicles can use available parking. We need less cars in NYC. Car owners who park on the
street receive an artificially cheap benefit that advantages few at the cost of their vehicles polluting our
streets and taking up space that can be used for a much more broadly dispersed good. One outdoor
booth can service many New Yorkers, if its taken up by a car a tiny number of people benefit.
- Perhaps accidently, many outdoor dining areas protect bike lanes by providing a buffer from the lanes
of car traffic. Personally I love this. More safe biking reduces pollution and help make NYC greener.
Certainly, there should be sensible enabling regulation, and a modest opportunity for revenue from
reasonably priced permitting. But as the process unfolds, the bias should be to keep the status quo.

Do not shut this down.

David Larkin
Warren St
NY, NY 10007

February 7, 2022
Dear Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises,

Please REJECT the plan to allow restaurants to erect sidewalk dining
sheds/pavilions as of right. These sheds helped the restaurant industry during
COVID. Sidewalk dining sheds should not be made permanent nor should they
proliferate because they:

collect litter and provide food for rats
obstruct sidewalks
obstruct traffic – bad especially for emergency vehicles
obstruct deliveries
interfere with shop entrances
interfere with access to bus stops and Access-a-Ride pickups
create noise for residents
give away public space to private businesses

Sincerely,

David J. Murphy
Central Park West, New York, NY 10025

Re: Reasons for my opposition to
“Permanent Open Restaurants” or “Opposition to Zoning Text Amendment”
To the City Council
I write to share my deep disappointment regarding the city’s lack of support in
addressing our quality of life issues as it relates to the outdoor restaurant sheds and
seating abuses that have occurred in my neighborhood and others like it.
I am a coop member in a building in Soho. We leased to a restaurant (Lola
Taverna), with the support of the CB2. We limited their outdoor seating to 32 chairs, as
per their lease. Since the pandemic they have increased their outdoor seating to 75 or
more chairs, not including the shed that blocks the moving lane on Prince St in Soho.
(On Nov 4 the DOT ordered the shed removed-it’s still there). They have also blocked
our sidewalk clearance down to 3 feet. Already one of our seniors has tripped on one
of their chairs, falling and cracking her head open. The restaurant was kind enough to
send her flowers while she lay in the hospital. Does this sound safe and equitable to
you?
Now we come before the City Council who are supposed to protect citizens
from the abuses of private interests and the powerful. Yet we are faced with you
actually considering removing the very protections that made our neighborhood safe
and worth living. I actually don’t understand how you could even consider this horrible
Zoning Tax Amendment as viable for New York City. Clearly the DOT is owned by the
hospitality industry. What about the City Council?
There are so many things wrong with this plan. But here goes: The noise, the
tremendous increase in rats and garbage, and the complete lack of enforcement are
just a few of the things that come to mind. And then there are the issues
of equality. What do you think will happen when landlords find out that the value of
their property just skyrocketed because the city is offering them free real estate outside
their location, but only to restaurants? Do you think there will ever be another bodega,
laundromat, grocery store, clothing, craft, jewelry or resident centric retailer? Of course
not. They will rent to restaurants only, pushing out every other service that we residents
depend on. And how do you think the other associations that are not hospitality related
will respond? I see a myriad of lawsuits from all the merchants that are pushed out by
this horrible, greedy, and selfish plan. And rightly so! On top of that, during the CB2
presentation by DOT last fall, I didn’t hear the word “residents” come up once in the
presentation. What about all of us who live here?
The city’s goal to try and save restaurants was important and necessary during
the hight of the pandemic. We all supported it. It is now a tremendous disruption to our
quality of life and safely, and should sunset as soon as possible. All the restaurants in
this area were doing fine (if they were any good) before the pandemic, and the
residents felt like there was some balance. Now it’s just a free for all of greed, where
the restaurants are in a race to the bottom, trying to outdo one another, as to who can
take the most outdoor space and make the most money. Please reject this reckless
and ill conceived plan, or you will force me out of this neighborhood. I will leave, as will
many others like me.
David Rosenberg

Deborah Gonzalez
Stanton Street
New York, New York 10002
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to speak on the
open sheds.
Firstly, I would like to say when presented with the Shed,
I was all for helping businesses. But as time went on this
became more of a problem for the community than a fix
for businesses “I actually felt as thought it was a bait and
switch.
I think that we need to understand that this is not a one
size fix all situation as many have said.
 We have delivery trucks that hold up traffic or park
at a fire hydrant that have left horn honking late into
the evening.
 We have garbage pickup that have left our
neighborhood looking like a landfill creating health
and environmental issues with the piles of green
garbage bags on our sidewalk. 3 sheds line our small
street.

 -2 This pass summer we had an influx of mosquitos,
puddles of water around sheds, no runoff. DEPT of
mental Health monitors the Health Dept said it’s
important to remove standing water. However, no
monitoring and mosquitos was a problem. I killed a
mosquito that was filled with blood, my concern was
who else did that mosquito bite, I feared Covid.


Traffic, honking, Uber cars holding up traffic to

pick up! NO place to pull over.
 Street cleaning has ceased on my block, Sheds has
taken the ability for the trucks to clean to move from
one side to the other, rodents run ramped
throughout the night, dead rodents lay in our streets
(photos available)
 Rodents is a big issue, piles of garbage, I have called
311 on numerous occasions, fines have been given,
staff throws out garbage but they do not wash down
the street.
 Air quality has been affected as my asthma has been
an issue because of the lack of.

-3My dog ate rat poison and had to have his stomach
pumped at a cost of $2.000 which was a hardship for
me.
 The safety and welfare of our community has been
jeopardize by these SHEDS our ability to look from
Chrystie to Bowery has been blocked.
We have had a fire, a stabbing that lead to death,
panhandling, a speeding car that hit 3 cars and they left
the car and ran.
These are public spaces that our dog walkers, baby
carriages, wheelchairs, walkers and a blind person who
lives on the block.
Last but not least the sidewalk on my block has been
confiscated by the restaurant. They now use Sidewalk,
SHED, Restaurant; double space with the use of a
Cleaners that went out of business. A switcheroo that benefits
the restaurant not community.
Removing zoning in a residential area seems unnecessary
while having sidewalk café when they already have the
use of sheds. LES is a dense community.

-4Stanton Street is a route from East to West or vice versa.
We are a tourist block; Bowery Mission is around the
corner that has its own issues with the number of
homeless population, It’s become more of a safety issue
for tables to line our sidewalk in an already dense
community with Bowery Mission, Homelessness,
Panhandling.
We don’t need restaurants lining our streets with tables
and chairs while tenants try to navigate into their
building with shopping carts and packages.
I was offended by Commissioner Rodriquez statement
about communities being able to enjoy outside eatery. I
remember Early Bird/Blue Plate Specials that supported
families. We have restaurants that serve $16
hamburgers that exclude large families being able to
support. Commissioner Rodriquez stating it’s a level
playing field was an insult to the families who live and
work in these communities while having problems
feeding their families let alone eat outside. Wellness is
real in our communities.

-5Residents do not need revitalization as Commissioner
stated we need services; sanitation real zoning laws and
police help with quality-of-life complaints.
Our sidewalks are public space not a for-profit hospitality
industry.
DOT stated that the programs begins in 2023, however
the Sheds are here and bad acts exists. How are we to
trust an agency that show up to a meeting unprepared
with a statement of getting back to you with answers.
I want to reiterate that I am not talking about good
owners who are working hard to be a part of community,
small Ma and Pa businesses that don’t have any LLC’s to
bail them out if business fails, I am talking about the bad
acts that have been supported through LLC’s that are
destroying our neighborhood with noise, garbage,
increase of rodents and serving liquor outside of venue in
a residential neighborhood that has to work for a living
while destroying our quality of life and our Wellness.
Thank you.
Deborah Gonzalez

NYC City Council Open Restaurants Hearing Testimony

I am a NYC Architect planning, designing, and creating public spaces throughout the US. The pandemic
has had an impact on many communities, restaurants particularly. My sister and brother-in-law are both
in the restaurant industry, and they have depended on the open restaurants program to remain in the
workforce.

Other than my own personal feelings of the lively and human-centric nature of restaurants out on the city
streets, where cars should be minimal, the following is a list of reasons open restaurants should remain a
fixture of New York City.

• The program has not only ensured the survival of the restaurant sector but creates a much needed form
of adaptability and economic resilience for the future. The pandemic will continue to affect our city lives.

• The program that the new legislation would replace - the previous Sidewalk Cafe program - was a
hodgepodge of incremental, accretive, and patchy zoning. And more importantly, it fundamentally shut out
restaurants outside of central business districts, in outer boroughs, and in less affluent and diverse
communities. A citywide program with flexibility is much better.

• The rules making process currently underway is one that has included the voices of designers,
urbanists, advocates, and experts who are working hard to identify and address a whole host of civic,
technical, and quality of life issues.

• The DOT (the agency that would administer this program) needs resources for this to be successful,
and the city should invest in making the new program a success.

• Design professionals have and will continue to work in this space to make installations safer, more
beautiful, and more of an asset to the contexts and communities where they are created. This is what
we do. The city has a willing and eager partner in the design community to make the program successful
for all New Yorkers.

Sincerely,

Delia Nevola, AIA

My name is Delphine Blue and I am testifying as a resident of the East Village whose
life has been harshly impacted by the ‘temporary’ outdoor dining structures. There
are 14 structures on my block. Today on NY1, in the same piece where Mayor Eric
Adams was filmed dining outdoors in frigid temperatures with Andrew Rigie, there
was also footage shown of my block with its filthy dilapidated, graffiti strewn,
garbage laden, plywood shacks. I think at this point we can all agree, it doesn’t look
like Paris.
Every day for the past 2 years I exit my building to face a claustrophobic corridor of
shacks tightly adjacent to each other. No way to access the street or see beyond
them. Regarding noise, I will add that because the sound is contained in the narrow
space between the shed walls and the facades of the tenements, it becomes
amplified.
Patrons of these restaurants sound like they are sitting in my room. If I’m on the
phone they are audible to the person I’m talking to.
In the summer I wore closed shoes at night when walking my dog for fear of the rats
running across my bare feet. I climb over a plywood wall of a shed daily to get to the
street. My neighbor was wheeled halfway down the block on a gurney to the only
opening the awaiting ambulance had access to.
I can’t ever hail a cab or be dropped off by a car service near my door since there is
no street access because of the sheds, the garbage and the rats.
I’ve watched FDNY extinguish fires twice in the restaurants below my building as
they find ways to snake the water hose around the sheds. I’ve witnessed FDNY climb
over the same plywood wall I climb over to get on the sidewalk.
One night I went to a bodega a block away. A mentally unhoused person spit at me
near the deli. When I returned to my block this same person was now creating a
disturbance there. To get to my door I would have to enter this corridor of sheds
and be essentially trapped with this person. I stood across the street unable to
return home. Late at night there is no vantage of sight that native New Yorkers
employ for safety when walking on the street. The sheds block it. If you’re being
harassed, a passerby wouldn’t see it.
The sheds are fully enclosed. They provide no ventilation to prevent the spread of
the virus. When empty, they become a waiting room for ebike delivery workers and
late at night various other activities occur inside them.
Pandemic affected us all. I was here the whole time. I got takeout. I’m a New Yorker.
I like restaurants. But residents are pandemic weary and we desperately need a
return to normalcy as well. On top of life being just plain difficult throughout this
crisis, my heart sinks when I get to my block. Home is no longer a refuge. I feel so
powerless and unheard.
It’s enough already. In fact, it’s too much. I am attempting upload a video or photos
as well.

Delphine Blue

Delphine Blue

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Denise Witzeman <dcmwitzeman@yahoo.com>
Friday, February 11, 2022 4:28 PM
Testimony
David Mecionis
[EXTERNAL] Opposition to Outdoor Dining sheds being made permanent

Dear Council Members,

We am writing today to register my opposition to the Open Restaurants outdoor dining sheds being made
permanent and to urge all council members to reject this plan as well.

We have lived in New York City for more than thirty years and am dumbfounded that such a frankly stupid plan is
even being considered. It may have made sense during the worst of the Covid-19 pandemic but it clearly makes no
sense for this emergency measure to be made permanent.

Who benefits? New Yorkers? No. The lives of ordinary New Yorkers are negatively impacted by these sheds. They
are filthy, rat-infested nuisances that increase traffic congestion and encourage late night partiers to c reate chaos and
noise until dawn. They also impair the ability of ambulances, police, and fire trucks to navigate the streets quickly.
New Yorkers are put at risk for what reason? To make the city more liveable? The sheds do the exact opposite.

We all know who benefits and that is landlords and restaurant and bar owners. They represent only a tiny fraction
of New Yorkers. Why is the city bending over backwards to pad the bottom lines of landlords and restauranteurs?
Why give away public real estate to private interests? Why not put up bike shelters instead to encourage more New
Yorkers to ride bikes?

No, let’s return to sanity. Restaurants and bars can return to the former and perfectly adequate system of sidewalk
cafe licenses.

We urge you to take a stand up for what is in the best interest of the lives of everyday New Yorkers instead of
special interests.
1

Sincerely,

Denise Witzeman & David Mecionis
Stanton Street,
New York, NY 10002

2

1. These sheds are an existential reminder of a horrible time for the city. Why do we
constantly need to be reminded of probably one of the worst periods in the city's history
?
2. It's also a terrible image of the city for tourists to see; walking around seeing these graffiti
covered sheds everywhere. They and the city look like a third world country., not what
you expect for the greatest city in the world!
3. Noise, noise, noise!! ..,people noise, loud music. One can't keep one's windows open
on a beautiful evening and enjoy your home to read or to watch television because of the
outrageous noise, or God forbid to sleep with open windows!
4. Garbage,both from the building and the restaurant itself, always piled in the street next
to sheds because nowhere on sidewalks to leave it now. And usually by morning there
are bags ripped open with garbage strewn all over the street
5. Rats are everywhere, they live and reproduce under these sheds.
6. A huge amount of the sheds are covered in Graffiti which then metastasizes to all the
surrounding buildings, storefronts. It's free rein for these graffiti people to deface
anything and everything in their path!
7. Delivery trucks blocking narrow side streets especially when they are parked next to the
sheds which stick out further into the street than the parked cars by 18 to 24 inches .
There are always horns blasting because of the traffic jams, especially on the narrow
side streets
8. Homeless taking over unused sheds and filling them with their collection of junk.
9. Inability to walk on sidewalks as restaurants ignore the 8 foot clearance rule to shove in
as many tables as possible. Especially impossible for disabled people with walkers,
wheel chairs as well as baby carriages, delivery carts, etc.
10. Creates blind spots on corners for pedestrians to cross the street even if they are
crossing with a green light..many of these electric bike delivery workers don't follow the
rules, not stopping at red lights, Because of the sheds, pedestrian visibility is greatly
reduced.
11. Electronic bike delivery workers now often ride their bikes on the sidewalks to get to the
restaurant when there are multiple restaurant sheds abutting each other. And they rarely
are considerate of pedestrians . It's pedestrian beware rather than delivery worker be
considerate.
12. Inability for fire trucks to get to a fire. An great example of this is west side of first ave
between sixth and seventh streets,there is an entire block of sheds abutting one another
with no passage for firefighters, creating a potentially very dangerous situation
13. Inability of ambulances to get a gurney for same reason as above
14. Abandoned sheds of permanently closed restaurants which are never removed when
restaurants shut their doors become havens for the homeless, trash, etc.
15. Most sheds are not used in winter and are simply storage spaces for restaurant
equipment , full of dead plants leftover from the summer, junk...it's free rent for extra
storage space!
16. What happens when there is a utility issue and Con Ed needs to rip open the street in an
emergency? They first have to get permission to have the shed disassembled? A big
safety concern from "a time is of the essence" point of view.

These shanties have to disappear! Our quality of life is greatly compromised, This is not what
we signed up for when we moved to residential sides streets in lower Manhattan. What may
work in a commercial area in Queens or Staten Island in no way to lower Manhattan!

Dennis Riccio

02/11/2021
Dear City Council Members:
I would like to answer CM Yaeger’s question:
I just left a news interview in front of a fully enclosed outdoor shed used as a coat check. On
Feb. 8th of 2022, DOT was first notified of the complaint on Dec 2nd of 2021. It determined that
the biz had 24-hours to cure.
The latest DOT determination on Feb 1st of 2022 stated the items had to be removed
immediately. Unfortunately, the illegal, unsafe structure is still used as a coat check. It doesn’t
matter how many complaints or inspections. It doesn’t matter that numerous press outlets
covered this fiasco; the illegal structure is still standing. Next to it, another business has now
decided to do the same with their “eating shed”. DOT’s enforcement is toothless, and as a city
agency, it is woefully ill-equipped to be in charge of this EO program.

On the Lower East Side of Manhattan, my neighborhood is known as Hell Square because of
the clustering of late-night liquor licenses and the quality of life and safety issues that high
alcohol outlet density brings. It is one of the hardest-hit neighborhoods from the Open
Restaurant program.
The conditions here went from unlivable pre-Covid to untenable post-Covid.

Many of us in Hell Square do not have the luxury to rent or own expensive glass tower
apartments in the sky with soundproof windows and all the quality of life privileges that come
with living in gated city-burbs. Instead, we live, as does most of the Lower East Side, in low-rise
tenements, or old public housing stock, where what happens in the street also invades our
homes.
Most of us are renters living in either below-market, rent-controlled, Section 8, NYCHA, or
rent-stabilized apartments. Our neighborhood is one of the last working-class and ethnically
diverse pockets left in Manhattan.
We are the public school teacher, the home care attendant, the worker behind the meat counter
at Wholefoods, the grocery store cashier at Trader Joe’s, the nurse, the tailor, the delivery
worker, and the neighborhood mom-and-pop shop owner.
We were the ones you called essential workers and said you appreciated us. We were the ones
that did not flee to a second home or the suburbs when March 2020 came down on the City
like a hammer.
The new streetscape created by the emergency order has burdened our community, turning it
into an open-air nightclub and drug market where anything goes and everything is for sale.
With over 100 new roadbed and sidewalk eateries approved on our narrow and compact
streets and sidewalks, the bars, clubs, restaurants have tripled in size, bringing thousands of
more people on the street.
The crowds roving the area have grown bigger, rowdier, and more aggressive, with the
streetscape being converted into a night market carnival where anything goes outside.
Hell Square got a whole lot hotter and a whole lot worse.
My teenage daughter and I have been asked to buy coke and ecstasy more than any other time
before while walking through our neighborhood. And, I came to New York City in 1988 when
coke and E were the drugs du jour. We have been harassed more than all the years I have lived
here.

NYPD is incapable of dealing with it simply because it's a question of physics. You cannot
invite 10,000 people to a small place add alcohol and a circus atmosphere in the street and on
the sidewalks without chaos and crime.
Our homes are occupied by people screaming, smoking, fighting, pissing, vomiting, and
blasting music all hours of the night and early morning.
Year-to-date, we have a 75% increase in the major crime categories, with robbery up 450%.
We are on par with crime levels of the late ‘90s. The chaos from moving everything onto the
street has resulted in the complete deterioration of our area from vandalism, graffiti, crime, and
all levels of blight.

The degraded living conditions here are a warning shot for communities across the city about
what happens to a neighborhood when bars, restaurants, and landlords are favored over
residents’ quality of life.

The sheds were a necessary response to a global pandemic and a needed lifeline during the
shutdown for the hospitality industry. However, we simply cannot sit back and allow what
amounts to giving away our public sidewalks and roads permanently to one business industry
and landlords.
The Permanent Open Restaurant program will be one of the biggest private land grabs in
NYC's history and determinative whether residents will have a fundamental right to a quality of
life.
My concern is that City Council may not only be ceding our public lands to one business
sector and landlords but ceding all decision making and neighborhood planning to one of
the most feckless agencies in New York City. DOT needs more oversight, not less.

Santa Clause is more believable than the DOT removing the shantytown sheds in a year and
overseeing POR. DOT can’t fix potholes or street lamps, yet we are asked to blindly believe
that they can manage and enforce 20K+ roadway and sidewalk eateries and ensure our quality
of life?
Essentially, the amendments on the table will allow DOT to have full rule-making authority with
very little oversight.
The decision to permanently alter the streets and sidewalks has a real human cost, and I think
this is being ignored for private interest. Please do not pass the text amendments.
And return the sidewalk cafe process to the more capable Department of Consumer Affairs and
Workers Protections with some regulatory tweaks. It is also essential that CM Marte and CM
Botcher have a seat at the table because their districts are the most impacted by the Open
Restaurant program.
Please understand that one size does not fit all. Every neighborhood is unique with different
needs. Therefore, it is just common sense to conduct an Environment Impact Study before this
proceeds further.
The decision to permanently alter the streets and upend the quality of life of an entire city
without a EIS does not make sense. It is not the standard when upending the existing zoning so
drastically.
The pandemic showed us is that we can reimagine our streets. The decision Now is — will this
recovery be for all of us or just for some of us?
Now is the time to lead with a bold, green vision of our streetscape that does not include bars
or cars.
We must widen our sidewalks and plant some trees to create BOLD, beautiful boulevards. Make
play streets for our kids. Designate loading zones and add more bike lanes. Implement
containerized garbage on every block.
The boulevards will bring people to the streets by invoking a people-friendly street scene, not
noisy entertainment zones or industry monopolies. As a result, our streets and sidewalks would
be true public utilities, and people and businesses would be uplifted together.

A bold vision for our streets requires bold leaders. So please don’t sell out New York City to one
business sector and landlords at the expense of the public good.
Respectfully,
Diem Boyd
Rivington Street
NYC, NY 10002

TESTIMONY IN FAVOR OF OUTDOOR DINING
Having watched video of Community Board Three’s meeting on the Open Restaurants
Program, I approached CB2 with trepidation. My support for extending the program
would not be popular in the West Village. Roadway seating sheds, a major program
component, had been erected quickly during the COVID emergency shutdown. Designs
and workmanship varied wildly. Trying to follow the rules was chasing a moving target.
Those were days of panic. My brother and I owned 7 small restaurants around the city.
We were coming off a difficult winter, 4 locations having suffered under scaffolding. It
was a mild March and business was picking up. Then came the order to shut down the
businesses we had run for 32 years. And shut for how long? What about our 200
employees, most of whom had been with us for years? And there were bills to pay,
rents, payrolls.
After the first months of shutdown we were permitted to open but not let customers
inside (don’t ask). Then came 25% capacity, then 50%. This doesn’t even cover the rent.
Not all our stores made it. We lost 3. The ones that survived had outdoor seating. The
Open Restaurants Program with its roadway seating was a blessing. Where we
were able to build, guests loved it. While never fully compensating for lost indoor
capacity, it was enough to get us rehiring and get us by. This is what I came to tell
the Community Board and representatives from the Departments of City Planning and
Transportation who were making presentations. City Hall, citing thousands of
businesses and 100,000 jobs saved, was now taking steps to make the program
permanent, hence the meetings. Many New Yorkers are in favor. Some, not so much.
A well-organized contingent of Village residents vehemently opposed to the program
came prepared with printed signs and factsheets. They were scornful of the city
agencies they blamed for turning quiet streets into open-air carnivals. They spoke of
noise, street obstruction, parking space loss and rats. Most were of the opinion that the
emergency is over, businesses are fully open, and restaurants are using extra outdoor
seating to rake in a windfall (a popular joke was the restaurant 12 Chairs on McDougal
Street should change its name to 50 Chairs). They were also concerned that street
seating favors restaurants over retail.
As we are now painfully aware, the COVID crisis is far from over. The mayor has called
for mandatory vaccination of all city workers including police and teachers. Albany just
sent us a 9-page checklist to follow if another state of emergency is called. If small
restaurants are reaping a windfall from COVID I don’t know them. Despite indoor and
outdoor dining, our business is down 35% from 2019. Out of an abundance of caution,
we eliminated some indoor seats. Most office workers are not back. Broadway is still
dark, tourists scarce. Residents who were able to flee are still fled. The weather has
been hot and rainy. Exorbitant Village rents make it unlikely for failed independent bars
and restaurants to be replaced by boutiques and bookstores. T Mobile and Dunkin
Donuts are more likely.
A representative of an organization called Village Preservation took a more measured
stance. Her group is open to extending roadway seating, citing the enlivening effect it
has on streets and neighborhoods. They are asking for a more considered approach
tailored to the individual needs of each neighborhood.

An interesting New York Times article by Daniel L. Doctoroff, a former NYC deputy
mayor, suggests seizing upon this “once-in-a-generation opportunity” to re-envision our
streets. Instead of reverting back to cars and parking, he sees replacing the existing
sheds with modular, portable structures that could be more uniform, clean and safe.
They could be used for restaurant seating, pop-up stores, temporary workstations, play
areas, etc. Fees for the spaces could support public transportation. Our streets would be
more vibrant social spaces.
Meanwhile, we’re now 2 hours into a scheduled 3-hour meeting and every audience
speaker so far has been team negative. A woman approached the mike, introduced
herself as a resident and said, and I paraphrase, that she loves her local restaurants.
The owners and staff are her neighbors and friends. The saddest thing about this
controversy is that it pitted her against them. And she was so right. A crisis that should
have brought the nation together has instead locked us into opposing camps, egged on
and exploited by political actors who see compromise as blasphemy. Shut down vs.
open up, open schools vs. remote schools, vaccines will save us vs. vaccines will kill us,
masks vs. screw you. Hate crimes have exploded.
By the time I was called to speak, the meeting was winding down. For my allotted 60
seconds, I told the Board and city reps how grateful I was for the Open
Restaurants Program – that I credited it with saving my restaurants. I told the
assembled residents that my business was not yet out of the woods and an
extension of the outdoor dining program was vital to keeping it alive. I understood
their concerns, lamented operators who were not following the rules, and felt
confident that if the process was allowed to advance we could reach a
compromise that would preserve what we all so need and cherish in this unique
part of the city. I thanked the Board and my neighbors for 32 years of support.
After the meeting I chatted cordially with a few residents.
I’d like to again thank Community Board 2 for volunteering to deal year after year with
these thorny issues. Also, if the woman who lamented being turned against her local
restaurants is reading this, please get in touch – I’d like to buy you a burrito.
Ken Sofer
ken@blockheads.com

Ken and Don Sofer own Benny’s Burritos, Blockheads, and MTHR Vegan.

Restaurant Shed Recommendations
The restaurant sheds that currently pervade the public space along the streets have and are
serving a very useful purpose of keeping restaurants open, not only serving food to people and
keeping the local economy alive but also assuring many people have employment. This was
supposedly a stop gap measure to deal with the Covid-19 emergency.
As long as Covid-19 is still having a significant effect upon the NYC economy I think we should
continue allowing sheds to operate on the public space outside of restaurants. However, there
are many problems with the sheds which must be addressed if we are to continue to allow
them to operate which includes noise, sanitation and eyesores.
The noise on the sidewalks outside residences is very disturbing to many residents and can
continue past midnight. The noise made in sidewalk cafes and garden spaces (usually in alleys)
is often disturbing to nearby residents and the restaurant sheds push to noise to greater limit.
There are more noise complaints than any other complaint in New York City, so it makes
absolutely no sense to increase the noise Residents must endure.
I have seen many sheds which are still on the street but appear to be out of use. Some of
them have garbage strewn inside and often homeless people milling around. They can also act
as a magnet for rodents if they are not kept clean. These unkempt sheds are not only
unsanitary but also an eyesore.
New York city is a vibrant, diverse and busy city that prior to Covid-19 was a relatively safe
and exciting place to live. All New Yorkers want the city to continue to be a place that provides
an incredible lifestyle, but local residents are an important part of that lifestyle. Therefore, I am
recommending that the restaurant sheds not be made permanent and as soon as Covid-19 is no
longer a serious threat they should be dismantled and removed from the public space. Also,
while the sheds are still in operation rules regarding sanitation and noise should be enforced.
Donald Campbell

02/07/2022
To Whom it May Concern,
I am writing to ask that you please repeal the emergency law that authorized restaurant sheds.
These sheds were meant to be temporary. In the East Village where I live they have become
permanent eyesores covered in graﬃti and exist on every avenue and side street. They have
contributed to drug use, vermin and places for homeless people to urinate and dedicate. It is
impossible for the street cleaners to get around them resulting in a build up of trash.
The streets belong to all people, not to private businesses. It has been two years now. Please
give us our streets and sidewalks back.
Thank you,
Donna Nield.

New York City Council Permanent Open Restaurants Hearing

RE:

Opposition to both T2022-0092 and T2022-0088

I am writing to oppose two actions being considered by the City Council that would make the
temporary, pandemic emergency outdoor dining program permanent:

1. T2022-0092 the Zoning Text Amendment that will change the NYC Zoning Resolution to
make the Open Restaurants program permanent
2. T2022-0088 that would repeal Department of Consumer and Worker Protection sidewalk
café licensing provisions in title 20 of the Administrative Code
The newly-seated City Council has inherited a set of proposals developed by the prior Council
and Mayor in close consultation with hospitality industry lobbyists that propose to make their
disastrous Open Restaurants program permanent. Please reject these proposals. While I
supported the temporary emergency outdoor dining program to assist our restaurants during the
pandemic, developing permanent rezoning based on emergency conditions is a profoundly illadvised way to conduct city planning.
These two pieces of legislation — T2022-0092 and T2022-0088 — would wipe out all the
successful pre-pandemic zoning and city administrative regulations that successfully governed
sidewalk cafes throughout all of New York City for decades. Years of thoughtful planning by
Community Boards and City Council members will be thrown out. And in its place what do they
offer? A complete giveaway to the bar and restaurant lobby that seeks to appropriate public
sidewalks and roadways for their own private profit at the expense of residents and other, nonalcohol-related small businesses.
We’ve had 18 months to see this program in action, and evidence abounds that it is ruinous for
our residential neighborhoods. I could go into the details of the garbage, vermin, noise, congested
sidewalks and streets, ADA violations, non-code electrical wires, and, most dangerous, delayed
firefighters’ and EMT response times. Residents put up with this during the pandemic emergency,
but why should we suffer the consequences of these assaults on the common good every day in
perpetuity?
Here are some details of what is being proposed:
While wiping out zoning regulations that have been written with the experience of decades, this
Zoning Text Amendment adds one additional appalling feature to our city landscape: all
restaurants will be allowed to keep their windows whenever they are open for business,
amplifying even indoor crowd noise into the streets. The Zoning Text Amendment also allows
for up to 12 outdoor dining locations in a single block. The resulting crowd noise cannot be
mitigated. No amount of enforcement can solve the issues with this ill-conceived program.
The proposed repeal of the Department of Consumer and Worker Protection sidewalk café
licensing provisions actually calls for roadway smoking and drinking dens adjacent to
restaurants, even in residential areas. Imagine a group of drinkers congregating under your

bedroom window every night smoking and carousing until closing time and beyond. How does
that promote consumer or worker protection? Leaving aside the dangers of second-hand
smoke, the noise issues alone — the disrupted sleep and study of school-age children — are
matters that must be considered.
The majority of New York City’s Community Boards (30 of 50 who weighed in) voted against the
proposed Zoning Text Amendment that would make the Open Restaurants program permanent.
Community board members hear what’s going on in their neighborhoods and experience the noise,
congestion, disorder, and dangers their communities have endured as a result of this program.

I urge you to reject both T2022-0092 and T2022-0088. These proposals are outrageous
affronts to residential quality of life that will be devastating for a city that is still in the process of
recovering from the pandemic. These proposed revisions to our city’s rules will not foster
sustained economic recovery. Instead, they will damage public health, destroy residential
neighborhoods, and ruin our prospects for a recovery that includes vibrant neighborhoods and
communities for individuals and families as we emerge from the pandemic. One group of
constituents that seems not to have been considered is elderly people who have reduced pedestrian
sidewalk space. I walk with a can and often have to stand aside to let others pass or they have to
wait for me. Otherwise, it could raise a danger to me. That is particularly a problem in the very
narrow Greenwich Village streets in my neighborhood. Because of a wide shed built onto the
sidewalk, I have to traverse a significant number of feet on subway grate, a scary proposition as I
wonder if my cane will go into one of the spaces.
Please vote against these measures and use your position to demand that any changes to the
current sidewalk cafe zoning and rules be preceded by (1) a full and responsible fiscal and
environmental study of the impact of this program has been conducted, and (2) that the rules of
any changes to the pre-pandemic sidewalk cafe program have been fully discussed and
debated in public forums with ample community input.
Sincerely,
Dorothy Green
Cornelia St.
NY, NY 10014

Although I’m overall appalled at how the city and councilwoman Rivera has handled the Open
Restaurants issue, I will risk a constructive suggestion: the participating restaurants should be required
to provide access through their structures for their garbage carting service. That way they wouldn’t
leave the garbage on their neighbors’ sidewalks or in the street as they do now. Currently their
structures obstruct access by the garbage carting services, exacerbating the filthy conditions created by
Open Restaurants.
Douglas Armer

June 18, 2021
Office of New York City Council Member Carlina Rivera
254 East 4th Street
New York New York, 10009

Dear Council Member Rivera,
We are writing to you to express our concern regarding the Open Restaurant Program in particular its implementation
on E 20th Street. As patrons of our local restaurants and supporters of a vibrant hospitality industry in New York, we
were in favor of Open Restaurants during the emergency period when indoor dining was necessarily restricted. But as
the situation has evolved, the program has become problematic, extraordinarily so on E 20th Street. We believe that
with the roll out of the COVID-19 vaccines and the reopening of indoor dining, the Open Restaurant Program should
be replaced with a more balanced licensing program for outdoor dining in the City of New York.
Our block, E 20th Street between Broadway and Park Avenue South, has approximately 185 residential units in [12]
separate multiple dwellings of which 10 are accessed from 20th Street. On our one block, there are currently eight
restaurants with tables on the sidewalk and structures in the street. There is one restaurant with tables and chairs on
the sidewalk and in the street without a structure. There are two more restaurants with apparent plans to add tables
on the sidewalk and build structures in the street, which would bring the total number of businesses using public
space on our one block to 11. Approximately 50% of the linear footage is being used by Open Restaurant participants
and two stretches of Open Restaurant structures are uninterrupted for more than 120 feet.
When the Open Restaurant participants are operating food service, the combined mass of the tables, heaters, electric
cabling, servers and customers obstructs the sidewalks on the block. The Open Restaurants participants are severely
limiting access to the dwellings and other businesses on our block most significantly impacting people with disabilities
and young children. Violations of the Open Restaurant requirements, terms and conditions on our block are pervasive
and inevitable. The related noise and refuse violations of the city code and rules are also pervasive with inevitable. The
quality of life impact is unacceptable. Furthermore, the use of propane and electric space heaters by Open Restaurant
participants is an obvious safety issue, and the prospective environmental impact of their extensive use city-wide to
literally warm the outdoors is unconscionable.
Extending the Open Restaurant Program as is beyond the existing sunset date, October 1, 2021 would amount to an
appropriation of public property for private commercial gain. Making what was an emergency program a permanent
change would not be an equitable distribution of public property reflective of long range planning. It would be an
arbitrary transfer of value from the public to certain landlords of commercial spaces with more frontage than
others. The negative consequences would fall on local residents. There are many better options for outdoor dining
and better ways for the council to facilitate a vibrant hospitality industry in the City of New York. We urge the council
not to extend the Open Restaurant Program as is, but to instead replace it with a liberalization of the outdoor dining
permitting system previously in place.
Sincerely,
Douglas Armer
Olga Shestova
Christopher Flint
Keisha Crossbourne
Chhaya Kapadia
Kirit Kapadia
Eileen Choi
CC: Community Board 5 Public Safety & Quality of Life Committee

February 7, 2022

To Whom It May Concern:
As a nearly 30 year resident of the Lower East Side on Orchard Street, I’m unhappy
with the idea of Open Restaurants continuing past the second year of the pandemic.
While I do appreciate my local restaurant owners and workers, I feel that many
establishments have really taken advantage of the pandemic to take up space that
should be dedicated to pedestrians and parking, which actually does as much damage
to businesses reopening as restaurants that aren’t able to follow the indoor mandates.
I fully understand that the most recent Omicron variant has been able to skirt the
vaccinations, but those who are vaccinated have been able to get through this and
numbers are back down. I have a feeling that by the time it’s warm up enough for
restaurants to reopen their outdoor shelters, numbers will have levelled off again, so
why continue Open Restaurants and making things awful for the people who live in
those communities, some who might just want to be able to walk down the street to get
home and not have to dodge waiters, busboys and patrons?
Here in the Lower East Side, there is also the vermin problem i.e. rats, which are
basically given a great place to get food and places to habitat and breed. All they have
to do is wait until the restaurants to close, and before you know it, the rat problem in the
Lower East Side is back to where it was in the 90s, not that it’s ever been dealt with.
The shelters were important to allow restaurant owners to keep their establishments
open, but the number of them that have taken advantage of the lax regulations, not
done enough to keep them clean and rid of rodents, and just making themselves
nuisances to their neighbors, many of whom have been in this neighborhood longer
than them, it’s time to stop it and go back to restaurants using the spaces they’re
allotted for patrons.

Edward Douglas Guttmann
edward.douglas@gmail.com

Good afternoon,
My name is Eleanor Nussbaum and I am writing to voice my support for a permanent outdoor
dining program. As a native New Yorker, I know our restaurants are part of what make our city
special. I am strongly supportive of making sure that restaurants continue to have curbside
space for outdoor dining because doing so aligns with many of my beliefs including making our
streets more pedestrian-friendly and vibrant and supporting small businesses and their workers
particularly during a global pandemic. I grew up in the Union Square area and I love visiting my
parents there. We do not always feel comfortable meeting up indoors these days due to Covid19 and outdoor dining has been a wonderful and enjoyable way to get together for my family of
foodies. I also enjoy going to eat outside closer to home in Brooklyn, and knowing I can dine
outside is an added incentive for me to visit the wonderful restaurants of neighborhoods in
Queens, Staten Island, and the Bronx. I hope the Council will work to ensure that current and
future generations of New Yorkers can enjoy the tasty, job-saving, and people-centered streets
that outdoor dining facilitates.
Thank you,
Eleanor Nussbaum

Written Testimony Against the Permanent Outdoor Dining Program
Dear Mayor Adams, Council Member Velázquez, and Council Member Riley,
First, I would like to congratulate each of you on the successes of your respective campaigns and
subsequent appointments to Office. It is a pleasure to see this City represented by individuals who
care greatly for its people, its growth, and its prosperity. As a constituent with a life-long, vested
interest in the protection of this City, its neighborhoods, and communities across all five boroughs,
I hope that your careers in the Mayors Office and City Council in turn will be committed to the
same.
It is my understanding that, on February 8, 2022, Mayor Adams will formally request City Council
and the Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection to fast track the permanent approval of
sidewalk/roadway dining – an “Emergency” Outdoor Dining Program instituted by former Mayor
Bill de Blasio. On behalf of like-minded, concerned citizens, I behoove you and your offices to
reject this proposal.
As a life-long resident, I have seen this City undergo twenty-two years’ worth of changes, growing
pains, and challenges. Alongside millions of proud New Yorkers, I watched our neighborhoods,
livelihoods, businesses, and invaluable institutions struggle as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic.
We continue to face many of those struggles today; however, as New Yorkers do, we persevered.
Now, we face a challenge on rebuilding what has been lost and looking towards a brighter and
safer future.
Mayor Adams’ move to institute a Permanent Outdoor Dining Program runs counter to this future.
Clearly without consideration to the needs of and issues raised by his constituents, this Permanent
Program will present numerous and long-term consequences. While restaurateurs obviously
advocate for the advantages this Program has brought them, individual residents, Community
Boards, constituent-led organizations, and others have protested time and time again how this
Program has harmed them, their livelihoods, and their neighborhoods. Such harms include, inter
alia: (i) fear of personal and public safety, such as fire hazards; (ii) uncleanliness and
environmental damages; (iii) unregulated and unpunished violations of Health Code and
Department of Transportation guidelines; (iv) overgrowth and overcrowding of outdoor dining on
sidewalks and streets; (v) the monopolization of city blocks to the disadvantage of residents and
small businesses; (vi) noise; (vii) motor vehicle and bike traffic; (viii) rats and vermin; (ix) visual
aesthetics; and, importantly, (x) issues of accessibility for the disabled or less able-bodied. These
issues, as have been shared by your constituents, are clear, present, and problematic to say the
least. To disregard these issues would be imprudent and antithetical to the duties of your Office.
Additionally, to instate a Permanent Outdoor Dining Program – when the former Mayor clearly
held little regard for its correct and thought-out implementation – would be unnecessary at this
time. Even though the Covid-19 pandemic persists, indoor dining has been open at 100% capacity
since May 3, 2021. The Outdoor Dining Program, which was once a supplemental aid for the
hospitality industry, is now a moot point. In fact, since indoor dining has returned, some
restaurants, bars, and other eateries that survived the pandemic have seen rising profits above a

pre-pandemic level and most have used outdoor dining as a means to double or triple their capacity,
and therefore their earnings.
Despite what might be intended by your Offices, the real and practical institution of this Program
has not actually helped struggling small businesses, but instead has granted upscale and chain
restaurants unfettered access to a monopoly over the hospitality industry in New York City. The
unregulated and limitless possibilities presented by the Outdoor Dining Program has brought in
countless profit-seeking business-people who have one purpose: to open more restaurants, expand
their businesses onto public property, and maximize profits – with little to no regard for the
communities they are supposed to serve.
I have lived in the West Village throughout the pandemic and the post-pandemic rebuild, and what
I have seen is an unequal, unfair, and at-times grossly inappropriate treatment, application, and
abuse of the Outdoor Dining Program by greedy landlords, upscale restauranteurs, and chain
restaurants. I have seen this Program cost my neighborhood many valued and generations-owned
family businesses whose storefronts and leases are swallowed up by profit-seeking businesspeople – people who intend to exploit and manipulate roadbed dining with impunity. I hope it is
fair to assume that your Offices do not intend to make permanent a Program that advantages some
individuals at the expense of the majority.
While I am but one New Yorker of 8.4 million, I know I speak for many. The proposed permanent
installation of outdoor/roadbed dining would be a regretful first act by your Offices. I implore you
to listen to your concerned constituents and reject the permanent approval of sidewalk/roadway
dining.
I thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Ely, 22 years old
New York City Resident
ehartely@gmail.com

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Eric Casimiro <ericforpresident@gmail.com>
Monday, February 7, 2022 6:24 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Open restaurants

No more open restaurants! There are rats & trash all over the Lower East Side & East Village, as we walk our children
to/from school. The noise from these outdoor sheds keeps my children awake at night. I can’t hear my television over
the music & shouting from patrons of these outdoor establishments.
Please help return our streets to us, the residents/taxpayers of NYC! And not private businesses!!!
Sincerely,
Eric Casimiro
Clinton St
NY, NY 10002
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

E Gumpert <egumpert@hotmail.com>
Friday, February 11, 2022 5:19 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Opposition to Open Restaurants Zoning Text Amendment Application No.
N 210434 ZRY ( Open Restaurants Text Amendment)

I would like to express my opposition to the Open Restaurants Zoning Text Amendment Application No. N
210434 ZRY ( Open Restaurants Text Amendment) . While we do want to have street life and more outdoor
use, these unregulated, filthy, rat-infested shacks are not the way to go. In addition, they are very dangerous
as far as COVID (and other disease) contagion is concerned--most of the sheds now are totally enclosed by
plastic sheeting, without proper ventilation. This means that all patrons will be breathing in each others viral
particles, even if they are sitting six feet away!
Thank you.
Eric Gumpert
Orchard Street
New York, NY 10002
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Dear City Council,
I am Eric Martz, and I am 23 years old. I was born in New York City, and I grew up with a sister who has
special needs. My sister was in a wheelchair for all of her life and therefore I know how important it is to
have clear access to sidewalks, curb cuts and smooth clean surfaces to traverse.
Outdoor dining has awoken many of us to a great issue of "curbside management".
Currently, our city dedicates most of the streets to free parking of private cars. Forcing sidewalks to be
narrow and contentious places to exist. Outdoor dining has exemplified how little space is devoted
towards pedestrians in the public realm.
Outdoor dining structures is one of the greatest reclamation of public space in this city’s history. We
cannot simply hand back this valuable space back over to free parking.
We love outdoor dining, and we need outdoor dining, and we must improve on it!
One of the best ways we can improve on outdoor dining is to use it as a way to store trash off of the
sidewalks and into structures on the street.
Permanent outdoor dining legislation should include details on the storage of waste and trash.
Restaurants should be permitted or mandated to construct waste collection bins or areas adjacent to
their outdoor structures to meet compliance.
Outdoor dining should be working with the Department of Sanitation to help accelerate the “clean curbs
program”.
I believe this is a great opportunity to remove obstacles from our streets and address many of the
concerns of outdoor dining.
In this way, restaurant operators can meaningfully contribute to the cleanliness of the street.
We need to use every opportunity to get garbage off the streets and this can be a place to start.
Let us use this opportunity to make our city a more beautiful and equitable place.

Even before the pandemic, Monday mornings on the streets of the Lower East Side were filled
with vomit, empty beer bottles and hungover stragglers that came from neighboring schools,
i.e. NYU, PACE, and others. The noise from bars and restaurants on the weekends, was
disturbing but we learned to cope. When Covid-19 forced the closure of many restaurants and
bars, we were compelled to help, and we did it willingly, and however we could. We supported
our local businesses by continuing to order food from them as much as possible, we put up with
the loss of parking space, hide outs for rats and other vermin at night, and the pile-up of
garbage in and around these sheds. That is what these outside sheds have become. And,
frankly, no proof exists that they prevented, or prevent the spread of Covid or any other virus.
These sheds have increased noise complaints and garbage on our streets and serve as hideouts
for assailants to attach passersby. It’s time to clean up our streets. The sheds must come down
and our streets returned to the people.

Evelyn Sepulveda

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Faith Zuckerman <faithzuckerman@gmail.com>
Wednesday, February 9, 2022 3:48 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Open Restaurants Zoning Text Amendment - Testimony for Consideration

Open Restaurants Zoning Text Amendment
Application No. N 210434 ZRY ( Open Restaurants Text Amendment)
Dear Council Member Marjorie Velázquez and Council Member Kevin Riley,
I have been a resident of the East Village for over 30 years and I would like to voice my strong objection to
the current Open Restaurants program and have the following concerns:
-

-

-

Abandon dining sheds are an eyesore, have been havens for the homeless, drug addicts and impromptu
partying. The East Village has many structures that are long abandon and have become broken down community
hazards. I have personally witnessed them being used as homeless encampments, shooting galleries and adhoc
“bars” for late night and underage drinkers. These structures are rarely taken down, and calling 311 is useless.
Garbage accumulation and inability for street sweeper access has created the dirtiest streets I have seen in
years and a swelling of the rat population.
No longer open air structures, these have become fully enclosed additional dining areas for restaurants, while
the original purpose was to provide open air, well ventilated covid safe dining solutions.
Inaccessible curbs have created a very difficult access point to our homes, particularly for those with mobility
challenges and large packages. Between the Citi bike stations and dining sheds, large areas of the curb are in
accessible to pedestrians who need to access their homes and local businesses.
Parking is an ongoing issue and these dining sheds take up the few remaining and precious spaces. Good or bad,
we have cars in NYC – taxis, Ubers, private cars and nowhere to park them. Some people cannot access public
transportation easily and need cars.
Unfair us of public space for free that favors restaurants and bars is terrible! Some restaurants and bars have
taken up curb spaces that far exceed their storefront footprint – this also includes their ultra-wide structures
that narrow streets. If restaurants and bars can use the roadway, can anybody put up a structure for private
use? I don’t see how it could be prevented!!
Emergency vehicles and driving visibility has been severely compromised.

While I’m sure you are aware of all these issues, and that they have been more eloquently voiced, I wanted to share my
concerns and encourage the Council to protect the rights of all New Yorkers, not just the restaurant owners. Thank you
for your kind consideration.
Faith Zuckerman
FaithZuckerman@gmail.com
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Fannie Ip
Montgomery St.
New York, NY 10002
fipper@gmail.com
February 8, 2022
Testimony for File # T20220088 – Amending the zoning text to make the temporary
Outdoor Dining Program permanent.
My name is Fannie Ip and I grew up in the Lower East Side where I continue to live
today. I am a cyclist, a pedestrian and a driver. I am here today to ask the
Councilmembers to not change nor remove the zoning text that will further expand and
allow the sidewalk and roadway cafes to become permanent. The text is there for a
reason. If the zoning needs to be amended, go through the ULURP process so we have
real answers, details and the real impacts of this change can be studied. Not empty
promises that we heard today.
The restaurant sheds, shanties, shacks and other outdoor dining structures that came
out of the emergency program during the pandemic are dangerous and a nuisance to
our neighborhoods and residents. They create dangerous blindspots for everyone. I've
seen quite a few of these accidents caused especially by the ones that are located at
the ends of the block. Many times people are not paying attention or the drivers are
coming too fast down the street and couldn't stop in time.
As a cyclist, I've encountered on numerous occasions where these structures are
blocking the bike lanes or that, new bike lanes are created to go around them where I
have to weave in and out of traffic dangerously. It's bad enough cars were already
blocking the bike lanes before but now, with these structures taking up more road
space, cars are blocking the bike lanes even more than ever.
As a driver, these roadway cafes cause more traffic congestion which then creates more
noise from frustrated drivers honking. The way these structures are encroaching the
already narrow streets is a nightmare in the making. Add to that entitled drivers who
double park with a Fed ex truck coming down the street, you will have situation where
drivers with road rage are ready to explode.
As a pedestrian, I am constantly on guard when i walk pass these empty sheds and
structures that are not being used. Will I see rats scuffling around the garbage or will
there be a drug user lurking about and ready to scream obscenities or racial slurs at
me? It is very tiring from the fear that i now have from just walking down the street. We
now also have to bob and weave or do a little dance with the wait staff who are going
back and forth from the restaurants with food and drinks in their hands. Sometimes I get
looks or remarks as if I am the nuisance for being in their way. This is all so
overwhelming and especially tough on the seniors and the handicapped.
1

I understand these sheds and roadway cafes were erected during an emergency to help
keep the restaurants stay afloat and save jobs during the pandemic. Key words:
emergency and pandemic. Making this program permanent would be like keeping the
masking mandate permanent. It was not in existence prior to the pandemic so this is not
a necessity.
So I'm asking the Councilmembers to do the right thing, reject the proposal and you will
be the heroes who will save lives, both mentally and physically.
Finally, this program is not equitable. If you make this program permanent, you are
simply feeding the greedy real estate interests and developers to steal more of our
public space. Shame on you.
Thank you.
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To members of the NYC City Council:
My name is Felicity Doyle. I am a resident of BedStuy, Brooklyn. I work as a
bartender, and I’m writing in support of maintaining Outdoor Dining in NYC.
For many restaurants & bars in the city, these structures were a lifeline to
maintain income for their business and keep the doors open. Taking them
away will not solve those financial issues of the last 2 years. If your
members of the council value actions that can easily improve the well-being
of individuals, businesses and communities in NYC, please make the
option of these structures permanent. A beautiful sense of solidarity rose
out of the mire of this pandemic for bars & restaurants. This is an easy way
to keep that new spirit of New York alive. Keep Outdoor Dining Structures.
Make them permanent.
Sincerely,
Felicity Doyle

Open Restaurants Testimony from Fredda Seidenbaum
I’m a senior who has lived all my adult life in the West Village, treasuring the peace, quiet and sense of
neighborhood. Open Restaurants has not only destroyed these, but endangered my life.
One recent morning, a huge rat climbed up my calf! Litter abounds.
The loud noise of partyers and restaurants’ music keeps me awake. Sidewalks are blocked by sheds
and patrons before and after dining.
NYC Firemen complain of access obstruction, making it impossible to get to burning buildings; erect
their ladders; even open engine doors. Ambulances, Access-A-Ride, delivery trucks can’t get through.
A neighbor, who uses a cane, had to detour 2 blocks around crowds to get home.
Local businesses, like my dry cleaner, say they lose business when Open Restaurant patrons block
access to their stores.
I’m on Christopher St., which used to have 1 quiet bar. Now, just a 2 block area has 6 Open
Restaurants. One completely closes off sidewalk access when it gets cold.
Twice just last week buses lost street access, blocking traffic each time for 30 minutes.
Residents supported Open Restaurants as emergency help when inside dining was prohibited and only
outdoor spaces safe for eating. Now most sheds are enclosed, defeating that purpose; even The New
York Times termed them “Covid Cabanas.”
NYC’s plan for a blanket policy is absurd: Open Restaurants in Times Square obviously require a
different standard and policy than those on formerly quiet 1-lane residential streets.
Before Covid, the West Village was the 3rd biggest tourist draw because of its quiet, historic buildings
and small town atmosphere. These do not exist any more; even historic building facades are hidden
by sheds.
The photo of a historic sign across from Stonewall reads: “WE HOMOSEXUALE PLEAD WITH OUR
PEOPLE TO PLEASE HELP MAINTAIN PEACEFUL AND QUIET CONDUCT ON THE STREETS OF THE
VILLAGE –MATTACHINE”
Residents with sheds on their blocks oppose making Open Restaurants permanent. There are
important and rational reasons for the City’s extant zoning policies. Those trying to change them
across the board are either lazily looking for the quickest “fix,” or have outside influences preventing
them from being aware of constituents’ needs.
All local Community Boards have joined residents who oppose making Open Restaurants permanent.
How can it happen that politicians and agencies who are supposed to represent constituents ignore
us?!
Fredda Seidenbaum

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gabriel Stulman <gabriel@happycookingnyc.com>
Friday, February 11, 2022 4:59 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Open Restaurants Testimony

My name is Gabriel Stulman, I am a restaurateur in the West Village of Manhattan (CB2) for the past 16 years.
Where I am coming from…
Pre Covid I had 9 restaurants and 350 employees. Today I have 4 remaining and 150 employees. I have lost
over half my company and colleagues directly related to challenges resulting from the pandemic. Without
Outdoor Dining it is likely I would have lost everything.
I have been engaged in meetings about making Outdoor Dining Permanent at the Community Board Level,
New York City Planning and now as it sits in front of City Council. We have built and maintained 4 cafes
through the Open Restaurants initiative throughout the past 2 years. We have experienced and witnessed the
joy of neighbors and residents from dining outdoors, the jobs it has created and the frustration from some
neighbors. We have invested time and money in furnishing and decorating our cafes with tables, chairs,
umbrellas, plants and barriers. We work daily as a team and invest heavily in keeping our streets and sidewalks
clean (so that our cafes are attractive) and rodent free (which has been a process but we have learned how to do
it successfully through facing the challenge head on).
Arguments Against: some valid and some are erroneous…
We have listened to the arguments against the continuation of Outdoor Dining directly from neighbors and at
meetings like Tuesday’s. The arguments against have consistently pointed towards common themes of noise,
trash, rodents — which all have validity — but also important to acknowledge all of those issues existed prior to
covid and prior to the Open Restaurants program. Other arguments against have been flimsy at best and
without any evidence - such as suggesting the sidewalks or roadbeds could be used for green space, playgrounds
and such — these are absurd because you can’t build a playground on the sidewalk in 6’ space that lines up
against the building where our restaurants are, and you can’t make a playground out of 8’ of roadbed. Other
arguments without merit have suggested that by allowing the use of sidewalks it encourages landlords to only
rent to restaurants and actively works against other types of businesses — that is pure conjecture. Pre covid
many other industries such as book stores, clothing stores, etc began closing their brick and mortar stores
because society has moved to buying these items online and not in stores.
More Aligned than you might think
Those in favor and those opposed are more aligned than we are acknowledging. It is in the self interest of
restaurant operators to have clean cafes that are rodent free — nobody wants to dine in a trashy, rodent infested
cafe. I support enforcement, clear guidelines, I support paying for the use of the sidewalks and the streets, I
support seasonality, I support shortened hours of operations, I support eliminating the roadside sheds. I want
clear rules and guidelines and consistency.
But above all, I want the opportunity to place some tables and chairs outside rather than none. I ask this
Council to please Level the playing field, eliminate arbitrary barriers created by the current zoning text and
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correct the flawed and outdated laws of the past to make it Fair and Equitable for all. The fact remains that the
old system and zoning language is inequitable, unfair and arbitrary.
Ways in which the old system is flawed
In the West Village where all 4 of my restaurants are located - prior to the current temporary Open Restaurants
Initiative, my neighbors in both directions were allowed to have sidewalk cafes but I couldn’t. The reason were
because of the zone I was in and because they were “grandfathered in” and I wasn’t. Or another instance where
the zone allowed it, I still couldn’t because the sidewalk narrows by 1” (and was 11’ 11”) in front of my
restaurant but it was an even 12’ wide sidewalk two buildings down, so my neighbor could have a sidewalk cafe
and I couldn’t.
Balancing Rising Costs
Outdoor Dining may alter our sidewalks but it also supports the continued existence of the restaurant
industry. Coinciding with the use of sidewalks has been a skyrocketing of costs to run a restaurant. Labor, sick
pay, cost of goods and everything between is up 30% or more. Outdoor dining helps provide extra seats which
provides the opportunity extra revenue to balance these rising costs. Without Outdoor Dining, I predict two
certainties - more restaurants will close because of the loss of revenue from not having those extra seats and
those that survive will be forced become more and more expensive making Dining in a restaurant something for
the rich.
Areas of Concern: Community Boards that manipulate operators…
I foresee situations where community boards make their support of Liquor License Applicants contingent on
restaurant operators agreeing to not apply for outdoor dining. I understand this already happening at some
community boards and this action forces would be operators of the future to choose between a liquor license or
outdoor tables through stipulation contracts. That does not appear to be the intention or the spirit behind
creating a permanent Outdoor Dining Program. It seems the program in front of City Council is to open our
sidewalks specifically for restaurants to use and to make the current system more equitable. If there are not
provisions that consider this, I fear sub committees will exercise influence and power that is beyond the
intended scope of their roles and consequently negate so many of the desired benefits of this proposed
legislation. Creating a situation where the minority uses their positions to deny Open Restaurants applicants of
the future.
Support making Outdoor Dining Permanent because it will be the necessary LIFELINE for restaurants moving
forward. Support a permanent program because outdoor dining is a vibrant culture that New Yorkers
love. Support a permanent program because it creates energy and jobs. Support a permanent program because
the extra seats and hopeful revenue will give restaurants a better chance in the future of dealing with the rising
costs.
All I ask to create a system that doesn’t have blocked out zones. Create a system that gives everyone
a chance to apply and not just some of us and make this process inclusive to all.
Thank you if you’ve read this far. I would welcome the opportunity to continue the dialogue with anyone.
Warmest and Kindest Regards,
Gabriel Stulman
Happy Cooking Hospitality
gabriel@happycookingnyc.comp
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Outdoor dining sheds NYC
I UNDERSTAND THEY WERE NEEDED DURING THE HEIGHT OF THR
PANDEMIC BUT NOW MODIFICATIONS ARE NEEDED.
This is not Europe and the sheds are blocking emergency services,
creating unsanitary conditions, and impeding pedestrians,
When I walk on the sidewalk on 6 Av & 7 Av between 15-18 Street I do not
have clear access. Additionally dining sheds in the street at the gutter level
Often are not sanitary.
I trust my/our voices will be heard.
There was an online survey through DOT but it had no standards for
participation. Plus it did not accommodate those who do not have the
internet. There were a FEW outdoor tables for the survey but that was
easily missed.
The past Mayor allowed the sheds without standards and without
community input.
Thank you for your serious consideration.
gail fox

TESTIMONY: OUTDOOR DINNING
I believe the outdoor dining program was successful at the onset of the pandemic
because it addressed the urgent, economic conditions the city faced. But the city
is now past those immediate, emergency conditions and it is time to move dining
off the streets entirely and back inside the restaurants.
Despite the best efforts of the DOT, 93% of restaurants overstepped this
emergency act and operated out of compliance.
And that didnʼt even look at basic hygiene conditions of the tables, utensils and
service — you know, actual restaurant stuff!!
Let's recognize outdoor dining for what it was: an emergency act. Itʼs time to let
the program end as we bring the city back to normal.
I would also like to take the moment to address recent DOT announcements
concerning the removal of the dinning shacks in favor of allowing tables, chairs,
barricades and umbrellas to remain in the street.
This is a fools errant. Wind gusts will send those umbrellas bouncing off of car
windshields. There is not amount of support that will stop an umbrella from
toppling into the street.
My last words are simple enough to read. NO EATNG IN THE STREETS.
Letʼs return outdoor dining to what it was before the pandemic with a few outdoor
tables on the sidewalk where permissible by previous regulations.
In addition, these tables need to be returned INSIDE the restaurant when they are
not used — or when the restaurant is closed. These tables should only operate
when there is wait service that can set the table and clean them.
Thank you for the opportunity to express that it is time for this program to end.
Garrett Rosso
President, Friends of Tompkins Square Park
East Village, NYC

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Genata <genatac@nyc.rr.com>
Monday, February 7, 2022 3:23 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] OPPOSE Making Open Restaurant Program Permanent

Dear Council Members,
I’m writing to urge you to vote against making the Open Restaurant program permanent. It is a free
giveaway to an industry that is not suffering. I supported the program during Covid to help in short
term. Landlords will now charge twice as much rent and the only businesses that will be able to afford
retail spaces will be alcohol serving establishments. All other types of business will vanish. DOT is not
knowledgeable and is incapable of enforcing the rules. During the program, outdoor speakers were not
allowed however every establishment had them and the noise was incredibly loud at many
establishments. You have to fight your way through the sidewalk crowd because again, DOT does not
enforce required space openings. The outdoor sheds are unattractive, a fire hazard and do not allow
EMT or FDNY staff to get to buildings quickly, when seconds make a difference. Our neighborhood is
infested with rats. Having a few taxpayer paid cleanup workers in the morning does not help. The
owners are not responsible. The streets and sidewalks should be used for the public, not a for profit
business.
Please REJECT this horrible program from being implemented permanently.
Genata Carol, PhD
East 10th St
NY, NY 10009
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gernot Wagner <gernot@gwagner.com>
Saturday, February 5, 2022 4:25 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Re Permanent Open Restaurant Legislation considered at 8 Feb 10am
Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises hearing

To whom it may concern:
I wanted to express my strong support in favor of making current Open Restaurant provisions permanent.
I live in lower Manhattan on the easternmost block of Bleecker Street. I am also the board president of our
small, 7-unit coop building and a member of the Mayor's New York Panel on Climate Change, though I'm
speaking here in personal capacity -- as a resident, and father of two school-aged children.
Open Restaurants -- especially combined with Open Streets -- have made New York City a more familyfriendly, community-oriented, vibrant, and pleasant place to live, work, and play. We live on the third floor of a
block with three open restaurants. Outdoor dining has led to a more vibrant street and simultaneously led to
more peace and quiet, helping decrease traffic and slow down passing vehicles.
There are clearly better and worse Open Restaurant structures. There are also some impacts, especially, of
course, on parking spaces converted into outdoor dining venues. But that conversion only adds to the attraction.
I have no doubt that any full Environmental Impact Study would show the large positive impacts of Open
Restaurant legislation, precisely because of the conversion of parking spaces into dining areas.
Sincerely,
Gernot Wagner
(212)
Home address:
Bleecker Street
New York, NY 10012
Work addresses:
Department of Environmental Studies
New York University
285 Mercer Street
New York, NY 10003
Columbia Business School
392 Kravis Hall
650 W 131st Street
New York, NY 10027
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Gernot Wagner, New York University (on leave at Columbia Business School, spring 2022)
gwagner.com
Keep in touch: gwagner.com/#newsletter
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To Whom it May Concern:
We are property owners on Christopher Street, for 20 years.
Open restaurants has seriously effected our quality of life, and we oppose making it
permenent.
Before Covid, the West Village was busy with tourists visiting regularly, but with the the
addition to sidewalk open restaurants its taken a very negative turn.
The traffic back-up on Christopher Street between 6th and 7th avenue is a serious
problem, since it’s the only east-west thoroughfare for cars and the M8 bus.
With Christopher Street closed for restaurant outdoor dining, cars, trucks and buses are
backed up for blocks causing noise from constant car horns, and unhealthy fumes from
cars sitting fo so long while backed up.
A very personal concern for our family has been my sons asthma, whose symptoms
have increased, because of the air pollution which has increased clearly because of the
cars constantly stuck in front of our building just feet away from where we sleep for
hours every day because they cannot get down Christopher Street.
We believe it’s important not to dismiss the quality of life for the residents who live in the
most frequently visited areas of New York, the West Village being one of the most
popular.
We need your help, please keep the 1 lane residential Christopher Street clear and
protected.
Thank you in advance for your help and consideration,
Gianna Valerio
Christopher Street resident.

It is imperative that we get outdoor restaurant dining passed again for this coming
season. The pre-pandemic sidewalk café program was too expensive, had too much red
tape and excluded too many restaurants. We need to make sure this year that everything is
more streamlined and fair.
Highlights:
·

Greg Perna

The application and approval process needs to be streamlined and
remove bureaucracy.

·

The cost to participate must be affordable to all restaurants.

·

The guidelines and requirements must be clear and easy to comply with.

·

The program should be standardized and sustainable so it works for
restaurants and the communities they serve.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gwynne McCue <gwynnemccue@gmail.com>
Thursday, February 10, 2022 8:44 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] I'm a Chelsea resident & I OPPOSE making Open Restaurants sidewalk
dining permanent

Dear Sir or Madam,
As a 20 year resident of NYC, I oppose making the Open Restaurants and temporary dining “sheds” permanent as
currently implemented & managed. While I support finding ways to help restaurants stay in business, making the sheds
a permanent part of our city is not the solution. The new & constant noise from these alone is a nuisance that is wholly
unreasonable for residents who often work from home as I do, but there are many more public safety & health issues:
increased traffic and honking, clogged & unsafe sidewalks, limited access for fire & safety vehicles, poor management of
trash & recycling pickups, lack of regulation & adherence to any that exist, and power wasted heating/cooling
uninsulated outdoor sheds with lights, heat lamps, fans and music. Perhaps there are ways to reach a better
compromise and I hope there will be more public discussion before anything is made “permanent”. Altering our city in a
way that favors one group over everyone else is just plain unfair and a lack of proper discussion is downright
undemocratic.
Kind regards,
Gwynne McCue (& Chris Johnson)
NYC 10011
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Walking down trash strewn streets with my dog this morning, dodging
rats and avocado peels, trying for hours to park my car yesterday, this
40 year resident of the lower east side is starting to feel driven out. The
message that long time middle class residents like myself are getting
with the abandoned sheds (no one is in the dozen or so sheds that are
on my street, Clinton Street) is that we should leave.
While high rise luxury condos sprout up on East Houston street year
after year like mushrooms and we hear the constant sound of permanent
construction basically from every direction, between the noise, the dust
flying, the trash strewn streets, the sheds that make crossing streets and
walking on sidewalks treacherous all together contribute to a poor daily
quality of life that makes us feel driven out. And to top it all off, a large
part of our sanctuary, the one place we had to go to get away from these
stressful quality of life issues, the East River Park, was destroyed in
three weeks in December, 2021.
PLEASE NO TO THESE SHEDS! They create more problems than they
solve. Residents of our wonderful fading city deserve a decent quality of
life.
Please let us support our small businesses in a better more effective
way.

Harriet Hirshorn

Harry Kohut

Testimony Against Permanent Outdoor Dining structures for NYC zoning

To Whom it May Concern,
I am a resident of the East Village (10003) and have been in the same location for over 5 years
now. While at the beginning of the pandemic I was entirely in support of outdoor dining structure for
the safety and wellbeing of both the health of patrons and the staff, what this initiative has devolved
into is just a land grab for public space that is more and more being taken away for our use. Further, I’ve
found that there are many establishments that have taken far more than the equivalent their inside
space in outdoor grabbing. Take for example the Brooklyn Dumpling Shop that replaced the shoe store
on the corner of St Marks and 1st Ave; they have 2 HUGE outdoor deck seating areas, along with up to 6
outdoor tables on the sidewalks and they have full inside seating. One of the “dining huts” on 1st avenue
has literally not had a single patron use it for at least a year now, and its just a giant shed taking up
parking and public space. These structures were not built to be permanent, and it is my opinion that it is
time to rip the band aid. As much as I love Stromboli Pizza, they literally just expanded the inside of their
restaurant over 5 feet onto the public sidewalk. What about accessibility and ADA compliance. Prince St
Pizza leaves their basement sidewalk doors open every morning, and that in conjunction with their
outdoor seating makes it literally impossible to walk past that area of the sidewalk, not to mention when
there is a crowd there or God forbid I had a wheel chair (see below picture).
Now that the health and safety need to have
outdoor seating is over, we need to re-review
what the what the original point of this
initiative was, which was to help the
economies of these establishments and keep it
safe for patrons and employees. Now that
neither are of as much concern, why are we
allowing these poorly maintained, eyesore of
shanty houses to blight our neighborhood?
I personally would love to see NYC start to
accommodate the allowance of sidewalk and
outdoor eating, but in a way that is properly
regulated and accounts for the public safety of
its residents. This has not well managed, is
disgusting, is causing a health and aesthetic
crisis to our neighborhood, all while the rent is
still going up. Do us a favor and do something
for the actual residents and people of this
neighborhood. Remove these please, for the
good of the neighborhood.

My name is Hayley Karl, I have worked in the NYC Restaurant Industry for nearly 10
years, currently, I'm the director of the award winning web series, Good Morning
Governor.
Launched in early winter of 2020, originally to get in touch with Governor Cuomo, after
protests, phone calls, emails, and social media efforts to inform Governor Cuomo of the
severity of the situation have yielded no response. Previously Good Morning Cuomo,
now Good Morning Governor, remains a platform for NYC Restaurants and Bars to speak
directly to sitting Governor Kathy Hochul. And for anyone who is not a restaurant owner,
it might be a good way for you to see in further detail exactly what bars and restaurants
have been going through over the last two years.
Hearings like this highlight the disconnect that still exists between the bar and restaurant
community and our local government BUT, these hearings are also an opportunity to
establish that connection and I thank you for having it. However, I would be remiss if I
didn't say that while I'm glad to testify, and I'm also frustrated.
I'm frustrated because like most people, I'm here to say Open Restaurants not only
should stay, bars and restaurants need it to stay in order to survive. Bars and
Restaurants have said this over and over again. It's very clear. And it is frustrating for all
of us to have to show up once again and explain how important the Open Restaurants
program is to the survival of NYC Bars and Restaurants.
So let's show our restaurant industry the respect it deserves. We have asked them too
many times to advocate for themselves on this matter. In short, please make the Open
Restaurants Program permanent, so they will never have to take time away from keeping
their businesses open to tell you something they have already told you one hundred
times before. The numbers are clear, this hearing is clear. Make Open Restaurants
permanent.

Sincerely,
Hayley Karl

Online Testimony for February 8, 2021
10AM Hearing
Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection
(Jointly with the Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises)
Please continue to allow outdoor dining for bars and restaurants. It’s safer for diners and sta
alike and allows for continued pro t recovery from 2020 and business longevity in future. It’s an
important part of protecting small business owners and to retain the diverse food and beverage
landscape NYC is so proud of.
Please also implement safety and labor protection policies regarding delivery drivers. Delivery
vehicles should meet higher safety standards to protect the drivers

ff

fi

Thank you,
Heather Shevlin

Testimony in support of The Open Restaurant Program

This is a testimony in favor of the continuation of
the Open Restaurants Program in New York City.
Outdoor cafés and restaurants generate street life
and human presence in the urban spaces that
generates safety by providing “eyes on the street”.
In Copenhagen, the capital of Denmark, the
number of outdoor cafés have grown over the years
and today form a major part of the attractiveness of
Copenhagen’s extensive pedestrian street network.
But outdoor cafés and restaurants can exist as well
in pedestrian streets and shared spaces and streets
that have been redesigned as in streets that retain
a traditional design with some car traffic.
Jacob Deichmann, architect, Ramboll Denmark
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Copenhagen – pedestrian network 1962 and 2021

Source: Gehl Architects

Copenhagen – examples in different contexts

Jacqueline Holmes
E 9th St, NYC 10009
Attention City Council,
I am one of the millions of NY’ers who appreciates the vibrancy, safety, and
business of outdoor dining. Continuing and increasing outdoor dining is
vital to our future as a city. (We should also increase public no-cost seating
and amenities, as we reclaim our streets for people not cars - we can do
both.) Please waive the onerous challenges and support restaurants for
outdoor dining.
Of course, some reasonable neighborhood noise restrictions must be in
place - but please do not yield to the tiny minority of entitled NY’ers who are
loud and insistent, via the community boards etc, in their demands that
their street be a quiet zone. This is NYC, not a deserted rural area, and we
choose to live in a dense , populated, and active urban environment.
However, please do improve the trash & rodent situation- which is far larger
than outdoor dining.
Thank you very much.
Jacqueline Holmes
Jh@midorimanagement.com

From: Jade Doe jadedoe2.0@gmail.com
Subject:
Date: February 8, 2022 at 6:41 AM
To:

The Open Restaurants program has significantly decreased the quality of life
for everyone living near a restaurant with an outdoor shed. On my block there
are 6 restaurant sheds. The warm weather months have become a living
nightmare. The noise is absolutely horrific. All 6 restaurant sheds blast music
from sound systems that literally cause my floors and walls to shake. There is
no escape from that.
The large outdoor crowds of restaurant patrons get drunk, block the sidewalks,
smoke cigarettes in front of residences, and talk and shout over the loud
music. All year round there is an increase of garbage. All year round there are
rats running along the baseboards of the sheds. All year round large portions
of the sidewalks are no longer passable for pedestrians. Sidewalks in my
neighborhood are narrow. People who require canes or wheelchairs for
mobility are now forced to traverse obstructed sidewalks. It is dangerous. It is
burdensome. It has caused our quality of life to plummet.
Restaurants are crucially important to our city. The Open Restaurants program
provided a way for restaurants located where an outdoor shed could be built,
to survive the Covid lock-downs and ever changing rules and regulations
regarding Covid protocols. However this program was never intended to be
permanent, nor should it, given the tremendously adverse affects it has on the
people residing near restaurant sheds. Indoor restaurants have solid walls,
sound-proofing and quantifiable space. The Open Restaurant program
eliminates those attributes.
New York’s residents are also crucially important to our city. We do not
deserve to be subjected to permanent program that has plunged our quality of
life to nearly unlivable. The program served its purpose. It needs to end as
originally intended. Please end this program now.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janet Kern <jkny256@gmail.com>
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 4:33 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Outdoor dining

YOU ARE DISCUSSING THIS LIKE OT's A FOREGONE CONCLUSION THIS SHOULD BE
PERMANENT.
NO!!!!!
PUT IT UP FOR A PUBLIC REFERENDUM.
ON THE BALLOT IN NOVEMBER.
- Janet Hershberger
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jeaniecfitness@aol.com
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 6:16 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Outdoor Dining

Hello,
My disabled sister lives in the Acropolis Building on 35th Street between Ditmars Blvd and 20th Avenue in Astoria. Her
apartment faces Nino's AQ's outdoor speakers that are located on 35th St. and are positioned on the 2nd floor and face
directly across the street. Nino's AQ has repeatedly & consistently played their music extremely loud at club level
decibels. Even during torrential rain storms and cold weather when they have NO patrons outside -- they still blast their
music! They need to remove the speakers and put them inside their restaurant or put them lower so they face away from
the street and face the restaurant and their patrons. Then we'll see how quickly they lower their music! Tenants of
the Acropolis are unable to keep their windows open when they play their music. They have to run air conditioners to
drown it out, which is costing them money. My sister is on SS disability so any additional expense is a burden. This has
GREATLY affected her quality of life. This has added stress to many tenants who have complained and called 311. She
used to be able to park her car using her handicapped pass right across the street from her building entrance. Now there
are TWO restaurants on either side of her street. She walks out of her building entrance and the restaurant is one-two
feet from her building entrance. How is that legal? How are these restaurants able to put cement highway dividers in the
street outside of their "outdoor structures?" I would not call them sheds - these are elaborate structures. At one point
Nino's was building a 2nd floor on the roof of their outdoor structure until they tore it down.
Other residents in the building have literally had to move where they sleep. An 80 year old woman had to move into her
son's bedroom because it is the furthest room from the street and Nino's speakers.
The garbage from Rivercrest restaurant is deposited in the garbage cans that are supplied for The Acropolis tena nts. Rats
are literally jumping out of the garbage cans when tenants try to throw out their garbage. The area is over-run with rats.
Drunks hang out all night in these sheds, urinating, drinking, yelling, shouting. Nino's AQ is supposed to be a family
restaurant but yet they have DJ's and extremely loud music, they act more like a nightclub than a family restaurant.
I realize that people have lost their jobs and keeping the restaurants open is a life-line for many families. But the
restaurants have to be mindful that they are in a residential area and so far they have not proven to be good neighbors!!
In fact they have been obnoxiously arrogant in the way that they play their music, dump their garbage and have no
regard for the residents. In Astoria, people are paying extremely high rents and deserve a decent way of life. They should
be able to open their windows when they want, come and go without being impeded by obstructions and garbage and
crowds of people.
This was supposed to be a temporary fix and it should remain temporary. Please I beg of you PLEASE DO NOT MAKE
THIS PERMANENT!!!
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jeanne Mullen <jeannemull@gmail.com>
Thursday, February 10, 2022 6:30 PM
Testimony
Jeanne Mullen; Patrick Walsh
[EXTERNAL] Sheds
Sheds letter Jeanne.pages

To Whom It May Concern,
My name is Jeanne Mullen. I have lived on the corner of Stanton and Ludlow Sts.for close to 30 years, on the Lower East Side for
longer
This is my laundry list of why I am adamantly opposed to making the Open Restaurants program permanent.
1. It is an unconscionable giveaway of public space to private interests, in the form of the real estate industry.
2. It is an unconscionable giveaway of public space to private interests, in the form of the hospitality industry.
3. This is done to the detriment of all other small businesses in NYC, many of whom have received no assistance (as indeed not all
restaurants have benefited equally from procuring sheds, as many have not.) This consequently incentivizes landlords to rent more to
eateries and less to ALL the other small, diverse businesses that are essential to a functioning community.
4. The original reason for having sheds- a helping hand to the restaurants of NY who were forced to close because of covid- does not
exist any longer as all restaurants are now open.
5. Many sheds are completely enclosed, not open air, thereby doing nothing to mitigate the spread of covid-19.
6. Some sheds are abandoned, some dilapidated and unsafe, some used as coat checks or free storage space by restaurants.
7. ALL sheds on small streets, like mine, pose a serious and significant safety threat to both citizens and firefighters, as they block
trucks from both timely access to streets and fire equipment.
8.Sheds have invited many more rats than those many that already lived in our neighborhoods.
9. Sheds block sightlines to stop signs, pedestrian crossings and bike lanes, and prevent Access-a-Ride pick-up near residences.
10. The garbage problem has grown exponentially.
11. Let me end on this note- the people of this city have not been made part of this shameful fast-tracking in any way. No legitimate
EIS, no transparency, nowhere near enough public hearings.
We are not an afterthought. We are the women, men, and children who have been forced to live with insane amounts of noise,
disruption, ear-splitting bass from both moving and parked cars as well bars and clubs, filthy streets the mornings after the nighttime
revelries. Our quality of life diminishes daily, and that diminishment will increase as the warmer months approach.
The notion that extending egregious advantages to business and financial interests should supersede respecting the rights of citizens
and communities is so undemocratic as to be mind-boggling. The need for this program has passed. It does far more harm to the many
than good to the few.
CHUCK THE SHEDS.
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Re:	
  Permanent	
  Outdoor	
  Dining/Dining	
  Sheds	
  
	
  
As	
  a	
  longtime	
  resident	
  of	
  the	
  East	
  Village,	
  I	
  am	
  alarmed	
  at	
  the	
  prospect	
  of	
  
permanent	
  outdoor	
  dining	
  and	
  dining	
  sheds	
  in	
  our	
  neighborhood.	
  	
  We	
  have	
  
tolerated	
  this	
  situation	
  to	
  help	
  our	
  local	
  restaurants,	
  cafes,	
  and	
  bars,	
  but	
  it	
  would	
  
adversely	
  affect	
  the	
  quality	
  of	
  life	
  here	
  to	
  allow	
  it	
  to	
  continue	
  much	
  longer.	
  	
  
On	
  most	
  of	
  the	
  small	
  side	
  streets	
  the	
  sidewalks	
  are	
  too	
  narrow	
  to	
  accommodate	
  
pedestrians	
  and	
  outdoor	
  dining.	
  	
  Pedestrians	
  with	
  wheelchairs,	
  walkers,	
  strollers/	
  
baby	
  carriages,	
  laundry	
  carts,	
  bags	
  of	
  groceries,	
  luggage,	
  all	
  are	
  forced	
  to	
  pick	
  their	
  
way	
  through	
  an	
  obstacle	
  course	
  of	
  garbage	
  bags,	
  construction	
  barriers,	
  open	
  
sidewalk	
  trapdoors,	
  delivery	
  bikes,	
  dining	
  tables	
  and	
  chairs,	
  and	
  sidewalks	
  made	
  
even	
  smaller	
  by	
  built-‐out	
  enclosures.	
  This	
  is	
  not	
  just	
  unpleasant	
  and	
  inconvenient;	
  it	
  
is	
  dangerous.	
  The	
  curbside	
  dining	
  sheds	
  restrict	
  access	
  for	
  emergency	
  vehicles	
  and	
  
transportation	
  for	
  people	
  with	
  disabilities.	
  They	
  block	
  access	
  to	
  bus	
  stops.	
  They	
  trap	
  
rainwater	
  and	
  debris,	
  restricting	
  the	
  flow	
  of	
  water	
  to	
  the	
  drains,	
  leaving	
  standing	
  
water	
  in	
  the	
  gutters.	
  The	
  state	
  of	
  sanitation	
  around	
  the	
  sheds	
  is	
  deplorable	
  and	
  
presents	
  a	
  health	
  hazard.	
  	
  Sheds	
  that	
  are	
  abandoned	
  by	
  businesses	
  that	
  have	
  closed	
  
permanently	
  become	
  garbage	
  dumps.	
  	
  
Noise!	
  The	
  additional	
  noise	
  from	
  the	
  outdoor	
  dining,	
  in	
  our	
  neighborhood	
  already	
  
saturated	
  with	
  bars	
  and	
  restaurants	
  that	
  make	
  it	
  a	
  playground	
  for	
  noisy	
  parties,	
  can	
  
be	
  unbearable	
  for	
  residents.	
  The	
  narrow	
  side	
  streets	
  are	
  turned	
  into	
  sound	
  tunnels,	
  
amplifying	
  the	
  noise	
  to	
  levels	
  that	
  can	
  be	
  heard	
  through	
  closed	
  windows,	
  over	
  air	
  
conditioners	
  and	
  TVs.	
  The	
  noise	
  doesn’t	
  stop	
  at	
  the	
  dining	
  table	
  or	
  the	
  bar;	
  it	
  
continues	
  as	
  the	
  revelers	
  wander	
  the	
  streets,	
  shouting	
  to	
  each	
  other,	
  (sometimes	
  
vomiting	
  and	
  relieving	
  themselves	
  on	
  the	
  sidewalks,	
  passing	
  out	
  on	
  our	
  doorsteps.)	
  
Other	
  pests:	
  Vermin.	
  There	
  has	
  been	
  an	
  uptick	
  in	
  the	
  rat	
  population	
  since	
  the	
  onset	
  
of	
  outdoor	
  dining.	
  
The	
  anticipated	
  decrease	
  in	
  vehicular	
  traffic,	
  often	
  cited	
  as	
  an	
  advantage	
  of	
  outdoor	
  
sheds,	
  is	
  not	
  apparent	
  on	
  my	
  block.	
  The	
  restaurant	
  supply	
  trucks	
  must	
  double-‐park	
  
to	
  make	
  deliveries	
  (as	
  do	
  the	
  USPS,	
  FedEx,	
  etc),	
  the	
  crosstown	
  bus	
  is	
  blocked	
  and	
  
traffic	
  is	
  backed	
  up	
  back	
  into	
  Avenue	
  A.	
  	
  This	
  is	
  happening	
  often;	
  it	
  is	
  annoying,	
  
noisy,	
  inconvenient,	
  and	
  possibly	
  dangerous	
  as	
  it	
  restricts	
  access	
  for	
  emergency	
  
vehicles.	
  
	
  	
  
So	
  to	
  sum	
  up	
  my	
  objections:	
  dangers	
  and	
  inconvenience	
  to	
  residents	
  and	
  all	
  
pedestrians,	
  impaired	
  access	
  to	
  resources	
  for	
  people	
  with	
  disabilities,	
  obstacles	
  for	
  
emergency	
  services,	
  hazardous	
  and	
  unsanitary	
  conditions,	
  noise,	
  noise,	
  noise,	
  and	
  
overall	
  decline	
  in	
  the	
  quality	
  of	
  life	
  in	
  the	
  neighborhood,	
  especially	
  on	
  our	
  narrow	
  
side	
  streets.	
  I	
  know	
  that	
  this	
  all	
  sounds	
  very	
  negative	
  and	
  it	
  is.	
  I	
  am	
  pleased	
  that	
  the	
  
restaurants,	
  cafes,	
  and	
  bars	
  have	
  been	
  able	
  to	
  recoup	
  some,	
  if	
  not	
  all,	
  of	
  their	
  
pandemic	
  losses.	
  Many	
  of	
  them	
  are	
  busier	
  than	
  ever	
  now	
  that	
  indoor	
  dining	
  is	
  
possible.	
  	
  Good	
  for	
  them!	
  But	
  this	
  should	
  not	
  continue	
  indefinitely	
  and	
  it	
  should	
  not	
  
become	
  a	
  permanent	
  fixture.	
  
	
  
Jeanne	
  Watkins	
  
	
  East	
  9 th	
  Street,	
  10009	
  

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jenifer deWolf Paine <jeniferdewolf@gmail.com>
Monday, February 7, 2022 9:33 AM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] I SUPPORT open restaurants!

East Village resident here, not associated with the restaurant industry in any way. I, and everyone I
know, LOVE the open restaurants. They're festive, creative, and fun, and they've helped keep
restaurants open). Address concerns like noise and sanitation, but KEEP the open restaurants!

Like with Yelp reviews, usually the people who are angriest make the most noise. But other than
anonymous people on social media I do not know a single person who does not love open
restaurants.
Thank you.
-Jenifer Paine
E 4th St, New York, NY 10003
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Part of the problem is there was no initial regulation--for design, size,
safety. The fully enclosed ones never made any sense; you might as well
be inside! Some restauranteurs had the means and resources to build
substantial extensions of their businesses, while others did not, so there is
inequity there. Shed maintenance is also an issue--two years on, many of
them are filthy and in bad shape, home to mice and rats or, worse,
outhouses. With more people dining inside, some restaurants are using
them as defacto storage sheds now or aren't even using them anymore at
all and are letting them deteriorate. Firetrucks, buses and garbage trucks
all have a hard time getting through--in fact the shed outside Bar 6 on
Sixth Avenue, arguably a wide thoroughfare, ended up getting dragged
down the street WITH PEOPLE INSIDE. From a less serious perspective,
they create additional density in already packed Village streets and the
ones actually in the street are taking up spaces for parking or Citibike
docks. The sheds were a stopgap during the height of the pandemic, but
now they have to go. Bring back outdoor sidewalk dining when the nice
weather returns.
Jennifer Jan

To members of city council,
Please vote to oppose making the open restaurants
program permanent. No to excessive noise, no to trash,
no to rats, no to blocked hydrants, no to dangerous
illegal heaters, no to shanty sheds, no to restaurant
patrons drunkenly screaming outside my apartment
each night until 2am, no to streets that can’t be
cleaned, no blocked sidewalks for elderly-disabledstrollers, no to zero enforcement, no to repeat offenses
with no consequences, Yes all of these things have
been reality for many living near an open restaurant. If
you don’t think this is a disaster you don’t live near one
or more sheds. No to “temporary” becoming
“permanent”.
Thank you,
Jenny W

Jill Rosenbloom
E. 6th Street
New York, NY 10009

February 10, 2022

City Council
Committee on Land Use
Consumer and Workers Protections

Dear Committee Members:
Though I recognize the need for authorizing the Restaurant Shed Program during the
height of the Pandemic, I am imploring the Committee in charge of granting it
Permanent Status NOT to do so. I am aware that the impact of this program on
residential communities is not uniform, but the impact on the residents of the Lower
East Side has been catastrophic. The sheds have transformed a thriving residential
community into a derelict shanty town, replete with rats, garbage, excessive noise,
graffiti, and brazen drug use, both among those who utilize abandoned Sheds as open
air shooting galleries and homeless housing and opportunistic drug users who
congregate at least twice a day in the sheds while waiting for their dealers to arrive and
then inject their purchases in full view of the public, including children. This is not a
sustainable situation and shows wanton disregard to the rights of residential tenants to
live in a safe and habitable neighborhood in favor of restauranteurs profits. An
equitable solution MUST be found.
I propose that those restaurant sheds that are actually in use and that comply with
currently stated guidelines be permitted to remain in place until September 2022.
During this period a program should be developed that includes community input, has
real standards for design and upkeep and an enforcement protocol that actually has
teeth (including fines and suspension of permits for those not in compliance) and takes
into account neighborhood density limits (this could be facilitated by a lottery open only
to restaurants that have neither accrued multiple violations in the current program or
have harassed or been insensitive to repeated requests by residents for noise
reduction, garbage accumulation, and the presence of rats). In addition, sheds that
have been abandoned must be removed immediately.
Thank you for taking my concerns into consideration,
Sincerely,
Jill Rosenbloom

--To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Via NY City Council website – testimony submission form
New York City Council
Joanne Gorman,
Friends of South Street Seaport
February 8, 2022
NYC – Open Restaurants Text Amendment
( Application No. N 210434 ZRY )

This testimony is in opposition to this text amendment, which basically
gives away public assets – OUR city streets - on a permanent basis, to
private use, while removing local community oversight by those most
affected by a “shed” in their block.
What was a reasonable and accepted effort during the covid-19 onslaught
in order to support our severely impacted restaurants while indoor
dining was banned, is no longer the emergency that justifies the
ongoing taking of our public streets.
Placing any review process exclusively in the hands of the Dept. of
Transportation,
and
removing
needed
public
consideration
and
representation through our community boards that actually know the
the neighborhoods they represent is not the right approach.
Traffic and people are both now back on our streets, trying to weave
their way through “temporary”, uncontrolled street takeover enclosures
- all blocking needed pedestrian, sanitary and traffic access.
Time to turn back the clock on what’s turning into a real-estate land
grab of our public realm.
Say NO to this ill-conceived text amendment.

JOANNE PAWLOWSKI
Horatio St., New York NY 10014 • 212

February 7, 2022
Chair Marjorie Velázquez, Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection
Chair Kevin Riley, Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises
Dear Chairs Velázquez and Riley,
I am writing to express my opposition to the "Open Restaurants Text
Amendment," and to the bill that would create a new permanent outdoor dining program
in New York City.
I fully support street closures, bike lanes, and the conversion of street space for
quiet public recreation. The problem with the Open Restaurants program is that it
privatizes streets and sidewalks to benefit one specific industry, and little thought appears
to have been given to the costs that the program imposes on surrounding residential
neighborhoods. Those costs include noise, congestion, trash, vermin, and greatly impeded
access for bicyclists and the disabled. Although the program is billed as necessary to
support hard-hit restaurants, the real money will in fact end up in the pockets of
landlords, which will simply jack up the rents of ground floor commercial spaces to
reflect the greater profits that restaurants owners can obtain form their street operations.
In the process, other small businesses - which have no ability to profit from street
operations - will be priced out of the market.
Sincerely,

Good day New York City Council

I'm writing this to call for the abolishment of the Open Restaurants program because it's been a massive
failure and has added to blight that has dramatically escalated on the streets in the last year and it's
reached a nadir after being exposed to the elements of winter time. These also have shown to be
detrimental to commuting as patrons always crowd the sidewalks causing even more obstructions to
pedestrians and the handicapped, causing them to resort to walking in street or bike lane traffic to get
where they are going. It's about time to get rid of these sheds/shanties which have also exploded in size
that they almost resemble cabins and motels (see the one Wolfgang Puck has on Park Ave on 33rd St.)

If any of you had any common sense, instead of calling for the extension of these restaurant shanties
which have become easy targets for graffiti like the subway trains of the 70's and 80's you demand an
end to the unnecessary and discriminatory vaccine mandatesthat way the spaces can be returned to
residents who drive and free up the streets for emergency services and even cab drivers (who won't be
dropping people off in the middle of the street). Even though the restaurant industry allegedly save
100,000 jobs (as their lobbyist Andrew Rigie claims) it's clear that open restaurants have failed to recover
whatever success they had last summer. And it's not only because of winter, it's because of the ludicrous
Key To NYC vaccine mandate pass, which not only failed to stop COVID infection but led to a resurgence
of the pandemic.
Dr. Fauci even said that COVID is an endemic virus that the general public as to get used too, making
these mandates utterly moot. Nations like Denmark, England and even Israel are now abolishing the
mandates and vaccine passports, obviously because their own hospitality economies were struggling.
Don't listen to the ludicrous demands of the "public space" lobbies like Transportation Alternatives and
Open Plans and make life more difficult for the 50% who drive in NYC by taking away parking spaces,
because cars aren't going away. End the open restaurants and the mandate, then the recovery will truly
begin.

Joe Cianci
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Testimony of John B. Senter
re Permanent Open Restaurant Program
New York City Council:
Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection, Marjorie Velázquez, Chair;
Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises, Kevin Riley, Chair
Tuesday, February 8, 2022
Dear Chairs Velázquez and Riley:
My name is John Senter.
Thank you for holding today’s hearing. I appreciated the opportunity to speak on the issue of Permanent
Open Restaurants and relevant Zoning Text Amendments. This document supplements my testimony. I
was encouraged by the many Councilmembers’ thoughtful questions and comments. Please follow that up
with thoughtful consideration and actions on this issue.
Consider the needs of ALL New Yorkers and not merely the wishes of two powerful industries.
DON’T let a permanent program drive out other businesses and accelerate the loss of retail diversity;
everyone must benefit – NOT just the food and beverage industry and commercial landlords.
I’m a proud New Yorker who cares deeply about our city. I’ve lived in Manhattan’s East Village / Lower
East Side for 43 years. I’ve seen numerous changes throughout our community and the city – a few good,
too many bad.
I remain opposed to Permanent Open Restaurants. I didn’t reach that position lightly. I spent more than
25 hours studying the issue; sat through and watched long meetings and public hearings (including
today’s); submitted testimony; took the online “survey” in which I was allowed to give the Department of
Transportation 250 CHARACTERS of advice on how to improve a permanent program.
For twenty-three months, my main mode of transport has been walking – sometimes seven miles in a day.
During nineteen months of the current “emergency” program, on many walks down to the Battery, up to
the mid-80s, and river-to-river too, I’ve seen countless Temporary Open Restaurant structures in extreme
close up.
Of course, I understand this industry has been hit hard by the pandemic. But I also acutely understand that
the industry I worked in – live performing arts and entertainment – was hit equally hard – if not worse:
more than ninety per cent unemployment for eighteen months! Live arts and entertainment remains far
from recovery, and restauranteurs know that our industry often symbiotically drives theirs.
During the pandemic, I’ve tried to support neighborhood restaurants. I don’t eat out as much as some
folks because I live with a great cook – one who would be an asset in professional kitchens. Her
home-cooked food is healthy, delicious, and hard to resist; I get to share it so long as I keep schlepping
groceries and acting as head dishwasher. Nevertheless, I’ve enjoyed two outdoor dining lunches at a
favorite neighborhood restaurant, and three indoor meals at local (but new to me) restaurants. I tried to tip
the staff well.

Senter to NY City Council re Permanent Open Restaurants
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Many have testified about various deleterious impacts of the Open Restaurants program, but here are a
few points I haven’t heard enough about.
The industry REQUIRES regulation: they’ve proven that they won’t regulate themselves.
If the program does become permanent, legislation alone won’t make it a good one. Many have noted that
Open Restaurants impacts various communities DIFFERENTLY, and one size regulation does NOT fit
all! City Planning proposed and approved a size triple-extra-large Zoning Text Amendment (ZTA) when
– for several communities – including those in Manhattan’s CB 3 and CB 2, the proper size at best would
be extra-small.
If there is a permanent program, I strongly feel that ALL restaurants should have equal access to it;
well-capitalized operations must NOT be the sole beneficiaries. But equal access does NOT mean that all
restaurants should be allowed to have an outdoor shed. Limits are necessary. Use a lottery system; or
allow multiple restaurants on the same block to share one shed. This is New York. I live in a large
apartment building and have hundreds of neighbors; similarly, a restaurant could share outdoor space with
its neighbors.
Roads often are referred to as arteries. Dining sheds often seem like “bad” cholesterol and can create
plaque and blockages in those arteries – even on 6-lane, 2-way avenues. Roadbed sheds should NOT be
allowed on both sides of such streets (for example, lower 3rd Avenue in Manhattan), especially those on
which 60-foot long articulating MTA busses travel. The sheds themselves are only part of the problem.
Several times each week, trucks delivering to the restaurants park on the street side of the shed – thereby
blocking a second lane. Often, for hours, that leaves ONLY one open lane for busses, emergency
vehicles, and other traffic.
Another problem is that unused, sometimes ramshackle, shed structures remain on the street.
Remove them!
Any rules must be fairly and constantly enforced; enforcement must be adequately funded; and the
responsible agencies must be up to the task. City Planning already failed. Despite new leadership, I
remain pessimistic that the Department of Transportation (DOT) will competently execute its
responsibilities for Permanent Open Restaurants. I reached those painful views based on previous
personal experiences and the agencies’ disgraceful lack of meaningful communication, engagement, and
collaboration with dedicated, hard-working, and knowledgeable Community Boards.
Although others must share some of the responsibility, DOT has failed to effectively run the so-called
Vision Zero program, which is a good – but poorly executed – idea, and an example of over-promising
and under-delivering. Though I’m just one of more than 8.8 million people in our city, I have personal
knowledge of – and connections to – three tragedies on NYC streets: two pedestrian fatalities and one
cyclist seriously injured by a motorist.
My wife spent 6 hours in Bellevue’s emergency department after being hit by a van while lawfully riding
her bike. I had worked with one gifted actress who died from injuries she suffered after being struck
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last year by a vehicle while crossing the street. A respected performer’s young daughter died after they –
pedestrians – were hit by a car in Brooklyn.
I also invoke the spirits of my public-school math teachers and demand that the agencies
“show your work.” Show how you arrive at the conclusions you do. Especially during the push for the
ZTA, for example, an “estimate” was circulated that 100,000 jobs were saved because of the temporary
program. I was dubious about that number then. Although the figure 100,000 persists, recently I saw a
figure of 80,000. Agencies, show your work!
The U. S. Census Bureau reported that NYC’s population on April 1st, 2020 had increased by 629,000
people or almost 7.7 per cent during the previous decade. More pedestrians NEED more space to walk
SAFELY!
Too few outdoor dining operators have been acting as “good” cholesterol, keeping streets and sidewalks
passable. Throughout the temporary program, too many Manhattan operators have NOT kept 8 feet or
50 per cent of the sidewalk width clear for pedestrians.
Pedestrians sometimes are forced to walk a gauntlet between a shed on the street, planters along the
sidewalk side of the shed, and tables on both sides of the sidewalk. Tree pits and fire hydrants are other
obstacles that must be factored in, too.
The Zoning Text Amendment (ZTA) was rammed through late last year BEFORE there was a viable plan
for Permanent Open Restaurants. If the program becomes permanent, CHANGE the law so that
TWELVE feet, or 75 per cent of the sidewalk width, must remain clear for pedestrians. It’s only
fair.
I trust and agree with the following analysis by Laura Sewell, director of the East Village Community
Coalition, in her testimony during the ZTA hearing process and today:
[T]he … Citywide [Zoning] Text Amendment would drive out other business types in favor of food and
beverage establishments, accelerating the documented loss of retail diversity in our neighborhood. …
The emergency Outdoor Dining program benefits one industry: food and beverage.
The … Citywide Text Amendment would benefit only landlords.
The issues above must be addressed in legislation for any Permanent Open Restaurant program.
Finally, eventually I hope to find some emotional healing from the devastation caused by this pandemic.
I’ve lived through the HIV-AIDS pandemic, and from my apartment windows I watched the towers fall
on 9/11. Those experiences are never absent from my being, but I’ve found ways to cope while
remembering. But, when I see Outdoor Dining Sheds – especially the bad ones – they continue to trigger
in me painful reminders of COVID. Don’t allow one person’s so-called lifeline to drown another.
Sincerely,
John B. Senter
East 9th Street
New York, NY 10003

John Campo

RE:

Opposition to both T2022-0092 and T2022-0088

I write in opposition to two actions being considered by the City Council that would make the
temporary, pandemic emergency outdoor dining program permanent:
1. T2022-0092 the Zoning Text Amendment that will change the NYC Zoning Resolution to
make the Open Restaurants program permanent
2. T2022-0088 that would repeal Department of Consumer and Worker Protection sidewalk
café licensing provisions in title 20 of the Administrative Code
The newly-seated City Council has inherited a set of proposals developed by the prior Council
and Mayor in close consultation with hospitality industry lobbyists that propose to make their
disastrous Open Restaurants program permanent. Please reject these proposals. While I
supported the temporary emergency outdoor dining program to assist our restaurants during the
pandemic, developing permanent rezoning based on emergency conditions is a profoundly
ill-advised way to conduct city planning.
These two pieces of legislation — T2022-0092 and T2022-0088 — would wipe out all the
successful pre-pandemic zoning and city administrative regulations that successfully governed
sidewalk cafes throughout all of New York City for decades. Years of thoughtful planning by
Community Boards and City Council members will be thrown out. And in its place what do they
offer? A complete giveaway to the bar and restaurant lobby that seeks to appropriate public
sidewalks and roadways for their own private profit at the expense of residents and other,
non-alcohol-related small businesses.
We’ve had 18 months to see this program in action, and evidence abounds that it is ruinous for
our residential neighborhoods. I have personally experienced nightly loud, disorderly and
drunken behavior from patrons of a bar masquerading as a restaurant that has built an enclosed
bartop literally six feet from my front door. Rather than seating patrons for “outdoor dining,” the
shed is open for as many people as can cram into it, with overflow crowds spilling onto the
sidewalk, where they are often served alcohol directly. As a homeowner in a landmarked
district, I am required to keep up my property to historical standards, which I am proud to do. In
stark contrast to the beauty of our historic neighborhood, these sheds create an unsightly
shantytown. When not in use as “dining” facilities, they can be taken over by any passer by as
shelters for drug deals, prostitution or other illegal activities.
I could go further into the details of the garbage, vermin, noise, congested sidewalks and streets,
ADA violations, non-code electrical wires, and, most dangerous, delayed firefighters’ and EMT
response times. Residents put up with this during the pandemic emergency, but why should we
suffer the consequences of these assaults on the common good every day in perpetuity?

Here are some details of what is being proposed:

While wiping out zoning regulations that have been written with the experience of decades, this
Zoning Text Amendment adds one additional appalling feature to our city landscape: all
restaurants will be allowed to keep their windows whenever they are open for business,
amplifying even indoor crowd noise into the streets. The Zoning Text Amendment also allows for
up to 12 outdoor dining locations in a single block. The resulting crowd noise cannot be
mitigated. No amount of enforcement can solve the issues with this ill-conceived program.
The proposed repeal of the Department of Consumer and Worker Protection sidewalk café
ilcensing provisions actually calls for roadway smoking and drinking dens adjacent to
restaurants, even in residential areas. Imagine a group of drinkers congregating under your
bedroom window every night smoking and carousing until closing time and beyond. How does
h
t at promote consumer or worker protection? Leaving aside the dangers of second-hand
smoke, the noise issues alone — the disrupted sleep and study of school-age children — are
matters that must be considered.
There is a reason that the majority of New York City’s Community Boards (30 of 50 who weighed in)
voted against the proposed Zoning Text Amendment that would make the Open Restaurants
program permanent. Community board members hear what’s going on in their neighborhoods and
experience the noise, congestion, disorder, and dangers their communities have endured as a result
of this program.
There’s also a reason the former City Council and Mayor kicked this program down the road and
avoided voting on it. No one wants to have their future prospects tainted by endorsing this
dangerous program. The outgoing leadership created this mess and now they want you to endorse
it, and take responsibility for the disaster it has been and no doubt will continue to be.

Iurge you to reject both T2022-0092 and T2022-0088. These proposals are outrageous affronts
o
t residential quality of life that will be devastating for a city that is still in the process of
recovering from the pandemic. These proposed revisions to our city’s rules will not foster
sustained economic recovery. Instead, they will damage public health, destroy residential
neighborhoods, and ruin our prospects for a recovery that includes vibrant neighborhoods and
communities for individuals and families as we emerge from the pandemic.
Please vote against these measures and use your position to demand that any changes to the
current sidewalk cafe zoning and rules be preceded by (1) a full and responsible fiscal and
environmental study of the impact of this program has been conducted, and (2) that the rules of
any changes to the pre-pandemic sidewalk cafe program have been fully discussed and
debated in public forums with ample community input.
Sincerely,
John M. Grimes
Bank Street

To the Committee on Consumer and Worker Protections:
My name is John Rozmus and I am opposed to permanent open restaurants. I have lived in the city for
over 25 years, and this is one of the most poorly constructed programs that I have ever seen.
For reference, the city has placed guidelines for the open dining program here:
https://www1.nyc.gov/html/dot/html/pedestrians/openrestaurants.shtml
However, very few restaurants follow these guidelines.
The original purpose of the program was to give TEMPORARY relief to restaurants that were challenged
by the pandemic.
It was to give restaurants the ability to expand tables + chairs + barriers until the pandemic waned
down.
However, somewhere down the line, this has turned into sheds that have a floor + walls + roof +
electrical hookups + doors + HVACS + trash bins.
This goes well beyond the original purpose of the program.
Having the misfortune of having to live next to outdoor dining, these are the main problems that I and
my neighbors have:
NOISE:
A few of the bars in my local area have attached outdoor speakers in their outdoor sheds and on their
buildings.
Every day our neighbors must deal with calling 311 complaints (which do not always get resolved).
The music starts when the bar opens and stops when they close at midnight (longer on weekends).
This is not fair to residents who want to get sleep and enjoy the peace that the neighborhood offered
prior to this program.
RATS:
The rat infestation in the city has become worse. The rats tend to live under the floor boards the sheds,
and scurry around to venture for food at night.
It is digesting to know that people are eating in the same area where rats poop and urinate in.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JnK5smq6djk
LOADING ZONES:
While the loading zone spaces are being occupied by outdoor dining. Trucks/Cars have nowhere to make
deliveries.
This causes them to park in an unauthorized zone or double park.
This impedes traffic and causes more congestion.

Lastly, I want to conclude my testimony by sharing this video link made by (Youtuber/NYC Business
Owner) Louis Rossmann, who can do a much better job in sharing my frustration of this program.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FNMJf_VMK8o

I’ve lived on the second floor of 51 7th Avenue South for 4 decades. My
living room faces Morton Street. I have NEVER had any noise issues
before. Now there is a Euro Trash “French” restaurant just across
Morton Street. They place tables on my side of Morton, literally under
my fire escape. People “dining” outside lose their inhibitions. They
adopt a noisy, performative pose; it’s part of their “experience”. Next
to the restaurant is a 3-story building where a yappy rodent of a dog
barks the entire time people are partying. (I have called 311
innumerable times and receive no satisfaction.) There is irony here: I
can hear the people under my window praising the unique qualities of
the Village – this at the same time they are soiling and destroying these
very qualities!

Jonathan Platnick

I am writing to you not only as a Community Member but as a native New Yorker.
I oppose making the open restaurant shed program permanent.
-

DOT has no Authority or Enforcement capabilities for the Program.
Case in point 569 Hudson Street. Please refer to DOT case number DOT-532827-N2G9.
DOT on this matter has proven incapable to do any sort of enforcement with the above
location.
“Upon further review a Cease and Desist order will be issue; due to roadway setup having a
insufficient amount of sand or dirt within barriers as required. No snow sticks and ADA ramp
onto sidewalk throughout the whole length of roadway setup. Roadway set-up is 6'ft 9'' from
the crosswalk, require distance is 8'ft”

-

DOT nor the City has rules or details for the requirements of the Sheds and how they get
enforced.

-

DOT does not have the ability to fines and pursue disputes in handling sheds that are
non- compliant.

-

The shed program should be maintained by the DOB and collaborated with DOT. This is
a physical structure.

-

Like sidewalk permitting fees, revenues need to be assessed to the business and more
importantly to the Landlord for the operation of an outdoor shed. We as tax payers pay
for OUR Streets.

-

The landlord of the property that allows the outdoor shed should be liable and
responsible for the shed. Again, case in point for 569 Hudson Street. The restaurant left
over a year ago, the shed still remains and is in violation. DOT has no ability to remove
it.

We are a leading City of the world and what we have become is a place of shanty towns
The Sheds have to be temporary just like COVID will be temporary.
Jonathan Weizmann

-

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

jonny@8thstwinecellar.com
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 3:42 PM
District1
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Outdoor dining program

Good Council Folks, I am writing you to support making the outdoor dining program permanent. It has been a lifeline for
our business and neighborhood since inception in 2020. Honestly, West 8 th Street would no longer have any restaurants
at all on it, if not for the program. We have limited our outdoor hours, paid extra attention to outdoor cleanliness and
kept the noise levels low. I can’t imagine anyone in our restaurant community wanting to end this God send of program.
It is a breath of fresh air to have folks feeling comfortable walking the blocks around diners enjoying the outdoors. While
not like Paris, it is wonderful to have the energy and outpouring of support of customers spending time outside.
Closing the program, closes businesses.
Cheers,
Jonny

8th Street winecellar
28 West 8th St.
NYC, NY
10011
212-260-9463
8thstwinecellar.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joy bieder <joybieder@gmail.com>
Thursday, February 10, 2022 6:18 AM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Testimony outdoor dining

Thank you for this opportunity to provide a statement of my
opinion. As a Certified Orientation and Mobility Specialist
(COMS), it is essential for me to stay keep current on how the
infrastructure of out city is changing in relation to travel. I
teach children and adults who are deafblind how to travel from
Point A to Point B using different skills, modes of
transportation, and resources. They may use a long white cane,
guide dog, low vision devices, apps, or sensory skills. We refer
to a cane as a detector and a dog as an avoider. Outdoor dining
structures may impact visual, auditory, or tactile input and
cause confusion as to what is detected or avoided. The
pandemic has brought alternatives to how we function daily.
Outdoor dining is a change that has enabled the restaurant
industry to survive and I support the opportunity towards their
recovery. It cost money for them to build these structures and
fining them or having them take them down will just be another
financial blow to that industry. However, like so many other
programs, it was a band aid, a temporary fix. What is the
contingency plan regarding where they are placed, storing
garbage, outdoor heating, etc.? Granted, time was of the
essence because these businesses were in dire straits. That being
said, I appreciate the initiative to have an agency in place to
1

support regulations moving forward. I ask that you have
consideration for people who are visually impaired and the
challenges these structures bring, in and out of the restaurant.
Think about when you walk into a restaurant and have a choice
of where to sit. A person who is blind may not realize that their
table is actually in the street.
I welcome any restaurant owner and city council member alike
to take a walk with me, under blindfold, to get a sense of where
I am coming from and ask, that, at least, consider having a
representative that understands travel instruction for people
who are blind involved with the committee. We can all get
along.
Respectfully,
Joy Bieder, COMS
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I am writing in opposition to two actions being considered by the City Council that would make
the temporary pandemic emergency outdoor dining program permanent:
1. T20222-0092 the zoning text amendment which will change the NYC Zoning Resolution to
make the Open Restaurants program permanent.
2. T2022-88 that would repeal Department of Consumer and Worker Protection sidewalk cafe
licensing provisions entitle 20 of the Administrative Code.
The newly seated City Council has inherited a set of proposals developed by the prior council
in close consultation with hospitality lobbyists that propose to make their disastrous Open
Restaurants Program permanent. Please reject these policies.
I did support the temporary emergency outdoor dining program to assist our restaurants,
developing permanent rezoning based on emergency conditions is totally irresponsible.
In the past two years I have seen an increase of rats, garbage, and rudeness and lack of
support for neighbors who ask that an area be cleaned up or just simply want to walk down the
sidewalk with a stroller or a cane. In addition to these ADA violations the impact on fire fighters
including just arriving at the building needing intervention, and then raising ladders or hooking
up hoses to fire hydrants. I live on a bus street, at times buses are stopped by parked delivery
trucks, what would happen if fire trucks or ambulances were part of this long line of waiting
cars and trucks?
As I understand windows will be allowed to be open for business until closing, adding
additional noise to the streets into the night and up to 12 outdoor locations on one street.
Please understand that this is an assault on members of the community who pay taxes on their
properties and vote .As a long time resident, I am asking YOU to vote against these two
actions.
thanks you

Judith Zaborowski

Our streets and sidewalks are owned by the public...public spaces are
NOT in the possession of corrupt or colluding-or even well intentioned
elected -to appropriate and give away to for-profit businesses.
The Small Business Jobs Survival Act would give struggling restaurants
a fair rental lease playing field instead of stealing public spaces for
REBNY landlords & continuing the rent rip-off.
FDNY has stated that Sheds will interfere with fire emergency building
access!
FYI COVID EMERGENCY IS OVER
Julia Bryant

To all City Council Members:
I supported the Open Restaurant program when COVID started but now since we are in a
diﬀerent stage of the pandemic I do not believe that the restaurants need to have any further
special privileges. They have recouped their losses, never mind the billions they were given.
The sheds need to go because:
1. The pandemic is receding. People are eating in indoors again and most of the sheds have
become winterized, so now the restaurants have increased their indoor sq. footage outside.
No other business in the city was given this special privilege.
2. They lower the property values of the buildings they block. The one on my street looks like
it belongs on Coney Island not historic Greenwich Village.
3. They contribute to more trash, rats and noise (noise being almost impossible to control).
Last summer was a nightmare. Calling 311 didn’t do a thing along with a community
meeting with police to address noise and illegal parking by restaurant owners. Noise on
Thursday, Friday, Saturday nights made it impossible to sleep. Also, I have personally
witnessed traﬃc enforcement walk right by a restaurant owner car and not ticket them but
ticket everyone else on the block.
The zoning text amendment should not be allowed to become law until the city has done more
research as to how the sheds have ruined the quality of life for most of the residents.
Respectfully,
Karen Bernsohn

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tuesday, February 8, 2022 6:55 PM
Testimony
FW: [EXTERNAL] Outdoor Dining Hearing and Resident Complaints

-----Original Message----From: Karon Bihari <karonbnyc@me.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 8, 2022 6:35 PM
To: Office of Correspondence Services <OfficeofCorrespondenceServices@council.nyc.ny.us>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Outdoor Dining Hearing and Resident Complaints

Hi,
I would like to add my voice to the problems Outdoor Dining has caused for it’s Manhattan Residents.
1) Sanitation is a HUGE problem restaurants do NOT clean up their outdoor messes left by their diners and staff does
nothing to clean the filthy sidewalks and street gutters an streets. We are inundated with loose cigarette butts,
discarded masks, loose rubbish, sand, salt, beer bottles, plastic cups, and every various form of Street trash you can
imagine.
The Sanitation Department des NOTHING which is a chronic problem in Manhattan.
2) Our Sidewalks not for pedestrians anymore and are now not safe to walk due to the size of the Outdoor Sheds on
them and the waiters and busboys walking back and forth with plates of food and dirty dishes of which BUS Stations are
located on the Sidewalks blocking pedestrians way everywhere - and during a still ongoing pandemic.
The blockage of our sidewalks is insanely unfair specially for residents -seniors, disabled persons, baby carriages and
dogs.
I am too distraught to go on.
Please take them down - this is NOT Glorious Paris, it is the filthiest city in the world!
Thank You,
Karon Bihari of Manhattans Upper East Side Karonbnyc@me.com
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I was in full support of helping restaurants survive during the pandemic, but am adamantly opposed
to outdoor dining sheds and street dining becoming permanent fixtures in our overcrowded city and especially in the overcrowded and oversaturated neighborhoods 10009 + 10003 + 10002. This
zoning will be indiscriminate and will allow an unlimited number of cafes and outdoor eateries any
and everywhere.
At the very least, our residential side streets must be exempted from any new zoning allowing
sidewalk cafes and outdoor dining.
My main concerns are















SAFETY (fire department access; health; accessibility in general)
noise / amplified music outdoors creating untenable situations for residents, many of whom
still (or permanently) work from home
blocked sidewalks by patrons waiting for tables, or hanging out deciding where to go next
our extremely narrow residential side streets are not made for this type of dining, or
behavior of patrons
many of our sidewalks are barely wide enough for strollers / wheelchairs / walkers not to
mention two people walking abreast; the dining sheds and/or sidewalk cafes / extra tables
and chairs being used by establishments sometimes render them impassable
dining sheds block rain water from draining properly creating standing water where
mosquitoes breed
trash accumulation behind and around sheds is not always cleaned by restaurants
more litter and rats abound than ever before
the narrow side street where I live (9th Street between 1st and Avenue A) is often blocked
because of delivery trucks double parked, and with the dining sheds other trucks and the M8
bus are often blocked, with subsequent back-ups causing incessant horn honking
most sheds are completely enclosed on all four sides, rendering them like any other indoor
space
dining sheds give landlords and the nightlife industry completely unfair control of outdoor
PUBLIC space
midnight / 1am closings of ANY sidewalk cafes are not tolerable, even on the avenues

Finally, residents deserve the right to go to sleep at the reasonable hours of 10 or 11pm, not have to
wait until midnight or 1 am, or even later, while diners and bar-goers wind down their evenings. What
happened to the New York tenant law: a neighbor's right to the quiet enjoyment of their
residence??? It is being forsaken for the benefit of the nightlife industry.
Kate Puls
E. 9th Street
10009

NO to Permanent Open Restaurants!
This will not work to preserve the restaurant industry because
most of the time in almost all seasons except the warmest the
restaurant shacks are empty. Additional their ventilation is far
worse than most indoor spaces. They are eyesores. Many are
structurally flawed, and have unsafe heating and electricity.
They take valuable sidewalk space away from pedestrians. They
take away space from bicycle lanes. They take up parking and
delivery space causing congestion. In some areas they obstruct
prevent emergency vehicles and fire engines.
It is a benefit that favors the restaurant and bar industry above
all other street businesses. The valuation and potential rental
income has no clear regulation. They are also a source of noise
that affects nearby residents.
As the agency that will be responsible DOT has little or no
experience in the health, safety, and structural issues that need to
be considered.
Respectfully submitted,
Kenneth Greenberg
46th Rd
Long Island City, NY 11101

Dear City Council,
My name is Kevin Fagan and I live in the Upper West Side. I am testifying in strong
support of the Open Restaurants program to allow outdoor dining on both
sidewalks and in what were formerly street parking spaces. Since the temporary
program was launched in 2020, it has added a vibrancy to our community in the
Upper West Side and in other neighborhoods around the city. NYC is finally
competing with cities in Europe that have had outdoor dining for quite a long
time. NYC is not a car-centric place and we need to re-consider the curb for other
uses, including curbside trash corrals, expanded sidewalks, and cycling lanes. Paris
has taken the lead on removing about 50% of its curb spaces and NYC should
follow given that we are in a climate emergency.
Thanks for reading my testimony,
Kevin

Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection
New York City Council
New York, New York
February 3, 2022
To whom it may concern:
My name is Kevin Siegel. I am a civil rights attorney from Brooklyn. I am writing to express my support for
the Permanent Open Restaurants Amendments and the proposed Open Restaurants legislation.
Open dining has brought tremendous vitality and spirit the streets of the New York, while at the same time
providing critical support to the hospitality industry badly struck by the pandemic. The program has been a
huge success with thousands of restaurants dedicating the resources to participate and untold numbers of
New Yorkers and visitors enjoying outdoor hospitality. The popularity of Open Restaurants shows how
much unmet demand existed for such a program and countenances against returning to the previous
inadequate sidewalk café program. To ensure that all New Yorkers have the benefit of outdoor dining, the
program must be made accessible through financial or technical support to restaurants that serve lowerincome neighborhoods.
Issues with outdoor dining—such as placement, sturdiness, aesthetics, and hygiene—can be remedied
through regulation and enforcement by city authorities. For example, as a cyclist, I recognize that the
placement of outdoor dining can create opportunities for conflict between bike lane users and diners or
servers. But my answer is not to restrict various uses of the curb, but rather to continue the process of
reimagining our streets and outdoor public space so that they are amenable to a wide variety of productive
uses. The huge success of outdoor dining shows that it must be part of that process.
Thank you. If you wish to contact me, you may reach me at kevsiegs@gmail.com.
Sincerely,
Kevin Siegel

To: Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection
From: Kim Moscaritolo, Democratic District Leader, 76th AD Part B and Founder of
Yorkville Buy Local
February 8, 2022
Over the past 2 years, the city’s outdoor dining program has been a lifeline for struggling bars
and restaurants that were devastated by the pandemic. As the Council debates creating a
permanent outdoor dining program, I want to express my vociferous support for this legislation.
The sight of people eating and drinking outdoors has been one of the few bright spots of this
horrible pandemic. Not only has it provided small businesses with much needed revenue, but it
has also brought people out and created more community vibrancy.
There have been legitimate criticisms of the outdoor dining structures, such as lack of
accessibility, and inconsistent enforcement of regulations. My hope is that this legislation will
address these concerns by creating a framework for restaurants and bars to follow, as well as an
enforcement mechanism within the Department of Transportation.
There were 40 percent fewer small businesses open in New York City in January 2021 than in
January 2020. The benefit of the outdoor dining program was immense, and we have an
opportunity to build on that success by making the program permanent. I urge the City Council
to pass T2022-0088.

Kim Moscaritolo

I vehemently oppose passing legislation that would allow these “outdoor” dining sheds permanent.
Not only are they an eyesore and make our neighbors look less like NYC and more of a shanty town, but
they are also incredible dirty and dangerous. The number of rats that take up homes in these shelters is
overwhelming, but more concerning is the amount of drug use that is taking place in these shelters
before the restaurants open up.
When I walk my 5-year old daughter to school, there isn’t one day that we don’t see a group of people
huddled in a dining shed shooting up drugs. I’m ashamed this is what our city has become and I’m
disappointed in our city leaders that they have allowed for the demise.
Most concerning about these dining sheds, is the lack of space available for emergency responders on
the streets. These structures invade so much of the sidewalks and the streets that they are creating
obstacles in normal times AND during emergencies.
I supported these structures during the worst of covid, but it’s time for these shacks to go.

Kimberly McLaughlin
Greene St.
10012

Streets, including curbside space, constitute a majority of public space in our city. In previous decades,
they have been dedicated to a variety of uses: with public transport, pedestrians, children at play, and
public markets dominating the use of public streets. We’ve since turned nearly all of this public space
over to cars, which are owned and used by a minority of New Yorkers. The Open Restaurants program is
one of the most major steps in reversing this foreclosure of public space, and I strongly support this step
to increase the vibrancy of our public spaces and aid the city’s economy.
However, there are still many steps needed to improve this program as it is made permanent. Most
immediately, we should resolve conflicts with open restaurants and bike lanes. The practice of turning
parking spots into restaurant parklets is a good one, but problematic a cross a parking-protected bike
lane. Restaurant sheds often infringe on bike lane space and infringe on biker visibility while creating a
high volume of pedestrian traffic. Streets with parking-protected bike lanes and a high volume of open
restaurants should have a truly protected bike lane with bollards installed, and open restaurants should
be immediately adjacent to the curb.
Second, we should raise our standards for how we use public streets overall, and build Open
Restaurants into a broader set of reforms of curbside space. These should include:






Fully public curbside parklets — Open restaurants vastly improve the vibrancy of the city, but
are still semi-private enclosed spaces. NYC should create truly public curbside parklets to
improve greenspace and allow New Yorkers to rest, socialize, and consume food or drink,
without use linked to a specific restaurant. Some parklets should contain public bathrooms.
Containerized trash bins — Some are criticizing Open Restaurants for a real or perceived
contribution to the City’s rat problem. But the rat problem predated Open Restaurants and
should be solved separately— through rat-proof containerized trash bins that also keep
sidewalks clear for pedestrians, improve working conditions for sanitation workers, and allow
easier pickups.
Create a consistent system for pricing curbside space — Private and semi-private uses of public
streets should be charged, through a consistent pricing system that accounts for public benefits
or economic externalities of various uses. Open Restaurants should be charged relative to public
parklets; curbside parking should also be priced, likely at a higher rate as it worsens street life
and introduces more pollution and congestion.

Kira McDonald
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Kosta Pashalis <kosta@kymarestaurants.com>
Friday, February 11, 2022 4:02 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Permanent Sidewalk and Roadway Program

Testimony:
I am in support of creating a permanent sidewalk and roadway program for the city of New York. The sidewalk and
roadway program has helped many restaurants survive in the most difficult time and has also created more jobs for
employees.
Thank you,
Kosta Pashalis
manager
eléa | 217 west 85th street, new york, ny 10024
o: 212.369.9800 |
@elea_nyc | kosta@eleanyc.com
kyma flatiron | 15 west 18th street, new york, ny 10011
o: 212.268.5555 |
@kymaflatiron | kosta@kymarestaurants.com
kyma hudson yards | 445 west 35th street, new york, ny 10001
o: 212.967.9700 |
@kymahudsonyards | kosta@kymarestaurants.com
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New York City Council Committee on Consumer Affairs & Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises
Testimony on behalf of the Flatiron/23rd Street Partnership Business Improvement District
February 8, 2022

Members of the City Council Committee on Consumer Affairs and Subcommittee on Zoning and
Franchises, good morning. My name is James Mettham and I am the Executive Director of the
Flatiron 23rd Street Partnership BID. On behalf of the Partnership, I would like to applaud our
colleagues at the Department of Transportation (DOT) for their work to create additional space
to safely walk, bike, and dine in response to the COVID-19 pandemic—and specifically the
program we are discussing today, Open Restaurants.
We’ve seen the impact of the Open Restaurants program every day for the past year-and-a-half
in Flatiron and NoMad where we have collaborated with DOT and dozens of restaurants to
create al fresco dining along Broadway and streets in the East and West 20s. Beyond our
neighborhood, the program has helped more than 12,000 New York City restaurants weather
the pandemic while enhancing the vibrancy of streets and sidewalks and saving 100,000 jobs.
It's no wonder that Open Restaurants are so often referred to as a lifeline—not just for
restaurants and their employees, but also for New Yorkers who enjoy them.
By transitioning from the emergency Open Restaurants program to the permanent program via
a zoning text change, we can help ensure that New York City emerges from the pandemic with a
restaurant industry that is stronger than ever and creates more jobs, more tourist dollars, and
more economic activity for the City’s recovery.
For these reasons, the Flatiron/23rd Street Partnership supports City Council legislation to
make Open Restaurants permanent. As the program’s rules and regulations are constructed, it’s
critical that there be clear and open communication between City agencies, businesses, and
BIDs, who are the eyes and ears on the ground in 76 neighborhoods throughout the city. A
successful permanent Open Restaurants program must be comprehensive enough to address
citywide sanitation, public health, accessibility, and quality of life concerns, while being
responsive to the unique challenges that face the operators of our struggling small businesses
and the other competitive interests that lay claim to our precious and strained curb & sidewalk
spaces. The goal should be a transition from the current emergency program to the permanent
program that is as seamless as possible from day one of implementation. This will take
significant resources dedicated to DOT and partner agencies to fully administer both the
sidewalk and curbside dining programs; to ensure the timely review of applications; and for
ongoing, effective management and oversight of the program.
One component that must be not be overlooked is how outdoor dining will be approached on
Open Streets and plazas, like our NoMad Piazza Pop-up on Broadway, where a third of ground
floor businesses reported increased revenues, with no businesses reporting lost revenues,
during a temporary activation period this past last fall. This project, along with our historical
partnership with DOT on plaza management and shared & slow street reconfigurations have

helped enhanced pedestrian experiences and boosted commerce in our neighborhood much
like the Open Restaurants program.
We remain committed to working closely with DOT and other agencies, along with our Flatiron
and NoMad commercial stakeholders, to ensure that Open Restaurants continues to be success
when it becomes permanent.
Thank you for your consideration of our recommendations and for your understanding that the
public realm plays a vital role in supporting public health and commercial recovery in New York
City.
James Mettham
Executive Director
Flatiron/23rd Street Partnership

Dear respected committee members,
It has come to my attention that the committee is rethinking its current regulations around
outdoor dining. I have heard there may be proposals to restrict outdoor dining because of the
availability of parking in many of our neighborhoods.
The case against cars:
I want to counter that solving for parking access in urban design is unfairly prioritizing the
needs of individuals over our collective community and planet. As a city, we should not be
prioritizing public space in Manhattan for cars. A few stats on the burden of individual cars in
Manhattan from a recent New York Times analysis:
-

-

Land usage: If you added up all the space Manhattan devotes to cars, you’d have an
area nearly four times as large as Central Park to allocate; Manhattan’s land value is
estimated at $1.7 trillion dollars
Civilian safety: Cars cause about 10 pedestrian deaths a month, or 120 per year
Community and planet health: Car pollution in NYC causes roughly 1400 premature
deaths every year, billions in health costs, and releases additional greenhouse gases into
the atmosphere

While mobility is important to city life, we are lucky to live in a city with a plethora of
alternative methods of transportation to personal cars (biking, subways, buses). Cars do have
their purpose – and for many residences outside of Manhattan, they are essential for daily
tasks. But in Manhattan, the district for which I am writing to this committee as a resident, cars
are not necessary, and space should be utilized for community needs (dining, pedestrian
walkways, bike lanes).
The case for restaurants:
On the other hand, outdoor dining created new communal gathering spots, expanded
restaurant/café capacity as the pandemic wrecked havoc on the industry, and created a safer
environment for gathering during the pandemic. It contributes to the vibrancy of the city, and is
currently supported by 78% of voters in Manhattan, including 61% of Car Owners, as of
December 2020.
The economic and social benefits of outdoor dining far outweigh the benefits of car parking.
-

-

Outdoor dining increased the number of customers a restaurant can serve per night,
increasing their profit in an industry that historically operates on low margins (of course,
there are greater needs for staff protection and worker rights)
The lack of parking will not affect other daily commuters for work; more than half of the
city’s households do not own a car, and of the 1.6 million commuters who came into
Manhattan every weekday (pre-pandemic), over 80% used public transit.

-

Best,
Larissa

Outdoor dining plays a crucial role to bring the city back to life, and provide safer
options for at-risk individuals to gather in open spaces (repurposing existing car space to
public outdoor gathering spots is also advised!)

February 8th 2022
City Council Public Hearing
Written testimony from Leif Arntzen, Cornelia Street, New York, NY 10014
Dear City Council Members
Regarding
I’m strongly opposed to zoning text amendments and this Bill.
I have to question what constitutes a successful program?
Our neighborhood QOL is in disarray, unrecognizable from any reasonable
norms. We have chronic issues of noise, vermin, overflowing trash and raw
garbage due to doubled and tripled restaurant volume vs curb space that no
longer exists, obstacles to mobility for elderly and disabled, parking for
deliveries, pedestrian congestion, and perhaps most alarming is the reduced
emergency access for fire truck operations. This is all directly related to the
temporary Open Restaurants program.
We are are faced with the City making the temporary Open Restaurants program
permanent without conducting Environmental Impact Study to determine the
harm it would do to residents most affected. We are also being asked to accept
that the DOT can somehow manage, monitor, mitigate across all our shared
interests, monumental complexities, operating cultures, and conflicts of interests.
The numbers do tell a powerful story.
For example:
We added 2.5 million square feet of restaurant business for 12,000 restaurants,
roughly 250,000 seats, The permanent program will grow this to 27,000
restaurants, 6 million square feet, roughly 800,00 seats, again all outside in
residential districts. The impact of this program will fall heaviest in residential
zones where there are dense clusters of available mixed use space.
What I can tell you is that if for example you live in Chelsea, where the streets are
1000’ long, and one or two sheds are located near the avenues, this is a very
minimal and different impact from where I’ve lived in the Central Village on
Cornelia Street (1989), where there is 11 restaurants and a street less than half as
long and half as wide. If you walk around the corner up West 4th you will pass 31
sheds within 1000’. Within a 3 block radius there is 68 sheds. The temporary
program has devastated every neighborhood norm imaginable. How do we live
with this congestion and added outdoor eating and drinking noise late into the
night where before it was a rarity on this block? Allowing restaurants to operate
with open doors and windows, as well as enabling drinks to go, all add up to
serious problems for residents. This is not a prediction. It is a reality today, and

has been ever since the temporary program opened up. Why should a few
restaurants be enabled and protected by law to destroy the fragile balances street
by street, upend the character and unique identity of a street and community?
We are asking for an EIS to know the answer, so we can have faith in the outcome
of this process. The program won’t work in some areas, and the designers need
to come to terms with that reality, to address it head on. Otherwise, wherever
these dense clusters of sheds exist and grow all over the City, without EIS, you
will find growing resentment and anger from residents left struggling to
understand what is happening to them.
There is a long list of complex questions that must be listed, asked, and
answered, and this won’t happen without EIS.
As the mayor said very clearly, it’s very important that we get this right so it
works for everybody.
Please come to one of these neighborhoods, and see it for yourself what is going
on, what we are facing, we will show you what does & does not work, and take it
from there.
Leif.
Leif Arntzen
17 Cornelia Street
New York NY 10014
917 930 8508

I'm oppose to the New York City restaurant outdoor shed/ street structures. This takes up space
from citizens as they walk and parking spots. Some of the Sheds are shabby. The outdoor
restaurant sheds inflict on a person's daily enjoyment of walking in the streets. The structures
are huge and an eye sore. Restaurants shouldn’t have special privileges that other businesses
cannot have.

Leslie Baker

February 9, 2022
To whom It may concern:
I and my husband have been residents of Greenwich Village for over 65 years. We chose to stay
in this area of the city because if it’s quiet residential streets, bohemian history, and overall
quality of life.
The outdoor restaurant sheds have drastically affected our and our neighbors' quality of life.
There is a much higher level of noise, noticeably more vermin, and significant blockage of
sidewalk and street space. As a mildly disabled person with poor balance who is afraid of being
accidentally knocked over, I dread having to maneuver the narrower areas of sidewalk. I have
also seen how hard the narrower areas are for those with baby carriages, or wheelchairs, or
shopping carts. I also deplore the loss of parking spaces for persons like my son-in-law, who has
a car and often spends hours looking for a spot.
In the beginning and middle of the pandemic, these outdoor sheds may have been a lifeline for
restaurant owners, but they are no longer needed now that many indoor spaces are opening up
again. Many sheds sit empty in the winter weather. Some are completely contained by plastic
and wooden walls, which block circulation of air and thereby defeat the whole purpose. I have
seen homeless people sleeping in them, and using them as public toilets.
I understand that the Restaurant Association has been lobbying hard to keep these sheds and
indeed to eliminate any zoning blocks to their continued use. Please do not allow them to take
over public space in a city where space is already limited.
As longtime residents, we are appalled that, despite all city community boards' opposition to the
proposal to make the sheds permanent, there continues to be pressure to move forward with the
proposal. Do we not have a say in how our various neighborhoods are affected? Is that the way
democracy is supposed to work? DeBlasio sold out to developers. Please do not sell out to
Restaurant and Hospitality groups.
Sincerely,
Leslie P. Kipp

Café Paulette
South Elliott place
ooklyn, NY 11217
Petit Paulette
136 Dekalb ave
Brooklyn, NY 11217

New York, February 8th 2022

To whom it may concern,

l opened Café Paulette in 2013 and Petit Paulette in 2016.
There are located next to each other in Fort Greene, Brooklyn, right across the street form the
park. The sidewalk is roughly 16 feet wide, there are only 3 apartments on the entire block, a
communal garden, and Brooklyn Tech high school on the corner.
We have been THE French restaurant of Fort Greene since then. We have roughly the same
staﬀ since day 1, 90% regulars or BAM customers.
It’s a successful little neighborhood business.
When we opened in 2013, l reached out to the community board, city councils, zoning
department, architects, etc… to apply for a sidewalk cafe permit since it’s an ideal spot with a
wide side walk and no neighbor, and the view of the park.
l was told l couldn’t even apply since it was zoned as residential. Everyone l reached out to
approved my idea, but because of a zoning situation, l was in a dead end.
l cannot express enough my frustration back then.
l was born and raised in France. l owned 2 restaurants in Paris for 10 years, and for both
places, we had a sidewalk cafe the same day, for a fee of 100 euros a year.
The way it works is basically based on your sidewalk. If it’s wider than 1.8 meter (6 ft), you get
60 cm (2 ft), etc… Under 1.8 meter, it’s denied. As simple as that.
l went to the city hall, booked the following day an inspection, and was approved right on the
spot, and started doing business right away.
2 years ago, Covid hit. We had to shut down for 3 months. l went from 20 employees to 1. We
stayed opened for the community doing take out and delivery (with a 25% commission from
Grubhub and Caviar). We lost 98% of our business. l was very close to giving up, resign my
lease and move back to France with my family.
The government gave us twice a PPP which helped us stay “afloat”, pay our staﬀ whom l
rehired, and paid my rent.

On June 23 (my birthday !) 2020, the city allowed us to serve our customers outside (since
inside was closed then opened later with restrictions).
At 1st, we had 2 months (until the end of August 2020), then end of November, then December,
and now for an other year or so.
l spend $45.000 on construction outside with a structure very well designed, safe and beautiful,
with plexiglass, wood and heat lamps, and filled with sandbags.
In 2021 l rehired everyone, plus 10 more employees. Our sale went up 50% compare to 2019.
Everyone loves it, and it’s a great addition to the neighborhood.
If we lose our outdoor dining, not only we will lose a lot of business, but we will have to let go
10 people.
As you’re well aware, it changed the dynamic of the city. We went from 1000 to 11000
sidewalks cafes. That speaks for itself.
Of course it’s not perfect, since some bars or restaurants don’t respect the guidelines, built
unsafe structures, make noise, etc…
We, on our end, respect all rules, our neighbors, and keep it clean and quiet.
Please let us keep our jobs and businesses open, and work with us to come up with strict
rules, charge us a fee for our constructions based on the size and parking fees (our street is
free parking) and make it aﬀordable for very small businesses who struggle.
Best regards,
Lionel Bremond

LISA ARZT
WEST 11TH ST.
NEW YORK, NY. 10011
LISA.ARZT@GMAIL.COM

January 8, 2022
To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing to express my strong opposition to permanent Open Restaurants program.
I have been a resident of the West Village for 25 years. I live behind Greenwich Ave., home to 12 sheds
betw. 6th and 7th Ave., w/ at least four more outdoor dining areas in milder temps. That’s 16 outdoor
dining areas within three blocks. Large GROUPS of patrons now come to drink, dine, and yell in the street
until all hours. It is unbearable.
My quality of life has deteriorated horribly since this program was put in place. Street noise goes on until
the wee hours of the morning. Sidewalks are blocked by over-extended sheds and restaurant patrons.
Garbage is PILED up on corners and between sheds. Streets are dirty and inaccessible to sweepers.
There is ZERO regulation. DOT does not have the capacity to oversee this. 311 does nothing. It is a
complete free for all. The restaurants know this! They broadcast music outside, feature live music in the
evenings and afternoons, have outdoor TVs and have expanded their sheds to 3x times the length of their
storefronts. THIS HAS GONE BEYOND SAVING THEIR BUSINESSES. They now have FAR MORE space than
they had pre-pandemic.
Prior to the pandemic there were outdoor dining curfews. Restaurants/bars had to bring their
sidewalk/garden diners inside by a certain time. This allowed residents and businesses to co-exist. Clearly
this is out the window, now. Could you sleep with techno music playing at 1 am? I take early classes on
Saturdays and Sundays. I ought to be able to reasonably live my life in the place where I pay taxes. These
businesses don’t pay anything….
I supported the Open Restaurants program during the emergency, as a temporary policy to help bars and
restaurants. However, that time has passed. It is time to give residents their lives back. You all are wellaware that NYC Community Boards rejected Permanent Open Restaurants by a 62% to 38% margin. Board
members should listen to their constituents, and not the Restaurant Lobby.
I appreciate you reading and hope that you will take this matter as seriously as I do.

Lisa Arzt
CB 2

Livvie Mann
Bedford Street
NYC
10014

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
As a citizen of New York City I am opposed to the undemocratic, hasty, secretive process by
which profit-driven lobbyists for a multi-billion dollar industry are attempting to pervert a
necessary emergency measure into a permanent usurpation of public space for private profit.
As a resident whose tiny residential block has half a dozen sheds I oppose the sheds because
of the significant increase in noise, garbage, rats, and the significant decrease (to zero) in
street sweeping, pedestrian and ADA access, and access for fire trucks and ambulances.
As a climate activist I’m opposed to the sheds because of the unnecessary pollution of tens of
thousands of heaters heating the outdoors.
As a person concerned about the ongoing Covid pandemic I oppose the sealed, unventilated
Covid Cabanas for the unvaccinated because they are a public health menace.
As a person with eyes I oppose the plywood and plastic tumbledown sheds because they are
hideous. NYC deserves better.
Thank you.

Written Testimony respecting OPEN RESTAURANTS & ZONING FOR SIDEWALK
CAFES

We need to think of a more creative and resident-friendly way to take back curbside lanes from
cars. Turning all those lanes over to another powerful industry lobby isn't the answer. What
about plantings, bike lines, delivery areas? The truth is that one size does not fit all; there are
areas of the City, particularly below 14th St but including Chelsea, that are too dense in
residential population, eating & drinking establishments, and visitor population to make this
workable. The mix was always difficult in some areas, even with indoor dining only. Now,
taking it outside makes it truly a living hell for residents. One of the byproducts of outdoor eating
& drinking is noise, and we all know noise is a major stressor on living beings.
One more point: We should never have allowed propane gas heaters to be used. The energy
consumption of an open restaurant equipped with 5 heaters for 14 hours a day for 4 months in the
winter is 50,400 kWh of energy - emitting 13.7 tons of carbon dioxide in the process.This is
equivalent to a new sedan (not even an SUV) driving 3 times around the equator! One restaurant!
Multiply that by 20,000 and we have an environmental disaster. In addition to the rats, the indoor
electrical wires strung outside, etc.
Here are some other thoughts on the program:
PEDESTRIANS SHOULD COME FIRST OUTSIDE
1. Passersby need more social distancing: expand sidewalk walking space to a
minimum of 10 feet.
With only an 8-foot pathway between restaurant tables required, we residents (and other
pedestrians) are forced to walk at best 4 feet from people who are not wearing masks, are
drinking and reveling. And you know, its often only a 2-foot walkway. This is not safe, even
according to guidelines. And its not livable, particularly for people with mobility issues.
2. Require 6 foot distancing from active doorways.
There must be more distancing from operational doorways not related to the eating or drinking
establishment. It is dangerous for people exiting and entering building entrances, both
residential and commercial, because the DOT does not require even an inch of distance between
doorway and table. It puts them/us at risk.
3. Include street obstructions such as parking meters, traffic signs, mail boxes, tree pits
with flush gratings, subway gratings in clear path determinations. Right now they are not
included, which means unsafe conditions for passersby who sometimes must almost squeeze by
tables on narrow streets. Or walk in the roadway…unless a food shanty is in the way.
COORDINATION BETWEEN THE DOT AND THE SLA (and the Police???)
The filings with the DOT should require as much detail as the filings with the SLA. The two
agencies should coordinate with each other on both filings and complaints. I would include the

police, but they have absented themselves in the process, at least in the precinct in which I live,
where officers have told us, “The mayor doesn’t want us to do that anymore.”
It must be clear that restaurants/bars/taverns/clubs do not own the sidewalks.
A restauranteur 3 years on the block recently told a 47-year resident that she should get off “my
sidewalk!” The local police seem to agree with the restauranteur. (The resident, a senior citizen
on food stamps and SCREE, has since left the City due to harassment from the restauranteur.)
AIR POLLUTION/CLIMATE CHANGE: NO TO OUTDOOR HEATERS
1. Just 2 years ago France outlawed outdoor propane heaters because the are an “ecological
aberration" that increases carbon emissions and energy consumption. Now NY is talking about
allowing this full time? A big “NO WAY" on that, please. A City that is requiring white roofs &
no more gas stoves in new construction is now authorizing more gas emissions? Can you
imagine the impact of at least 30,000 gas or electric heaters on our City air quality? The
concentration of them will be in Chelsea and CB2. We also already have a car emissions problem
here. Hudson Tunnel traffic is now as strong as it was pre-Covid-19.
2. The restaurants in my community, particularly on Petrosino Square, are largely destination
locations and rely on non-locals as patrons. We are seeing more patrons arriving into our area
by car, parking on our (free) curbs and adding to the vehicle noise, accidents and, yes carbon
emissions. We suddenly have cars backed up and honking at 11 pm…something never before
witnessed, even with the Holland Tunnel traffic.
NOISE POLLUTION
As you know, noise complaints comprise the majority of 311 complaints. Many of these relate to
the food and beverage industry. Loud music, noisy patrons, drunk patrons wending their way
home or (more lately) to their cars. Now it is all outside, and stipulations making cafe closing
and restaurant closing earlier than 11pm are not being honored.
AT THE VERY LEAST, if you MUST do this, have a mandatory closing time of 10pm for all
outdoor venues.
OPEN STREETS: RESTAURANTS— RESIDENTS MUST HAVE A SAY
Right now, these are allowed to be opened on the request of “community-based” organizations,
BIDs or groups of 3 or more restaurants on a single block .Residents must have a say in whether
or not streets fronting their homes are “Open Restaurant Streets.” It impacts their lives every
day. The one on Petrosino Square is not being utilized. I have never seen it used by anyone for
recreational purposes other than skateboarders, who make it impossible for pedestrian use. I
am not sure how the FDNY feels about it, because they always used that route to get to my part
of the community.
STIPULATIONS WITH COMMUNITY BOARDS AND SLA LICENSE
RESTRICTIONS; ZONING RESTRICTIONS
1. The law currently requires that any stipulation relating to liquor licenses be lifted only upon
written approval by the stipulation counter-party. The emergency rules allow some loosening of
this relating to outdoor use. I hope that stipulations must go back…and be enforced. If a
stipulation says no sidewalk cafe…no sidewalk cafe.
2. Stipulations respecting closure time earlier than the executive order of 11 pm should be
honored unless waived by the counter-party. Community Boards must continue to have a voice

in the decision-making on liquor licenses. As the Alcohol Beverage Control Act states in its
preamble: a liquor license is a privilege, not a right.
3. All other stipulations must also be honored.
4. Sidewalk cafes are restricted to certain streets in SoHo. These restrictions should remain in
place because there was good reason for that. Cast iron buildings are completely pervious to
noise and the noise travels up in odd ways. This is not about privileged owners. They can put in
double paned windows (that help a little). Many people are artists who rent.
SELF CERTIFICATION - NO; REAL ENFORCEMENT: YES
I have an idea…let’s let restaurants self certify as to health. Do away with health inspections.
Rely on the honor system.
Sounds insane? Well, yes. So does self certification on compliance with any rules, including
open restaurants.
We residents have learned not to rely on the honor of the restaurant owners near us, nor on the
willingness of those tasked with enforcing them to do their job. A restauranteur near me selfcertified the first week of Open Restaurants. He had opened a week early, had tables within 2
feet of each other, tables on the curb side of the sidewalk as well as along his building’s frontage,
and tables in front of the non-operating retail space next door. He also was not wearing a mask
when I saw him inside the restaurant. A complaint to DOT, SLA and the Police came up with
“not a violation” and “no evidence”.. He is also playing amplified music outside. And so many
others do the same.
I literally have passed only two restaurants that seem to be in compliance with the current rules.
Otherwise, tables are closer than 6 feet, music is being played, patrons without masks are
standing, waitstaff are not wearing masks, there are tables on the sidewalk next to the curb,
there is less than 8 feet. And bars are set up on the sidewalk. Plus sound speakers, tvs, etc.
The Museum of Ice Cream was holding classes on how to make ice-cream cocktails with liquor
out on Crosby Street. Their street “cafe” had no tables, but instructors shouting over the
sidewalk to the trainees. Their liquor license says the door on that street is only for emergency
egress. City and State agencies see no violations.
There should be harsh penalties for non-compliance
Photographs provided by the public should be admissible. It seems odd that a City that would
accept self-certification by restaurant owners won’t accept photographs from the public as proof
of malfeasance.
And no write offs because the problem wasn’t seen by an inspector at 9am, when the restaurant
was closed.
LETS NOT RETURN TO PARKING CARS
In closing, I see no reason to return the “parking” lanes back to free parking, at least in transit
rich areas. We can put in plantings, meandering bike lanes, with spaces set aside for loading/
unloading. Any parking spots should be monetized, at least in Manhattan. And lets tax SUVs to
help pay for it. They do not belong anywhere in the City.
As an identifier, I live on Broome Street, between Crosby & Lafayette. I served on Community

Board 2 as a member, chair of the land use committee, chair of the business, institutions (&
SLA) committee, chair of the sidewalk events committee, and vice chair. I was on two Boro
President Task Forces: the Nightlife Task Force (where I proposed legislation that required
certificates of occupancy to allow restaurant use before a liquor license was granted… which was
introduced by Catherine Abate & signed into law) and the Canal Street Task Force, headed by
Sam Schwartz. Since I left the Board, I have continued to be a community activist.
I think I know what I am talking about. Once size does not fit all and a blanket open
restaurants program, and the elimination of streets with restricted sidewalk cafes is a mistake
for the health of our City.
Cheers,
Lora Tenenbaum
lora.tenenbaum@gmail.com

 


 


 


RE:

Opposition to both T2022-0092 and T2022-0088

I write in opposition to two actions being considered by the City Council
that would make the temporary, pandemic emergency outdoor dining
program permanent:

1. T2022-0092 the Zoning Text Amendment that will change the NYC
Zoning Resolution to make the Open Restaurants program
permanent
2. T2022-0088 that would repeal Department of Consumer and
Worker Protection sidewalk café licensing provisions in title 20 of
the Administrative Code

The newly-seated City Council has inherited a set of proposals
developed by the prior Council and Mayor in close consultation with
hospitality industry lobbyists that propose to make their disastrous Open
Restaurants program permanent. Please reject these proposals. While I
supported the temporary emergency outdoor dining program to assist
our restaurants during the pandemic, developing permanent rezoning
based on emergency conditions is a profoundly ill-advised way to
conduct city planning.
These two pieces of legislation — T2022-0092 and T2022-0088 —
would wipe out all the successful pre-pandemic zoning and city
administrative regulations that successfully governed sidewalk cafes
throughout all of New York City for decades. Years of thoughtful
planning by Community Boards and City Council members will be
thrown out. And in its place what do they offer? A complete giveaway to
the bar and restaurant lobby that seeks to appropriate public sidewalks

 


 


 


 


 


and roadways for their own private profit at the expense of residents
and other, non-alcohol-related small businesses.
We’ve had 18 months to see this program in action, and evidence
abounds that it is ruinous for our residential neighborhoods. I could go
into the details of the garbage, vermin, noise, congested sidewalks and
streets, ADA violations, non-code electrical wires, and, most dangerous,
delayed firefighters’ and EMT response times. Residents put up with this
during the pandemic emergency, but why should we suffer the
consequences of these assaults on the common good every day in
perpetuity?
Here are some details of what is being proposed:
While wiping out zoning regulations that have been written with the
experience of decades, this Zoning Text Amendment adds one
additional appalling feature to our city landscape: all restaurants will be
allowed to keep their windows whenever they are open for business,
amplifying even indoor crowd noise into the streets. The Zoning Text
Amendment also allows for up to 12 outdoor dining locations in a single
block. The resulting crowd noise cannot be mitigated. No amount of
enforcement can solve the issues with this ill-conceived program.
The proposed repeal of the Department of Consumer and Worker
Protection sidewalk café licensing provisions actually calls for roadway
smoking and drinking dens adjacent to restaurants, even in residential
areas. Imagine a group of drinkers congregating under your bedroom
window every night smoking and carousing until closing time and
beyond. How does that promote consumer or worker protection?
Leaving aside the dangers of second-hand smoke, the noise issues
alone — the disrupted sleep and study of school-age children — are
matters that must be considered.

 


There is a reason that the majority of New York City’s Community Boards
(30 of 50 who weighed in) voted against the proposed Zoning Text
Amendment that would make the Open Restaurants program permanent.
Community board members hear what’s going on in their neighborhoods
and experience the noise, congestion, disorder, and dangers their
communities have endured as a result of this program.
There’s also a reason the former City Council and Mayor kicked this
program down the road and avoided voting on it. No one wants to have
their future prospects tainted by endorsing this dangerous program. The
outgoing leadership created this mess and now they want you to endorse it,
and take responsibility for the disaster it has been and no doubt will
continue to be.

I urge you to reject both T2022-0092 and T2022-0088. These proposals
are outrageous affronts to residential quality of life that will be
devastating for a city that is still in the process of recovering from the
pandemic. These proposed revisions to our city’s rules will not foster
sustained economic recovery. Instead, they will damage public health,
destroy residential neighborhoods, and ruin our prospects for a recovery
that includes vibrant neighborhoods and communities for individuals
and families as we emerge from the pandemic.

Please vote against these measures and use your position to demand
that any changes to the current sidewalk cafe zoning and rules be
preceded by (1) a full and responsible fiscal and environmental study
of the impact of this program has been conducted, and (2) that the
rules of any changes to the pre-pandemic sidewalk cafe program have
been fully discussed and debated in public forums with ample
community input.
Sincerely,
Lori Brand

I am writing to voice my opinion that the Open Restaurant program should NOT
be made permanent. As a matter of fact, it has lasted way past its ‘use by’ date and
at least the enclosed sheds should be taken down. These sheds attract vermin,
homeless people and a lot of dirt and noise. They are a nuisance in every way. The
worst part about them is that they use public space in the street and on the sidewalk
for private businesses. We have so little public space in our city as it is and to have
all the places we walk, drive, bike, park, etc taken up by ugly shacks and sheds is
not a good use of our space. This program was originally an emergency measure
so that restaurants didn’t go out of business. Now it just increases the amount of
space that restaurants can use and they now pack people in so it is no longer a
protection against Covid. Many businesses suffered during the pandemic including
gyms, nail salons, barbers, small shops and they are not permitted to use up the
sidewalk and the street in order to increase their bottom line.
Also, there is absolutely no regulation of this program. Some sheds are open, some
enclosed completely, some have heaters, some don’t, some are falling apart, others
are built like permanent structures. This is not really a program, it’s a hodge podge
of ways to increase business. Perhaps the city could increase the number of
permits for outdoor seating during the spring and summer so people could sit
outside on the sidewalk instead of permitting ugly, giant structures to dominate our
public streets.
In short, I am asking the City Council to end this emergency program and
implement something simpler and more livable for the citizens of New York.
Luke Soloway

I would like to voice my opposition to the issue of making permanent
the expansion of restaurant usage to outside curb areas, and the
construction of permanent “sheds.”. As a Leroy Street resident and
member of the Board of Directors for my building, I join fellow
residents in strongly opposing this expansion. Our quality of life has
been increasingly affected while this practice has been allowed to
date -- resulting in unacceptable noise high levels at all hours, food
smells, overcrowded restaurants with only a single toilet,
occasions for increased theft and debris, and overflowing trash and
rodent infestation.
We voice our concern to please stop these invasions to our
residential privacy and quality of life. Thank you in advance for not
permitting restaurants to expand to use outdoor street areas.
Lynn Christoffers
President, Board of Directors
25 Leroy Street
February 2022
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February 8, 2022
Re: Open Restaurants Zoning Application No. N 210434 ZRY
Dear Members of the City Council Committees on Consumer & Worker Protection and Subcommittee on Zoning &
Franchises,
I write as a resident of NoHo to raise objection to the permanent open restaurants program(sidewalk cafes and roadbed
structures) throughout our neighborhood, and the City overall, without further consideration of the Food & Beverage
(F&B) densities inherent in the Community Districts, in particular lower Manhattan and all that this program as
negatively impacted as follows;
CB#2 has 987 self-certified Open Restaurant applications in the Temporary Open Restaurants (TOR) program: the
highest number of any community board in the city. Second highest is CB#3. When in fact the NYC Community Boards
rejected Permanent Open Restaurants by 62% to 38% a wide margin.
The self-certification of restaurants and bars during the Temporary Open Restaurants program has overwhelmed
Community Boards. Due to the high density of Open Restaurants and lack of enforcement of the most egregious
offenders.
It is our understanding that self-certification will continue even though the DOT’s promised community forums for
clearing rules and procedures has not yet occurred, nor any guidelines distributed along with a task force to maintain
these guidelines.
Among the issues unaddressed are:
1. ADA accessibility - In a recent Council Speaker’s survey, only 18% of Open Restaurants participants in the survey area
were compliant with clear path regulations.
2. Unregulated placements- on Bike Paths; over utility access points; Department of Sanitation pick-up locations; over
crosswalks; in front of residential entrances, to name a few.
3. Impacts on other businesses- The installation of as-of-right outdoor sidewalk and roadway structures, particularly in
the densest parts of CB2, overwhelms and physically blocks storefronts of adjacent retail businesses, negatively
impacting the value of the surrounding retail spaces and the commerce they contribute to our neighborhood(s).
4. The extreme PROLIFERATION OF VERMIN coupled with the inaccessibility of refuse locations to carting companies(
public & private) has become a public ongoing health crisis. No regulation for requiring plastic trash cans to also control
the proliferation vermin.
5. Lack of provision regarding liability for damages or physical harm created by Open Restaurants to adjoining
properties.
1

Granting these Local Law and Land Use changes before any design, sanitation or operational regulations are developed
and put in place, is allowing for a massive land grab of public space by private enterprises. At the very least, there should
be a full Environmental Impact Study, accounting for the vast differences in neighborhood bulk, density and Use Groups,
before altering our cityscape, creating an unfair advantage for F&B venues over other merchants and upending
everyone’s quality of life.
Thank you for your attention to this concerning matter.
Sincerely,
Lynn Solomon
Bond Street
NY 10012
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Please vote against the Open Restaurant sheds on the streets becoming
permanent. They are a danger - for firefighting, ambulance calls, etc., and a
blight - rats, garbage, abandoned sheds. It is a danger for crossing streets
because it is more difficult to see if traffic is coming when the view is
blocked by a shed. They have become Covid incubators because most are
fully enclosed and have poor air circulation, completely contrary to the
reason they were allowed to be constructed in the first place. Sheds were
great to save restaurants during the worst of the pandemic. Now they are a
horrible assault on the quality of life and safety of neighborhoods like mine,
Soho and the West Village. Please vote against this misguided and unfair
attack on our streets, residents and visitors.
Thank you, Lynne P. Kanter

I am writing in support of the outdoor dining sheds. While some complaints made are valid, I find that
the benefit of having them far outweighs the cost, and with some prudent regulations, they could be
managed in a way beneficial to all concerned. They were born out of necessity, but with a few years’
experience with them, I’m quite sure a reasonable accommodation could be arrived at, such that those
who enjoy dining al fresco can continue to do so, for whatever reason, and at the same time, residents
living in close proximity to outdoor dining areas can be assured of their rights to access, noise control,
safety and sanitary conditions. The City streets are more alive with outdoor tables and chairs than it
ever was with parked cars.
M A Chiulli

To whom it may concern,
I am testifying to help keep outdoor cafe culture alive. As a New Yorker, I have seen the benefit
of these cafes first hand to both neighbors as well as businesses. Please keep them open.
Best,
Madison Sentimore

Maher Hussein & Leslie Baker
347-881-6717
917-287-7027

I'm oppose to the New York City restaurant outdoor shed/ street structures. This takes up space
from citizens as they walk and parking spots. Some of the sheds are shabby. The outdoor
restaurant sheds inflict on a person's daily enjoyment of walking in the streets. The structures
are huge and an eye sore. Restaurants should not have 2 sidewalk sheds (or more), one on the
side walk and one on the street/road. They should have only one sidewalk cafe. The past
regulation should go back to effect. Restaurants shouldn’t have special privileges that other
businesses cannot have.

Maher Hussien

Leslie Baker

Dear Sir/Madam
Allowing permanent outdoor dining in our city would undermine an already deteriorating quality of life. These
makeshift huts are unsightly, and they sit on public property. Moreover, they are very unsafe for those dining
“inside” one of them. We have seen cars driving into storefronts or onto the sidewalks, and these huts offer
no protection to those inside if struck by an out of control vehicle.
Sidewalks are already crowded (not like they used to be) with pedestrians and the outdoor dining areas inhibit
the flow of pedestrian traffic.
I understood the need for outdoor dining during the height of the pandemic since it was meant to support the
city’s restaurants. But to allow these flimsy and ugly structures to be a permanent part of the city’s landscape
is an urban planning and aesthetic disaster. Another 4 or 6 month extension, maybe but permanent?
It is crucial for City leadership to do whatever is necessary to make our once great city come back to life.
Taxpayers are fleeing by the tens of thousands. People and businesses are escaping exorbitant crime, filthy
streets, the growing aggressive homeless population and high taxes.
The elimination of outdoor dining will not make a huge difference in improving the quality of life —but it is an
easy start.
Also, I am sure members of the Council know that so many NYC “residents” declare residency elsewhere—be
it their 2nd homes or their parent’s homes in order to avoid the city tax (and often the state tax as well).
Whether one is progressive, liberal, conservative etc—no one wants to live or do business in a place that is in
decline and unsafe and top it off with ridiculously high taxes.
The NYC Council must focus on economic development (unlike the Gianaris & Van Bremer fiasco with
Amazon), quality of life, homelessness and crime.
If only “progressive” issues are on the table, the city will die. Most of the wealthy taxpayers are not staying in
NY or if they are they are living here part time. The bankruptcy we experienced in 1975 will be nothing
compared to what’s coming.
The council members can be part of the problem or find a viable solution to our massive problems. The City
was thriving and was vibrant under Giuliani and Bloomberg (one has to admit that if they are honest).
However, much work needs to be done after 8 horrendous years of the incompetent leadership of De Blasio
and after 2 years of a covid lockdown.
Will my city ever come back to its former glory? Frankly I don’t believe it will. Cities like Nashville, Austin,
Charlotte and Miami are tough competitors because they are relatively safe, clean and have much lower taxes
with a much better quality of life. I truly hope all of you on the Council prove me wrong.
Respectfully,
Marc Roth

Feb 8 2022

My name is MARCELL ROCHA
I have resided in the area of LES / CHINATOWN for nearly 15 years.
The impact of Open Restaurants program has been devastating for residents
while only solely beneficial for the hospitality industry, mostly restaurants and
bars.
The program which was meant to be an emergency aid during pandemic simply
opened
the playground for so many new problems and worsen many others that were
already unmanageable, such as noise, loitering, garbage influx, rodent infestation,
the loss of complete access to sidewalks and even streets.
Restaurants have been operating more like outdoor bars and bars have begun
operating as clubs with outdoor bar extensions , the crowds are larger, the
problems naturally are bigger and more serious.
The fact that outdoor dining / sheds are now providing more sidewalk space / real
estate for bars and their patrons than for actual residents is simply absurd.
This program which is being attempted to pass permanently is absolutely
irrelevant when actual management and enforcement of issues / disturbance
created by outdoor dining / sheds has not been properly followed up on and the
issues fully taken into account.

Thank You,

MARCELL ROCHA
marcell@marcellrocha.com

I have gone to the Rat Patrol meetings, I have cleaned up garbage by hand, I push
by my foot the garbage cans back into our corner receptacles,
I have dodged dead rats on the street numerous times, I have never seen so
many rats in my life. I have gone to my council woman’s office on my block and
complained, I called 311. Despondent !!
The sheds are pretty in some areas with one to a block but when you live on a
slim street and around a block like mine that have numerous up to 6 sometimes
restaurants (5th and 6th and 4th Street between A and B) it is abominable. the
trash the dirt left by sanitation, the lack of car spaces therefore people hog their
spots. The sanitation workers don’t have space so they throw the trash bags over
the cars. It is so scary out at night trying to walk or in the early mornings and see
6-10 rats just scurrying all around. Is someone in the shed ready to mug
me??Many of the Broken and hazardous Restaurant outdoor sheds are graffiti all
over, unlike some other areas like the upper west side. I am ashamed to have
people visit my neighborhood. Not to mention the dog crap and the other issues.
Why can’t there be a sharing programme of sheds where 3 restaurants can share
a Shed? Or something that is more compromising?
Marie Broady

I am writing in support of the NYC Outdoor Dining Program. As a Manhattan resident, I adore
the program. I believe that it gives the streets near my apartment a much more welcoming,
friendly, and cosmopolitan atmosphere. It also provides much-needed space for restaurants,
helping to stimulate the economy and providing jobs for fellow New Yorkers. Open Restaurants
is a program which benefits everyone, as opposed to parking spaces which benefit only a small
number of New Yorkers. I do believe the program should be regulated, for example to prevent
conflicts with bike lanes. In response to complaints about noise, perhaps the program could be
limited to daytime hours such as 9am-10pm.
Marieke Thomas
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I'm reaching out to support Councilmember Velazquez's proposal to permanently modify the zoning rules to
allow licensing for outdoor dining. I live in a neighborhood with many local restaurants and bars, and outdoor
dining made it possible for them to survive the pandemic. We need to continue to support these local
businesses.
In the early stages of outdoor dining, there was more outdoor noise and more trash in the neighborhood, but that
tapered off pretty soon. These days the level of noise and trash is no different than it was before outdoor dining
was happening. I haven't seen more pests or vermin in my neighborhood.
Please support our local restaurants by allowing outdoor dining to continue with this regulation change. And
please let me know if I can do anything else to support this proposal.
Best,
Martha Tyrone
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Outdoor Dining
Restaurants are one of the key features that distinguishes our great city from all
others and they are the cornerstones of New York’s neighborhoods. The recently
expanded Outdoor Dining is of paramount importance for the restaurant
industry's future health and most significantly for the thousands of people we
employ. It is also something that our guests want and expect; many of whom
won't dine out otherwise.
Restaurants are low margin businesses that often can't survive in good times (8
out of 10 restaurants close within 2years) let alone during a pandemic. The ability
to have expanded outdoor dining has created a path that is necessary for
restaurants to survive. Even with this additional amenity that path is incredibly
challenging.
Please note:
 The Restaurant Industry is one of the largest private employers in NYC
1. We employed more than 300,000 people in 2019 (pre-pandemic).
That number has been cut in half.
2. Many restaurants that are already barely surviving will close if the
current Open Restaurant Outdoor Dining Program is not continued
with thousands of more jobs being lost.
3. Jobs lost impact those that are most in need and disproportionately
impact people of color.
4. Jobs lost will result in more dependence on NYC government for
social services incurring further costs for New York City.
 The Restaurant Industry is a major contributor to NYC’s tax base
1. Expanded outdoor dining increases restaurant sales which in turn
generates more sales tax revenue for New York City.
2. Jobs lost will result in a decrease of income tax revenue.
3. Restaurant closings will impact landlords, jeopardizing current real
estate tax revenues.

4. Tourism, which is the source of major revenue ($19.1 billion in 2019),
tax generation and job creation, will decrease even further severely
impacting NYC’s recovery growth prospects and future health.
 The Restaurant Industry’s reach and impact goes far beyond the
restaurants and its employees themselves. Restaurant closings have
tremendous and direct impact upon businesses in our supply chain
including farmers, liquor, wine and beer producers, food & beverage
distributors, garbage companies, paper suppliers, plumbers & electricians,
IT companies etc. This will in turn result in more job and tax revenues lost.
The Restaurant Industry serves as an important foundation for the city overall and
local neighborhoods in particular; both as a source of community and as an
economic driver. Please make Outdoor Dining restaurant friendly and permanent.
Thank you!
Martin Shapiro

I have nothing original to ay about the restaurant sheds lining the streets. They are noisy, filthy,
dangerous in terms of sightlines for street crossings ,a land grab by an industry and an abuse
of the people of New York.
It is not a responsibility of the people of New York to make money for anybody but themselves
and their employer.
We gave the restaurants 2 years of trying to make a go of their businesses. Maybe the
business isn’t worth saving. Maybe New York will never need all these restaurants because of
work at home policies.
Enough is enough.
Thank you for your attention.
Marty Calabrese, resident of the East Village for 50 years. And I haven’t missed an election.
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Dear Members of the City Council Committees on Consumer & Worker Protection and Subcommittee on
Zoning & Franchises:
I write as a resident of NoHo/Greenwich Village to raise objection to the permanent open restaurants program
(sidewalk cafes and roadbed structures) throughout our neighborhoods, and the City overall, without further
consideration of the Food & Beverage (F&B) densities inherent in Community Districts, particularly lower
Manhattan.
Of late, I am spending half my time in downtown Manhattan and half my time in Yorkville on the far
Upper East Side. They are two very different worlds when it comes to the impact of the Open
Restaurants program. This is reflected in how the Community Boards voted: CB8 (UES) in support and
CB2 (Greenwich Village) against making this permanent.
In fact NYC Community Boards rejected Permanent Open Restaurants by a whopping 62% to 38%
margin. The program affects neighborhoods to varying degrees...it cannot be a one-size-fits- all approach.
Please listen to the Community Boards and proceed with caution. This is not the time to make this
permanent.
This is NOT about parking. That's another conversation. (I do not drive.) This is about safety for all and
quality of life for many.
CB#2 has 987 self-certified Open Restaurant applications in the Temporary Open Restaurants (TOR) program:
the highest number of any community board in the city. Second highest is CB#3.
The self-certification of restaurants and bars during the Temporary Open Restaurants program has overwhelmed
Community Boards with negative impacts due to the high density of Open Restaurants and lack of enforcement
of the most egregious offenders. It is our understanding that self-certification will continue. It is further our
understanding that DOT's promised community forums for clearing rules and procedures HAS NOT occurred
nor have ANY guidelines been distributed; nor is there any enhanced enforcement task force been put in place.
Among the issues unaddressed are:



ADA accessibility -In a recent Council Speaker’s survey, only 18% of Open Restaurants participants in
the survey area were compliant with clear path regulations
Unregulated placements: on Bike Paths; over utility access points; Dept of Sanitation pick-up
locations; over crosswalks; in front of residential entrances - to name a few
1






Impacts on other businesses - The installation of as-of-right outdoor sidewalk and roadway structures,
particularly in the densest parts of CB2, overwhelms and physically blocks storefronts of adjacent retail
businesses, negatively impacting the value of the surrounding retail spaces and the commerce they
contribute to our neighborhood(s).
The extreme proliferation of vermin coupled with the inaccessibility of refuse locations to carters
(public and private) has become a public health crisis.
Lack of provision regarding liability for damage or physical harm created by Open Restaurants to
adjoining properties.

Granting these Local Law and Land Use changes BEFORE any design, sanitation, or operational regulations
are developed, is putting the cart before the horse in this massive land-grab of public space by private
enterprises. At the very least, there should be a full Environmental Impact Study, accounting for the vast
differences in neighborhood bulk, density and Use Groups, before altering our cityscape, creating an unfair
advantage for F&B venues over other merchants and upending everyone's quality of life.
Sincerely,
Mary Clarke
Bond Street
NYC NY 10012
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New York City Council
Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection, Marjorie Velázquez, Chair
Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises, Kevin Riley, Chair
February 11, 2022
Dear Chairs Velázquez and Riley,
After much research and listening to the only public hearing on this Permanent Open
Restaurants and Zoning Text Amendment, I remain opposed to both for several
reasons.
1) The Department of Transportation has shown by their past record that this
agency is incapable of enforcing the regulations of the existing program.
2) A “one size fits all” policy for New York City will not work for every neighborhood.
Areas with high concentrations of narrow streets and many restaurants like Hells
Kitchen and lower Manhattan are very different from the Bronx and Queens.
3) Open sides of dining sheds alongside what should be protected bike paths are
hazards for everyone.
4) Sidewalk seating along with dining sheds create a gauntlet for pedestrians,
leaving very little space for even one person to walk, forcing pedestrians into the
roadway.
5) The sidewalk space left for pedestrians is often cluttered with bike racks, tree
pits, and other obstacles making it impossible for two people to pass in the space
allowed.
I am not opposed to repurposing curbside parking spaces with dining tables, parklets or
more full open streets. However this is done, it needs to be equitable for all and not just
the hospitality industry. All small businesses could benefit from such a program and
retain the diversity that makes this city great.
The Council has put the cart before the horse by trying to put a program in place without
having the necessary rules and regulations needed to implement it specified. These
issues must be addressed in the legislation for any Permanent Open Restaurants. The
safety and well-being of your constituents depend on it.
Sincerely,
Mary Fran Loftus
East 9th St.
New York NY 10003
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Dear Council Members,
Re: Permanent Outdoor Dining Program ane Land Use
A gracious offer of assistance made to the restaurants by the City during the pandemic has turned into a
nightmare for many residents who are daily affected by sheds and seating in our streets and on our sidewalks.
DOT and City Planning have been truant since the inception of Open Restaurants and one has very little faith
they will improve. They have consistently refused to listen to the Community Boards who oppose the program
and to us, the residents, when we speak of the noise, the smell, the filthy streets, the rats, the blatant land grab of
public property. And all this to benefit one industry only.
The program should NOT be allowed to go forward. If it does on the strength of the seemingly all powerful
restaurant union, it should be extremely limited and severely enforced.
Contrary to some peoples' fantasy, NYC is not Paris.
Respectfully,
Mary Taylor
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Matthew Arnold
E 4th Street
New York, NY 10009

Dear Councilmembers:

I write in support of the Open Restaurants program and the sidewalk sheds. I’m a longtime
resident of the East Village, and I find these structures to be a huge improvement in our
cityscape. They represent a vital infusion of cash into our struggling restaurants. They bring life
to our streets. And they convert space previously used for parking of private vehicles to a
function that benefits the public.
I know that a small, grumpy and noisy group of my neighbors is unhappy about the sheds. I
want to address their arguments in turn:


“They’re unsightly,” they say: Actually, many are beautifully designed. The shabbiest and
most ill-maintained look nicer than a gleaming upmarket SUV of the sort that litter my
neighborhood, taking up space on the taxpayer’s dime and fill our lungs with particulate
matter for the benefit of a selfish, entitled class of drivers.



“They’re creating a rat problem,” they say: C’mon, we slashed the DSNY budget last year
and we dump our trash on our streetcorners. Of course we have a rat problem. Don’t
blame the sheds.



“They’re noisy,” they say: Please. I live on Avenue A. I’ve slept with a sound machine on
ever since I moved here. On weekends, the sound of drunk young people hollering and
cars honking goes on all night. I have not noticed any increase in decibels from the
sheds. I doubt I could.



“They’re just for the yuppies/rich restauranteurs/the restaurant lobby,” they say. Hey, I
eat out a few times a year. I get takeout maybe once a week. If all the restaurants shut
down, I wouldn’t starve. I’m a middle-aged homebody. But restaurants are a huge part
of what makes this a city and the East Village a neighborhood.

Jane Jacobs wrote of “Eyes on the street” as a cornerstone of healthy neighborhoods. The
street sheds put eyes on the street aplenty, and provide a needed alternative to indoor dining
during an ongoing pandemic, along with a lifeline to beloved neighborhood restaurants. I
encourage the Council to ignore the NIMBYs and make the Open Restaurants program
permanent.
Matthew Arnold

Hello City Council,

Thank you for letting me submit my testimony about open streets.
I am a mother of a 5 year old and was a tenant in a building that
was uprooted by the open streets program.

I believe that it is time to take back the streets and make the
process more equitable. Instead of giving away land to
restaurants which not everyone can use, can we use this
opportunity to create spaces for community (open class room,
bike storage).

The open streets have caused lack of side wall space, noise
violations, and rats and trash.

Let’s rethink a NYC that can have open space for all.

Thank you!

Melissa bieri (resident of LIC)

To Whom It May Concern,
My name is Melissa Krawitz and I live at Carmine Street, NYC 10014. I have lived on Carmine
Street for 31 years. My building has 14 units, all rent-stabilized.
For those 31 years, my life on Carmine Street was quiet, peaceful, convenient, safe, clean and
a wonderful place to do my errands, run into neighbors, to come and go without incident.
Unfortunately, that all changed when the Pandemic hit our City and the Mayor implemented his
temporary executive order of Open Restaurants.
Since, then, I have not had one moment of peace. Absolutely, none of the Restaurant’s Outdoor
Street bed structures on my block are ADA complaint, nor DOT compliant. They all play
amplified music from 11:00am – 12:00am. They all have tables in front of their Street Structures
and have speakers mounted inside of their street structures. One of them has a Mounted big
screen Television inside of their Street Structure. One of Street Sheds is built on top of a
Manhole. They all have constant standing water due to not allowing drainage down the street.
There is constant garbage in the Street left on top of the filthy smelly standing water and that
has enabled rat infestation throughout the sidewalk and street. Before, the Restaurants built
their Outdoor Road bed “Sheds, I never saw one rat in the 31 years I have lived here.
Carmine Street is broken up into two sections. Carmine Street between Varick St (7th Ave) and
Bedford St. and Bedford Street and Bleecker Street. There are 14 restaurants that occupy the
entire street from 7th Ave to Bleecker Street. I live on the north side of the smaller section of
Carmine Street between Bedford Street and Varick Street (7th Ave). There are 5 restaurants on
my tiny Street. 4 on the North Side, (3 that literally surround my apartment building), 1 down the
street near the corner of Bedford Street and 1 across the street on the South Side of the block.
Four of them have roadbed and sidewalk dining and 1 has just sidewalk dining because there is
a bike lane in front of their restaurant. Two of these restaurants have open faced fronts.
Pre-Pandemic, all 3 restaurants that surround my building already had legal permitted outdoor
dining in their courtyards on 7th Avenue. I don’t understand why they needed to add these
Outdoor Dining Roadbed Sheds to their frontages on Carmine Street other than pure greed and
the fact that they could get away with it.
In the beginning of the Pandemic, I was happy to support these Restaurants, but, slowly, over
time, they got greedier and more intrusive. With the money they received from the Government,
they all built larger and longer Sheds, that took up twice as much space, with less space in
between them. They had live bands playing every night, built illegal awnings that attached to
building frontages to block apartment fire-escapes and just didn’t care to respect the quality of
life of the residents who lived next door. They added sound speakers, and a TV inside their
shed and took over 90% of our existing free parking spaces. The Restaurants created an
atmosphere of loud noise, loitering drunken patrons, illegal parking for hours in the bike lane on
the North Side of the street. To walk down the street is like being on an obstacle course and if
you are in a wheel-chair or disabled, forget about it.
Besides the daily ongoing of unrelenting noise, patrons congregating in front of my apartment,
and the rats, there is nowhere for maintenance, delivery trucks and pedestrians to walk from the
street to the sidewalk because all three of the restaurants are built so close together. You can’t
cross the street to get into an Uber, Taxi, or Access-A Ride due to the Road Bed Structures
leaving no in-between space. There is only one free parking space on the street, so any type of

delivery vehicle/truck has to double park, which is a danger in and of itself, as Carmine Street is
a two-way street.
With access blocked by these structures, this is now a matter of life and death. FDNY and
Ambulances would have no room to get to the apt building in a timely manner.
For the past 18 months that this policy has been implemented, my daily life has been consumed
with calling 311, the Police, the Fire Department complaining day and night about the loud
Music, the dancing in the street, the illegal Fire hazards and parking in the bike lane. Except for
the Fire Hazards and live bands/dancing in the street that took 6 months to get resolved,
nothing else was enforced and at present time I am still calling 311 and the Police and still
nothing is being enforced,
This program has eroded my overall Health. I am a recent Cancer Survivor and have been left
with permanent side effects due to my treatment and as such, this disruption of my daily life, has
raised my stress level and PTSD exponentially. My once quiet, residential street has become
“Coney Island”.
It was hard enough dealing with a Pandemic, but making this law permanent would be
unsustainable to my Mental and Physical health and as such, I would possibly be forced to
move and I can’t afford to move. This program is also costing me money as I have higher
electric bills due to having to run my Air Conditioner even in cooler evenings to muffle the noise
outside. I had to purchase a white noise sound machine for the winter months.
All these intrusions and inconveniences have made me feel frustrated and helpless that I should
have to be but in this position of compromising my health just because Mayor DeBlasio rushed
this thoughtless plan for Permanent Open Restaurants without any thought or consideration to
his constituents. This is not how we should be governed in a democracy.
I urge you to reject such an outrageous proposal from this lame-duck administration and
recommend DENIAL of the Zoning Text Amendment.

I want to testify in support of outdoor dining. It has been a benefit to
me, my community (making street life more lively), and to businesses
and should be encouraged. I would also encourage legislation to make
it very simple for businesses to apply for outdoor dining. I am a
member of my local community board and sit on the liquor licensing
committee. Many of the applicants that come before us do not speak
English as a first language, or are unfamiliar with the process of the
application, and many more feel that they need to hire a lawyer to
shepherd them through the process. This adds time, complexity, and
cost to the permitting process that ends up blocking some restaurant
owners from applying.
Furthermore, in my experience, the community board is not
representative of the community – composed overwhelmingly of older,
usually wealthier, home/apartment owners – and are overly resistant
to restaurant owners who seek outdoor dining and later openings.
Given my experiences sitting on the licensing committee for the past
three years, I do not believe that community boards should have any
oversight over the permitting process for outdoor dining (and to be
quite honest, liquor licensing). Given the risk to their business,
restaurant owners are easily pressured by the community board into
accepting stringent terms.
Michael Francoeur

These sheds are dangerous.. for many years restaurants have had to provide evidence of need and
consideration of the factors effecting their use such as egress and proximity to fire hydrants, etc. – they
needed permits from D.O.., D.O.T and small business.
The city collected good fees for sidewalk cafes.
Now you want to just give public areas to landlords and restaurant businesses?/
Restaurants are NOT essential services. Schools are essential ! Supermarkets are ( but you will let NYU
take over property and not replace a supermarket! Or a school!)

These sheds block the appearance of other business, they block egress for fire trucks. They block
parking and even bike lanes. They create dangerous barriers to pedestrians needing visual clues to
oncoming traffic or electric and regular bikes.
They are also a source of garbage – which the landlords and restaurants have proven to be indaquate
at handling or paying the city for the extra burden.

Do not make these permanent in their current guidelines but rather task the zoning and business
agents of the city to reconsider all these issues.
Michael hart

Michael Sabin
Little West Street
New York, NY 10004
February 8, 2022

Dear City Council Members,
Please do not make outdoor dining sheds permanent.
They are a blight and causing many problems.
They need to be removed immediately.
I operate a business near two of them on 7th Ave in Park Slope. Both structures are overbuilt
and occupy all of the frontage in front of their respective building (neither structure is at least 3
feet from neighboring buildings per “regulations”) and do not allow for proper sanitation
removal from the buildings they sit in front of. This is creates mounds of garbage piled in front
of neighboring adjacent buildings. Rats and or their chewed food from garbage bags they tear
open are in front of every restaurant - look closely and you will see this everywhere. Both
establishments I am referring to have backyards they don’t use!
Unfortunately the citizens who suffer the most are the people who live and work on the blocks
they are located on, the typical customer won’t even notice the problems including the noise
they create for people who now haplessly, live nearby.
Outdoor dining has nothing to do with these dilapidated, built without standards, and
disgusting looking, potentially permanent dining sheds. Where’s the building code for these
structures? What about fire? How will fire trucks deal with them- I think the sheds endanger
the lives of the people who live with them in front of their buildings. Where’s the electric code
here? Sure, just light it up with an extension cord! There has been zero enforcement of
whatever standards there are. There are serious issues created by the sheds and I have no
confidence the city can handle the responsibility.
Life, health and safety issues have been remain completely unaddressed.
Also, why can’t any business set up shop in the gutter if they see fit?
Yes, they were a very big help during the pandemic but now it is time to move on.
Thank you,
Michael Sabin

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michael Zelas <michael.zelas@gmail.com>
Thursday, February 10, 2022 3:44 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Permanent Outdoor Dining testimony

Hi,
I'm a resident of the Lower East Side.
Can the Council please seriously consider communities that live with outdoor dining and open streets.
NOISE
The noise from late outdoor operating hours and amplified and live music on narrow residential streets is a
nightmare for local communities.
BLOCKED STREETS
Our streets on the LES are clogged with shabby looking private sheds, making basic access almost impossible.
Please consider:
- Stop all outdooor uses at 10pm on all days (open streets, roadway dining, sheds, sidewalk dining etc)
- No amplified sound or live music allowed outdoors at any time
- No sheds, instead seats and tables only that are removed each day
Clear rules like these will make it simpler for businesses and residents to live together.
The campaign being run by lobbyists in favor is disingenuous, uncompromising and creates a fight
between residents/communities and small business owners. It's untrue that rest aurants "will not survive"
without unfettered outdoor dining. The pressure campaign is unfair and steamrolls legitimate concerns
about making the program better.
The previous Council dropped the ball. These businesses are already benefiting massively fro m using our public
land for their private needs - so why rush the process? Please try get the rules and regulations fair for everyone,
not just private bars/clubs/restaurants and the lobbyists.
Thanks,
Michael Zelas
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MICHELE BIRNBAUM
PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10028

FAX: (212)427-8250

Testimony in Opposition to the Text Amendment on Open Restaurants
Becoming Permanent
February 8, 2022
RE: Application No. N 210434 ZRY ( Open Restaurants Text
Amendment) and companion legislation
Good Afternoon Chairs, Commissioners and Council Members:
Extend the temporary program for 3 month intervals and evaluate whether or not
it is still needed . DO NOT MAKE IT PERMANENT!
I listened to testimony from 10:00 am to almost 7:00 pm yesterday and heard
nothing to support making the Open Restaurants program permanent.
Everyone was sympathetic to the plight of restaurants during these past two
years, and most supported the temporary program. With the exception of
those associated with the hospitality or restaurant industry, most were opposed
to making the program permanent. The industry did not make a compelling
argument for permanence . This is a windfall for their industry and indicative of
the power of their lobbyists. Cycling advocates, Transportation Alternatives and
those who hate cars more than anything else were also supportive, willing to
accept any negative impact of the program as long as it caused the elimination
of parking spots.
Prior to rules being loosened because of the pandemic in an effort to help
restaurants survive, the laws governing the use of sidewalk space and sidewalk
cafes we clearly enumerated. Those rules remain necessary to prevent street
over-crowding, impeding the pedestrian way, maintaining sanitary conditions and
rodent control, parking availability and respecting current sidewalk-café license
holders and the current Zoning Resolution.

Prior to the pandemic, a prospective restauranteur did his due diligence as to
demographics and possible locations of his new restaurant. He prepared a
business plan, consulted professionals, and after his research and preparation, he
made a decision to sign a lease and open. Under normal circumstances, those
businesses thrived; there is no reason to think they would not thrive again. To
make this temporary program permanent would be to throw out all tenets of
entrepreneurship and infantilize a community of business people who are more
than capable of playing under the rules which guided them at the start.
Continuing the open restaurants program on a permanent basis would line the
city with unattractive, uninspected structures which, under normal circumstances,
should be approved and monitored by the DOB for safety and compliance, but
now will be under the jurisdiction of the DOT and will add another layer to
bureaucracy and the expansion process. It would impact the property rental
market, as restaurant owners would rent less square footage than they need,
thinking they have relatively free additional street space, and landlords will
exploit the availability of street space and charge accordingly. To be useful all
year round, space heaters and propane tanks would be used, putting everyone at
increased risk. Those who already paid for their cafe licenses will have paid for
something others will get at little or no cost. Parking will be significantly reduced
which will inconvenience customers and other small businesses that depend on
available parking spaces for their customers.
Zoning Resolutions are the only things that prevent this city from chaos. To think
that residential streets could be invaded is unthinkable and disrespectful to all
those very knowledgeable authors of these resolutions who considered the
ramifications of not having firm regulations.
There are many reports of the abandoned structures being used by the homeless
on a regular basis or after hours, another circumstance that is burdening our
agencies.
Keeping programs in place long after their benefit or usefulness is bad policy.
Continuing un-employment insurance or rent subsidies or any of the financial
programs put in place to help us through the pandemic, while being a good idea
then, would be a bad idea now, and introducing a new roadway program
further complicates an already bad idea.

This economy is getting back on pace with the idea of returning to existing
business practice and the rule of law as we recover. New restaurants are opening
on a daily basis, one of many signs of the road to recovery. Let’s not create a
“new normal,” less palatable and more complicated.
Extend the open-restaurants program for three months at a time for the coming
year or two with constant review of the economy’s recovery; terminate the policy
when we recover, and the economic indicators support that, but to extend it
permanently makes no practical sense and is indicative of pandering to an
industry taking advantage of the new normal. Making this program permanent is
ill-conceived and not necessary as the economy recovers. It disrespects residents
who have to live with these structures on their doorsteps. Permanence is a very
bad idea!
The visual blight, the negative impact on quality of life and the lack of need should
be paramount in your consideration. I have not heard a sound social or economic
argument for permanence. The long term and immediate negative impacts
should be more seriously considered.
Without conducting an EIS, the proposal is precipitous and mis-guided.
I am firmly opposed to this text amendment change and making the program
permanent, and I hope that rational heads prevail.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

Michele Birnbaum

Dear Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection and Subcommittee on Zoning and
Franchises,
I fully support the permanent Open Restaurants program, including the zoning text amendment
to add more equity in the overall sidewalk café program. I am writing in my personal capacity,
but as a member of Community Board 3, where I chair the SLA & DCA licensing committee, I see
the competing interests we have for our streets.
As such I would make the following suggestions to create a successful, permanent program
(many of these suggestions are laid out in a resolution CB3 passed in February 2021
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/manhattancb3/downloads/minutes/2021/minutes2021-02.pdf):






Containerized trash: One of the major complaints from residents that there is no longer
enough space for trash. But it’s a false equivalency between sidewalk cafes and trash –
the city must implement and expand its Clean Curbs pilot to encompass all
neighborhoods with a concentration of Open Restaurants use to ensure that
pedestrians and residents are not impeded by street trash. This is common sense and
many other cities do it, including Ann Arbor. It’s time that NYC caught up.
Streamlined application and fee structure: Prior to the pandemic, it was costly and
bureaucratic for restaurants to apply for sidewalk cafes, hindering smaller operators.
Public sidewalk space should not be free, but it should be accessible and potentially
scaled based on the revenue/footage of each applicant. DOT must ensure that
operators can afford to apply and can easily apply despite language and any other
barriers.
Clear enforcement: Currently enforcement is impossible and spread across a dozen or
more agencies. DOT must hire and train a dedicated enforcement team that is the only
center for enforcement so that residents and operators alike know who they must deal
with to report problems and stay in compliance.

I am always happy to answer questions as there are likely few folks in NYC who have heard
more about Open Restaurants over the past almost two years.
Thanks,
Michelle Kuppersmith
michelle.kuppersmith@gmail.com

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Monir Zamel <mzamel@aol.com>
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 3:36 PM
District3
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Outdoor dining

Dear Mr. Bottcher,
I have owned and operated andrews coffee shop on the corner of 7th Ave and 35th Street since 1983. In all these years I
have been though several recessions, 9-11 and hurricane Sandy, but I have never experienced anything comparable to
what we are going through with Covid-19.
Outdoor seating is a lifeline that we need and from what I've heard from our guests it is something that they have
appreciated and enjoyed. Outdoor dining has been available in many European cities for a long long time and they have
managed to make it work and it is an attraction that visitors to these cities look for. It certainly has not destroyed Paris,
Rome, Barcelona or any of the many ot her cities that offer outdoor dining. I urge you to support the permanent legalization
of outdoor seating.
Best regards,
Monir Zamel
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7 February 2022
OPPOSITION to proposed zoning change to eliminate sidewalk cafe rules and create blank-slate
open dining program
I strongly urge the City Council to reject the proposed bills that would eliminate well-developed
long-standing rules on sidewalk cafes and create an undefined blank-check program for outdoor
dining and drnking.
The City has long had sidewalk cafes. They have operated successfully under rules that allow them
in appropriate districts and set workable standards for their operation. These rules have successfully
balanced the interests of the cafe proprietors and the City residents/voters/taxpayers.
With the initial Covid shutdown, the City as temporary emergency measure allowed open-air dining
and drinking virtually everywhere as a means of helping restaurants and bars, and allowing
customers to patronize them with less fear of infection. Now with widespread vaccination and no
further restrictions on indoor eating and drinking, the reason for the program has ended and the
City should return to the pre-Covid program as developed and administered by the Department of
Consumer Affairs.
The central concept of zoning is to separate incompatible uses into separate zones. A significant
feature of the pre-Covid system was identifying areas, such as purely residential zones, where
outdoor dining is not appropriate and therefore was not permitted. The regulations were
reasonable, and sidewalk cafes flourished. The program as a whole worked well. There is no reason
to abolish it.
Although the new pandemic program has clear rules, they have been widely flouted and rarely
enforced. The result has been a major disaster for residential and small-scale mixed use districts,
where sidewalks and streets have been swamped with tables and chairs that block passage, and
poorly-constructed and often unsightly partly- or fully-enclosed structures that obstruct traffic.
Streets cannot be cleaned. Fire engines and other emergency vehicles are delayed or blocked.
Garbage and rats abound. The noise levels from loud customers, live music and outdoor speakers
is intolerable. Raucous outdoor drinking has proliferated.
In a word, this is not a good program. That is why the great majority of Community Boards,
representing the residents, have voted to oppose it.
Furthermore, if the City is to have a new program for outdoor drinking and dining, it should first
identify problems with the pre-existing program and then develop a new detailed plan, with input
from all stakeholders, including residents as well as bar and restaurant owners, which then would be
presented for approval. A working program should not be cancelled without a replacement. The
proposed replacement is apparently to be developed at a later time by the Department of
Transportation, which has expertise in traffic control but not in other relevant areas like noise
control and liquor licensing, the latter being an essential element of outdoor dining and drinking.
The two proposals should be rejected.
Nancy Pasley

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nancy Idaka Sheran <nancysheran@gmail.com>
Thursday, February 10, 2022 10:51 AM
Testimony; Office of Council Member Powers; District3; District2; Speaker Adams; MBP
Info; District5; Community Board Five; office
[EXTERNAL] Making the city’s Open Restaurants (outdoor dining) program permanent

I support permitting more outdoor dining, using sidewalks and street space where there is enough space
and during times when the streets and sidewalks are not heavily used for transit (pedestrian and vehicle).
When the restaurant is closed, it would be preferable for tables and chairs to be removed from public spaces that
have significant pedestrian and vehicle traffic. Rules are needed to control noise and trash.
Accommodations must be made for first responders and to allow vehicle loading and drop offs/pickups. It's not
fair to expect people with mobility issues to walk from the corner to their home, which might be in the middle
of a block. Restaurants should be allowed to put out tables and chairs, umbrellas, awnings, tents during their
open hours, if there is enough sidewalk and street space or where there are open streets.
Consider having Community Board approval for the permits.
Consider having sliding fees for the permits, as some outdoor spaces are better than others and can
accommodate more people than others.
I oppose permanent outdoor dining sheds, because they take up precious public space for private use. There
is too much down time during the cold months, rainy days and all times when the restaurants are closed. Too
often a restaurant closes permanently leaving the shed taking up a lane in the street.
Shared streets, should be done in a flexible way, where the streets and sidewalks can be used for transit during
busy transit hours and for leisure activities during times and seasons when people want to be outdoors.
P.S. I don't mind that Open Restaurants was done in a free-for-all way during the pandemic. It was an
emergency, and it was interesting to see all of the different ways restaurants did it. But it's time to give it a
second look and implement it in a more sustainable way. My main objection is that it caused more traffic
congestion in Midtown Manhattan.
Nancy Sheran
E 36th St
New York, NY 10016
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Dear City Council,
I am a resident of Astoria, Queens. I write to support the Outdoor Dining program and ask you
to continue it.
Outdoor dining has been one of the few good things that came out of this pandemic. It was
how we eased ourselves out of the fear of being in public spaces, because eating outdoors was
so much safer than indoors.
It makes our neighborhoods more lively and provide for a better cityscape and urban
experience. It creates jobs and sales tax revenues as restaurants and other establishments can
attract more customers. As an immigrant from Asia, I have family and friends who work in the
restaurant industry and the jobs and business created by outdoor dining are incredibly
important to the immigrant communities that I am part of.
In the spring, summer, and fall, we the people of New York City can enjoy the beauty of our
streetscape and experience the outdoors through outdoor dining. New York City feels so nice
when we have outdoor dining!
Outdoor dining is a far better use of street space than the alternative: parking spots for cars.
Most of the city’s residents do not own cars and it is not clear to me why we should subsidize
private cars by giving them free street parking. Cars generate a lot of pollution that give us
respiratory diseases like asthma and lung cancer, and also contribute significantly to climate
change. Cars are also dangerous: every week we hear about another collision where someone
dies after being hit by a car. Using our public spaces to create jobs and improve the streetscape
is better than using it to pollute and accelerate climate change.
Finally, we need outdoor dining to continue not just because it improves the urban experience
of everyone, that it creates jobs, that it generates tax revenues, but also because COVID is
never going away. We are going to have future waves of COVID in a seasonal manner, and we
will need outdoor dining to assure people that they could patronize food establishments in a
safe and enjoyable way: outdoors.
Thank you
Nicholas Oo
Astoria, Queens

8 February 2022
To the NYC Council

Dear Council:
I have been a resident of Chelsea in Manhattan for over thirty years. Throughout the covid
shutdown I supported local restaurants and used the outdoor sheds as soon as they were
available. They were safer options than indoor dining because they were open to the elements.
Some had overhead shelter to protect from rain, but they were open on all sides and wonderful
places to meet friends and neighbors.
The emergency regulations that made those sheds possible should end for many reasons. (1) In
order to adjust to the cold weather, the sheds now have doors and windows. They are no
longer the open-air spaces that were healthier options than indoor restaurant space. They
have become unsafe and unregulated indoor space. Many installed heaters. Yet there are no
rules applied for climate controls or fire safety. (2) As an emergency measure, the community
could tolerate the sacrifices that the sheds imposed. Today they are simply absurd. As one
example, the sheds occupy bus lanes on Manhattan avenues. Bus lanes were implemented
when our focus was on traffic and public transportation. Today, a car can still be ticketed for
being in a bus lane, but the permanent shed is legal. (3) There is no question that sheds have
increased trash on the street, which is has resulted in rodents openly, routinely showing up to
feed.
I’ll leave it to others to talk about the impact on emergency vehicles, reduced sidewalk space,
and the increased noise. I wanted to stick with the most obvious reasons for taking down the
sheds. Covid in on the wane, people are vaccinated, and sheds are not the safe spaces they
were, when you granted them permission.
Thanking you,
Nina Chacko
Chelsea, NYC

NO to Permanent Open Restaurants!
Nina Felshin

Dear Council and Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises members – I am writing to ask you to
end the Open Restaurants program and to mandate the removal of the sheds that are now
unregulated nuisances that are stealing public spaces from New York resident. New York City's
emergency outdoor dining program was meant to help restaurants survive the pandemic and it
has changed from a useful EMERGENCY measure to a problematic one that threatens our public
health and makes our city less livable.
The restaurant sheds have morphed from the early, festive, and life-saving accommodations for
the restaurant industry, into unsightly, unstable, FULLY ENCLOSED extensions of the
restaurants. They take up more than half the sidewalk AND use additional space in the street.
They are mostly not open areas for safe dining but instead enclosed covid dens that merely
extend the restaurants’ footprint at the expense of public streets and sidewalks.
Even under the best of circumstances, the Open Restaurants program result in constant noise, day
and night, impedes emergency vehicles from traveling down the streets making for dangerous
and even more noisy conditions, results in unhealthy filth as food waste is scattered everywhere
and street-cleaning vehicles cannot access the curbs to clean. After the recent snowfall the
streets were literally impassable for pedestrians because of their narrowing of the sidewalks.
In many instances the sheds are rickety, and many have been abandoned with no ordinances for
them to be removed. They have become havens for homeless encampments and nests of rats and
other vermin. The sheds are unsightly and an eyesore which will eventually repel the muchneeded tourists who come to New York City to visit a world-class city, not a shanty town.
Finally, the heaters that the restaurants use to heat the sheds and restaurant extensions are highly
polluting. Such heaters have already been banned in most ‘first world’ cities as being
environmentally unsound. Perhaps more licenses for OUTDOOR cafes could be issued such that
in warm weather restaurants could add a few tables on the sidewalks instead of taking up
enormous swaths of our public spaces.
These pandemic emergency economic measures are making the city less livable for all of us - it's
time to shut the dining sheds.
Please: Repeal NYC Local Law 114 and abandon plans to make this temporary program
permanent. Direct city agencies to begin full and immediate enforcement of all Open Restaurant
regulations to crack down on outrageous abuses of shared public space.

Nina Jody

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Norma Cote <enormaco@gmail.com>
Friday, February 11, 2022 3:37 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Outdoor Restaurants Legislation

Roadway Dining (Eat-in-the-Street)
Especially pernicious. Should be revoked.
They TAKE OVER the SIDEWALKs in addition to the streets.
In ways that block pedestrian traffic flow on the sidewalks
for

Servers, hosts, busboys, patrons coming and going -- all moving PERPENDICULAR to the passageway
pedestrians.
Blocks pedestrian passage on narrow sidewalks
Especially where the sidewalks are too narrow to hold a sidewalk cafe.
Dangerous to pedestrians to have food, crockery, and cutlery carried across the walkway in their midst.
DO NOT ALLOW ANY IN-THE-STREET RESTAURANTS

Full Hearing at Community Board for ALL Outdoor Eateries (not just sidewalk cafes)
"Notice" to Community Boards of applications for eat-in-the-street operations must take the same form,
with the
same timetable, and the same procedures, as for sidewalk cafes.
Anything less amounts to effectively cutting the public out of the entire qualification/review
process.
Public Restrooms
Any restaurant using public space for its own private profit must give back a PUBLIC BENEFIT
Should be required to make their RESTROOMS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Must not be allowed to limited their restrooms to their own patrons
existing

This requirement should apply to all restaurants/cafes that operate in public space, even residewalk cafes
1

Would SOLVE LONG-STANDING problem for which New York is notorious: lack of public restrooms
See the book for tourists: "Where to Go in New York" -- this should not be necessary
Restaurants are in UNIQUE POSITION to solve this problem.
They already have restrooms -- they're required to
The plumbing infrastructure is already in place
It would COST THEM NOTHING to allow the public to use them too.
Some restaurants ALREADY DO make their restrooms available to the public -- even those that don't take
over
public space: McDonald's, Starbucks
The price of taking over public space for private profit should be to provide toilets for the public
Noise Requires Earlier Closing Times for Outdoor Eating Operations
Dining always generates noise.
No one can control the noise from restaurant dining.
Indoor noise generation can be contained by soundproofing
Can be required by leases and license restrictions
NO WAY TO CONTROL OR CONTAIN OUTDOOR NOISE
Therefore, HOURS OF OPERATION for all outdoor eateries must be RESTRICTED
even if they are less than the law allows,
even if they are less than the permitted indoor hours

2

City Council Public Hearing on the future of Open Restaurants
Sidewalk Café permits are antiquated and the Temporary Executive Order proves it.
Thanks to the Temporary Executive Order we have been allowed to provide outdoor seating.
This has proven to have helped our business survive tremendously while keeping our patrons safer
during this pandemic.
Before the Temporary Executive Order, we had tried applying to the traditional Sidewalk Café
permit which proved to be impossible and expensive. Specifically, our block and radius fall under an
outdated zoning plan that does include us for this type of commercial use yet there have always been
restaurants and commercial tenants in our building and area. After going through hurdles and
contacting our Bronx Borough Planner at NYC Department of City Planning and calls with NYC Small
Business Services, they were very helpful with their resources to point us in the right directions. After
research and numerous conferences, we were all puzzled as to why our zoning does not allow a
Sidewalk Café permit after meeting all other prerequisites and qualifications. Concluding our search just
months prior to the pandemic we were left with the answer that our zoning was simply never updated
and accounted for due to an old error therefore we would have to hire another attorney to help change
this. All there was left to do was to put together a list of restaurants that were facing the same old
zoning ordinance and build a petition list.
There are many businesses and restaurants that continue to do a good job with their outdoor
seating. These businesses would like to grow with this new program now having witnessed the benefits.
Our intention and willingness to add outdoor seating was because of the demand from our community
in our neighborhood. Our community has been very positive with their feedback in regards to our
outdoor availability. We want to continue to add to this positive perspective to help beautify our South
Bronx Neighborhood by providing this type of ambiance with outdoor seating. It’s understood that every
restaurant can serve as a unique use case, therefore it is in our best interest to see this outdoor dining
permit progress under this new ordinance to help mold the new permanent outdoor dining rules and
regulations.

We Thank you for the opportunity,
Omar Canales

TO THE COMMITTEE ON CONSUMER WORKERS PROTED;MY NAME IS
PAMELA SCHIENLE OWNER OF SEL ET POIVRE 853 LEXINGTON AVE BTW
65-64 STREET NYC 10065;WE ARE A SMALL FAMILY OWNED AND
OPERATED RESTAURANT FOR 33 YEARS. THE PANDEMIC HAS HIT US
HARD. THE SIDE WALK OUTDOOR DINING HAS SAVED US. I CANNOT
HIGHLY EXPRESS HOW IMPORTANT WE NEED TO KEEP SIDE WALK
DINING FOR MY RESTAURANT. WE DO ALSO HAVE A ROADSIDE HOUSE
WHICH HAS ALSO HELPED US THROUGH THE PANDEMIC. BUT IT IS THE
SIDE WALK DINING ,PEOPLE FEEL SAFER AND ENJOY BEGING OUTSIDE.
THERE ARE STILL MANY PEOPLE WHO WILL NOT EAT INSIDE. TO KEEP
MY BUSINESS AFLOAT THE SIDE WALK DINING WILL HELP US. IT IS
IMPORTANT FOR MY BUSINESS TO SURVIVE WITH GIVING CUSTOMERS
THE CHOICE TO EITHER EAT IN OR OUT. THANK YOU . I TRULY WISH
YOU LOOK AT KEEPING SIDE WALK DINING.
PAMELA SCHIENLE 2/8/2022

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Friday, February 11, 2022 3:45 PM
Testimony
Fwd: [EXTERNAL] Testimony AGAINST Street Restaurants

Begin forwarded message:
From: peter skevas <pskevas@gmail.com>
Date: February 11, 2022 at 12:56:24 PM EST
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Testimony AGAINST Street Restaurants

Hi this is my testimony against street restaurants:
1. They take up all the valuable parking in the most congested areas and as a realtor we are
always moving the car. With no where to park, not even Muni-Meters are available. This
encourages illegal parking and results in tickets. Never has there been a stronger meter maid
force and this is a scam. New Yorkers deserve better than this.
2. They are ugly, nobody uses them and who wants to eat dinner in the street? There’s plenty of
restaurant space indoors and that is all New York needs. The out door restaurants cause
congestion, rat infestation and are just plain ugly EYE SORES!!!
3. The pandemic is over. People, stop being sheep - if the government told you to jump off a
bridge would you do it? Obviously that’s a big no so why do we comply with these rediculous no common-sense mandates? We all have a brain so let’s use it! These street restaurants were
designed to reduce the risk of spreading COVID but it’s literally INDOORS SEATING
OUTSIDE! Makes no sense. It’s just plain stupid.
GET RID OF THE STREET RESTAURANTS NOW!! I’m else I’m leaving this ultra liberal
town and you have one less tax payer.
Thank you for reading my testimony,
Paris Zivania
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Pat Arnow <arnowp@gmail.com>
Friday, February 4, 2022 10:03 PM
Testimony
Christopher Marte
[EXTERNAL] Dining Shed written testimony (Feb. 8 hearing)

City Council’s Committee on Worker Protection and Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises remote hearing
on Tues., Feb. 8, 2022.
Please accept this testimony:
I am writing to object to permitting permanent sidewalk and street restaurant sheds. This is not good for our
city.
The major problem for me as an enthusiastic city walker, biker and eater is that the sheds look bad. Even the
ones that are prettily decorated are essentially shacks. Most that I see in the Lower East Side and East Village
around where I live are made of plywood with plastic windows and roofs. They sport metal pipes overhead to
run electricity. Many have reflective tape on the sides. Many have orange and white plastic Jersey barriers
protecting their sides. Trash collects along sides. Many are covered with graffiti. Some have metal gates.
I lived in the East Tennessee mountains for several years. If someone put up something like these restaurant
shacks in their front yard for any length of time, people would call them trashy—even if they did paint them up
and put plastic flowers over them as many restaurants have done here.
It’s particularly displeasing to see these shacks blocking the view from across the street of storefronts. How are
we to see that there’s a shoe store or a bodega or the other of the myriad businesses that make New York so
interesting but that are now blocked from view? It doesn’t seem fair to other retail businesses. And
aesthetically, how are we to see the riotous variety of storefronts on the ground floor of handsome old buildings
in our neighborhood?
In addition, walking between the shed and the restaurant when places are closed is a claustrophobic experience.
It’s dark and dingy. It’s often worse when the restaurants are open with wait staff running back and forth and
customers milling around unaware of pedestrians trying to get somewhere. In the time of Covid, these are
accommodations we ought to make, but please do not make it hard fo r us on a permanent basis to get to work or
home or to shop and stroll.
Another objection I have is as a bike rider. It’s dangerous on city streets already. Many sheds abut bike lanes
that run alongside traffic lanes (not protected bike lanes). There is not an inch of leeway for bikes. At least with
parked cars, we can maneuver a bit to get out of the way of electric bikes going the wrong way, of distracted
drivers, of turning drivers who forget to look for us. The sheds make our lives even more harrowing than usual.
Then there are the protected bike lanes that have sheds in the street and the sidewalk and restaurant on the other
side. You can’t believe the number of diners and wait staff who rush in front of us paying no attention to bikes.
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I want to be clear that as long as the pandemic rages across the nation and the world, those sheds are a real
asset. They’re great for residents like me who want to go to restaurants but don’t want to be inside near
unmasked strangers. It’s vitally important for the survival of restaurants.
But when we return to near-normalcy, the restaurants should take down the sheds. The restaurant business in
New York City was a big, wonderful whirlwind of flavors from all over the world before the pandemic. Food
service is a tough business, but restaurants thrived here as nowhere else in the world. They can thrive again
without ruining our streetscape.
I also want to support more sidewalk dining where space and neighborhood sensibilities allow. Tables and
chairs outside add to the liveliness and charm of the city’s streets.
But please do not allow permanent sheds.
I am writing this as Lower East Side resident who has lived in New York for 21 years. I am a photographer by
profession.
Thank you for your attention.
Sincerely,
Pat Arnow
Please see my photos of sheds in the East Village and Lower East Side.
https://patarnow.zenfolio.com/p542445420
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2/08/22
Testimony regarding outdoor sheds and the proposal to make them permanent
Please end this temporary disaster . Making outdoor shed permanent would be a horror! They
already are. I was in support of it during the lockdown as the city was empty and restaurants
needed the support but the pandemic is under control and the city is once again lled with
tra c , people and noise. I live in soho where there happens to be an overabundance of
restraints and cafes. there are a number of issues:
1] they are they are taking up space on public property which is for all residents .
2] a huge safety hazard. i have almost gotten hit by cars and especially bicycles that don’t
honor stop signs and red lights to begin with, you cannot see them coming , even on corners.
if i do get hurt, which , i can’t tell you how many times i have come close, i will happily sue the
city !!!!!!!!!
3] we are infested with rats!!!!!!!!!
4] as a result of the infestation more dogs are getting leptospirosis and dying as a result.
emergency vehicles cannot often get through
5] there is no place for deliveries to pull up , therefore even more blockages and tra c
6] many of them are dirty
7] abandoned sheds from out of business restaurants sit ton the streets rotting and being used
as homeless encampments
8] the noise
9] the restaurants are abusing the policy, the is a restaurant across the street that completely
blocks the sidewalk and part of the street, i once complained and he told me if i didn’t like it to
cross the street. so i guess as a resident and taxpayer , i no longer have rights!
10] they have taken up half the parking spaces. not fair to residents, and by the way , we have
also lost parking lots due to overdevelopment!!!!!!!!!!!!
many people feel that the quality of life for residents has completely gone down . we are fed
up, frustrated , and feel unheard . there are way too many policies being put in place that honor
the money and not the people. enough is enough!
I do believe it is illegal for commercial ventures to be taking up public spaces for their own
bene t! bottom line…!
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P.S.

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Patrick James Walsh <paddywalsh@mindspring.com>
Thursday, February 10, 2022 8:23 PM
Testimony
Patrick Walsh; Jeanne Mullen
[EXTERNAL] Abolish the Sheds
sheds 2.pages

Dear City Council Members:
Just as the emergency measures passed with little public input by the city allowing the construction of sheds
and “open dining” during the global pandemic had my full support, so does the continuation of this measure
on even a temporary basis have my most adamant opposition. The idea of continuing this
scheme permanently is nothing less than shocking in its brazenness and grotesque in its disregard for we
residents who must contend with its logical and inevitable consequences on a daily and nightly basis. Indeed,
the very idea of taking advantage of a catastrophe to ram into law what is arguably the largest transfer of
public land into private hands for private profit is or should be unconscionable for anyone who believes in fair,
equitable and democratic governance.
I live above three of these structures and since the day they went into operation my family, my neighbors and
my community have been forced to deal with the logical and completely predictable consequences of such an
outrageous allowance. These outrages include but are not limited to music that penetrates the walls of our
home at all hours of the day and night and that no amount of noise makers or air conditioners can quell;
yelling, screaming and drunken banter at all hours of the day and night; a dramatic and demonstrable
increase in trash and rats in our streets; an even greater sense that out community is nothing less than a
perpetual Mardi Gras in which the laws of civil behavior do not pertain.
It gets worse. After hours, many of the structures have become spontaneous open air night clubs with music
blasting so load our windows rattle and sleep is absolutely impossible. Appealing to NYPD has proven to be
futile. By no fault of their own, the sheer volume of quality of life violations have proved too much for the
NYPD to handle. That, in turn, has lead to friction between the community and the NYPD.
All this so that two of the most powerful lobbies in the city – real estate and the Hospitality Alliance ( with an
assist from the wily folks at Trans Alt who support the scheme as it insidiously forwards their desire for a car less New York ) – could be granted public land for private gain under the pretense of saving the local
economy in a time of crisis. And how do these two lobbies show their gratitude to this unprecedented act of
public generosity ? By attempting to cajole you into extending it in perpetuity. It is impossible for a
reasonable person, even one who is not personally affected by it, to not see this as an unspeakable betrayal
of public trust. This measure may have been necessary during the height of the pandemic. That time has
passed. It now serves only to increase the bank accounts of landlords and bar and restaurant
owners, immiserating entire communities while undermining an already dwindling belief in democratic
governance. And let us look clearly at the class element that runs right through this entire scenario: out door
dining is a luxury for those who can afford it ( almost exclusively from outside our community ) at the
expense of the quality of life for the working class people who must deal with its consequences.
1

You are now tasked to choose between the dignity of the residents who are your constituents or the
rapaciousness of landlords. I pray you choose well.
Patrick Walsh
Stanton St,
NY, NY 10002
paddywalsh@mindspring.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Paul Vella <paulvella1@mac.com>
Friday, February 11, 2022 12:58 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Outdoor Seating Restaurants

Hello!
The restaurant business is 50% of what makes NYC great!!! Outdoor seating is necessary to keep the industry vibrant.
PLEASE CONTINUE TO ALLOW OUTDOOR SEATING!!! It’s good for EVERYONE!!
Paul Vella
The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago. The second best time is NOW! Chinese proverb
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peggy Taylor <peghamptons@gmail.com>
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 2:22 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Open Restaurants Testimony

I want the Open Restaurants Program to be made
permanent, first because it is a much-needed
boost to the restaurant industry and second,
because the vast majority of New Yorkers love
it. According to a NY1 poll, 85% of New Yorkers
favor keeping them. As one respondent asked:
“Who doesn’t love dining outdoors?” If you stroll
along Broadway, Amsterdam, Columbus or
Second Avenues when the weather is fine, you’ll
see nothing but happy, animated New Yorkers
socializing and dining al fresco, or as some call it,
al streeto. We’re having a ball in bubbles, cabins,
domes, huts, yurts, and fake Swiss
chalets. These outdoor structures have given
color and vibrancy to sidewalks and streets, and
every time I pass one, or dine in one, I feel like I’m
in Paris!
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After the Program began back in June 2020, I
spent a year photographing and documenting
these outdoor dining setups and compiled them in
a full-color photo book called “Streeteries.”
https://www.westsiderag.com/2021/12/01/how-anout-of-work-tour-guide-created-a-coffee-tablebook-about-nycs-streeteries
https://www.fox5ny.com/news/tour-guide-documents-nyc-outdoor-dining-transformation-in-photos
https://www.blurb.com/b/10921528-streeteries

But “Streeteries” is not only it a colorful coffee
table book; it’s also an historical document
capturing a peculiar moment in the City’s history—
-one in which New Yorkers were dining in
heretofore unseen places—-along curbs, in the
middle of the street, over trapdoors, manhole
covers, subway ventilation grates—-even on the
ground floor of a homeless shelter!
Covid is not completely conquered, and many of
us are not yet ready to dine inside.
I implore the City Council—please keep the
Streeteries. They’re vital to the financial health of
2

restaurants but also to the overall well-being of us
New Yorkers.
Thank you very much,
Peggy Taylor
Photographer
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:

Peggy Taylor <peghamptons@gmail.com>
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 4:44 PM

Subject:

Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Copy of Zoom Hearing Invite

Forgot to include this photo of the cover.

Peggy Taylor
Sent from my iPhone
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pdavies1@nyc.rr.com

February 8, 2022
Marjorie Velázquez, Chair
Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection
Kevin C. Riley, Chair
Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises
New York City Council
City Hall
New York, NY 10007
landusetestimony@council.nyc.gov

Re: OPPOSITION Testimony:

T2022-0088 - Sidewalk cafés and roadway cafés
T2022-0092 – Zoning, Open Restaurants (N 210434 ZRY)

Chair Velázquez and Chair Riley,
I am a 41-year resident of Manhattan Community Board 2 in Council District 1, home to the
largest number and highest concentration of sidewalk cafes, roadbed dining installations and
licensed drinking operations in all of New York City. Over the past several decades local
residents and businesses have worked diligently to assure that a needed balance has been
put in place, serving both the business community, to lead them to successful operations,
and residents, to provide quality of life for those who live in some of New York’s oldest
neighborhoods.
Undoing all of that in one fell swoop is ill advised. What works elsewhere in the City doesn’t
necessarily work for our very congested and super-popular neighborhoods. As Manhattan
Borough President Mark Levine recently noted, when it comes to public space in NYC, One
Size Does Not Fit All.
I urge the chairs, the committee members and the Council as a whole to consider
neighborhood-appropriate regulations regarding allowances and limitations for both sidewalk
cafés and roadbed dining. Today I point to three key areas that need particular attention:
1. Permanent Open Restaurants: The granting of use of public space exclusively to one
industry creates inequitable conditions and needs to be more fully analyzed.
2. Sidewalk Café Exclusion Areas: Specific neighborhood conditions should be considered,
looking at current uses and the probable conflicts that are likely to be created by the
addition or allowance of sidewalk cafés, and necessary adjustments made.
3. Enclosure Regulations: Noise from outdoor dining, disruptive to local residents, is a
known and ongoing issue, no matter where it is allowed in the public sphere; any blanket
allowances for open windows, rooftop establishments and other similar outdoor set-ups
should not be allowed and instead need to be more fully considered.
I plan to submit more in-depth written testimony.
Thank you for the time and your good consideration for protecting the special neighborhoods
of our great city.
Peter Davies

Thank you for allowing me to submit my testimony.
Honorable New York City Council members and fellow New Yorker,
I will cut to the chase and get to the bottom line right away. New York City is alive today because of the
Open Restaurant Initiatives, had they not been deployed, we would be in a depressed, economically
obliterated New York City. More people would have migrated out of the city, and this would have only
made things worse regarding tax revenues and overall NYC occupancy.
For as long as we do not have visibility on Covid, the open restaurant program is VITAL and of the
utmost importance. The issue should be bifurcated into a covid visibility issue in the short term and a
long-term urban planning for NYC. Presently 30-40% of our guests are requesting outdoor seating, and
if we did not have the structure we would be shuttered as we would not be able to survive without the
outdoor business, and many of our staff members would lose their jobs.
It is important to have unified approach to all the structures, and to allow existing and compliant
structures to remain or be modified to meet the requirements; this would include sound levels, music
levels, fire extinguishers needed etc…it needs to be reasonably priced to participate and the permit and
licensing process should be streamlined.
We’ve made considerable investments in your outdoor seating and would urge the council to do its best
to incorporate current aspects, so perhaps we would not have to re-design and build everything from
scratch.
Thank you for hearing us out.

Philippe-Massoud

BROOKLYN
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

BROOKLYN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
OUTDOOR DINING TESTIMONY
The Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce is the borough’s leading economic development organization, and
serves its members through promotion, support, advocacy, programming, and its convening authority to
build and maintain a healthy and robust business environment throughout Brooklyn.
During the COVID pandemic, the Brooklyn Chamber has worked directly with over 1,200 bars,
restaurants, and cafes and continues to assist with recovery and resilience. A vast majority of these
businesses have built outdoor dining structures. Over the past two years, outdoor dining has been the
only alternative for restaurants and bars to serve patrons on their premises. As we have endured
several waves of the COVID virus since early 2020, outdoor dining has proven to be an enduring safe and
economically viable way for businesses to sustain during these unpredictable resurgences – it provides a
sound alternative to high-cost delivery platforms and is a way for business owners to still monetize their
brick-and-mortar locations in the midst of an ongoing public health crisis.
Our Survey of Brooklyn businesses in December 2021 showed that 77% of those surveyed were
experiencing revenue reductions due to a loss of customers during the Omicron, and 63% expected
revenue to be down from the previous holiday season. The Omicron surge could not have come at a
worse time in our recovery.
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Outdoor dining has been critical in saving countless restaurants and jobs.





The NYC restaurant industry is still employing 30% less staff than in 2019/pre-pandemic.
Only 35% of restaurants in NY State who applied for federal Restaurant Revitalization Funding
(RRF) were awarded, despite being one of the hardest hit by the virus, and most strictly
regulated by extended government mandates.
Outdoor dining, and the additional opportunity for revenue is still an essential lifeline for many
restaurants who did not receive RRF, did not have any rent relief, and are still suffering greatly
from almost two full years of pandemic costs, unexpected closures and lack of patronage due to
COVID.

COMMUNTY IMPACT
Outer borough restaurants have historically been excluded from the outdoor dining scene.


Sidewalk cafes have always been desirable, especially in the outer boroughs where communities
can come together, with kids, pets, and families enjoying outdoor space in a city where our
options are primarily inside. The temporary allowance of outdoor dining provided the outer
boroughs with a safe environment to keep patrons and staff socially distanced while remaining
open.

253 36th Street, Mailbox Unit: 17
Brooklyn, NY 11232

T: (718) 875 – 1000
F: (718) 222 – 0781

www.brooklynchamber.com
info@brooklynchamber.com

BROOKLYN
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

REGULATORY RECOMMENDATIONS
The Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce makes the following recommendations:








We support the text amendment and reversal of archaic zoning laws that have long prohibited
restaurants from legally obtaining sidewalk café permits, particularly in the outer boroughs and
Low- and Moderate-Income (LMI) communities.
We support an affordable fee structure, clear and achievable guidelines, and a streamlined
application process.
We support the consolidation of permitting and enforcement within the Department of
Transportation, however we request that field officers be better trained in the nuances of the
program and the realities of operating a restaurant in New York City.
We request resolution of conflicting regulations between New York City and New York State
Liquor Authority with regards to alcoholic beverage service within outdoor premises.
We request clarification about the permissibility and circumstances of use of the outdoor space
in front of adjacent storefronts.

Respectfully submitted:

Randy Peers
President & CEO
February 8, 2022

253 36th Street, Mailbox Unit: 17
Brooklyn, NY 11232

T: (718) 875 – 1000
F: (718) 222 – 0781

www.brooklynchamber.com
info@brooklynchamber.com

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Richard Moore <rm@richardmoorepersonal.com>
Sunday, February 6, 2022 10:23 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Open Restaurants Zoning Text Amendment, Application No. N 210434 ZRY
( Open Restaurants Text Amendment)

Dear Members of the City Council Committees on Consumer & Worker Protection and Subcommittee on
Zoning & Franchises:
I write as a resident and property owner in NoHo and Greenwich Village to raise objection to the permanent
open restaurants program (sidewalk cafes and roadbed structures) throughout our neighborhoods, and the City
overall, without further consideration of the Food & Beverage (F&B) densities inherent in Community District s,
particularly lower Manhattan.
CB#2 has 987 self-certified Open Restaurant applications in the Temporary Open Restaurants (TOR) program:
the highest number of any community board in the city. Second highest is CB#3. In fact NYC Community
Boards rejected Permanent Open Restaurants by a whopping 62% to 38% margin.
The self-certification of restaurants and bars during the Temporary Open Restaurants program has overwhelmed
Community Boards with negative impacts due to the high density of Open Restaurants and lack of enforcement
of the most egregious offenders. It is our understanding that self-certification will continue. It is further our
understanding that DOT's promised community forums for clearing rules and procedures HAS NOT occurred
nor have ANY guidelines been distributed; nor is there any enhanced enforcement task force been put in place.
Among the issues unaddressed are:







ADA accessibility -In a recent Council Speaker’s survey, only 18% of Open Restaurants participants in
the survey area were compliant with clear path regulations
Unregulated placements: on Bike Paths; over utility access points; Dept of Sanitation pick-up
locations; over crosswalks; in front of residential entrances - to name a few
Impacts on other businesses - The installation of as-of-right outdoor sidewalk and roadway structures,
particularly in the densest parts of CB2, overwhelms and physically blocks storefronts of adjacent retail
businesses, negatively impacting the value of the surrounding retail spaces and the commerce they
contribute to our neighborhood(s).
The extreme proliferation of vermin coupled with the inaccessibility of refuse locations to carters
(public and private) has become a public health crisis.
Lack of provision regarding liability for damage or physical harm created by Open Restaurants to
adjoining properties.
1

Granting these Local Law and Land Use changes BEFORE any design, sanitation, or operational regulations
are developed, is putting the cart before the horse in this massive land-grab of public space by private
enterprises. At the very least, there should be a full Environmental Impact Study, accounting for the vast
differences in neighborhood bulk, density and Use Groups, before altering our cityscape, creating an unfair
advantage for F&B venues over other merchants and upending everyone's quality of life.
Sincerely,
Richard Moore

Bond Street
New York, NY 10012
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ROB HOUTENBOS <rhoutenbos@mac.com>
Tuesday, February 8, 2022 10:57 AM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Open Restaurants Zoning Text Amendment, Application No. N 210434 ZRY
( Open Restaurants Text Amendment)

Dear Members of the City Council Committees on Consumer & Worker Protection and Subcommittee on
Zoning & Franchises:
I write to you as a resident and a property owner in NoHo to raise SERIOUS objection to the permanent open
restaurants program (sidewalk cafes and roadbed structures) throughout our neighborhoods, and the City
overall, without further consideration of the Food & Beverage (F&B) densities inherent in Community Districts,
particularly lower Manhattan.
CB#2 has 987 self-certified Open Restaurant applications in the Temporary Open Restaurants (TOR) program:
the highest number of any community board in the city. Second highest is CB#3. In fact NYC Community
Boards rejected Permanent Open Restaurants by a whopping 62% to 38% margin.
The self-certification of restaurants and bars during the Temporary Open Restaurants program has overwhelmed
Community Boards with negative impacts due to the high density of Open Restaurants and lack of enforcement
of the most egregious offenders. It is our understanding that self-certification will continue. It is further our
understanding that DOT's promised community forums for clearing rules and procedures HAS NOT occurred
nor have ANY guidelines been distributed; nor is there any enhanced enforcement task force been put in place.
Among the issues unaddressed are:







ADA accessibility -In a recent Council Speaker’s survey, only 18% of Open Restaurants participants in
the survey area were compliant with clear path regulations
Unregulated placements: on Bike Paths; over utility access points; Dept of Sanitation pick-up
locations; over crosswalks; in front of residential entrances - to name a few
Impacts on other businesses - The installation of as-of-right outdoor sidewalk and roadway structures,
particularly in the densest parts of CB2, overwhelms and physically blocks storefronts of adjacent retail
businesses, negatively impacting the value of the surrounding retail spaces and the commerce they
contribute to our neighborhood(s).
The extreme proliferation of vermin coupled with the inaccessibility of refuse locations to carters
(public and private) has become a public health crisis.
Lack of provision regarding liability for damage or physical harm created by Open Restaurants to
adjoining properties.

Granting these Local Law and Land Use changes BEFORE any design, sanitation, or operational regulations
are developed, is putting the cart before the horse in this massive land-grab of public space by private
enterprises. At the very least, there should be a full Environmental Impact Study, accounting for the vast
1

differences in neighborhood bulk, density and Use Groups, before altering our cityscape, creating an unfair
advantage for F&B venues over other merchants and upending everyone's quality of life.
Sincerely,
Rob Houtenbos
Great Jones Street
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I speak today in support of making permanent the open restaurants throughout NYC. My name
is robert green, and I live in West Chelsea with my family.
Many of our restaurants have built structures at the curb, and it’s on those I want to focus my
testimony. I think we can all agree, whether for or against this usage, that there is value to
restaurants in having the curb space in front of their buildings to serve patrons. And further, it
seems clear that New Yorkers value sitting in those spaces and eating, drinking, and socializing.
I hear many reasons to oppose these structures, but I rarely hear anyone say “I like the way the
space was before.”
Why is that? Well, i think it is because we realize that prior use for the curb has been almost
exclusively to allow cars to park, mostly for free, on our streets. And in Manhattan that means
80% of us are giving 20% of us this space to use in a way that does not benefit us at all. The
restaurant structures? They are there for all of us.
I say enough already. We MUST stop giving away space to private vehicles. SUVs, which are
now the majority vehicle in this city, take us massive amounts of space. They are owned, on
average, by must wealthier new yorkers, and that simply isn’t fair. I would MUCH prefer to have
the opportunity to sit and share a glass of wine with a friend then try to peer around a Range
Rover with Pennsylvania plates blocking my view as I try to cross the street. If we must allow for
private car storage on our streets, I am fine with there being much less of it and it being priced
appropriately.
So as a citizen of our city who walks, takes transit, and bikes, I say: let the restaurants, an
essential service filled with essential workers doing essential work, have that space, and let’s
take it away from those who need to drive to their country houses on the weekend.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Lobe <lobe.robt@gmail.com>
Monday, February 7, 2022 12:13 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Outdoor Sheds

In addition to all the talked about reasons outdoor dining must stop or SIGNIFANTLY modified and
policed, WHY do these have to take up a full 12 feet? It is almost impossible to park a car and insurance rates
have gone up because of damages, ask GEICO. I've bashed up my front fender backing into a spot across a
shed. ALSO, this makes a MOCKERY of bicycle lanes And, they are all closed off like indoors anyway, so
what's the point?
Thank you
Robert Lobe
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

rschwinger@nyc.rr.com
Wednesday, February 2, 2022 8:49 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Testimony -- VOTE NO on Open Restaurants Zoning Text Amendment

Vote NO on making street dining sheds permanent. They were a temporary artifact of the pre-vaccine Covid emergency
and are no longer justifiable, and their harms are all too real and obvious:
1. They are breeding huge rat populations. I almost never used to see rats in my neighborhood. Now I see 5-6 a day, all
near these sheds. The rats no doubt crawl all over the interiors of these sheds in the middle of the night, where people
then dine the next day. We are trying to get out of one pandemic, and the City wants to risk another by creating
conditions for rats to flourish? That is the literal definition of being “to stupid to live,” because where rats flourish people
end up dying. This is basic science and history.
2. They don’t improve the streets. Instead they make every street in the City look like an ugly impoverished shantytown
or a disaster zone. They are not pretty or charming. Most of them are crude structures of plywood and 2-by-4’s with
corrugated plastic sheeting and tarps. They look like something that was thrown together quickly after a devastating
hurricane, or like the alleyway shacks in the slums that Jacob Riis photographed 140 years ago. Most are defaced with
graffiti, hugged by street trash because no one is cleaning where they meet the street, and looking like a street hazard
covered with reflective traffic tape so that cars don’t smash into them. This is improvement? They are not cute Parisian
cafes, or the urbane sophistication that New York is known for. They are not elegant and they are not
beautiful. “Eyesore” would be a polite term.
3. If they are going to be permanent, then the people who use the space need to pay the City market rent and property
tax. I object to giving any private profit-making enterprise a cost-free, rent-free tax-free gift of our insanely valuable public
land.
4. Contrary to claims now being made, this proposal does not represent any serious plan to “reimagine” the
streets. What thought went into arguing that it is restaurants that should be gifted with this space permanently? Why not
health clinics for the poor? Why not schools? Why not centers for the arts, music, theater? Why is it the first choice to
have City land given away to private businesses who use it simply to sell $40 plates of pasta -- the same businesses,
incidentally, who already were gifted a lane of traffic on every street to use as a private expressway for their delivery
vehicles?
5. Restaurants can now operate at full indoor capacity. They don’t need free additional space on a permanent basis to
survive, any more so than they did pre-pandemic in the year 2019.
The proposal to make these sheds permanent is an unjustifiable land grab, pure and simple. I object to having the
public’s land stolen out from under to benefit a narrow class of private businesses, who alone will reap all the benefits
while the City and its residents will bear all the burdens and all the costs and the very clear risks to public health. Vote
NO.
Robert Schwinger
Fifth Avenue,
New York, NY 10003
(212)
rschwinger@nyc.rr.com
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Dear Council and Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises members – I am writing to ask you
Repeal NYC Local Law 114 and abandon plans to make the temporary restaurant program
permanent. These unsightly and dangerous sheds need to be removed from our streets where
they are a nuisance and are using public space for private gain at the expense of ordinary
citizens. The emergency outdoor dining program was implemented to help restaurants during the
pandemic. It was well-meaning, served some purpose but was put into place without sufficient
thought and regulation. Now the program is destroying our city by making it less healthy, less
attractive, less safe, and less livable.
The restaurant sheds take up so much of our sidewalks for what are now enclosed spaces that
actually foster the spread of COVID. Nice open-air tables set out on sidewalks in front of
restaurants have become closed in spaces that are packed with diners inside what are just
extensions of the restaurant enclosed spaces.
In my East Village neighborhood, the Open Restaurants program causes street noise, day and
night, promotes filth that sanitation trucks cannot reach but rats can and provides spaces for
homeless encampment. I live on a block which is used for emergency vehicles because it is
relatively wide but police and fire and ambulances cannot get down the block due to the sheds
thereby causing delays and more noise.
In sum, the program served some purpose but is now counterproductive. Pedestrians cannot
comfortably walk on our sidewalks, cars and trucks cannot park and hence block our streets,
propane and other heaters in wooden enclosures present a danger to neighboring buildings, snow
cannot be removed after storms, abandoned sheds are unsightly and dangerous and the whole
city looks like a third-world country.
Repeal the Local Law 114 and DON’T make the temporary measures put in place during the
pandemic emergency permanent. The measures make the whole city less livable and is an unfair
and unwarranted use of public space by a few businesses.
Thank you, Robert Soloway

I would like to thank the City Council for its continuing service to the communities of
New York City particularly as it considers implementing sweeping zoning text changes.

Continuing service to the communities of New York City – I have pondered what it
means to serve the communities of New York City.

In order to do so isn’t it the obligation of the City Council not to choose one community
over another – in this case elevate the needs of the hospitality industry over any other
industry, over residents who are the major fabric of our communities.

Is it not the obligation of the City Council to take “appropriate care” before interfering
with residents rights – rights to the unencumbered use of our public spaces.

The previous Mayor and the Department of Transportation repurposed the use of our
sidewalks and streets for Temporary Open Restaurants as a result of a pandemic. Two
plus years have passed and there is no or little evidence that our municipality has taken
the appropriate care to determine the long reaching impact of seizing our public space
especially in those communities whose public space is severely restricted with narrow
sidewalks and streets.

I ask the City Council to take the “appropriate care” that is required of municipalities
before ratifying any amendment to the zoning text and conduct a disciplined and
thorough environmental impact study on neighborhoods that have already been injured
by the Temporary Open Restaurant Program and would continue to suffer as a result of
zoning text changes that would wipe away the very regulations that have protected
them.
Robin Felsher

February 8, 2022
Honorable Members of New York City Council,
I am an owner of three restaurants in Manhattan. Tio Pepe opened in 1970, Burrito Loco opened in 1983
and Las Ramblas opened in 2015. I am writing in support of the permanent Open Restaurants Text
Amendment and legislation which will create the regulations for permanent outdoor dining program.
This amendment will remove geographic restrictions on where sidewalk cafes can be located and will
give many restaurants the ability to have outdoor dining provided the restaurants meet the criteria to
qualify. Local community boards will still review sidewalk cafes as they did in the past. The legislative
changes will cut the red tape and simplify the application process for restaurant applicants. Previously,
there were too many city agencies involved in the long and complicated process of applying for a
sidewalk café: City Planning, Department of Transportation, Landmarks Preservation, Consumer’s
Affairs. The new program will now be handled by a single agency, the Department of Transportation,
with clear rules and enforcement mechanisms.
From my personal experience I can attest that outdoor dining has been critical in saving not only my
restaurants but many restaurants in the city and not only during the past two years but many years
before the Corona Virus pandemic attacked the world. We must take into account the possibility that
this disease will always be with us, even if right now, it appears that the pandemic is ending. Many
restaurant customers prefer to eat al fresco as they feel safer being outdoors. Restaurant patrons
appreciate having the choice of sitting inside or outside when the weather permits.
Sidewalk cafes and roadway seating will continue to provide restaurants with the lifeline needed. The
restaurant business is an important industry to the city’s economy and to the well-being of the public.
Besides providing jobs, paying taxes to keep a healthy York City economy, being an important part of the
food chain, the restaurant industry makes our streets safer simply by having people enjoy their meals
outdoors. Restaurants are places where people who are alone have an opportunity to socialize and be
part of society.
Sidewalk cafes and roadway seating have allowed our restaurants to survive. When restaurants fail,
there will be less revenue in taxes collected by the city, more unemployment, more vacant storefronts
which are eyesores in our neighborhoods. We must pass the text amendment to keep our economy
alive.
I trust that you will consider permitting this program to be implemented and allow it to succeed. The
application and approval process must be easy, the cost must be affordable, and regulations must be
clear and evenly enforced.
Thank you for your consideration and attention to this matter.
Respectfully submitted,
Rocio Sanz,
Restauranteur since 1970

RE: Opposition to both T2022-0092 and T2022-0088

February, 8 2022

I write in opposition to two actions being considered by the City Council that would
make the temporary, pandemic emergency outdoor dining program permanent:

1. T2022-0092 the Zoning Text Amendment that will change the NYC Zoning
Resolution to make the Open Restaurants program permanent
2. T2022-0088 that would repeal Department of Consumer and Worker
Protection sidewalk café licensing provisions in title 20 of the Administrative
Code

Even pre-covid, a vast number of establishments with sidewalk dining took up too much
public space.

The majority of dining sheds that I am forced to circumvent as a pedestrian vastly
exceed reasonable use of public space and are in violation of related regulations.

Roger Manning
Hudson Square District resident since 1982

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

salaah swan <swancreative@icloud.com>
Friday, February 4, 2022 10:11 PM
Testimony
[EXTERNAL] Submission of Written Testimony - West Village Resident

Good day.
I just wanted to submit my suggestion re: Open Restaurants.
Perhaps maybe the Open Restaurants program, rather than do away with it altogether or approve it permanently, can
brainstorm on a compromise by creating a restaurant “lottery” which would effectively limit the number of restaurants
that could have sheds in one neighborhood.
Perhaps maybe this “lottery” could also be renewed every year or two years? So that different restaurants could have
the opportunity to place a shed if they are interested in entering the lottery.
Maybe limiting the number of sheds, yet choosing eligible participants in a fair way, could be a possible solution.
Just a thought.
p.s. I have two sheds outside of my apartment, there is a lot more foot traffic, which means that there are a LOT more
loud voices outside of my window. Even late at night now. This was never the case prior to the sheds being there - as my
block had always quiet as a mouse. One of the things I always love about it, in fact! Yet, despite this, the greater good for
the community is more important than a few loud voices outside of my window, as I’d rather see the restaurants below
me thrive than to see them close, and to see people lose their businesses.
Best.
S. Swan.
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Dear Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection and Subcommittee on Zoning and
Franchises,
I had the opportunity to appear before you remotely during the hearing held on February 8, 2022
and voice my support for the permanent Open Restaurant’s program. I am writing to
memorialize my comments and provide more complete testimony. I fully support the permanent
Open Restaurants program, including the zoning text amendment to add more equity in the
sidewalk café and roadway dining program. I have lived in the East Village and Lower East side
for 10 years, recently purchasing a home here, and since June 2020 I have been a regular patron
of outdoor dining.
Since the Open Restaurants program began, it has been obvious that it is overwhelmingly
popular with people in this city. All you need to do is walk around and see all the folks eating
outside to know how popular this program is. Every public poll on the program, including the
city’s own poll, shows broad support among citizens of New York. I have attended multiple
Community Board 3 meetings about Open Restaurants and, although the board ultimately voted
against the program, it was an almost evenly divided vote (I believe 20-17), further showing how
limited the opposition to the program is.1
One of the reasons I support Open Restaurants is because it has showed how we can unlock the
potential of our streets to create a more vibrant community. Space that was previously used to
store two private cars now seats dozens of residents at any given time enjoying al fresco dining.
The activity on the sidewalks and in the roadbeds gives a life to the city streets that was absent
before.
In that vein, I was alarmed to hear some comments from council members during the February 8
hearing, including from CM Carr and CM Yegar, suggesting that Open Restaurants gives away
public space to one industry. I could not disagree more. Prior to Open Restaurants, the roadbeds
were used exclusively for private car storage, either for free or for a fee well below the cost and
value of the space. Most New Yorkers do not own cars, and in neighborhoods like mine the
percentage of car owners is under 20%. Moreover, the median income of households with cars is
significantly higher than the median income of households without cars (http://blog.tstc.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/04/how-car-free-is-nyc.pdf). There can be no debate that a higher
percentage of New Yorkers patronize restaurants than park private cars, and that using roadbeds
for parking favors wealthier car owners. Shifting roadbed usage from car storage to restaurant
seating promotes equity.
The benefits are also hardly limited to the restaurant industry and those people who eat at
restaurants. Study after study has shown that programs like Open Restaurants are drivers of
economic activity for local businesses, and even retailers themselves vastly overestimate the
percentage of their customers that arrives by car (https://openstreetsproject.org/wpcontent/uploads/2021/08/open-streets-local-economies.pdf;
1

I heard the testimony during the February 8, 2022 meeting from CB3 DM Susan Stetzer in
opposition to Open Restaurants. Based on my attendance at CB3 meetings, I do not believe her
testimony accurately reflected the views of CB3, in particular the division in the vote and the
large contingent of support for the program, and was more reflective of her personal position.
1

https://kin.sfsu.edu/sites/default/files/Zieff%20open%20streets%20article.pdf;
https://www.fastcompany.com/3067515/why-local-businesses-shouldnt-worry-abouteliminating-on-street-parking; https://phys.org/news/2021-07-shoppers-mobility-habits-retailersoverestimate.html). I suspect that the city revenue generated through sales tax on increased
dining capacity also substantially exceeds the revenue generated through street parking
(especially considering how much street parking is free).
I was also concerned in the February 8 hearing to hear that the plans for Open Restaurants
moving forward might not include covered dining structures (often pejoratively referred to as
“sheds”). If the city does not allow covered dining structures it will threaten the value and
viability of the Open Restaurants program.
•

My first concern is safety. There have been numerous instances of cars crashing into
dining structures, killing at least one person and injuring others
(https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2021/12/29/mott-haven-bronx-outdoor-dining-car-crash/;
https://www.curbed.com/2021/09/shed-accident.html; https://abcnews.go.com/US/crashsends-car-barreling-outdoor-dining-area-manhattan/story?id=76280959;
https://www.ny1.com/nyc/all-boroughs/news/2021/04/30/car-crash-astoria). This is with
the dining structures, which serve as a large, physical barrier to separate cars from diners.
If there is not a strong and visually obvious physical barrier, the risk to diners will be far
greater. Moreover, the walls of the dining structures reduce sound and air pollution,
making outdoor dining more pleasant. There need to be well defined and enforced
standards about the size, placement, and maintenance of dining structures, but they are an
important element of outdoor dining that needs to be retained for safety purposes.

•

My second concern is the economic viability of the program without covered dining
structures. Some covering is needed to allow for outdoor dining in the rain or sun. Many
restaurants do not have the space to store umbrellas or other movable coverings when not
in use, particularly in the winter when they would have to be stored during operating
hours. The storage costs may well be prohibitive for many restaurants, especially small
ones.

•

My third concern is what would happen with the spaces during the off-season and how
this would impact the return of outdoor dining each year. If the roadbeds designated for
outdoor dining use are not occupied by dining structures, they will likely revert to
parking during the off-season. It will be difficult to reclaim the spaces from cars when
the weather is suitable for outdoor dining in the spring.

With all this said, the emergency program isn’t perfect, and I offer a few suggestions to improve
the permanent program:
•

Clear enforcement: Currently enforcement is impossible and spread across a dozen or
more agencies. DOT must hire and train a dedicated enforcement team so that operators
and residents have consistent and reliable enforcement. This is particularly important as
applied to hours of operation and the safety, maintenance, and overall quality of the
dining structures.

2

•

Containerized trash: One of the complaints I have heard in community board meetings
and otherwise is that Open Restaurants has increased trash and rats on the streets.
Although I do not believe that there has been an increase in trash in light of the overall
reduction in restaurant patronage, there is no doubt that the city needs to do more to clean
up the streets. The city should implement and expand its Clean Curbs pilot to encompass
all neighborhoods with a concentration of Open Restaurants use to ensure that pedestrians
and residents are not impeded by street trash. Containerized trash, which could also be in
the roadbeds, is key to keeping our sidewalks free and reducing the number of rats on the
street.

•

Streamlined application and fee structure: Under the old sidewalk cafe program, it
was costly and cumbersome for restaurants to apply, which made it difficult for smaller
operators. Costs for sidewalk cafes should be accessible and potentially scaled based on
the revenue/footage of each applicant. DOT must ensure that operators can afford to
apply and can easily apply despite language and any other barriers, while at the same
time making sure that the revenue the city is receiving sufficiently captures the value of
the space being used by restaurants.

Thank you for considering my testimony and please let me know if I can provide anything
further.
Sam Zimmerman
samuel.l.zimmerman@gmail.com
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2/8/22 Hearing Application No. N 210434 ZRY
In OPPOSITION to “Open Restaurants’ sheds to be made permanent on NYC streets and sidewalks
To the City Council Land-Use and it’s Sub-Committees-a REALITY CHECK:
Reality #1 -Rats now proliferating with the street/sidewalk buffet set out for them
Reality #2-ADA access for wheelchair bound residents having to traverse narrow pathways is cruel...and
flouts Federal law.
Reality #3 -Bikers, cars AND EMERGENCY vehicles forced to zig-zag through traffic because of roadway
sheds are not only 'inconvenienced'...they are in harm's way.
Reality #4- Illegal electric wiring cares not about reg's and endangers everyone
Reality #5 -Slummy-eyesore graffitied sheds -left to fester -garbage propped up on them-reminds us that
the DOT and Dept of Sanitation will NEVER mitigate the tsunami being proposed for permanent invasion.
Reality #6 -Noise-whether amplified or drunken emanating from restaurants & bars -at all hours (over &
above expected ambient street noise) is dangerous to one's health and NYPD/311 ain't gonna' help you at
2AM-or ever. https://www.osc.state.ny.us/files/reports/special-topics/pdf/health-noise-in-nyc2018.pdf
Reality #7- Our streets and sidewalks are owned by the public...public spaces are NOT in the possession
of corrupt or colluding-or even well intentioned electeds-to appropriate and give away to for-profit
businesses.
Reality #8 Instead-Politicians-I’m TALKING TO YOU! Go pass the Small Business Jobs Survival Act to give
struggling restaurants a fair rental lease playing field instead of stealing public spaces for REBNY
landlords & continuing the rent rip-off.
Reality #9 FDNY has stated that Sheds will interfere with fire emergency building access!
Reality #10 COVID EMERGENCY IS OVER
Sandy Reiburn
South Elliott Place
Brooklyn, NY 11217

February 8, 2022
To Whom it May Concern:
I am writing in opposition to the “Sidewalk cafes and roadway cafes” bill that is being
considered today by the City Council. This bill seeming seeks to make permanent a completely
out-of-control outdoor dining situation created out of need by COVID. At the time, it made
sense in order to preserve the wonderful restaurants in our city.
Now, 2 years into the pandemic, it has become a nuisance and threatens our community. While
there are “temporary” regulations in place, they are not enforced. In SoHo on the corner of
Prince and Sixth Ave, for example, there is illegal use of No Standing zones, no clearance for
pedestrians, illegal and egregious outdoor construction, and an out-of-control rodent problem.
Restaurants have not been following the rules to protect the communities that support them.
Why should City Council reward this behavior by legalizing their harassment of our community?
NYC is not Paris; we do not have the infrastructure to support this level of uncontrolled and
unregulated outdoor dining. Restaurants will push to make every dollar that they can, and City
Council giving them carte blanche to do whatever they want will have serious consequences to
the identity of our neighborhoods.
Thank you for your consideration,
Sarah Gordon

I understood the need for providing *special* arrangements for restaurants when Covid hit.
Diners wanted social distancing and open air to feel comfortable around others. Restaurants
needed this to entice people in and provide for their regular number of seats, as most tables were
also spread out inside their restaurants, providing fewer seats without this additional space.
But now there are dining buildings on our sidewalks and streets. These are often fully enclosed
spaces with heaters; it’s no longer a health measure. This has nothing to do with Covid. Diners
now have to provide vaccination proof to dine and the restaurants are packed solid again.
I am not in support of permanent dining sheds. I am not in support of the city making revenue off
of my once open sidewalks and curbside spots. I am not in support of landlords being allowed to
charge more rent for these additional dining spaces.
Our neighborhood is *already* extraordinarily saturated with dining establishments. There are
blocks with sheds lining entire blocks now. Our streets were not designed with this kind of
outdoor dining in mind: the trash, the illegal music, and the sound traveling from voices
clustered close together eating and drinking alcohol.
We are not a city where dining establishments shut down at a reasonable hour. Noise complaints
are up immensely. And now outdoor dining will be permitted late into the evening?! How will
this help neighbors who need a reasonable amount of sleep each night?
There are residential streets that have never even had sidewalk dining prior to this, so how is it
right to suddenly fill these streets with dining sheds? Many of our sidewalks are narrow with
patrons now hanging out, entire parties loudly waiting, or on makeshift benches lining the
exterior of sheds, eliminating the already narrow sidewalk.
I personally have submitted several detailed and photographed restaurants that I pass by every
day, waiting to pass through because there is no longer enough sidewalk space. Nothing has
changed at these establishments even though they clearly are not following regulations with their
new dining buildings encroaching the required sidewalk footage.
At the very least, it should not be an automatic right for restaurants to apply and receive rights to
use our public space for their benefit. This is a public space they are now occupying. Every
establishment needs to be vetted and provide proof of being a “good neighbor”, similar to liquor
licenses.
The prior Mayor and City Council members did not ask us, the people who live here. In fact, they
ignored letters sent to them. Neighbors need to be allowed a voice in whether a nearby restaurant
is permitted to use our outdoor space.

As a neighbor, I ask that permanent dining sheds NOT be allowed in our East Village
neighborhood.
sarah singer

TO:

Committee on Land Use

FROM: Sarah Takesh, West Village Resident and homeowner
RE:

Testimony Against Making Open Restaurants Permanent

DATE: 2-09-22
The consideration of making the Open Restaurants program permanent strikes the residents of
our neighborhood as so outrageous and such a complete attack on the sanctity and integrity of
our neighborhood that we are convinced someone is on the take, and that the restaurant lobby
and commercial landlords have played an outsize the role in pushing this horrifically lopsided
initiative through. There can be no explanation for how you have not considered US, the
people who actually LIVE HERE and have to put up with the filth, crowds, and noise generated
by this absurd plan. We have already tolerated this madness for nearly 2 years and are willing
to do so for another 2 if necessary, but to propose making this program PERMANENT is an
attempt to DESTROY THE WEST VILLAGE, a neighborhood that has born an unusually heavy
burden because of its high concentration of restaurants and narrow street. As a direct result of
the program, our streets are filthy, littered with trash, there are rat carcasses everywhere,
nowhere to park, and there is noise similar to a concert stadium in the warm weather months.
You have turned out beautiful neighborhood for which we pay so dearly to live, into a cesspool
and a downmarket party area. If this program becomes permanent, it will completely change
the character of our neighborhood and essentially destroy it, also destroying our property
value. How does the city think it can justify charging people such high property taxes, yet
destroy their quality of life by pandering to a restaurant lobby at the expense of the persons
WHO ACTUALLY LIVE HERE?
I am a younger person, not an older noise-sensitive resident, but am still utterly exhausted by
the filth and insanity of the sheds – the homeless people sleeping in them, the panhandlers
coming around to beg, the cockroaches and mice that are running all over them while people
dine. They are not a protection against COVID with their enclosed spaces, and they are a
breeding ground for rats. The sanitation trucks cannot do their work and the neighborhood is
already a less attractive place than it used to be as a result. YOU MUSTN’T MAKE THIS
PROGRAM PERMANEMENT or it will lead to a true uproar throughout the entire community.

Brooklyn, 2/10/2022
The Open Restaurants program was one of the silver linings of the pandemic. It helped save
many beloved local restaurants and bars, provided a safe way for much needed social
interaction after the lockdown phase, and helped bring NYC back.
Moreover, it gave us a renewed look at how to use our public space: instead of free, on-street
private vehicle storage for a select few, using this space in a way that makes our streets more
attractive, vibrant and fun, and to be enjoyed by many. It also brought outdoor dining to outerborough neighborhoods that previously had been largely excluded from such opportunities. As
evidenced by the overwhelming popularity of the program, it is clear that this is one of the
pandemic-era developments we should keep!
I hereby fully support a permanent Open Restaurants program. This program should have clear
regulations regarding safety, health, and sanitation, and be implemented in such a way that it
complements other important streetscape improvements such as daylighting of intersections
and protected bike lanes. Such considerations should be used to further strengthen the
program, and bringing it under DOT administration should facilitate that further.
Dr. Saskia Haegens

This correspondence is intended to formally submit a complaint against the "Open
Restaurants Program" for NYC. I am an owner of several restaurants located in
Queens, NY and Brooklyn, NY, and have encountered multiple challenges due to this
program. During the midst of Covid, I admit that this program helped small business
owners like me to keep our business running by providing us the ability to have outdoor
seating. However, at present, this program is now negatively affecting our business.
Allowing businesses/ restaurants to be set up as "Sidewalk Cafes" was a great idea that
the city had and met the needs of that time; however, now it comes with lots of adverse
effects came with this agenda. Although the city intended to provide restaurants to
utilize the sidewalks to sit our customers, it has become more like a "Roadway Café."
The roadways are now blocked off either due to restaurants taking over more space
than allowed or intended by the city or due to severe traffic issues. Due to the roads
being blocked off, our guests are now having difficulty finding parking any time of the
day.
For example, when a party of 8 comes to the restaurant with multiple vehicles, it takes
numerous hours to find a parking spot, causing the guest to give up together. This
retribution causes a potential monetary loss for restaurant owners like me and
continuously encourages guests not to return to the businesses on this street.
I own one restaurant on Steinway St called, The Gully; 25-45 Steinway St, Astoria, NY
11103. It is between 28th Ave & 25th Ave. There are 19 Roadway Café seating in this
small block. It took anyway between 43-49 car parking depending on sedan and SUVs.
So basically 49 cars x 3 people = 147 individuals would come to dine in or shop around
here. I spoke to my neighboring businesses who also agrees to the side effect of the
roadway café.
My restaurant is located in the heart of a small block on Steinway Street, The Gully; 2545 Steinway St, Astoria, NY 11103. It is between 28th Ave & 25th Ave. There are 19
Roadway Café seating in this small block. It took anywhere between 43-49 car parking
depending on sedan and SUVs. So basically 49 cars x 3 people = 147 individuals would
come to dine in or shop around here. At the moment, it can take our guests anywhere
from 1 hour to 1.5 hours to find a parking spot, which results in the guest driving away
from the street and being a guest at our establishment. This negative effect is now
causing a significant financial loss for business owners like me. I have discussed this
with my neighboring businesses/ restaurant owners, who agree that this program now
causes substantial losses.
Not only are the "Roadway Cafes" a challenge, but the 2nd challenge is when vehicles
are double parked on the streets, which causes further traffic challenges. As a result,
guests are constantly facing a scenario where if they do happen to find a parking spot
and visit our establishments, they are then boxed into the spot due to an individual
illegally double parking, which further influences the guests to not return to this street.
This scenario has happened to me on multiple occasions, which resulted in me calling
our local precincts to have the vehicle blocking me from moving forcefully. This entire
ordeal can take somewhere from 2-3 hours. I have faced issues with double parking cars, I
parked on Steinway St and someone parked next to me and I could not get out for 2 to 3 hours.

I called 911 then they said they called your local precinct so I called precinct 114 however they
couldn’t help and suggested to call 311 and file a complaint then call back the local precinct so
they can come and write a ticket after that they can tow the car.

Due to the multiple challenges this program is now bringing, most businesses on this
street, including my restaurant, have come down to 25% in overall sales. Not only do
these issues cause small business owners like me to struggle financially, but it can
eventually lead to mass layoffs for our employees. We will eventually not be able to
keep the staff members we have. At this point, I am not sure how my business can
service anymore or even me personally. If the city's solution is to recommend that we
focus on take-out orders, then that will be futile advice. Due to the hectic parking/ traffic
situation on this street, I cannot hire a personal delivery driver to help fulfill those needs,
which decreases my chances of seeing a profit via the take-out orders.

The only solution the other business owners and I have come up with is to dissolve the
"Open Restaurants Program" and let life go back to the way it once was. What once
worked does not necessarily need to work in the present. We work very hard to come
up with the amount of money it takes to establish a business, and I believe we are a
part of the reason why our neighborhood thrives. However, this thriving neighborhood
and our once thriving restaurant are now in imminent danger of being closed down.
Please shut this program down, so businesses like mine can once again prosper.

I look forward to your response and hope the city will take this issue to the highest
priority. I need a resolution to all of these problems and would love to discuss further
how the city plans to tackle the daily challenges business owners like me are facing
Please feel free to reach out to me to discuss the issue at hand further, and thank you in
advance for your time and cooperation.

Sincerely,

Sazzad Hossain
Sazzad.Amanigroup@gmail.com

Dear Chair Velazquez and Chair Riley,
I am a constituent from Council District 33. I am submitting testimony with reference to items T2022-0088 and
T2022-0092 in support of the City Council approving a permanent outdoor dining program and streamlining the
licensing process for sidewalk and roadway cafes.
Cafes and restaurants are an integral part of our New York City communities and deserve all our support and
recognition after more than two years of uncertainty and pain for the industry and its small-business owners
and workers.
The presence of outdoor dining has added much needed vibrancy and street life to our neighborhoods even as
the City underwent a dark time in negotiating Covid-19. Outdoor dining has also created new, all-weather
opportunities for the community to gather and support its local businesses. Not to mention, the presence of
outdoor dining has, perhaps inadvertently, created safer streets by returning public streetscapes to public use
instead of giving them away solely to City’s driving minority.
I kindly request you to create an expansive outdoor dining program that is safe and welcoming without creating
an onerous permitting/licensing regime for our local cafes and businesses. The cost of permits and licenses
should not be excessive. If private vehicles can be parked in the public roadway for free or minimal cost,
roadway cafes should be able to make use of that same public space for an equivalent cost.
Please also create opportunities for outdoor dining to be combined with Open Streets so that our
neighborhoods and communities can make full use of our public spaces to gather and grow our community
bonds, while also supporting our local cafe and restaurant small businesses and workers.
Outdoor dining is a facet in many of the world’s greatest cities, and it’s time New York City joined their ranks.
Thank you very much.

Shaurav Datta
Duffield St
Brooklyn, NY 11201
shaurav.datta@gmail.com
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Towhomitmayconcern;

I,SivanBaron,ownerofSilvana,Shrineworldmusicvenue,Yatengafrenchbistro&barand
Ouagasportsbar,(AlllocatedinHarlem,NY,10026,10030.)Wouldliketotestifyandexplain
howimportantandcriticalitistomakeOutdoordiningandroadwayseatingpermanentanda
“userfriendly”processtomyselfandfellowrestaurateurfellows.  

Sincethepandemicinearly2020,itisunfortunatethatowningarestaurant,bar,cafe,sports
barandlivemusicvenueisaverydifficultandchallengingmomentinmy16yearsof
experience,and48yearsoflife. 

Usingtheoutdoorshelpedussurvivethepandemic,aswellasothercityandstatehelp. 
Asoftoday,february2022,ourcapacityinallour4locationsarenottothemax. 
Weareanaverageof60%fromourprepandemicprogrammingandpayroll. 
Ifoutdoorcafegobacktothesamelegislation,application,feesanddurationwewillnotbeable
tomaintainit. roadwayseatinghelpedustogrowourcapacityandmakethestreetlookhappier
duringbeautifulsummerevenings,whenthecitywasheartandpeoplefelttheneedtocelebrate
lifewithfriendsandneighborswhilethecitywasunderpandemic. 

Peopleneedtohaveplacestogoto,meetfriendsandotherneighborsinordertofeellikethey
belongtosomething,nottobelonelyandsharetheirhardworkday,tosharetheirthoughts,
storiesandwhat'sontheirmind.Thisiscalledcommunity!Allourplacesare“socialclubs”,
whenonefeelsthe“familystyle”establishment. 
OneofmyplacesiscalledSilvana.Werecentlybuiltanoutdoorstructure“thestudio”,whichis
anextradiningspaceareaforthewinter,andcanbeusedinthesummeraswell. 
AttheStudio,Ishowcaselocalartistsandtheirwork.Iamtryingtobringpeopletogether,
especiallyinthesehardandunfamiliartimeswelivein. 
IcouldnotmakeitwithouthavingtheStudiobuilted,aspeoplearestillafraidoftheCovid. 
Wehavecustomersthathavebodyimmunesystemcompromisedandprefertoseatinthe
studioandopenonewindownexttotheirtableandfeelmuchsecured. 
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SilvanaStudio,interiorView 

SilvanaStudio,exteriorView 

Furthermore,thetextamendmentissoimportantfortheCityCounciltopassbecauseitwill
allowforafairerandmoreinclusiveprogramthatdoesn’texcludesomanyrestaurantslikethe
pre-pandemicsidewalkcaféprogramdid. 
Theproposedlegislationcreatestheregulatoryframeworkforthepermanentoutdoordining
program.Thisincludesaspectsoftheapplicationandapprovalprocess,andcertainstandards
andguidelinesforsidewalkcafesandroadwayseating.Thelegislationisastart,butitmustbe
amendedandmadebetter. 
○
○
○
○

Theapplicationandapprovalprocessneedstobestreamlinedandremove
bureaucracy. 
Thecosttoparticipatemustbeaffordabletoallrestaurants. 
Theguidelinesandrequirementsmustbeclearandeasytocomplywith. 
Theprogramshouldbestandardizedandsustainablesoitworksfor
restaurantsandthecommunitiestheyserve. 


Thankyoufortakingyourtimeandreadingmytestimony,Ihopeitwillhelpwithyourdecision
makingprocess. 

Goodluckandstaysafe. 

SivanBaron 

Sunset Open Restaurants
Our sidewalks and streets are the property of New Yorkers. As elected officials,
you are tasked to be responsive to the people who live here.
New Yorkers’ lives are put at risk by the sheds physically blocking fire engines
and ambulances; preventing disabled people, seniors and infants from
accessing vehicles in front of our homes.
The uncontrollable noise from the sheds puts our education and jobs at risk.
Some of us work and study from home, we do not all work the standard hours.
Of course everyone needs peace and quiet to sleep, to able to reside in in your
own home.
Who wants to live here if it feels like there is a restaurant in your home? We need
to keep New Yorkers in the city to keep New York New York!
Sokhi Wagner
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It’s just a practical solution for the health of all New Yorkers and the economy.
We have created the charm of a city like Paris, helped the hospitality industry begin to recover, retained jobs and fed
NYC safely. We don’t know when or if another variant will hit. Permanent outdoor seating addresses all the issues.
Sincerely,
Sondra Beninati
East 83rd Street
NY, NY 10028
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As a resident of Thompson Street in Greenwich Village I am submitting this testimony in
opposition to the continued existence of outdoor dining once
the Covid-19 pandemic no longer warrants the current levels of social
distancing.
First, so you understand that I am not anti-restaurant in my
neighborhood and that that is not my underlying agenda in writing this
note, let me assure you that I am an ardent supporter of restaurants
in our neighborhood. Besides being a regular dining patron, I did
what I could to support local businesses during the worst of the
pandemic shutdown, including donations to Go Fund Me campaigns (not in
exchange for any gift certificates or other consideration). I count
many of the owners and employees of such establishments as personal
friends. I patronize these places not only socially but also for
business events. In short I am a big supporter of our local dining
establishments. It is one of the primary joys of city life for me.
My opposition to outdoor dining in no way diminishes my support for
these establishments. The simple truth is however that as a local
resident I see the adverse effect that outdoor dining has on equitable
and safe use of public spaces by all.
Consider the following 3 categories of concern resulting from outdoor dining:
SIDEWALK CONGESTION AND SAFETY
1) The sidewalks are not easily traversed by the pedestrians for whom
they were built. People cannot even walk their pets easily. The
situation is made worse for people with strollers or mobility
assistance devices such as canes, crutches, walkers, wheelchairs or
scooters.
2) Besides patrons getting up and down, food services employees need
to run back and forth to take and deliver orders, directly across the
path of foot traffic.
3) Patrons congregate outside of the sitting areas pre, during, or
post meal to wait to be seated or to socialize and in doing so they
block the sidewalks. Often they will smoke cigarettes or marijuana
right there so as not to wander too far from their friends at the
table.
4) Alcohol fueled ill behavior is magnified as they are further away
from the watching eyes of the proprietors. This will only be
exacerbated now that marijuana will be legal wherever cigarettes are
legal.
5) The presence of patrons is a magnet for panhandlers, and the city
isn't doing much these days to prevent that in any case. This causes

even further congestion on the sidewalks, and I have seen altercations
resulting from it, including one in which a weapon (a pistol) was drawn right down the street
across from a very popular eatery in SoHo.
ROADWAY USAGE AND ECONOMIC IMPACT
1) The narrowness of the remaining navigable roadway is extremely
prohibitive to vehicular traffic. While some people may be opposed to
vehicular traffic in general, the fact remains that it exists and
won't be going away in the near future. It is perhaps increased by
the further adoption of ride sharing services such as Uber during the
pandemic as a safe mode of transportation to maintain social
distancing and to avoid the recent uptick in violent crime on the
subway system. In addition, please consider that vehicle owners pay
not only the same taxes as everybody else, but they pay even more in
that there are taxes specific to motor vehicle usage such as parking.
Vehicle operators are one of the constituencies that needs to be
considered in all of this.
2) Vehicular traffic also supports the local economy in that it allows
people from out of town to patronize our neighborhood establishments
more easily. I often see license plates from places like NJ, PA, or
CT on our streets. Even people from the outer burrows often drive
to our neighborhood for a night out.
3) In addition to making navigation of the streets more difficult for
vehicular traffic, it also has greatly reduced the amount of street
parking, which in turn will discourage visitors from coming to the
area and patronizing our local businesses. The conversation is easily
imagined, "Nah, let's not go to the Village, it's too hard to get
there, there's no place to park ever." That conversation is more than imagined, I’ve actually
heard it.
4) Perhaps more important is the fact that these very same
businesses that we are discussing rely on commercial vehicular traffic
to make daily deliveries of supplies. The current situation makes the
process much more arduous, clogs the streets even further as
deliveries now stop in the middle of the street, and will eventually
drive up the cost of deliveries (due to delays there will need to be
more delivery service which will erode economies of scale) which will
be passed on to consumers via the restaurants.
5) The reliance by consumers on Amazon and other similar services
makes accessibility for commercial vehicles even more important.
While the use of such services increased during the pandemic it's not
likely to abate to pre-pandemic levels now that people who didn't use
it previously have enjoyed its convenience and economy. Furthermore
it has become a necessity for our neighbors who are housebound due to
illness. These days people even rely on such services for necessities

such as medication and groceries.
SAFETY ISSUES
7) Perhaps most pressingly there are also serious safety issues.
Navigating the streets in a vehicle OR AS A PEDESTRIAN is much more
dangerous now. With many outdoor dining booths blocking the view up
or down streets, checking for traffic while crossing is much more
difficult. Walk east on the north side of Hudson and try to look up
Thompson to see a safe time to cross. You can't see up (north) the
southbound street without stepping out in to the path of traffic!
Drivers do not always observe the traffic lights closely and often
stop in crosswalk areas. Vehicle operators have a similarly hard time
scanning for pedestrians. All of this is to say nothing of bicyclists
including food delivery personnel. This is an accident waiting to
happen. This certainly does NOT support Vision Zero's objective.
8) Separately, large emergency vehicles have a slow time navigating
the narrowed streets. I have seen an FDNY ladder truck barely get
down Thompson Street without hitting an outdoor booth. What if they
had to stop and open their doors suddenly? They physically could not
have. In emergencies such as the ones that trucks like that respond
to, seconds matter and can equal lives saved vs lost.
9) There is also danger to the patrons of those establishments who are
seated outside. Some months ago I saw a vehicle emerge from a parking
deck on 221 Thompson Street and drive right through the outside dining
area of the restaurant Cuba. The time was 4:30 and fortunately nobody
was sitting there at the moment. You can look up that incident in
news archives.
10) These sheds offer ready shelter and a source of food to vermin, including notably rats which
look for food scraps and shelter.
Council-people, we all need to share the streets and sidewalks. While
outdoor dining was a boon and savior for our beloved neighborhood
establishments during the height of the pandemic, the permanent extension of permission for
outdoor dining
in its current form is not only very inconvenient to the residents of
the city an in particular neighborhoods that have a high proportion of restaurants (such as
Greenwich Village where I live), but in fact is a safety issue and over time will
lead to injuries and possibly deaths.
I hope that the gradual reduction of such outdoor dining spaces is
made in a judicious and paced manner which accounts for the well being
of our cherished local dining establishments as they return to
pre-pandemic norms; but that it does indeed happen in an appropriate
time frame.

I encourage you to walk along streets such as Thompson Street between
Houston Street and Washington Square park during a busy weekend
afternoon on a day with nice weather so that you can experience
firsthand what I have attempted to describe in this note.

Srinivasa Rajan
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Dear Council Members,
I’m writing to urge you to vote against making the Open Restaurant program permanent. It is a free giveaway to an
industry that is not suffering. I supported the program during Covid to help in short term. Landlords will now charge
twice as much rent and the only businesses that will be able to afford retail spaces will be alcohol serving
establishments. All other types of business will vanish. DOT is not knowledgeable and is incapable of enforcing the
rules. During the program, outdoor speakers were not allowed however every establishment had them and the noise
was incredibly loud at many establishments. You have to fight your way through the sidewalk c rowd because again, DOT
does not enforce required space openings. The outdoor sheds are unattractive, a fire hazard and do not allow EMT or
FDNY staff to get to buildings quickly, when seconds make a difference. Our neighborhood is infested with rats. Having
a few taxpayer paid cleanup workers in the morning does not help. The owners are not responsible. The streets and
sidewalks should be used for the public, not a for profit business.
Please REJECT this horrible program from being implemented permanently.
Steven Taras
E 11th St
NY, NY 10009
(212)
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Dear City Council and Department of Transportation,
My name is Sunny Ng, I’m a resident of Williamsburg and a volunteer for the grassroots
organization Welcome to Chinatown, whose mission has been to support struggling
businesses in Manhattan Chinatown during the pandemic. I’m writing in support of the
existing program and urge changes to the DOT proposal that will see many of these
restaurants suffer through bureaucracy, and will ultimately withdraw from this program.
The current Open Restaurants program has been incredibly beneficial to restaurants
especially in Chinatown and we should not turn our backs on them when they are still
nowhere close to getting back on to their feet.
The current program has been a wildly successful story and widely beloved by the city’s
residents. However, it is by no means perfect. The DOT’s constant changes to the
regulations and protocols during the beginning of the program has costs restaurants
precious time and money in order to comply. Not to mention that restaurants were
subject to luck on whether or not they were allowed to be in the program in the first
place, based on where the restaurants are situated.
It simply does not make sense that we should make this program worse by amplifying
the worst parts of it. Restaurants should not need to re-apply for this program and they
should not be subject to the whims of undemocratic Community Boards’ approvals,
which are rarely representative of the communities they claim to serve. The sheds,
which provide outdoor dining year-round, should continue to be allowed, though more
regulated. Their spots should not be re-replaced during the colder months because rich
folks want to take back their privileged free parking spots.
While it’s great to hear the the city is interested in permanently implementing this
program, it seems like as usual, the DOT leaned too heavily to please the loud
privileged minority who do not like any kind of progress in the city. I urge for changes to
make the program to continue to be accessible to all. Thank you for your time.
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Subject: Open Restaurants Zoning Text Amendment,Application No. N 210434 ZRY ( Open Restaurants Text
Amendment)
Dear Members of the City Council Committees on Consumer & Worker Protection and Subcommittee on
Zoning & Franchises:
I write as a Long time property owner and resident of Soho /Noho of 45 years. I want to raise Serious
OBJECTIONS to the permanent open restaurants program (sidewalk cafes and roadbed structures) throughout
our neighborhoods, and the City overall, without further consideration of the Food & Beverage (F&B) densities
inherent in Community Districts, particularly lower Manhattan. IF Restaurants can overtake our public
sidewalks and streets for PERSONAL GAIN.. then retailers of all kinds and individuals should be able to put
tables and garment racks on those same sidewalks .. so this can not be fair or safe or add to a quality of life for
those who pay high real estate taxes and raise families here etc. The richest and most experiences restaurant
owners will always prevail and push the limits and make the most money . We had that experience during the
pandemic where we allowed a restaurant to put lots of tables in front of our building to be supportive . After a
full hear and a half of walking through what felt like an outdoor restaurant to enter our our building .. their
response was to be disappointed and frankly entitled. WE know that the city can not control the crowds and
noise and smoking and people breaking glass that comes with outdoor dining. It will make for endless upheaval
that the city can not prevent or enforce. HOW CAN U PUT THIS into law before doing a massive
environmental study . Who are the lobbyists advocating for this ?? On Lafayette St below Spring st there are
like five Sheds so one can not pass through to sidewalk anywhere.. and it is like San Janeiro festival year
round..I feel sorry for anyone who lives there and pays high rents.
CB#2 has 987 self-certified Open Restaurant applications in the Temporary Open Restaurants (TOR) program:
the highest number of any community board in the city. Second highest is CB#3. In fact NYC Community
Boards rejected Permanent Open Restaurants by a whopping 62% to 38% margin.
The self-certification of restaurants and bars during the Temporary Open Restaurants program has overwhelmed
Community Boards with negative impacts due to the high density of Open Restaurants and lack of enforcement
of the most egregious offenders. It is our understanding that self-certification will continue. It is further our
understanding that DOT's promised community forums for clearing rules and procedures HAS NOT occurred
nor have ANY guidelines been distributed; nor is there any enhanced enforcement task force been put in place.
Among the issues unaddressed are:
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ADA accessibility -In a recent Council Speaker’s survey, only 18% of Open Restaurants participants in
the survey area were compliant with clear path regulations
Unregulated placements: on Bike Paths; over utility access points; Dept of Sanitation pick-up
locations; over crosswalks; in front of residential entrances - to name a few
Impacts on other businesses - The installation of as-of-right outdoor sidewalk and roadway structures,
particularly in the densest parts of CB2, overwhelms and physically blocks storefronts of adjacent retail
businesses, negatively impacting the value of the surrounding retail spaces and the commerce they
contribute to our neighborhood(s).
The extreme proliferation of vermin coupled with the inaccessibility of refuse locations to carters
(public and private) has become a public health crisis.
Lack of provision regarding liability for damage or physical harm created by Open Restaurants to
adjoining properties.

Granting these Local Law and Land Use changes BEFORE any design, sanitation, or operational regulations
are developed, is putting the cart before the horse in this massive land-grab of public space by private
enterprises. At the very least, there should be a full Environmental Impact Study, accounting for the vast
differences in neighborhood bulk, density and Use Groups, before altering our cityscape, creating an unfair
advantage for F&B venues over other merchants and upending everyone's quality of life.
Sincerely,
NAME Susan Breindel
ADDRESS

Great Jones st , Ny NY , 10012
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Thank you for coordinating the hearing today and for giving the public an opportunity to speak in favor of
outdoor dining. I hung in there for more than 6 hours but I unfortunately could not stay on any longer to testify
via zoom.
Thank you for the opportunity to speak. I am here to support the move to make outdoor dining permanent. I
have been a resident of NYC for 22 years and a business owner for more than 18 years in Manhattan and in
Brooklyn. I am raising a family at my home in Gowanus Brooklyn, navigating middle school and high school
applications and all of the joys and pains that come from living in NYC.
I have opened and been a partner in multiple restaurants and bars in NYC. The Flatiron Lounge, The Pegu
Club, The Clover Club and Leyenda. Additionally I am currently working to open another restaurant in
Manhattan this Fall. My partners and I have employed hundreds of people. We have created reliable and good
paying jobs to help our employees support their own families. We have employed contractors,
plumbers, electricians, designers, sound engineers, florists, musicians, artists, etc, in addition to all of the
waiters, bartenders, chefs, line cooks, and support staff.
I have been in NYC for a long time. I was here during 9/11 - I lived at 120 Greenwich Street and was never
able to move back to my apartment. My wife was laid off from her hospitality job after 9/11 and with no home
and only one of us working we contemplated leaving. We didn't. We stayed and signed a lease for our first
business in Feb of 2002. We have played by the rules and been outstanding members of our communities. We
pay personal taxes, business taxes, countless city fees and fines and have become incredibly adept at
managing our businesses and staying successful on a 10% profit margin.
Covid was our greatest challenge by far. Trying to juggle at home learning, deciding which businesses to close
and which businesses could manage the weekl y changes to mandates/rules and an ever evolving business model
that no one could have ever planned for. Again. We stayed. We held our staff up and took care of our most
vulnerable. We pivoted with every break the city was willing to give us and we brought back more employees
each time.
Outdoor dining literally saved our businesses. That's it. No question. As restaurant people we are in the
business of pleasing the customer and being a good neighbor. We have always acted in good faith and worked
hard to dot every i and cross every t. I realize that there are some that have not, but the majority of us are lifers
in this industry. We don't do it for the money - we love food and beverage, we love hospitality and we love
bringing family and friends together in a beautiful space to enjoy simple pleasures and most importantly we
love being a beacon in our neighborhood. We take pride in being a good neighbor and are open to doing the
things we need to do to be good members of our community. Outdoor dining has been a lifeline not just for us
as small business owners but for us as residents. Our patrons love outdoor dining. It is a wonderful change to
the city landscape in so many instances and I speak as much as a NYC resident as I do a business owner when I
say please make this program permanent.
Thank you for the opportunity to be heard.
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Living in the West Village has become a nightmare. Yes, the beautiful, the
historic, the landmarked West Village is not recognizable. We who have been
here for many years (40 in my case) have been the caretakers and the
protectors of what the NY Times called, ‘a bit of Paradise in NYC’. We have
few high rise buildings, so we all basically live near the sidewalks. We have
children, we have dogs, we have seniors, we have disabled, etc. And we must
all make our way around the street sheds, the sidewalk sheds, the patio
umbrellas, the heaters, etc. It is a nightmare now.
The restaurants have taken over our streets and sidewalks. Literally, not
figuratively. There is no deference to residents. Getting a delivery of anything
is complicated, and try getting a repair person to come to the area. There is
nowhere to park- the sheds have taken our streets. Watch the firetrucks, on
the way to a fire, inch along the street. The same goes for an ambulance. We
live with danger.
How can our city think it is good for us? Most of the restaurants in our
neighborhood got inordinate amounts of money from the government
programs. We used to have affordable neighborhood restaurants but not now.
We cannot afford to eat in our own area.
We thought that property owners are stakeholders in our City. Now it seems
that only the restaurants matter, not the residents. The public land supported
by my huge real estate taxes has been given to very rich restaurants. This is
not how democracy is supposed to work.
The sheds need to go ASAP. They were supposed to be open- they are all just
another building with glass windows, doors, heating and air conditioning.
It is more than a matter of enforcement. AS we know, that will never happen.
Susan Ginsburg

February 7, 2022
Dear New York City Council:
I am AGAINST making the outdoor dining/drinking sheds permanent in anyway way, shape or form.
I, my husband, and neighbors have tolerated these restaurant/bar sidewalk sheds during the pandemic
in order to show our support for our local restaurants/bars and their workers during the pandemic. But
we are livid at the thought of making them permanent, which is nothing but a public financed moneygrab by the restaurants and bars, and eventually by their landlords when their leases come up for
renewal. The landlords know that their spaces would be much more valuable and would up the rents
dramatically, thereby taking any benefit away from the restaurants/bars and putting it in the landlord’s
pocket FOREVER!!! And all this will be done by DESTROYING the rights of us longtime residents to enjoy
our homes, according to long established zoning laws, which were established to provide a reasonable
quality of city life. Our East Village streets are already overrun with loud, drunken party kids, amplified
music, mice and rats, overcrowded sidewalks and streets, and too many bars and restaurants serving
cocktails. This sort of thing is appropriate for Times Square, not a residential neighborhood. We have
lived and worked in the East Village since the 1980s. We do not want it to become like Bourbon Street in
New Orleans. Also, DOT or any other city department will never have the resources to properly police
the sheds and enforce any rules that might be set about noise, crowding, trash, rodents, etc. All the
rules that already exist are not enforced. So, the default is to depend on residents to call 311 to report
problems, which will actually mean that residents will have a full time job calling 311 and continue to
suffer from endless problems.
Furthermore, this issue is NOT about parking cars on the street vs. sheds on the street. Most of our
residents do not even own cars. This is about quality of life in residential areas, which is why New York
developed the current zoning laws and local community boards have control.
The community board in the East Village, and the majority of other community boards, voted AGAINST
changing zoning laws and making sidewalk sheds permanent. Community board meetings for public
comment were held, which I attended, and neighbors turned out in large numbers to strongly voice that
they are AGAINST this proposal. This end-run around the community boards, who have voted AGAINST
this proposal who know the neighborhoods that they serve and have always controlled the normal
process of applying for outdoor dining/drinking. Community Boards should continue to control this.
Please help us. Please vote against the proposal. Thank you.
Respectfully,
Susan Lashley

Dear Members of the Committee,
Many others will have testified to the multiple serious problems concerning the Open
Restaurants program - serious safety concerns as explained by UFA Head Andrew Ansbro about
the threat to local residents, noise, rats, access for physically challenged seniors etc. etc.
I would just like to state that businesses besides restaurants are taking egregious advantage of the
program - most seriously the bars. Bars are not restaurants - they do NOT serve food. They
should not be allowed to sneak into this program But on Spring Street, for example, they have all
opened some of the biggest sheds where their patrons gather outdoors and drink until 3am or
later. Of course, they are loud, VERY loud, and because they are drinking, they are less socially
inhibited - urinating and vomiting outside our doors, screaming, getting into rowdy fights. Often
music gets turned on.
The police are nice when we call to ask them to do something but they say there is nothing they
can do. CB2 and the State Liquor Board also are powerless to do anything because this Open
Streets program has permitted the bars to completely ignore decades of carefully thought-out
rules and stipulations that allowed the bars to live (somewhat) reasonably with their residential
neighbors.
The other bad actors here are the tiny hole in the wall take-out bagel stores, coffee shops, ice
cream and hot dog businesses that never had anyone eat there before. They are often only open
until 2-3pm but have built the biggest sheds they could which sit empty most of the time and
pointlessly clog the streets even more. Even a clothing store on Mulberry Street decided it would
be nice to have some street space and has put up concrete bollards in the street and benches
where shoppers can hang out!
It is a program that might have worked - with teal oversight and enforcement - on WIDE
avenues, not narrow residential streets.
But now it is time for an impulsive program rolled out fast with no planning, to end. There is no
reason for this hellish land grab to continue.
Sincerely,
Susan Williams

REGULATE OR ELIMINATE
Dear Sir/Madam:
I applauded the creativity shown by businesses in their eﬀorts to make outdoor dining an
escape from the pandemic while also having the chance to save their futures. I would have
been in favor of continuing the outdoor dining experience indefinitely, but there hasn’t been
enough regulation to combat the increase in trash and rodents that came with it — especially
given the reduced alternate-side street cleaning. It’s just too much; it’s disgusting.
The number of rat holes in the sidewalks and around tress has also increased since the start of
outdoor dining. Every time I leave my apartment to walk my dog after dark (sometimes
BEFORE dark), in either direction, there are rats running back and forth between the
restaurants and the piled-up garbage bags. Sometimes, I opt to walk in the road (with the cars
going by) instead of the sidewalk, because it’s the only way to avoid rats running past me.
Please regulate or eliminate.
Thank you.
Tamara Hey
East 9th Street
New York, NY 10009

January 8, 2022
Testimony Opposing Proposal to Make Dining Sheds Permanent in New York City

As a 74 year old disabled life-long New Yorker, I am horrified at the idea of having to deal with Dining
Sheds cluttering up our already difficult to navigate streets. I live in a HUD independent living senior
residence on the corner of 5th St. and Cooper Square in Manhattan. We are surrounded by the largest
member of bars in the city, which was leading to numerous problems before the pandemic. Combined with
a large number of restaurants, the number of sheds that have been constructed, along with random outdoor
seating areas cluttering the sidewalks, create an impossible situation, especially on narrow, unrepaired sidestreet sidewalks.
I use a rollator due to multiple disabilities and navigating around sheds which extend onto sidewalks or
create cross traffic by serving staff between the restaurant and the sheds makes simple outings into stressfilled dauting experiences. The sidewalks in my neighborhood are broken and treacherous and I have been
told by 311 and other city officials, that there is no mechanism for the city to impel building owners to
repair them unless they are single-family homes. I find this absurd. And now people with disabilities and
others, are expected to navigate around countless sheds for which there is no standard building code, and
restaurant staff coming to and fro carrying trays etc. I have also noticed in the cooler weather the placement
outside the shed area of standing heating elements, which create further obstacles to navigating down the
street. My rollator on which I totally depend, has just lost a wheel, and though I can’t directly blame it on
the existence of the sheds, but it sure doesn’t help.
Restaurants have made a go of it for generations without the existence of dining sheds, and although I
understand why they were permitted during the unusual situation created by the pandemic, I can’t
understand why there is any consideration of their remaining permanently, especially on narrow side-streets.
I think there could be a careful application process for some increased outdoor dining on wide, not-heavily
trafficked avenue sidewalks. I am also concerned about fire and traffic safety and feel that unless their
existence is highly regulated some terrible accidents are inevitable.
All in all, I am completely opposed to dining sheds being made permanent, with the small exception
stated above. City officials frequently spout platitudes about being concerned to make the city more ‘livable’
for seniors and people with disabilities, but I haven’t seen many of them taking our concerns seriously in
this regard or many others. Perhaps this time we will get some notice. I certainly hope so.
Sincerely,
teriananda (Loonan)

Tim Champion <timcchampion@gmail.com>

Permanent Bar/Restaurant Sheds
Tim Champion <timcchampion@gmail.com>
Reply-To: <champion@thehippynuts.com>
To: Tim Champion <timcchampion@gmail.com>

Wed, Feb 9, 7:19 PM

My name is Tim Champion and I’m head of the tenants association @ 321 west 11th street NYC 10014. I’m writing you to say that we absolutely
opposes any legislation or regulation making permanent - Restaurant Street Sheds in our neighborhood.
Because of Covid 19, the temporary order was understandable but now, we strongly feel that going forward - post covid - making it a permanent
law/regulation is not only a very bad idea, but completely unjustified.
The residents of our building and the greater area - block association do NOT wish to have a permanent extension to this temporary emergency
law/regulation - which currently allows for an unregulated, outdoor “Frat Party” atmosphere outside of our tenants windows 6-7 nights a week - 4:30pm
to 1am and beyond. This out door frat party atmosphere w/music provided by the bar/restaurants was NEVER the norm or allowed before the
pandemic. In short, this regulation has been a disaster for the quality of the tenants in our community.
The vast majority of people on our block that we’ve spoken to have jobs that require that they go to bed at approx 9-10pm and get up at 6-7am and
they are NOT the customers that frequent these establishments.
It seems that these bars/restaurants owners attract a majority of there customers from outside our neighborhood - who come here to get drunk,
scream and yell @ all hrs. Urinate and leave trash in the street and apartment building doorways and generally enjoy the unregulated, outdoor-party
atmosphere of our neighborhood. Why wouldn’t they?? No one is stopping them. On the contrary - it seems to be encourage by the city’s - we must
“support the bar/restaurant industry” at all cost - attitude. Well, we the tenants and residents of our building and the block have had enough.
Bars and restaurants have been helped plenty through the pandemic by the public at large and like every other business in NY, it’s time for them to
transition off our streets, out of our face and back into their store fronts where they belong.
Regards,
Tim Champion
321 West 11th #3
New York, NY 10014
-Tim Champion

http://www.thehippynuts.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/thehippynuts
http://bit.ly/hippynutsfacebookfans
http://www.facebook.com/timchampion
http://www.twitter.com/thehippynuts
Work On Me Baby Puppets Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Adyf-B1QUFA

Todd Thomas
Mulberry St.
New York , NY 10012
TESTIMONY
Feb. 7, 2022
RE: Continued Outdoor Dining Sheds/ Diminished Quality of Life and Health Standards

The quality of life for me and the residents in my neighborhood has greatly diminished and
continues to depreciate as the outdoor dining sheds grow bringing with noise pollution,
impassable sidewalks, E bike and bike delivery people disregarding traffic rule- riding on the
sidewalks, in every direction as well as increasing piles of garbage and vermin which have
increased to levels never seen before in 30 years living in my neighborhood. The cockroaches
and rat populations have increased to a horrifying level.
I live on Mulberry Street, between Prince and Spring Streets. This neighborhood- Nolita, Little
Italy has some of the most narrow streets in the city. On my block alone , one block, there are 7
shed shacks in operation, 1 sanctioned off storefront area in operation and 2 abandon sheds
sitting, rotting in decay.
I am was a initially in favor of supporting the restaurant industry in the initial phases of covid,
knowing what a vital part of the city they are. However, now its become apparent that things
have shifted, this is no longer needed. These restaurants are not built for our neighborhood- the
majority of residents here, self included, cannot afford to eat in these establishments.
I sadly see the longtime small businesses which actually provided a service to the community,
laundromats, bodegas, mom & pop pharmacies, Chinese markets --- all closing and being
shunted out as the corporate realtors and landlord see more profit in garnering a renter from the
Food & Beverage/ Restaurant Industry.
The restaurants and sheds on my block are packed, every day with throngs of people just waiting
to get into the shacks and sheds, the sidewalks are impassable. Seriously residents are unable to
pass the sidewalk with groceries, laundry cart, strollers. I am un able to get to my curb to to get
picked up with my large, heavy tool kits to get to work--- in order to get transportation I have to
make 2 trips to the conner intersection of my block to get transportation.
The fire trucks can barely squeeze through the street and when they do are unable to open the
doors of their vehicles.
We residents have tried to have a conversations with the owners and managers of these
establishments but our voices go unheard. The feeling is their well being and need for survival is

more important than ours. Each of these places we’ve spoken with have no interest in making
any concessions to accommodate a safer, healthier neighborhood.
After decades living in New York, this is definitely an all time low in quality of life.
Please don’t ignore all of the other types of businesses who are struggling and closing and the
residents who are struggling.
Do not make outdoor dining an ongoing permanent situation. It’s not equitable. It’s not fair.
Thank you,
Todd Thomas

2/7/2022
To whom it may concern
On the subject of the restaurant sheds I would like my voice to be heard.
While I understand why they were needed for the COVID emergency, these sheds are a
nuisance or all pedestrians. They remove walking/wheel-chair space on the sidewalk, which
have become more congested in the last few years. Some create blind spots when trying to
cross the street, and of course attract rodents. Also, the noise that comes from them interferes
with personal living space of apartments near by.
Restaurant sheds have decreased the quality of life and mobility for people who walk/
wheel around the city.

ff

Sincerely
Tom LeGo

Tony Allicino
LEROY STREET,
NEW YORK, NY 10014
tallicino@msn.com
February 2, 2022
New York City Council
Zoning and Consumer Affairs and Worker Protection Committees
New York City Hall
New York NY
Re: Zoning Text Amendment and Permanent Open Restaurants
Dear Sir or Madame,
I am a native born New Yorker and Manhattan resident since 1969. Since 1998, I reside on Leroy St., in
Greenwich Village, where I own two coop properties and currently serve on our Coop’s Board of
Directors. I am also a retiree from the City University of NY. I bring these personal facts to your
attention because I want you to know I am passionately and deeply committed to, and invested in, our
city.
I fully oppose any changes to the Zoning Text Amendment and to making emergency Open
Restaurants permanent administered by the Department of Transportation.
Since temporary emergency regulations went into effect for restaurants and bars in 2020, the Quality of
Life on my street, and in my neighborhood, has deteriorated to a point that I can never remember
existing before. While I understand and sympathize with the restaurant and bar industry, they are not the
only industry that has suffered financially from this pandemic; nor are they are not the only industry
contributing to the city’s treasury.
Residents also contribute financially with our city and sales taxes, and property owners, in large
amounts, with city real estate taxes. Why should residents be denied their basic Quality of Life in our
own homes and on our streets?
Since the arrival of loosening restaurant and bar restrictions, and with sidewalk cafes and curbside
dining that did not exist prior, the volume of noise from the two corner businesses on Leroy and Bedford
Streets, Village Tavern and Bandits, continues to be unbearably loud and disruptive. Check 311
complaints for these businesses and complaints to Community Boards 2. The same noise disruptions are
evident for most of Historical Greenwich Village. Curbside sheds with increased garbage have attracted
an increase of more brazen rats. Garbage on the streets from restaurants piles up and is filthy,
unsanitary and unsightly. Who wants to live in such squalor? The curbside sheds are out-in-out
dangerous blocking the easy movement of pedestrians, bicyclists, regular and, importantly, emergency
vehicles.

There has to be a better, more sound and reasoned way for the city to balance the needs of working, tax
paying, neighborhood residents and the non-essential restaurant and bar industry; without it seeming that
our city council legislators are beholding to this industry.
In closing, I hope you will decide wisely what the future of our city will look like and support and
advocate for the basic quality of life, and the safety, of your constituents and citizens.
Yours truly,
Tony Allicino

Testimony Against Making Sheds Permanent
From Camel in the Tent to Shameless Disaster Capitalism
Open Restaurants Text Amendment (Application No. N 210434 ZRY)
Via e-mail to testimony@council.nyc.gov
February 8, 2022 – Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises (jointly with the Committee on
Consumer and Worker Protection)
This bill would repeal Department of Consumer and Worker Protection sidewalk café licensing
provisions in title 20 of the Administrative Code and amend provisions that created a temporary
outdoor dining program in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. It would create a new permanent
outdoor dining program, which, in addition to sidewalk cafes, would allow seasonal roadway dining
and be administered by the Department of Transportation.s

I am strongly opposed to either allowing the temporary outdoor dining program to be made permanent, or to
allow “seasonal” street (“roadway”) dining of any kind to be allowed at any time, now or in the future.
Deregulation and privatization is never beneficial to the public. Ever. Both water and energy are excellent
examples of what occurs when cities/states deregulate and privatize. The sole purpose of which is to enrich
private individuals/industries and, often enrich campaign coffers, advancement and political influence of
politicians, at the expense of the public and our collectively owned resources—the public and community
commons.
This program should be ended immediately and the restaurant owners—both current and former—required to
dismantle and properly dispose of these sheds. If a bar/restaurant goes out of business, they must be required to
automatically remove sheds they have installed. The city should not be paying to remove them or, worse, allow
them to continue to block roads until they collapse or are mowed down by vehicles (as recently occurred in
Chelsea).
This program has and is creating enormous disruption, fire and other safety hazards, and notably, extreme
abuses by the bar/restaurant industry. The removal of any and all licensing application process is wholly
unacceptable, because it seeks to avoid scrutiny of intent and practice by simply removing any review and,
therefore, impediment, to use of what is public commons space for private use and profit—without consultation
with the rest of us. A single industry does not have the right to claim permanent use ownership over said public
commons.
Oversight must remain with the Department of Consumer Affairs and Worker Protection (DCAWP), not the
Department of Transportaton (DOT), which has shown itself to be unwilling to practice real oversight. Workers
have most certainly not been protected in this situation. Sidewalk tables must remain properly regulated, with
permit application scrutiny, and with oversight and routine—no complaint generaged—inspection.
The DOT, which has been complicit in creating these problems, and allowing them to flourish and perpetuate,
most assuredly does not belong in charge. Recently, the DOT publicly preened and congratulated itself for
“inspecting every shed and all are in compliance”—a claim ridiculous on its face, as even the most casual
observation of practice makes clear. So far as I can determine, the DOT has done no actual inspections or
requirement to abate problems without receiving a direct complaint, gives itself ten days to investigate (which

Testimony Against Making Sheds Permanent
From Camel in the Tent to Shameless Disaster Capitalism
Open Restaurants Text Amendment (Application No. N 210434 ZRY)

usually takes longer), then tells the offending party to fix the problem in 24 hours (I have made three complaints
regarding one location, and the problem persists, unabated).

The Harrow, Tenth Avenue, Hell’s Kitchen, Manhattan
Current incarnation with Canvas Shed
In addition to the trees in planters, there are also very long planter boxes (not visible in the photo), used as
barricades, which block the sidewalk. This business knew there was a bus shelter present when they leased the
space in the building, yet continue to force a narrow sidewalk and partially block doorways. The Canvas shed
is a recent addition, further impeding sidewalk space.
This is also an example of simply extending the bar/restaurant space out onto the sidewalk. As it’s wholly
enclosed, there is no safety feature or necessity for this installation. This is also part of the recurring theme of
the theft of public space simply to enlarge bars/restaurants, and it is this aspect that the industry is seeking to
codify for its own profit.
I deeply resent being forced to spend the time, energy and bandwidth to file complaints, with pictures and
written documentation, through the poorly designed, poorly functioning 311 web page (which routinely does
not properly send the complaint, after lengthy dithering—forcing it to be retyped and resent two to four times
before it “takes” and sends). The DOT has paid inspectors who should be doing this job, not recruiting forced
labor to do it for them (or worse, relying on frustration to prevent complaints).
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The City of New York, at the request and intent of not only the bar/restaurant industry, in concert with, and at
the particular request of new Mayor Eric Adams, constitutes an ugly form of local oligarchy, as well as a land
and authority grab best described as Disaster Capitalism—using the pandemic as an excuse to steal and profiteer
from the public (in this case the theft of public commons), while virtuously asserting that it’s all about “aid” and
helping businesses and workers (the latter of whom have certainly not, nor will benefit by this intent). The City
of New York has an obligation to all of us, not to the sole benefit—and profiteering—of one industry at the
expense of either residents or other businesses.
The initial program may have been manageable during lockdown, when little traffic was on the sidewalks or in
the streets. However, traffic has returned with a vengeance and sheds in the street have considerably worsened
the situation, contributing to traffic dangers—both with respect to vehicles and pedestrians who cannot safely
walk on sidewalks or cross streets. The program appears to have been thrown together so hastily, that it was
badly conceived and structured, has little recognition of any hazards, and with little consultation regarding
matters of safety, using the excuse of the “emergency measure”, without any subsequent attention to addressing
or amending serious deficits in the interim.
Politicians and the Bar/Restaurant industry are making claims which are contradictory on surface and in fact.
People are permitted into restaurants (which was prohibited during lockdown) and makes the sheds unnecessary.
The city has also claimed that it “saved 100,000 jobs”—which I find questionable; especially given the
unwillingness to address abuse of workers in the industry, while privileging owners. Where is the
documentation of these alleged saved 100,000 jobs? Has a neutral third party provided actual and accurate
information proving this claim, or is it just political/industry PR?
Yet the claim is being made that the industry cannot survive or recover without being permitted unfettered use
of streets and sidewalks, year-round and/or seasonally. In fact, not only is the restaurant industry subject to a
high mortality rate in the best of times (bars less so), but both have well-prospered with financial support—local,
state, and federal—during the pandemic. Consider the following from a recent report on this industry by One
Fair Wage, which should be fully read and considered prior to any vote:
Restaurant Owners Got 30 Times More Federal Covid Aid Than Workers: Report
Full article:
https://www.commondreams.org/news/2022/02/03/restaurant-owners-got-30-times-morefederal-covid-aid-workers-report
"If the subminimum wage for tipped workers persists, the restaurant industry is unlikely to
recover from its growing labor crisis, regardless of how much money the federal
government hands out to business owners."
The report from advocacy group One Fair Wage and the Food Labor Research Center at the
University of California, Berkeley, urges congressional lawmakers who are "now
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considering allocating tens of billions more dollars in taxpayer funds to restaurant owners"
to make further aid contingent on employers providing a livable wage.
...Restaurant owners have collectively received more than $73.2 billion in federal relief since
March 2020 thanks to grants, loan forgiveness, and tax credits authorized by Congress, notes
the report. Meanwhile, subminimum wage workers—a majority of whom are women and
disproportionately women of color—have struggled to obtain assistance.
...As the authors explain, the National Restaurant Association—led by major chain CEOs
with multimillion-dollar salaries—successfully lobbied for billions of dollars in subsidies
for restaurant owners while "simultaneously lobbying against any wage increases for their
workers," allowing the industry to maintain the nation's lowest-paid workforce.
By the fall of 2020, however, "tipped workers reported that their tips had declined, while
health risks, customer hostility, and sexual harassment had increased," says the report.
"When asked to enforce social distancing, mask rules, and Covid vaccination card rules on
the same customers from whom they had to get tips to survive, workers reported that their
tips decreased even further—a key breaking point for millions of workers."
Report: One Fair Wage, Food Labor Research Center, UC Berkeley February 2022
We Need Relief and Raises
$73 Billion in Restaurant Owner Relief, $2.13 an Hour for Their Workers
Full report:
https://onefairwage.site/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/OFW_NeedReliefAndRaises.pdf
In addition to federal aid, the bar/restaurant industry in New York City has also been provided extreme
assistance and perquisites, while lacking proper oversight—benefits other businesses have not
received.
Indeed, some have been forced out of business by building owners who want to rent to bars/restaurants
at far higher rents—a highly illegal form of privately “renting” the public sidewalks and streets as if
they and the sheds are part of the building ownership. This does not support bars/restaurants, and
directly undermines long-time (frequently generational and family owned) businesses, which also both
anchor neighborhood communities and provide essental services to residents. As such, this contributes
to the destruction of communities and harms them. Both disruptive and invasive, bars especially
create an invitation to both barhopping (when bar corridors are permitted/created, as has occurred in
Hell’s Kitchen) and people who “commute” to get drunk, make noise and do not care about the
community, because they do not live in it. This is an aspect of gentrification, which is also often a
form of ethnic cleansing. As one multigenerational resident of Bushwick recently stated: “It’s like
Columbus. They show up and push out the natives”.
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The city promoting this practice—which ran amok under Bloomberg, who sought to homogenize New
York City with national and multinational corporations and big box stores (which don’t pay taxes to
NYC)—also destroy what is unique about New York: The specific character of neighborhoods.
I am a resident of Hell’s Kitchen, which has received little to no media coverage for the mess created
by this program. These sheds, and sidewalk blocking practices have worsened already extant abuses
in my neighborhood (and many others).
Fire Safety Hazards
Apparently, nobody bothered to consult the Fire Department (FDNY) about the dangers of these sheds
to both tenants and firefighters (including when the temporary permissions were made), which block
fire trucks and equipment from reaching buildings and tenants in a fire.
Many block curb fire hydrants, as well as fire escapes and street access to buildings—both of which
are already against the law, precisely because of the need to provide clear access to the FDNY when
responding to fires. The statement of UFA NYC President Andrew Ansbro must be heeded in this matter:
Roadbed Dining Sheds Cause Traffic Restrictions. May Negatively Affect Fire Operations.
“The haphazard way the (shed) structures went up, with no attentin to the Fire Department’s
operations are endangering New Yorkers by causing delays in traffic which increases the
response time, and in some places the sheds have narrowed the street to the point where we
cannot safely and effectively raise ladders from the apparatus to windows.”
“On certain streets that have been narrowed by the placement of sheds, our firefighters are
unable to set up the stabilizers from the ladder trucks which are necessary to stabilize the rig
so that the ladder can reach residents on upper floors. Also, these sheds at times force the
members of the Engine companies to stretch additional hose lines around them to enter the
front of the building.”
If a street is narrowed by the placement of sheds to the point where the street is not much
wider than a car it makes it difficult or impossible for us to set up a ladder/truck.”
These sheds not only cause traffic restrictions but in many cases they negatively affect fire
operations.
“Lives are in danger.”
posted at https://www.cueupny.com
Pull quote: “If a street is narrowed by the placement of sheds to the point where the street is not much

wider than a car it makes it difficult or impossible for us to set up a ladder/truck.”
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I remind readers of the history of the Triangle Waist Company fire—the worst industrial disaster in the
history of America and New York, until the World Trade Center. The lives lost—146, mostly women
workers—was a direct consequence of the inability of fire truck ladders to reach the burning floors.
Some women were burned to death at their work stations; others jumped to their sidewalk deaths, to
avoid the slower, excruciating death by fire. State legislation holding owners legally liable were
rescinded the day before the fire. The owners of the factory were acquitted (men of wealth), opened
another factory, around the corner on University, and continued with the same conditions.
New York City has created, and is seeking to codify, unregulated conditions for tenants which will
have the same results. This is not a theoretical danger, but incidents waiting to happen.
I speak from experience. In 1997, my apartment was gutted by fire. The extent of damage was in part
a consequence of the inability of fire trucks to get through rush hour traffic—which routinely ignores
fire and ambulance sirens, refusing to get out of the way lest they lose their position on the road. An
“all hands” fire, it took 20 minutes to get three and a half blocks; fire can do a lot of damage in that
time. The consequences reverberate to this day.
And that was without the additional impediment of sheds in the street.
One year to the day after that fire, I testified in City Hall hearings about the uncontrolled traffic in
Hell’s Kitchen specifically, as well as city-wide. To date, there has been no relief, and conditions have
worsened considerably.
Lilly’s Bar, Ninth Avenue, Hell’s Kitchen, Manhattan:
When the bar is closed:

When the bar is open:
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As you can see, open or closed, hydrant and curb are illegally blocked from FDNY immediate access
in a fire emergency, by the bar; take note of the electrical wire tied to a pole across the hydrant, and
attached to another shed, off-image—an additional hazard to firefighters. The curb clearance
requirement for hydrants is completely ignored.
The refusal to maintain and enforce already existing fire safety regulations and enact new/updated
regulations which are clearly needed, by politicians (starting with Mayor Adams—this deregulation of
Sheds/sidewalk tables “sponsored by Marjorie Velásquez (at the request of the mayor)”—which
smacks of political collusion and is unethical—the bar/restuarant industry, and the building owners
constitutes gambling with the lives of tenants and firefighters.
As has been shown by the recent gas explosion and fires (and those before, including Harlem and the
East Village), none of the aforementioned care one whit for those lives. After the fact, the mainstream
media, the politicians, and the predatory equity owners of buildings offer up their “thoughts and
prayers”, move on, and wait for the next fire/explosion death toll, for more “thoughts and prayers”
without consequence.
We do not need “thoughts and prayers” for the dead, grieving and newly homeless. We require
legislation and enforcement which embodies and ensures that buildings are safe and that the FDNY
has clear and immediate access, as necessary. In the case of gas leaks, the requirement is to
immediately evacuate not only the building with the leak, but those next to it, so that the leak can be
contained before lives are destroyed and buildings leveled. This requires that the politicians and
agencies charged with legislation and oversight actually put lives above profits.
These are not “tragedies” or “accidents”; they are foreseeable and preventable incidents, recurring.
The word “tragedy” needs to be removed and replaced with the word “crime”. And those responsible
should be criminally prosecuted.
These sheds, both against buildings and in the street prevent these safety requirements. The proposed
changes violate fire, safety and health laws/regulations and represent an immediate hazard; as such,
they must not be permitted to continue at all, much less unregulated. All of them should be
immediately dismantled.
I remind the committees jointly reviewing this proposal that Rick Gropper, one of the owners of the
predatory equity firm which was directly responsible for the fire in The West Bronx that killed 17, left
others severely injured, and made the rest homeless, was on the “transition team for housing”,
appointed by new Mayor Adams, the source of this amendment under discussion. That fire was
wholly preventable, and a direct consequence of ignored repairs and lack of enforcement by the NYC
agencies tasked with inspection and enforcement. Rick Gropper was not removed until public outcry.
This does not speak well of the lip service paid to justice and equality while, at the same time,
promoting a program without proper oversight that will inevitably result in injuries and deaths from
easily preventable fire hazards and safety requirements ignored.
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These are not “tragedies” or “accidents”; they are foreseeable and preventable incidents, recurring.
The word “tragedy” needs to be removed and replaced with the word “crime”. And those responsible
should be criminally prosecuted.
It is the duty of the City Council and agencies charged with public safety to provide oversight and a
balance of powers, so that the mayor does not become a dictator of public policy and to ensure that the
larger public good is center in any debate, rather than personal ambition, athoritarian attitudes,
unilateral control of public policy, and the misuse of office and power—a longstanding problem in
New York City.
COVID Health and Safety Protocols in Sheds or Lack Thereof
These sheds were permitted, initially, on the terms that they be wholly open to air flow as a health and
safety measure, since masks are removed to eat and drink. Many—I would say most—of these sheds
are completely enclosed, sealing in air (and with no air filtering systems) which makes them petri
dishes for COVID–19 and variants—the most recent of which is highly contagious.
Most of these sheds are also not properly distancing tables, which are crammed in tightly, leaving
diners/drinkers too close to each other. Even with minmal tables, the bars particularly are not
controlling the crowds crammed into the sheds (and on sidewalks), creating spreader events.
Every fully enclosed shed must remove the sealed walls/windows which do not permit air flow, which
is an unacceptable danger, and violates the shed requirements.
Until such time as this program is ended, numbers must be controlled (and set like FDNY crowd limits
inside restaurants, with “numbers allowed” posted and enforced). Tables and chairs must be set so
that there is six feet of distance between them with people seated in the chairs, not when the chairs are
empty and tucked under tables.
Politicians and bar/restaurant owners continue to misunderstand and mislead with respect to health and
safety information. Being fully vaccinated does not mean one cannot get sick; it only means one is
less likely to end up in the hospital, on a ventilator, or dead. Fully vaccinated people are twice as
likely to be asymptomatic carriers of the virus (including the highly infectious omicron variant), with
blithe disregard for their potential as “Typhoid Mary’s”.
The safety protocol is as follows: Vaccination + masking + social distancing. All three must be
present and practiced; when any one of the triad is ignored, the safety disappears.
Ignoring this protocol puts at risk people the most vulnerable, as well as random strangers, because
those ignoring the importance of masks and social distancing, can transfer the virus to others, who
may themselves be vulnerable or have vulnerable friends/family. This includes Mayor Adams—
whose unmasked face I keep seeing, indoors and outdoors surrounded closely by other people (no
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mask, no social distancing). The disregard for this aspect of spreading the virus represents a serious
threat to the vulnerable and an invitation to new variants and their easy spread. And it perpetuates the
myth that vaccination alone is sufficient.
Prevention is always the best cure. And yes, everyone is tired of the pandemic—which has been
prolonged and worsened by improper handling/management by cities, states and federal governments,
including the creation of variants, ever more infectious because of an unwillingness to accurately and
adequately address the disease and consequences as a public health matter, rather than political
grandstanding and maneuvering for power and control, at the cost of severe illness and death.
New York City and State are about to embark in yet more poor management/judgment in ending
indoor mask requirements, against CDC recommendations—for a fantasy of “normality”; the
pandemic has not ended and wishing won’t make it so. But the lie will continue to kill people, and
further profiteering at every level, economically and politically. Denial and the pretense that it’s all
over and we may now now return to “normal” will not make the pandemic or its consequences
disappear; it can however, extend and worsen the situation, particularly for vulnerable people.
Please add to your reading list, with regard to this issue:
Lasting Evidence Blog, January 16, 2022
You are Not Entitled to Our Deaths: COVID, Abled Supremacy & Interdependence
Mia Mingus
https://leavingevidence.wordpress.com/2022/01/16/you-are-not-entitled-to-our-deaths-covid-abledsupremacy-interdependence/
Mingus states, in part:
... I cannot listen to or read about the high rates of infections, illness and death in
BIPOC (Black, Indigenous and People of Color) communities with no mention of
BIPOC disabled people in the middle of a pandemic. I cannot listen to the CDC say
they are “encouraged” that only those “who were unwell to begin with” will die from
Omicron and then hear about so-called-comrades’ vacations outside of the continental
U.S. I cannot be part of any more so-called political conversations that don’t
acknowledge disability, ableism and abled supremacy in the middle of a pandemic.
...We will not trade disabled deaths for abled life. We will not allow disabled people to
be disposable or the necessary collateral for the status quo. We will not look away from
the mass illness and death that surrounds us or from a state machine that is more
committed to churning out profit and privileged comfort with eugenic abandonment.
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We know the state has failed us. We are currently witnessing the pandemic state-sanctioned
violence of murder, eugenics, abuse and bone-chilling neglect in the face of mass suffering,
illness and death. We are the richest nation in the world and we continue to choose greed
and comfort over people and life. The state is driving the knife of suffering deeper into the
gut of those who are already collapsed on the ground. The cruelty is sweeping and
unapologetic.
...The solution cannot be that everyone has to get COVID. That is eugenics because
many disabled high risk people will die and those who do not die will have serious
complications and lifelong impacts to their health and wellbeing via COVID and the
possibility of long COVID. Do not buy into this eugenic thinking that expects the most
vulnerable to be sacrificed. Long Covid is real and it can happen to anyone.
...Interdependence is ultimately about “we”, instead of “me”. It understands that we are
bound together, by virtue of existing on this planet. Interdependence is generative and
grounded in care for one another. It doesn’t live in obligation or entitlement, but rather
a loving willingness and a sacred giving.
Interdependence cannot exist in scarcity, competition, comparison, domination or greed.
It flourishes in abundance, appreciating and honoring difference, collective care and
collective access. Interdependence can exist between two people or six billion and
everything in between.
“We” is not a concept which has been embraced by the bar/restaurant industry, its lobbyists, and their
supporters in City Hall, with respect to the pandemic, or in general. The practices of the industry with
around health and safety—including their employees—has been a clear example of their contempt for
anything but profit. Politicians have aided them in this view and practice.
The committees reviewing this application for deregulation have the ability and the duty to prevent
this short-sighted and dangerous plan.
Allegedly “temporary” Propane use must also be ended. It is illegal for the simple reason that it is a
fire and safety hazard. In addition, it is a health hazard for anyone breathing. Bars and restaurants
have lobbied to continue use, which must not be permitted. Since indoor drinking/dining is now
permitted, there is absolutely no need to allow its use, and no “psychological” benefit to “locked down”
people (because they aren’t anymore) to sit outside during intemperate weather.
Sheds Against Buildings
Permanent and semi-permanent sheds have been erected against buildings which block not only the
sidewalk (and routinely violate eight foot clearance regulations) but fire escape ladders, preventing
their use in the event of a fire; these sheds are too high for anyone trying to reach the street from a fire
escape ladder or landing. Some bars/restaurants have also built platforms which block the sidewalk 24
hours a day, further narrowing already narrow streets.
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Car to People Argument and/or Parking v. Sheds
This is by no means a “car to people” program as calimed by some; it is a public commons to private
ownership/control program. This is about one industry profiteering, not any real benefit to
communities.
The argument by the industry that people just want parking spaces is not only specious, it constitutes a
version of “the best defense is a good offense” and a red herring which seeks to distract from the theft
of public commons by the bars/restaurants. These sheds have certainly exacerbated parking problems,
and resulted in increased double parking and other illegal parking, return of parking spaces is not
permanent in the manner of sheds. Parked vehicles are present only temporarily, for relattively short
periods of time, they are not there permanently. The claim that it is not the sheds, but double-parking
as a source of traffic congestion is laughable—the sheds have increased and worsened the problem.
Many residents do not own cars, but are beleaguered by traffic and the jostling of incomers for
parking—including noise, honking, shouting and more. Claiming that “we” just want parking spaces
is a fallacious argument.
The presence of sheds is not a solution to traffic/parking problems and any such claim does not hold
up to scrutiny.
Both the Giuliani and Bloomberg administrations actively encouraged traffic into New York City
(specifically Manhattan) and did so, in part, by changing parking regulations to benefit cars, and
floating the idea that metered parking would “benefit” the city with increased revenue. The latter,
however, does not supersede the problems of increased traffic congestion, increased air pollution, and
unsafe streets and roads. De Blasio did not aid this situation or take steps to genuinely control traffic,
increase enforcement or better safety—pedestrian or vehicular.
Hell’s Kitchen, which suffers from a constant influx of charter buses (particularly bad from October
through New Year’s, annually), was also worsened by Giuliani/Bloomberg policies. An NYPD
administrator told a community member of the Midtown North Precinct Council that nothing would be
done to address illegal bus parking/blocking city bus stops/idling/traveling on residential side streets.
They were told by Giuliani “not to interfere with commerce”. These same buses, still illegally
traveling and parking on residential streets, add the danger of maneuvering between sheds on narrow
streets, actually create traffic jams of “bus caravans” and further endanger pedestrians.
Addressing public safety—including air pollution, which sickens and kills on the slow plan, shaving
around three years from the lives of New Yorkers—requires city and state politicians to find their
spines, read the use manual, and reverse the traffic and parking policies which have contributed to
these problems—including trucks and charter buses, which add diesel air pollution to the mix
(particulates, heavy metals, and other cancer causing contaminants) as well as noise pollution and
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vibroacoustic noise, which is a health hazard to humans, and destabilizes the very old buildings in my
(and other) neighborhoods.
The bar/restaurant industry may not use the “parking” argument to falsely further its on greed and land
seizures.
Sheds in the Street
These are routinely set too close to corners/crosswalks, blocking visibility and endangering pedestrians,
because vehicles, including bicycles (both of which are frequently speeding, turning without looking,
and ignoring crosswalk lights) cannot see pedestrians (or don’t bother to look).
It’s also extremely difficult/impossible to see building numbers and street signs because these
structures are blocking them from both street traffic (including taxis which are a form of public
transportation) and city buses. When set too close to bus stops they also create visibility problems for
passengers as well as drivers. Pedestrians often cannot see building numbers from across the street,
because visibility is blocked—annoying when trying to find an address. Bars/restaurants which have
extended beyond their own facades also block adjacent addresses from view. Some sheds, especially
those taken over from adjsacent, but now closed bars/restaurants are unidentified with respect to
ownership.
Most are in direct violation of the eight feet permitted to sheds. Bars/Restaurants on corners have
built extremely long sheds on both sides of streets and avenues, in addition to inside dining. Many of
these sheds are not only in the street but built up onto the sidewalk, further taking up space. On top of
that, they then add sidewalk tables, and other street furniture.
Customers blocking sidewalks, while bars/restaurants do not keep pedestrian space clear

As Is Bar, Tenth Avenue, Hell’s Kitchen, Manhattan, Blocked Sidewalk
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The above is a good example of the problem caused by blocked sidewalks. All but the man carrying
dry cleaning are bar customers. All the tables are empty, adding to the blocked sidewalk. The street
shed was also full of customers, and there is no social distancing. Pedestrians are forced to walk a
gauntlet of several deep, unmasked drinkers, with barely room for one person. On Ninth Avenue,
some bars have customers wholly blocking the sidewalk, making them impassable, without a struggle
to get through.
Sidewalks, Corners, Presumed “Air Rights” and Other Abuses by Bars/Restuarants
In addition to sheds, bars/restaurants have continually violated the requirement to maintain eight feet of
clear space on the sidewalk for pedestrians. As well as sheds, tables on both sides of the sidewalk, which
wholly block it when people are crowded along the tables, both sitting and standing, Some add totally
useless and unnecessary street junk to further take sidewalk space (Lilly’s, the bar on Ninth Avenue, has
chairs and three oversized teddy bears in them (a taking of space only), blocking the sidewalk, in addition
to tables, etc., for bar customers. The addition of planter and trees/bushes barricades, to “protect”
customers from we, the “great unwashed pedesetrians” are also blocking sidewalks. If owners feel a need
for barricades, put them inside the street sheds, not on the sidewalk.

Owners have presumed a right to block space above the sidewalk (a theft of “air rights”) these are also
a fire safety hazard, blocking FDNY access. And annoying pedestrians. After the recent snowstorm
one especially excessive “arbor” of plastic “plants” and other decorations rained meling snow
onto pedestrians.
Decorations, awnings, tents, arbors, umbrellas spanning the sidewalk (many of which are so low the
spokes represent a safety hazard to passersby; tall people have to duck to walk under them), flapping
banners and small lights are strung across the sidewalk from street shed to sidewalk shed (or poles and
trees), adding to the safety/fire hazard, along with often questionably safe electrical wires to add
“power” inside the building sheds and street sheds. The makeshift wiring is also a fire safety hazard.
All of these items, across the sidewalk are additional hazards in a fire emergency, preventing
firefighters and their equipment from reaching burning apartments.
Should the owners attempt to argue otherwise, the “lights” are purely “decorative” and do not in
any way add to street safety. They serve as “come on” advertising. Many are so low I’ve seen tall
people have to hunch and duck while walking on the sidewalk.
Street Trees and Tree Pits
For no good reason, beyond yet more lllegitimate space theft, the DOT gave bars/restaurants
permission to use tree pits for whatever—tables and chairs, ad signs/sandwich boards, storage
cabinets, etc.—as long as they had “permission” from the Parks Department which is responsible
for the care of street trees. While the bars/restaurants immediately took advantage, I’m
guessing not one of them actually bothered to contact the Parks Department for permission.
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There is also, as far as I can tell, no requirement to have in hand any documentation or post said
permission, so that locals can determine whether this requirement has been fulfilled. I would
like the City Council to require that the DOT/Parks Department provide confirmation of any
and/or how many bars/restaurants have sought and received permission for use of tree pits,
and whether there was on-site evaluation for tree safety—and provide public notice of same.
Lights, electrical wires and anything else attached to any tree must be ordered removed,
immediately, as illegal attachments. Permission to use tree pits should never have been allowed,
and must be promptly rescinded. It is illegal to attach anything to a NYC street tree, yet the DOT
opened that door, for no good or beneficial purpose, worsening the health and safety of street
trees.
Contrary to common assumption, trees are not as sturdy as they might appear; NYC trees take a
real beating, between being abused as dog toilets and ashtrays, being hit by trucks and cars
scraping and damaging bark, bicycles chained to them (chains and bike spokes also damaging
bark), nails, staples and tacks illegally hammered into their bark (which can also allow insect or
other infestation or “bleed” trees) for posting of signs, and miscellaneous other assaults upon
them. A NYC tree has a life span of approximately nine years—compared to the 65 of that same
tree “in the wild”.
Unlike the bar/restaurant industry and the current fiasco of sheds/sidewalk overflow, trees
actually contribute to the quality of life in neighborhoods and on streets. Not only aesthetic, they
help to retain moisture, cool air, and add oxygen—very importanit in Hell’s Kitchen, which has
the third worst air pollution in New York City.
Street trees, like the rest of the residents, need relief and protecton from the abuses of the
bar/restaurant industry.
Public Trash Cans
Public trash cans have been moved by bar/restaurant owners to the tiny flat space between curb
cuts/crosswalks or, worse, directly into curb cuts, to better commandeer sidewalk space, blocking
crosswalks and, routinely, curb cuts, making it impossible for wheel chair/walker users to easily cross
the street and very difficult for those using canes; garbage is also frequently piled next to the cans
completely blocking crosswalks/curb cuts.
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Trash Can in Curb Cut/Crosswalk; Tables and Umbrella blocking side street
As Is Bar, Tenth Avenue, Hell’s Kitchen, Manhattan

Trash Can Between Curb Cuts, Garbage Blocking Crosswalk and Curb Cut
As Is Bar, Tenth Avenue, Hell’s Kitchen, Manhattan
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Garbage Can and Trash Blocking Crosswalk and Curb Cut
Galaxy Diner, Ninth Avenue at 46th Street (Northwest Corner)
Galaxy Diner moved the trash can from its original location (north of the street light pole visible in the
photograph) to its current location so that they could plop three sandwich boards on the sidewalk at the
curb, next to a tree pit. On the diner side of the sidewalk, they have high tops and chairs which further
block the narrow sidewalk and do not respect the eight foot clearance requirement or permit social
distancing by pedestrians.
I have seen this city-wide. The disregard for disabled, as well as able-bodied pedestrians in general is
a disgrace; I’m not shocked, but I am outraged.
Blocking sidewalks at bus stops is also a problem when the eight foot clear space is not respected.
People have to wait at the stops, further narrowing the sidewalk to moving pedestrians and completely
preventing any social distancing on the already narrow sidewalks in Hell’s Kitchen.
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Bus Stop in Front of Mercury Bar
Ninth Avenue Near 46th Street
As you can see here, it is clearly in violation of the eight foot clearance requirement; a problem at
other bus stops, across the city, as well. This bar has been a sidewalk blocking, noise creating problem
since it opened; a complaint had to be filed when they blocked off space, with barricades, while
awaiting a street permit, and continue to encroach of public space constantly. As a sports bar, there
have been problems with blasting televisions and crowds blocking the sidewalk to watch events on the
TVs, to avoid having to buy a drink by going inside. I once politely said “Excuse me” to a man
blocking the sidewalk watching some sports event, so I could walk behind him, with a grocery cart.
He literally followed me to the corner screaming threats and invective at my unmitigated gall in trying
to walk on the sidewalk. And again, tables are crammed together so that there is no social distancing
between customers. Ad signs are used to further encroach on the sidewalk. Complaints ignored, to
date.
Mercury bar suppliers routinely block the bus stop preventing buses from pulling up to the curb so that
disabled passengers can safely get off the bus. Wheel chairs are forced into a lane of onrushing traffic
moving south, to reach a curb cut at the corner at the northwest corner. This problem has worsened
with the sheds. There is no sidewalk space or loading zone for trucks.
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Crosswalks: The New Loading Zones
Tenth Avenue and 48th Street, Northeast Corner, Hell’s Kitchen, Manhattan
Blocking both the crosswalk and the curb cut. Note taht a car is also blocking the crosswalk and curb
cut, parked bettwn a shed and the crosswalk—there was no driver in the car.
Street traffic Problems Caused by Sheds in the Street
As noted above, bus stop problems are chronic, because trucks are using bus stops as loading zones.
Sheds too close to the front of bus stops also block visibility, making it hard for drivers to move back
into the traffic lane. Very problematic, on Ninth Avenue, the designated bus lane has been blocked by
sheds, forcing them back into the next nearest lane, and contributing to traffic problems/congestion,
scheduling delays, and safety concerns. In my opinion, the drivers on the M11 line (on Ninth Avenue)
deserve combat pay for the traffic mess between 65th Street and 34th Street (which includes traffic
heading for the Lincoln Tunnel and freeway on-ramps to New Jersey, with which they must contend.
Any sheds blocking bus lanes need to be immediately dismantled and the lanes returned to “bus only”
use.
I will also note that this situation has worsened traffic problems, allegedly of concern to the
perpetrators of the “congestion pricing” scheme (originally a scam of Michael Bloomberg, when
mayor), forced through by claiming it will aid funding for public transit (in fact, it will be used by the
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MTA to purchase bonds for loans, rather than proper direct funding of public transit, through proper
city and state taxation —including of the rich and wealthy corporations).
Sheds have contributed to unsafe traffic patterns for both pedestrians and vehicles and also undermine
claims of concern about injuries and fatalities of pedestrians. Sheds block visibility, and worsen traffic
flow, speeding problems, and turning dangers. Pedestrians have to tiptoe to the edge of the sheds and
peer around them to make sure traffic has actually stopped, to cross streets. Blocking the box has also
worsened, as vehicles try to get through the traffic jams as fast as possible (which, instead, slows
everything down), and forces pedestrians to thread through dense traffic to cross the street.
Bicyclists riding on sidewalks has worsened, further endangering pedestrians, while adding to
congestion; when asked not to do so, they are universally belligerent, threatening and abusive, whether
delivery, citibike or private bicyclists (the latter are the worst offenders). And they continue to run red
lights, both in bike lanes (which are not, contrary to usage, two-way) and when riding against traffic
on streets without bike lanes. I’ve nearly been run down by bicycles both on and off the sidewalk and
trying to cross streets, too many times to count. Again, sheds limit visibility, increasing these already
extant problems.
There is no traffic enforcement. The NYPD is, in fact, a major abuser of traffic/parking regulations
and ignores any request to stop blocking curb cuts, intersections, fire hydrants, and bus stops; they like
to turn on sirens to run red lights. When traffic officers are present at all, they either ignore
enforcement (and often wave vehicles into crosswalks to wait, forcing pedestrians into traffic) or
appear to have no idea what they are doing or how to direct traffic. One recently told me that they
don’t do anything because drivers don’t listen to them, since they can’t give tickets.
The NYPD does not think traffic enforcement is “sexy” or macho; never mind it kills more people
than “terrorism”. And until that attitude changes, none of us are safe with and without the sheds.
Noise and Sheds
Noise problems have increased considerably consequent on the presence of sheds, on and off sidewalk,
and drinkers blocking sidewalks while shouting. In addition to loud, frequently very drunk customers
(often of the tourist and/or bridge and tunnel variety), bars/restaurants have illegally installed speakers
and blast music to add to the DOTs euphemistically described “street activation”. I hazard the guess
that the DOT Commissioner does not live in an “activated” street or neighborhood. The combination
is not “liveliness”, but cacophony at all hours, not only while at the bars/sheds/sidewalks, but on side
streets, all night long, as customers depart. Apparently, drunk is routinely aligned with loud and
stupid; many of these people are also getting into cars and driving drunk, another safety hazard. One
desperate resident of Tenth Avenue posted the following on a lamp post:
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It is already illegal to pipe sound/music onto the streets, which has been completely ignored by the
shedsters. The city continues to ignore this particularly odious form of noise pollution. Frankly,
nobody “needs” music in the sheds or on the sidewalk. Inside the bars, the volume needs to be low
enough that it doesn’t disturb tenants above or passersby (much of it is loud enough to cause hearing
loss)—a distinct hazard to workers, as well as customers.
Noise is a documented and recognized health hazard on many levels, not just through sleep
disturbance. These include stress, interference with other activities, and a noise invasion into one’s
home, also violating the right to the “peaceful enjoyment of one’s home”—a housing right in New
York City.
The creation for bar corridors in Hell’s Kitchen, first on Ninth Avenue, and now on Tenth Avenue
have created screaming, vomiting, urinating drunks, going in both directions on the cross streets.
Interfering, one might suggest, with the reasonable expecation and ability to sleep—a necessity for
health, well-being and overall general sanity. I have had to get up sometimes two or three times a
night, to tell men so drunk they forgot to use the toilet before leaving the last bar, to stop urinating on
my apartment, while they scream at top volume, while standing a foot from each other.
This was a problem prior to the sheds, and the sheds have exacerbated the problem. One screaming
drunk who woke me while still at Tenth Avenue (I live mid-block), stated, when he reached my
building, and I had suggested that he lower the volume at 2:30 a. m., stated that if I didn’t want to live
with noise, I shouldn’t have moved into Hell’s Kitchen. I moved into this neighborhood when it was
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full of quiet junkies, none of whom ever made noise, engaged in screaming, threatened, harassed or
bothered me. I miss the junkies—an indication of the severity of the current plague of locusts.
Community Boards
The city has tried to claim that residents have recourse to these problems through Community Boards;
that they are our representatives (and neighbors), and were in agreement with these policies, ergo, the
assault on the neighborhood(s) is just fine. I can categorically state that Community Board 4 (CB4,
Manhattan) is integral to the problem. In the three plus decades I have lived in Hell’s Kitchen they
have helped to create the bar corridors, ignored all of the consequent problems, and simply rubber
stamped the City’s and State Liquor Authority’s (SLA) economic interests (and collusion with the bar
industry), at the expense of residents, not bothering to make even a token objection. I once asked a
CB4 member why they continured to rubber stamp liquor license requests; his response: The city will
override the objection anyway, so we just go along with it. I’ll also say that they went along with the
practice because their positions were appointments from the City Council/Borough President, and they
didn’t want to be replaced with more compliant tools. The requirement of term limits on Community
Boards is a direct result of precisely this kind of corruption, entrenched by lack of turnover; there are
many forms and ways of the conentration of power and its abuse to be practiced.
Notably, this has included approving bars which are literally next door to each other, in direct violaton
of the requirement of 200 feet between bars. There are three bars next to each other, in two locations
on Tenth Avenue, between 45th and 50th Street, as well as other bars along the Avenue (and ongoing
requests/applications for more—all of whom will, of course, want their very own sheds and sidewalk
tables). There is absolutely no need for additional bars in Hell’s Kitchen, which is already
oversaturated; yet every CB4 agenda is crowded with requests for more liquor licences on Ninth and
Tenth Avenues, and some on side streets.
As I once stated to the board, in a hearing, if I had a drink in every bar between the CB4 offices on
42nd Street, and my apartment on 46th Street, half way home, I'd need to be carried, due to
inebriation—and that was before the current onslaught. Allegedly, bars are required to “serve the
public interest”; they do not. Neither already extant bars, and their abusive practices, nor those
seeking to add yet more bars in Hell’s Kitchen (with an assumption of sidewalk and street sheds, serve
any public interest. Most importantly, they harm the actual public interest.
As such, these committees, the City Council, Community Boards, and the Mayor, need to put a stop to
the misuse and abuse of public spaces. The public commons are not “owned” by the temporary
politicians, to do with as they please for political capital, or by the “City of New York” they are held
in trust by the city for the people of New York, current and future.
“About 30 community boards rejected the city’s proposal; about 22 supported it or at least did not
oppose it.” I do not know the vote of CB4.
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Nor are the curbs, sidewalks, and street lanes “valuable real estate” to be priced and rented to the
highest bidder and/or those with political influence, by the city; public commons are not a “commodity”
to be monetized, at the expense of the rest of us. They also need to be respected as belonging to the
public and held and cared for in the public interest, not for private or political aggrandizement.
Fulfill your responsibility to all New Yorkers, and to public safety: Do not make these sheds
permanent or extend their presence.
Trina Semorile, Hell’s Kitchen Resident
9 February 2022, corrected and amended, 11 February 2022
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Testimony
[EXTERNAL] In favor of permanent outdoor dining

I’m writing to express my support for permanent outdoor dining. During the early days of the pandemic the outdoor
dining area across the street from my apartment was the beating heart of my neighborhood, reminding us that we were
alive and creating a festive mood. I’ve long wished NYC had outdoor dining as they do in Europe. I love it and ask you to
support it.

1

As a resident of Thompson Street in Greenwich Village I am submitting this testimony in
opposition to the continued existence of outdoor dining once
the Covid-19 pandemic no longer warrants the current levels of social
distancing.
First, so you understand that I am not anti-restaurant in my
neighborhood and that that is not my underlying agenda in writing this
note, let me assure you that I am an ardent supporter of restaurants
in our neighborhood. Besides being a regular dining patron, I did
what I could to support local businesses during the worst of the
pandemic shutdown, including donations to Go Fund Me campaigns (not in
exchange for any gift certificates or other consideration). I count
many of the owners and employees of such establishments as personal
friends. I patronize these places not only socially but also for
business events. In short I am a big supporter of our local dining
establishments. It is one of the primary joys of city life for me.
My opposition to outdoor dining in no way diminishes my support for
these establishments. The simple truth is however that as a local
resident I see the adverse effect that outdoor dining has on equitable
and safe use of public spaces by all.
Consider the following 3 categories of concern resulting from outdoor dining:
SIDEWALK CONGESTION AND SAFETY
1) The sidewalks are not easily traversed by the pedestrians for whom
they were built. People cannot even walk their pets easily. The
situation is made worse for people with strollers or mobility
assistance devices such as canes, crutches, walkers, wheelchairs or
scooters.
2) Besides patrons getting up and down, food services employees need
to run back and forth to take and deliver orders, directly across the
path of foot traffic.
3) Patrons congregate outside of the sitting areas pre, during, or
post meal to wait to be seated or to socialize and in doing so they
block the sidewalks. Often they will smoke cigarettes or marijuana
right there so as not to wander too far from their friends at the
table.
4) Alcohol fueled ill behavior is magnified as they are further away
from the watching eyes of the proprietors. This will only be
exacerbated now that marijuana will be legal wherever cigarettes are
legal.
5) The presence of patrons is a magnet for panhandlers, and the city
isn't doing much these days to prevent that in any case. This causes

even further congestion on the sidewalks, and I have seen altercations
resulting from it, including one in which a weapon (a pistol) was drawn right down the street
across from a very popular eatery in SoHo.
ROADWAY USAGE AND ECONOMIC IMPACT
1) The narrowness of the remaining navigable roadway is extremely
prohibitive to vehicular traffic. While some people may be opposed to
vehicular traffic in general, the fact remains that it exists and
won't be going away in the near future. It is perhaps increased by
the further adoption of ride sharing services such as Uber during the
pandemic as a safe mode of transportation to maintain social
distancing and to avoid the recent uptick in violent crime on the
subway system. In addition, please consider that vehicle owners pay
not only the same taxes as everybody else, but they pay even more in
that there are taxes specific to motor vehicle usage such as parking.
Vehicle operators are one of the constituencies that needs to be
considered in all of this.
2) Vehicular traffic also supports the local economy in that it allows
people from out of town to patronize our neighborhood establishments
more easily. I often see license plates from places like NJ, PA, or
CT on our streets. Even people from the outer burrows often drive
to our neighborhood for a night out.
3) In addition to making navigation of the streets more difficult for
vehicular traffic, it also has greatly reduced the amount of street
parking, which in turn will discourage visitors from coming to the
area and patronizing our local businesses. The conversation is easily
imagined, "Nah, let's not go to the Village, it's too hard to get
there, there's no place to park ever." That conversation is more than imagined, I’ve actually
heard it.
4) Perhaps more important is the fact that these very same
businesses that we are discussing rely on commercial vehicular traffic
to make daily deliveries of supplies. The current situation makes the
process much more arduous, clogs the streets even further as
deliveries now stop in the middle of the street, and will eventually
drive up the cost of deliveries (due to delays there will need to be
more delivery service which will erode economies of scale) which will
be passed on to consumers via the restaurants.
5) The reliance by consumers on Amazon and other similar services
makes accessibility for commercial vehicles even more important.
While the use of such services increased during the pandemic it's not
likely to abate to pre-pandemic levels now that people who didn't use
it previously have enjoyed its convenience and economy. Furthermore
it has become a necessity for our neighbors who are housebound due to
illness. These days people even rely on such services for necessities

such as medication and groceries.
SAFETY ISSUES
7) Perhaps most pressingly there are also serious safety issues.
Navigating the streets in a vehicle OR AS A PEDESTRIAN is much more
dangerous now. With many outdoor dining booths blocking the view up
or down streets, checking for traffic while crossing is much more
difficult. Walk east on the north side of Hudson and try to look up
Thompson to see a safe time to cross. You can't see up (north) the
southbound street without stepping out in to the path of traffic!
Drivers do not always observe the traffic lights closely and often
stop in crosswalk areas. Vehicle operators have a similarly hard time
scanning for pedestrians. All of this is to say nothing of bicyclists
including food delivery personnel. This is an accident waiting to
happen. This certainly does NOT support Vision Zero's objective.
8) Separately, large emergency vehicles have a slow time navigating
the narrowed streets. I have seen an FDNY ladder truck barely get
down Thompson Street without hitting an outdoor booth. What if they
had to stop and open their doors suddenly? They physically could not
have. In emergencies such as the ones that trucks like that respond
to, seconds matter and can equal lives saved vs lost.
9) There is also danger to the patrons of those establishments who are
seated outside. Some months ago I saw a vehicle emerge from a parking
deck on 221 Thompson Street and drive right through the outside dining
area of the restaurant Cuba. The time was 4:30 and fortunately nobody
was sitting there at the moment. You can look up that incident in
news archives.
10) These sheds offer ready shelter and a source of food to vermin, including notably rats which
look for food scraps and shelter.
Council-people, we all need to share the streets and sidewalks. While
outdoor dining was a boon and savior for our beloved neighborhood
establishments during the height of the pandemic, the permanent extension of permission for
outdoor dining
in its current form is not only very inconvenient to the residents of
the city an in particular neighborhoods that have a high proportion of restaurants (such as
Greenwich Village where I live), but in fact is a safety issue and over time will
lead to injuries and possibly deaths.
I hope that the gradual reduction of such outdoor dining spaces is
made in a judicious and paced manner which accounts for the well being
of our cherished local dining establishments as they return to
pre-pandemic norms; but that it does indeed happen in an appropriate
time frame.

I encourage you to walk along streets such as Thompson Street between
Houston Street and Washington Square park during a busy weekend
afternoon on a day with nice weather so that you can experience
firsthand what I have attempted to describe in this note.

Vas Rajan

7, February 2022

I am a third generation Manhattanite; born and raised in Soho. I love my city. I
love Manhattan; particularly lower Manhattan. I went to the Little Red School
House, Elizabeth Irvin HS, and then NYU for my BA and MA. So, I guess you could
say I am the consummate downtown gal.
I understand that these sheds were necessary during the pandemic. My mate
owns a restaurant in lower Manhattan. So, I am sympathetic to what has
happened to the restaurants during this tragic pandemic. However, these sheds
on a benign level are an eyesore and on a more impactful level they are a health
and quality of life issue for many of our neighborhoods. The garbage, vermin, and
vagrants that inhabit these sheds is NOT ACCEPTABLE. We, who live, pay taxes,
and contribute to the neighborhood deserve to have clean sidewalks, streets, and
less congestion and noise.
These sheds are making our neighborhood difficult to carry-on day-to-day life.
The sidewalks are cluttered with trash making it difficult for people to live – get to
and from our homes. Making it difficult for people with carts, people with
strollers, people in walkers, people in wheelchairs, people on crutches to
maneuver.
Please eliminate these sheds from ‘OUR” sidewalks. At the very very least,
regulate the construction and maintenance of these shed ensuring cleanliness, no
graffiti, and noise parameters. Again, we live in these neighborhoods and we
deserve to have our rights preserved as well. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Vivian Davila

I'd like to defy the anti-shed organizers and instead offer my enthusiastic support for a
measure that deserves to become permanent. Sheds, outdoor dining, and pedestrianized
streets contribute infinitely more to the quality of urban life than auto parking ever has
or ever could. Some of the sheds are abandoned or badly maintained, undoubtedly; those can
be maintained better. The waste of public space on the automobile, an anti-urban
technology that fouls the air, cooks the Earth's climate, menaces every other user of
civic space, and takes 40,000 U.S. lives a year, is pointless and irredeemable.
NYC needs more space devoted to human-scale activities, including outdoor dining and Open
Streets, not a step backwards toward auto dominance. The nationwide 20th-century experiment
in spreading and subsidizing motorism has yielded massively destructive results. It's the
21st century now, the era when we need to clean up our environment and undo the mistakes of
the past. And this is NYC, where a majority of residents don't own or need cars. City
Council should recognize that street spaces dedicated to dining, recreation, culture, safe
pedestrian life, and healthy self-powered transportation are vastly preferable to streets
disfigured by parking and auto traffic. The Open Restaurants and Open Streets programs are
a step in a more civilized direction; they deserve to be permanent and to expand.
Sincerely,
William B. Millard
East Village, Manhattan

To the City Council:
Please make the Open Restaurants program permanent! This program has been a huge
improvement to the quality of life in the city, and it is worth keeping even as the pandemic
wanes. Before COVID, our curbside space was used primarily for the free storage of private
vehicles, with the occasional dock for CitiBike parking. I hope that the Open Restaurants
program is the first in a broader reimagining of how we can reclaim the curb for public use.
Open Restaurants has not only helped local establishments to stay afloat while people could not
dine indoors, it has also enlivened the streetscape, provided a new way for New Yorkers to
enjoy our city, and contributed vastly more revenue to the city than the parking it has replaced.
The proof is in the numbers: the DOT poll from last fall shows a vast majority of residents in
every borough support Open Restaurants.
I believe there is still work to be done. For instance, we should look to implement parklet
programs like San Francisco, where businesses can sponsor truly public curbside spaces. We
should also work to widen sidewalks, allowing restaurant space to move directly adjacent to the
building as in Paris rather than in the street. And we should also look to set up dumpsters and
plant tree beds where there is currently parking today, to get trash off the sidewalk, expand the
street canopy, and prevent parking next to hydrants. Making Open Restaurants permanent is an
essential first step to support such reallocations of street space.
William Meehan
District 35 Resident

To whom it may concern,
I am asking the City Council to reconsider making outdoor dining
program permanent under the auspices of the DOT unless the following
is adhered to first:
- Conducting environmental impact studies for different
neighborhoods where outdoor dining is implemented
I am a resident of the West Village and mine, as well as many others’
lives have been negatively impacted by the numerous dining sheds that
have been erected within the past two years. In addition to being
unsightly, poorly maintained, and not in line with our historic
neighborhood’s character these structures block roads and sidewalks
impeding movement of the pedestrians, making it impossible for
emergency vehicles to pass through, and attracting dirt and vermin.
Although these structures were created to help restaurants at the
height of the Covid19 pandemic, many have been turned into fully
enclosed structures with poor to no ventilation and crowded
conditions. Also please note that many restaurants took advantage of
lack of enforcement and have blatantly violated the guidelines under
which these structures were created- this has added to the overall
reduction of quality of life for the area residents. At this time many of
these steps are used for storage and are attractive the homeless and
substance abusers thus contributing to the unsafe environment around
them. Please listen to the voices of the area residents when it comes to
this issue
Thank you
Yelena Falk

Some Problems with Outdoor Dining Structures
Outdoor street dining has only been bearable as an emergency measure, but in its current form, it
diminishes the city. The structures built are frequently unattractive, and they make living near them
unpleasant by blocking pedestrians and street access. This burden on pedestrians is not necessary as a
permanent addition. Additionally, they are often unsafe and unsanitary.
I will actively campaign in the next election against any politician who supports making them
permanent.


UNSAFE: They are not built to standards and are unsafe. One built of wood on 2 nd Ave. in the
East Village (not pictured) had to be closed off after it started to lean because of bad
construction.



INCONVENIENT: They leave very little sidewalk space. For example, the Eros Café on 2 nd Ave. has
built so far into the sidewalk that when they put out trash and delivery bikes there are only a
couple of feet of sidewalk for pedestrians.

Before construction (left) this was the sidewalk at 88 2nd Ave. Now, this area is nearly impassible
(shown with partial construction on right). On garbage and snow days the situation is worse.



ADDITIONAL DANGERS: They create additional unexpected unsafe conditions. When the
sidewalk in front of Awash caved in at 338 E. 6th St., sidewalk pedestrians were forced by the
restaurant barricade to walk into the street for several months (the gray barrier shown below
before the cave-in created an unsafe condition for months). The street shown below here was
used by pedestrians and cars in an unsafe way because of an ad-hoc barricade.



STREET ACCESSIBILITTY: They are an eyesore and make trash collection difficult. This stretch of
sheds on E. 6th St. makes an already difficult trash situation much more difficult. I personally
cannot put my trash to the street at my building, and sometimes unseen bags go uncollected.
Look at how far the curb is blocked!



LAND GRAB: This emergency measure should not be allowed to be permanent. It was important
to save the restaurants, but we should not give a large chunk of city real estate to them
permanently. This is not the best way to use city sidewalks.

Proposal




Outdoor dining should only be allowed with certain regulations and restrictions:
o The city must determine how much sidewalk must be passible and enforce this
regulation when restaurants create impassible situations. Violators should be fined.
o Any outdoor construction must follow established building codes. If codes do not exist
for this situation, the must be developed. Unsafe construction must not be allowed.
o Any restaurant not in compliance should have outdoor activities shut down.
Outdoor dining areas should be subject to additional city taxes once indoor dining resumes.
Perhaps the rate of this tax should be based on the restaurant’s rent, but paid to the city for the
increased space taken from sidewalks.

Zach Taylor

ZACHARY WINESTINE
HORATIO STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10014

February 6, 2022
Chair Marjorie Velázquez, Committee on Consumer and Worker Protection
Chair Kevin Riley, Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises
Dear Chairs Riley and Velázquez,
I am writing to express my opposition to the "Open Restaurants Text
Amendment," and to the bill that would create a new permanent outdoor dining program
in New York City.
I fully support street closures, bike lanes, and the conversion of street space for
quiet public recreation. The problem with the Open Restaurants program is that it
privatizes streets and sidewalks to benefit one specific industry, and little thought appears
to have been given to the costs that the program imposes on surrounding residential
neighborhoods. Those costs include noise, congestion, trash, vermin, and greatly impeded
access for bicyclists and the disabled. Although the program is billed as necessary to
support hard-hit restaurants, the real money will in fact end up in the pockets of real
estate companies, which will simply jack up the rents of ground floor commercial spaces
to reflect the greater profits that restaurants owners can obtain form their street
operations. In the process, other small businesses - which have no ability to profit from
street operations - will be priced out of the market.
Sincerely,

